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A.

VOYAGE

TO

THE PACIFIC OCEAN.

BOOK V.

CAPTAIN KING'S JOURNAL OF THE TRANSACTIONS ON

RETURNING TO THE SANDWICH ISLANDS.

CHAP. I.

DESCRIPTION or IURAKAKOOA BAY. -VAST CONCOURSE OF THE

NATIVES.- POWER OF THE CHIEFS OVER THE. INJ'ERIOR PEO

PLE. - VISIT FROM KOAH, A PRIEST AND WARRIOR. - THE
MORAl AT IUKOOA DESCRIBED.-CEREMONIES AT THE LAND
ING'OF CAPTAIN COOK. - OBSERVATORIES ERECTED. - POWER
FUL OPERATION OF THE TABOO. - METHOD OF SALTING PORK

IN TROPICAL CLIMATES.-SOCIETY OF PRIESTS DISCOVEaED.

":-THEIR HOSPITALITY AND MUNIFICENCE.-RECEPTION OF

CAPTAIN COOK. - ARTIFIcE OF KOAH. - ARRIVAL OF TER
REEOBOO, KING OF THE ISLAND.-SINGULARCEREMONY.

VISIT FRoM THE KING. - RETURNED BY CAPTAIN COOK.

KARA~AKOOABay is situated on the west side of the
island of' Owhyhee, in a district called Akona. It is
about a mile in depth, and bounded by two low points
of land, at the distance of half a league, and beating
south south.east and north north-west from each
other. On the north point, which is flat and barren,
stands the village of Kowrowa; and in the bottom of
the bay, near a grove of tall cocoa-nut trees, there is

B ~



· 4 A VOYAGE TO JAN.

another village of a more considerable size, called
Kakooa: between them, runs a .high rocky cliff, in
accessible from the sea shore. On the south side,
the coast, for about a mile inland, has a rugged ap
pearance; beyond which the country rises with a
gradual ascent, and is overspread with cultivated in
closures and groves of cocoa-nut trees, where the
habitations of the natives are scattered in great num
bers. The shore, all around the bay, is covered with
a black coral rock, which makes the landing very
dangerous in rough weather; except at the village of
Kakooa, where there is a fine sandy beach, with a
Norai, or burying-place, at one extremity, and a
small well of fresh water at the other. This bay ap-'
pearing to Captain Cook a proper place to refit the
ships, and lay in an additional supply of water and
provisions, we moored on the north side, about a
quarter of a mile from the shore, Kowrowa bearing
north-west.

As soon as the inhabitants perceived our intention
of' anchoring in the bay, they came off feom the shore
in astonishing numbers, and expressed their jay by
singing and shouting, and exhibiting a variety of wild
and extravagant gestures. The sides, the decks, and
rigging of both' ships were soon completely covered
with them; and a multitude of women and boys, who
had not b~en able to get canoes, came swimming
round us in shoals; many of whom, not finding room
on board, remained the whole day playing in the
water.

Among the chiefs who came on board the Resolu
tion, was a young man, called Pareea, whom we soon
perceived to be a person of great authority. On pre
senting himself to Captain Cook, he told him, that he
was Jakanee· to the king of the island, who was at
that time engaged on a military expedition at Mowee,

.. We afterward met with several others of the same denomina
tion.; but whether it be an office, or some degree of aBinity, we
could never learn with certainty.
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and was expected to return within three or four days.
A few presents from Captain Cook attached him en
tirely to our interests, and he became exceedingly
useful to us in the management of his countrymen,
as we had soon occasion to experience. For we had
not been long at anchor, when it was observed that
the Discovery had such a number of people hanging
on one side, as occasioned her to heel considerably:
and that the men were unable to keep off the crowds
which continued pressing into her. Captain Cook,
being apprehensive that she might suffer some injury"
pointed out the danger to Pareea, who immediately
went to their assistance, cleared the ship of its in
cumbrances, and drove away the canoes. that sur
rounded her.

The authority of the chiefs over the ,inferior peo·
pIe appeared, from this incident, to be of the most
despotic kind. A similar instance of it happened the
same day on board the Resolution; where the crowd
being so great, as to impede the necessary business
of the ship, we were obliged to have recourse to the
assistance of Kaneena, another of their chiefs, who
had likewise attached himself to Captain Cook. The
inconvenience we laboured under being made known,
he 'immediately ordered his countrymen to quit the
vessel; and we were not a little surprized to see them
jump overboard, without a moment's hesitation; all
except one man, who loitering behind, and showing
some unwillingness tq obey, Kaneena took him up in
his arms, and threw him into the sea.

Both these chiefs were men of strong and well
proportioned bodies, and of countenances remarkably'
pleasing. Kaneena especially, whose portrait Mr. ,
Webber has drawn, was one of the finest men I ever
,saw. He was about six feet high, had regular and
expressive features, with lively, dark eyes; his car.
riage was ,easy, firm, and graceful. '.

It has been already men~ioned, ,that durmg our
long crui2e off this island, the inhabitants had always

B3



6 A VOYAGE TO JAN.

behaved with great fairness and honesty in their deal
ings, and had not shown the slightest propensity to
iheft; which appeared to us the more extraordinary,
because those with whom we had hithelto held any
intercourse, were of the lowest rank, either' servants
or fishermen. We now found the case exceedingly
altered. The immense crowd of islanders, which
blocked up every :part of the ships; not only afforded
frequent opportumty of pilfering without risk of dis
covery, but our inferiority in number held forth a
prospect of escaping with impunity in case of detec
tion. Another circumstance, to which we attributed
this alteration in their behaviour, was the presence
and encouragement of their chiefs; for generally
tracing the booty into the possession of some men of
consequence, we had the strongest reason to suspect
that these depredations were committed at their in
stigation.

Soon after the Resolution had got into her station,
our two friends,. Pareea and Kaneena, brought on
board a third chief,' named Koah, who, we were told,
wa§ a priest, and had been, in his youth, a distinguish
ed warrior.· He was a little old man, ofan emaciated
figure; his eyes exceedingly sore and red, and ,his
body covered with a white leprolls sCllrf~ the effects
of an immoderateuse of theava. Being led into the
cabin, he approached Captain Cook with great ve
neration, and threw over his shoulders a piece of red
clotb, which he had brought along with him. Then
steppin~ a few paces back, he made an offering of a
small pig, which he held in his hand, whilst he pro
nounced a discourse that lasted for a considerable
~ime. This ceremony was frequently repeated dur
109 our stay at Owhyhee, "and appeared to us, from
many circumstances, to be a sort of religious ador
ation. Their idols we found always arrayed with red
cloth, in the same manner as was done to Captain
Cook; and a small pig was their usual offe(ing to the
EatooiU. Their speeches, or prayers, were uttered
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too with a readiness and volubility that indicated them
to be according to some formulary.

When this ceremony was over, Koah· dined with
Captain Cook, eating plentifully of what was set be
fore him; but, like the rest of the inhabitants of the
islands in these seas, could scarcely be prevailed on
to taste a second time our wine or spirits. In the
evening, Captain Cook, attended by Mr. Bayly and
myself: accompanied him on shore. We landed at
the beach, and were received by four men, who car
ried wands tipt with dogs' hair, and marched before

'HS, pronouncing with ~ loud voice a sbort sentence,
in which we could only distinguish the word Orono.·
The crowd, which had been collected on the shore,
retired at our approach; and not a person was to be
seen, except a few lying prostrate on the ground,
near the huts of the adjoining village.

Before I prooeed to relate the adoration that was
paid to Captain Cook, and the peculiar ceremonie$
with which he was received on this fatal island, it

'will be necessary to describe the Morai, situated, as
I have already mentioned, at the sOllth side of the
beach at. Kakooa. . It was a sq.uare 80Ild pile of
stones, about forty yards 10ngL twenty broad, and
fourteen in height. The top was flat and well paved,
and surrounded by ~ wooden rail, on which were
fixed the sculls of the captives, sacrificed on the
death of their chief6. In the centre of .the area.
stood a ruinous old building of wood, connected with
the rail on each side, by a stone wall, which divided
the whole space into two parts. On the side ne~t

the country, were five poles, upward of twenty feet

• Captain Cook generally went by this nama amongst the natives
of Owhyhee I but we could never learn its precise meaning. Some
times they applied it to an inyisible being, who, they said, lived in
the heavens, . We also foqnd tln1t it was lI. title belonging to a per
IOn$ge of great rank and power in the island, who ,eeemblea pretty
mucJi the Uelai Lama of tile Tartan, and the ecclesiastical emper.
or of Jap~. . .

B 4



10 A VOYAGE TO JAK.

done, by chewing it in the same manner as at the
Friendly Islands. Kaireekeea then took part of the
kernel of a cocoa-nut, which he chewed, and wrap-.
ping it in a piece of cloth, rubbed with it the
Captain's face, head, hands, arms, and shoulders.
The ava was then handed round, and after we had
tasted it, Koah and Pareea began to pull the flesh
of the hog in pieces, and to put it into our mouths.
I had no great objection to being fed by Pareea, who
was very cleanly in his person; but Captain Cook,
who· was served by Koah, recollecting the putrid
hog, could not ~wallow a morRel; and his reluctance,
as maybe supposed, was not diminished, when the
old man, according to his own mode of civility, had
chewed it for him.

When this last ceremony was finished, which
Captain Cook put an end to as soon as he decently
could, we quitted the Mora;, after distributing
amongst the people some pieces of iron and other
trifles, with which they seemed highly gratified.
The men with wands conducted us to the boats,
repeating the same words as before. T-he people
again retired, and the few that remained, pros~rated

themselves as we. passed along the shore. We im
mediately went on board, our minds full of what we

. had seen, and extremely well satisfied w.ith the good
dispositions of our new friends. The meaning of
the various ceremonies, with which we had been
received, and which, on account of their novelty ~nd
singularity, have been related at length, can .only be
the subject of conjectures, and those uncertain and
partial: they were, however, without doubt, expres
sive of high respect on the part of the natives; and,
as" far as related to the person of Captain Cook, they
seemed approaching to adoration.

The next morning I went on shore with a guard
of eight marines, including the corporal and lieu
tenant, having orders to erect the observ~tory in
such a situation as might best .enable me to superin-
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tend and protect the waterers, and the other working
parties that were to be on shore. As we were view
ing a spot conveniently situated for this purpose, in
the middle of' the village, Pareea, who was al ways
ready to show both his power and his good-will,
offered to pull down some houses that would have
obstructed our observat.ions. However, we thought
it proper 'to decline this offer, and fixed on a field of
sweet potatoes adjoining to the Morai, whieh was
readily granted us; and the priests, to prevent the
intrusion of'the natives, immediately consecrate4 the
place, by fixing therr wands round the wall by which
it was inclosed.

This sort of religiOUs interdiction they call taboo;
a word we heard often repeated during our stay
amongst these islanders, and found to be of very
powerful and extensive 0feration. A more par~

ticular explanation of' it wiI be given in the general
account of these islands, under the article of religion;
at present it i~ only necessary to observe, that it pro
cured us even more privacy than we desired. No
canoes ever presumed to land near us; the natives
sat on the wall, but none offered to come within the
tabooed space, till he had obtained our p.ermission.
But though the men, at our request, would come
across the field with provisions, yet not all our en
deavours could prevail on the women to approach
us. Presents were tried, but· without effect; Pareea
and Koah were tempted to bring them, but in vain;
we were invariably answered, that the EatotJa and
Terreeoboo (which was the name .of their king)
would kill them. This circumstance afforded no
small matter of amusement to QUI' friends on board,
where the crowds of people, and particularly of
women, that continued to flock thither, obliged them
almost every hour to clear the vessel, in order to
have room to do the necessary duties of the ship.
On these occasions, two or three hundred women
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were frequently made to jump into the water at once,
where they continued swimming and playing about,
till they could again procure admittance.

From the 19th to the ~4th, when Pareea and
Koah left us to attend Terreeoboo, who had landed
on some other jart of the island, nothing "ery ma
terial happene on board. ·The caulkers were set
to work on the sides of the ships,· and the rigging
was carefully overhauled and repaired. The salting
of hogs for sea·store was also a constant, and one of
the principal objects of Captain Cook's attention.
As the success we met with in this experiment,
during our present voyage, was much more complete
than it had i?een in any former. attempt of the same
kind, it may not be improper to give an account of
the detail of the operation.

It has generally been thought impracticable to
cure the flesh of animals by salting, in tropica!
climates; the progress of' putrefaction being so
rapid, as not to allow time for the salt.to take (as
they express it) before the meat gets a taint, which
prevents the effect of the pickle. We do not find
that experiments relative to this subject have been
made by the navigators of any nation before Captain
Cook. In his first trials, which were made in 1774,
during his second voyage to' the Pacific Ocean, the
success he met wit~ though very imperfect, was yet
sufficient to convince him of the error of the received
opinion. As the voyage, in which he was nowen.
gaged, was likely to be protracted a year beyond
the time for whjch the ships had been victualled, he
was under the- necessity of providing, by some such
means, for the subsistence of the crews, ,or of relin
quishing the furthe!' prosecution of his discoveries.
He therefore lost no opportunity of renewing his
attempts, and the 'event answered his·most sanguine
expectations. . .

The hogs, which we made use of for this purpose,
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were of various sizes, weighing from four to twelve
stone.· The time of slaughtering was always in the
afternoon; and as soon as the hair was scalded off,
and the entrails removed, the hog was divided into
pieces of four or eight pounds each, and the bones
of' the legs and chine taken out; and,. in the larger
sort, the ribs also. Every piece then being carefully
wiped and examined, and the veins cleared of the
coagulated blood, they were handed to the salters,
whilst the flesh remained still warm. After they had
been well rubbed with salt, they were placed in a
heap, on a stage raised in the open air, covered with
planks, and pressed with the heaviest weights we •
conld lay on them. In this situation they remained
till the next evening, when they were again well
wiped and examined, and the suspicious parts taken
away. They were then put into a tub of strong
pickle, where they were afways looked over once or
twice a day, and if any piece had not taken the salt,
which was readily discovered by the smell of the
pickle, they.were immediately taken out, re.examined,
and the sound pieces put to fresh pickle. This,
however, after the precautions before used, seldom
happened. After six days, they were taken out,
examined tor the last time, and being again slightly
pressed, they were packed in barrels, with a thin
layer of salt between them•. I brought home.with
me some barrels of this pork, which was pickled at
Owh>rhee in January 1779, and was tasted by several
persons in England, ab<?ut Christmas 17.80, and found
perfectly sound and wholesome. t

• 14 lb. •t Since these papers were prepared for the press, I have been
informed by Mr. Vancouver, who was one of my Midshipmen in
the Dilcovery, and was afterwards' appointed Lieutenant of the
Martin sloop of war, that he tried the method here recommended,
both with English and Spaniah pork, during a cruize on the Spanish
Main, in the year 1782, and succeeded to the utmost of his e1t
pectations. He also made the experiment at Jamaica with the
beef served by the victualling office to the &hips, but not with the
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I shall now return to our transactions on shore at
the observatory, 'where we- had not been long settled,
before we discovered, in our neighbourhood, the
habitations of a societf of priests, whose regular
attendance at the Moral had excited our curiosity.
Their huts stood. round a pond of water, and were
surrounded by a grove of cocoa-nut trees, which
separated them from the beach and the rest of the
village, and gave the place an air of religious retire
ment. On my acquainting Captain Cook with these
circumstances, he resolved to pay them a visit; and
as he expected to be received in the same manner as

• before, he brought Mr. Webber with him to make a
drawing of the ceremony.

On his arrival at the beach, he was conducted to
a sacred building called Harre-no-Orono, or the
house of Orono, and seated before the entrance, at
the foot of a wooden idol, of the same kind with
those on the Morai. I was here again made to sup
port one of his arms, and after wrapping him in
red cloth; Kaireekeea, accompanied by twelve priests,
made an offering of a pig with the usual solemnities.
The pig was then strangled, and a fire being kindled,
it was thrown into the embers, and after the hair was
singed off, it was again presented, with a repetition
of the chanting, in the manner before 'described.
The dead pig was then held for a short time under
the Captain's nose; after which it was laid, with a
cocoa-nut, at his feet, and the performers sat down.

same success, which he attributes to the want of the necessary
precautions in killing and handling the beasts; to thoeir being
hung up and opened before they hacl.sufficient time to bleed, by
which means the blood~veS8e" were exposed to the air, and the
blood condensed before it had time to empty itself; and to their
being hard driven and bruised. He adds, that having himself
attended to the· killing of an ox, which was carefully taken on
board the Martin, he salted a part of it, which at the end of the
week was found to have taken the salt completely, and he haa
no doubt would have kept for any length of time; but the ex-
periment was not tried. .
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The arJa was then brewed, and handed round; a fat
hog, ready dressed, was brought in; and we were
fed as before.. .

During the rest of the time we remained in the
bay, whenever Captain Cook came on shore, he was
attended by one of these priests, who went before
him, giving notice that the Orono had landed, and

.ordering the people to prostrate themselves. The
same person also constantly accompanied him on the
water, standing in the bow of the boat, with a wand
in his hand, and giving notice of his approach to the
natives, who were in canoes, on which they imme
diately left off paddling, and lay down on their face~

till he had passed. Whenever he stopped at the
observatory, Kaireekeea and his brethren immediate
ly made their appearance with hogs, cocoa-nuts,
bread-fruit; &c. and presented them with the usual
solemnities. It was on these occasions that some of
the inferior chief!! frequently requested to be per
mitted to make an offering to the Orono. When
this was granted, they presented the hog themselves,
generally with evident marks of fear in their counte
nances; whilst Kaireekeea and the priests chanted
their accustomed h,mns.

The civilities of this society were not, however,
confined to mere ceremony and parade. Our party
on shore received from them, every day, a constant
supply of hogs and vegetables,' more than sufficient
for our subiistence; and several canoes loaded with
provisions were sent to the ships with the iame
punctuality. No return was ever demanded, or
even hinted at in the most distant manner. Their
presents were made with a regularity, more like the
discharge of a religious duty, than the effect of mere
liberality; and when we enquired at whose charge
all this munificence was displayed, we were told, it
was at the expenee of a great man called Kaoo, the
chief of the priests, and grandfather to Kaireekeea,
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who was at that time absent attending the killg of
the island•

. As every thing relating to the character and beh~

viour of this people must be interesting to the reader,
on account of the tragedy that was afterwards acted
here, it will be proper to acquaint him, that we had
not always so much reason to be satisfied with the
conduct of the warrior chiefs, or Earees, as with that
of the priests. In aU· our dealings with the former,
we found them sufficientlr attentive to their own in
terests; and besides theIr habit of stealing, which
may admit" of some excuse, from the universality of
the practice amongst the islanders of these seas, they
made use ofother artifices equally dishonourable. I
shall only mention one instance, in which we disco
vered, with regret, our friend Roah to be a party
principally concerned. As the chiefs, who brought
us presents of hogs, were always sent back hand
somely rewarded, we had generally a greater supply
than we could make use of: On these occasions,
Koah, who never failed in his attendance on us, used
to beg such as we did not want, and they were always
given to him. It one day happened, that a pig was
presented us by a man whom Koah himselfintroduced
as a chief, who was desirous of paying his respects,
and we recollected the pig to be the same that had
been given to Roah just before. This leading us to
suspect some trick, we found, on further enquiry, the
pretended chief to be an ordinary person; and on
connecting this with other circumstances, we had
reason to suspect, that it was not the first time we had
been the dupes of the like imposition.

Things continued in this state till the !Moth, when
we were a good deal surprised to fiftd that no canoes
were suffered to put oft' fi'om the shore, and that the
natives kept close to their houses. After several
hours' suspense, we learn~d that the bay was· tabooed,
and all intercourse with us interdicted, on accoullt of

---
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the arrival of Terreeoboo. As we had not foreseen
an accident of this SOl't, the crews of both ships were
obliged to pass the day without their usual supply of
vegetables. The next morning, therefore, they eH
deavouredyboth by threats and promises, to induce
We natives to come alongside; and as some of them
were at last venturing to put off, a chief was observed
attempting to drive them away. ,A musket was im
mediately fired over his head, to make him desist,
which had the desired effect, and refi-eshments were
S00n after purehasedas usual. In the after~oon,

Terreeoboo arrived, and visited the ships in a private
manner, attended only by one oanoe, in which were
his wife and children. He staid on board till ileal"
ten o'clock, when he returned to the village of
Kowrowa.

The next day, ab<Jtlt noon, dlekiilg, in a large
canoe, attended by two others, set out from the vil
lage, and padgled toward the ships in great state.,
Their appearance was grand and magnificent. In
the first canoe was Terreeobooand his chiefs, dressed.
in their rich feathered cloaks and helmets, and armed
with long speal:s and daggers; in the second ca'me

"the venerable Kaoo, the chief of the priests,and his
brethren, with their idols displayed on red cloth.
These idols were busts of a gigantic size, made ot.'
wicker.work, and curiously covered with small fea
thers of var~ous colours, wrought in the same manner
with their cloaks. Their eyes were made of large
pearl oysters, with a black nut fixed in the centre;

, their mouths were set with a double row of the fangs
of'dogs, and, together with the rest of theirfeatures,
were strangely distorted. The third canoe was filled
with hogs and various sorts of vegetables.. As they
went along, the priests in the centre canoe sung theIr
hymns with great solemnity.; and after paddling
round the ships, instead ofgoing on board, as was ex
pected, they made toward the shore at the beach
where we were stationed.

VOL. VUe ((
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As soon as I saw them approaching, r ordered out
our little guard to receive the king; and Captain
Cook, perceiving that he was going on shore, fo]
lowed him, and af-rived nearly' at the same time. We
conducted them into the tent, where they had scarcely
been seated, when the king rose up. and in a very
graceful manner threw over the Captain's shoulders
the cloak he himself wore, put a feathered helmet on
his head, and a curious fim into his hapd. He also
spread at his feet five or six other cloaks, all exceed
ingly beautiful, and of the greatest value. His at
tendants then brought four very large hogs, with
sugar-canes, cocoa-nuts, and bread.fruit; and this
pari ofthe ceremony was concluded by the king's ex
changing names with Captain Cook, which amongst
all the islanders of the Pacific Ocean, is esteemed the
strongest pledge of friendshil'. A procession of
priests, with a venerable old personage at their head,
now appeared, followed by a long train.of men leading
large hogs, and others carrying plantains, sweet po
.tatoes, &c. .By the looks and gestures of Kaireekeea,
I immediately knew the old man to .be the chief of
the priests before mentioned, on whose bounty we
had so lopg subsisted; He had a piece of red cloth
in his hands, which he wrapped round Captain Cook'8
shoulders, and afterward presented him with a small
pig in the usual form. A seat was then made fot
him, next to the king, after which, Kaireekeea and
his followers began their ceremonies, Kaoo and the
chiefs joining in the responses. .

I was surprised to see, in the person of this king,
the same infirm and emaciated old man, that came on
board the Resolution when we were off the north-east
side of the island of Mowee; and we soon discovered
amongst his attendants most of the persons who at
that time had remained· with us all night. Of this
number were the two younger sons of the king, the
eldest of whom was sixteen' years of age, and his
nephew Mailla-Maiha, whom at first we had so~e
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.difficulty in recollecting, his hair being plastered over
with a dirty brown paste and powder, which was no
mean heightening to the most savage face I ever 
beheld.

As soon as the formalities of the meetirig were over,
Captain Cook carried Terreeoboo, and as many chiefs
as the pinnace could hold, on board the Resolution.
They were received with every·mark of l~espect that
could be shown them; and Captain Cook, in return
tor the feathered cloak, put a linen shfrt on the king,
and girt his own hanger round him. The ancient
Kaoo, and about half a dozen more old chiefs, remain.
ed on shore, and took up their abode at the priests'
houses. During all this time, not a canoe was seen
in the bay, and the natives either kept within their
huts, or lay prostrate on the ground. Before the
king left the Resolution, Captain Cook obtained
leave for the natives to come and trade with the ships
as usual; but the women, for what reason we could
nbt learn, still continlled und~r the effects of the
taboo; that is, were forbidden to stir from home, or
to have any communication with us.
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the ~th in the morning, to undergo a thorough re.
pair. n. t the same time, the carpenters were sent
into the country, under conduct of some of Kaoo's
people, to cnt planks for the head rail work, which
was also entirely decayed and rotten.

On the i8th, Captain Clerke,. whose ill health con
fined him. for the most part, on board, paid Terreeo
boo his first visit, at his hut on shore. He was re
ceived with tlte same formalities as were observed
with Captain Cook ~ and, Oil his coming away,
though the visit was qa-ite unexpected, he received
a present of thirty large hogs, and as much fruit

- and roots as his crew could eonsu me in a week.
As we had not yet seen any thing of their sports

or athletic exercises; the natives, at the request of
some of our officers, entertained us this evening
with a boxing-match. Though these games were
much inferior, as well in point of solemnity and
magnificence, as in the skill and powers of the com
batants, to what we had seen exhibited at the Friend
ly Islands; yet, as they differed in some particulars,
it 'may not be improper to give a short account of
them. We found a vast €:oncourse of people as
sembled orr a level spot of ground, at a little distance
from our tents. A long space was left vacant in
the midst of them, at the upper end of which sat
the judges" under three standards, from which hung
slips of' cloth of' various colours, the skins of' two
wild geese, a few small birds, and bunches offeathers.
When the sports were ready to begin, the signal was.
given by the judges, and immediately two combat
ants appeared. They came forward slowly, lifting
up their feet very high ,behind, and drawing their
hands along the soles. As they approached, they
frequently eyed each other ii"om head to foot, in a
contemptuous manner, casting several' arch looks at
the spectators, straining their muscles, and· using
a variety of affected gestures. Being advRDced
within reach of each other, they stood with botb
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arrnsheld out straight before their faces, at which
part all their blows were aimed. They struck, in
what appeared to our eyes an awkward manner, with .
a full swing of the arm; made no attempt to parry,
but eluded their adversary's attack by an inclination
ofthe body,· or by retreating. The battle was quick
ly decided; for if either of them was knocked down,
or even fell by accident, he was considered as van
quished, and the victor expressed his triumph. by a
variety of gestures, which usually excited, as was in
tended, a loud laugli among the spectators. He then
waited for a second antagonist; and if again vic
torious, for a third, till he was, at last, iq his turn
defeated. A singular rule observed in these c0ll!
bats is, that whilst any two are preparing to fight,
a third person may step in, and choose either of
them for his antagonist, when the other is obliged to
withdraw. Sometimes three or four followed each
other in this manner, before the match was settled.
When the combat proved longer than usu~l, or ap
peared too unequal,. one of the chiefs generally
stepped in, and ended it by putting a stick between
the combatants. The same good humour was pre
served throughout, which we before so much ad
mired in the Friendly Islanders. As these games
were given at our desire, we found it was universally
expected, that we should have borne our part in
them; but our people, though much pressed by the
natives, turned a deaf ear to their challenge, re
membering full well the blows they got at the
Friendly Islands. .

This day died William Watman, a seaman of the
gunner's crew; an event which. I mention the more
particularly, as death had hitherto been very rare
amongst us. He was an old man, and much re
spected on account of his attachment to Captain
Cook. He had formerly served as a marine twenty
one years; after which he entered as a seaman on.
board the Resolution in 177'Jl, and served with Cap-

e 4
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tain Cook in his voyage toward the South Pole.
At their return, he was admitted into Greenwich
liospital, through the Captain's interest, at the same
time with himself; and being resolved· to follow
throughout the fortunes of' his benefactor, he also
quitted it along with him, on his being appointed
to the command of the present expedition. During
the voyage,· he had frequently been subjeet to slight·
fevers, and was' a convalescent when we came into
the bay, where, being sent on ~hore for a few days,
he conceived himself perfectly recovered, and, at
his own desire, returned on board; but the day fol
lowing, he had a pa-ratytic stroke, which in two days
1Dore carried him off.

At the request of the king of the island, he was
buried on the Morai, and the ceremony was per
formed with as much solemnity as our situation
permitted. Old Kaoo and his brethren were spec
tators, and preserved the most profound silence and
attention, whilst the service was reading. When we
began to fill up the grave, they approached it with
great reverence, threw in a dead pig, some cocoa
nuts, and plantains; and, for three nights afterward,
they surrounded it, sacrificing hogs, and performing
their usual ceremonies of hymns and prayers, which
continued till day-break. .

At the head of the grave, we erected a post, and
nailed upon it a square piece of board, on which was
inscribed the name of the deceased, his age, and the
day of his death. This they promised not to remove;
and we hav"e no doubt, but that it will be suffered to
remain, as long as the frail materials of which it is
made will permit. .

The ships being in great want offuel'-the Captain
desired me, on the ~d of February, .to treat with the
priests, for the purchase of the rail that surrounded
the top of the Morai: I must confess I had, at first,
some doubt about the decency of this proposal, and
was apprebensive, that even the bare mention of it
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might be considered by them as a piece of shocking
impiety. In this, however, I found myself mistaken.
Not the smallest stlrprize was expressed at the ap
plication, and the wooo was readily given, even with
out stipulating for any thing in return. /Whilst the
sailors were taking it away, I observed one of them

-carrying off a carved image; and, on further inquiry, .
-I found that they had conveyed to the boats the
whole" semicircle. ·Though this was done in the

. presence of the natives, who had not shown any mark
of resentment at it, but had even assisted them in the
removal, I thought it proper to speak to Kaoo on
the subject; who appeared very indifferent about the
matter, and only desired that we would restore. the
centre image I have mentioned before, which he
carried into one of the priest's houses. .

Tt:rreeoboo, and his chiefs, had, for some days
past, been very inquisitive about the time of our de
parture. This circumstance had excited in me a
great curiosity to know what opinion this people had
formed of us, and what were their ideas respecting
the canse and objects of our voyage. I took some
pains to satisfy myself on these points; but could never
learn any thing farther, than that they imagined we
came from some country where pl"Ovisions had failed;
and that our visit to them was merely for the purpose
of filling our bellies. Indeed, the meagre appearance
of some of our crew, the hearty appetites with which
we sat down to their fresh provisions, and our great
anxiety to purchase and carry off as much as we
were able, led them, .naturally enough, to such a con
clusion. To these may be added, a circJlmstance
which puzzled them exceedingly, our having no wo
men with us; together with our quiet conduct, and
unwarlike appearance. It was ridiculous enough to
see them stroking the sides, and patting the bellies of
the sailors (who were certainly much improved in the

• See description of the Morai, in the preceding Chapter•.
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sleekness of their looks, durin~ our short stay in the
island), and telling them, partly by signs, and partly
by words, that it was. time for them to go; but if
they would come again the next bread-fruit season,
they should be better able to supply their wants."Te had now been sixteen days in the bay; and
if our enormous consumption of hogs and vegetables
be considered, it need not be wondered, that they
should wish to see us take our leave. It is' very pro
bable, however, that Terreeoboo had no other view
in his inquiries, at present, than a desire of making
sufficient preparation for dismissing us with presents,
suitable to the respect and kindness with which he
had recei~ed us. For, on our telling him we should
leave the island on the next day but one, we observed,
that a' sort of proclamation was immediately made
through the villages, to require the people to bring
in their hogs, and vegetables, for the king to present
to the Orono on his departure.

We were this day much diverted, at the beach, by
the buffooneries of one of the natives. He held in
his hand an instrument of the sort described in the
last volume .; some bits of sea-weed were tied round
his neck; and round each leg, a piece of strong net.
ting, about lIine inches deep, on which a great numbe..
of dog's teeth were loosely fastened in rows. His
style of dancing was entirely burlesque, and accom
panied with strange grimaces, and pantomimical dis
tortions of the face; which, though at times inexpres
sibly ridiculous, yet, on the whole, was without'much
weaning, or expression. Mr. Webber thought it
worth his while to make a drawing of this person, as
exhibiting a tolerable specimen of the natives; the
manner in which the maro is tied; the figure of the
instrument before mentioned, and of the ornaments
round the legs, which, at other times, we also saw
used by their dancers. .

'" See Vol. ii. book iii. chap. 12.
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In the evening, we were again entertained with
wrestling and boxing matches; and we displayed, in
return, the few fireworks we had left. Nothing could
be better calculated to excite the admiration of these
islanders, and to impress them with an idea of our
great superiority, than an exhibition of this kind.
Captain Cook has already described the extraordinary
effects of that which was made at Hapaee; and though
the present was, in every respect, infinitely inferiOl',
yet the astonishment of the natives was not less.

I have before mentioned, that the carpenters fi'om
both ships had been sent up the country to cut
planks, for the head rail-work of the Resolution.
This was the third day since their departure; and
having received no intelligence from them, we began

, to be very anxious for their safety. We were com
municating our apprehensions to old Kaoo, who ap
peared as much concerned, as ourselves, and were
concerting measures with him for sending after them,
when they arrived all safe. They had been obliged
to go farther into the country than was expected,
before they met with trees fit for theil' purpose; and
it was this circumst'ance, together with the badness
of the roads, and the "difficulty of bringing back the
timber, which had detained them so long. They
spoke in high terms of tbeir guides, who both sup
plied them with provisions, and guarded their tools
with the utmost fidelity.

The next day being fixed for our'departure, Ter.
reeoboo invited Captain Cook and myself to attend
him, on the 3d, to the place where Kaoo resided.
On our arrival, we found the ground covered with
parcels of cloth; a vast quantity of red and yellow
feathers, tied to the fibres of cocoa-nut husks; and a
great number of hatchets, and other pieces of iron
wace, that had been got in barter from us. At a
little distance from these Jay a.n immense quantity
of vegetables, of every kind, and near them was' a
large herd of hogs. At first, we imagined the whole
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to be intended as a present for liS, till Kaireekeea in
formed me, that it was a gift, or tribute, from the
people of that district to the king; and, according
ly, as soon as we were seated, they brought all the
bundles, and laid them severally at Terreeoboo's feet;
spreading out the cloth, and displaying the feathers
and iron-ware before him. The king seemed much
pleased with this mark of their duty; and having se
lected about a third part of the iron-ware, the same
proportion offeathers, and a few pieces of'cloth, these
were set aside by themselves; and the remainder of
the cloth, together with all the hogs and vegetables,
were afterward presented to Captain Cook, and my
self: We were astonished at the value and. magnitude
of this present, which far exceeded every thing ofthe
kind we had seen, either at the Friendly or Society
Islands. Boats were immediately sent; to carry them
on board; the large hogs were picked out, to be
salted for sea-store; and upwards of thirty smaller
pigs, and the vegetables were divided between the
two crews.

The same day, we quitted the Mo~ai, and got the
tents and astronomical instruments on board. The
charm of the taboo was now removed; and we had
no sooner lett the place, than the natives rushed in
and searched eagerly about, in expectation of finding
something of 0 value that we might have left behind.
As I happened to remain the last on shore, an.d wait
ed for the return of the boat, several came crowding
about me, and having made me sit down by them, be
gan to lament our separation. It was, indeed, not
without difficulty I was able to quit them. And
here, I hope, I rna, be permitted to relate a trifling
occurrence, in whIch I was principally concerned.
Having had the command of the party on shore, dur-

o ing the whole time we were in the bay, I had an op
portunity of becoming better acquainted with the
natives, and of being better known to them, than
those whose dllty required them to be generally on
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board. As I had every reason to be satisfied with
their kindness in general, so I cannot too often, nor
too particularly, mention the unbounded and constant
friendship of their priests.

On my part, I spared no endeavours to conciliate
their affections, and gain their esteem; and I had the
good fortune to succeed so far, that, when the time
of our departure was made known. I was strongly
solicited to remain behind. not without offers of the

. most flattering kind. When I excused myself, by,
saying that Captain Cook would not give his con·
sent, they proposed" that I should- retire into the
mountains; where, they said, they would conceal me,
till after the departure of the ships; and, on my far
ther assuring .them, that the Captain would not leave
the bay without me, Terreeoboo and Kaoo wai~d

upon Captain Cook, whose son they supposed I was,
with a formal request, that I might be left behind.
The Captain, to avoid giving a positive refusal to an
offer so kindly intended, told them, that he coulcl
not part with me at that time, but that he should re.
turn to the island next year, and would then en.
deavour to settle the matter to their satisfaction•

.Early, in the morning of the 4th, we unmoored,
and saIled out of' the bay, with the Discovery in com·
pany, 'and were followed by a great number ofcanoes.
Captain Cook's design was to finish the survey ot'
Owhyhee, before he visited the other islands, in hopes
of' meeting with a road better sheltered than the bay
we had just left; and in case ofnot succeeding here,
he purposed to take a view of' the south·east part of
Mowee, where the natives informed. Us we should
find an excellent harbour.

We had calm weather all this and the following
daI' which made our progress to the northward very
slow. We were accompanied by a great number of
the natives in their canoes; and Terreeoboo gave a
fresh proof of his friendship to Captain Cook, by
a large present of' hogs and vegetables,. that was sent
after him.



Iii the night of the 5th, having a light breeze off
the land, we made some way to the northward; and
in the morning of' the 6th, having passed the west
ernmost point of the island, we found ourselves a•
.breast of a deep bay, called by the natives Toe-yah
yah. We had great hopes that this bay would fur
nigh us with a safe and commodious harbour, as we
saw, to the north-east, several fine streams of' water;
and the whole had the appearance of being well shel.
teredo These observations agreeing with the accounts
given us by Koah, who accompanied Captain Cook,
and hadchangec;J his name, out of' compliment to us,
into Britannee, the pinnace was hoisted out, and the
master, with Britannee for his guide, was sent to exa
mine the bay, whilst the ships worked up after them.

in the afternoon, the weather became gloomy, and
the gusts of wind that blew off the land were so
violent, as to make it necessary to take in all the sails,
and bring to, under the mizen stay-sail. All the
canoes lett us at the beginning of the gale; and Mr.
Bligh, on his return, had the satisfaction ofsaving an
old woman, and two men, whose canoe had been
overset by the violence of the wind, as they were en
deavouring to gain the shore. Besides these distres
sed people, we had a great many women on board,
whom the natives had left behind, in their hurry, to
shift for themselves.

The master reported to Captain Cook, that he had
landed at the ,only village he saw on the north side
of'the bay, where he was directed to some wells of'
water, but found they would by no means answer
our pm:pose; that he afterward proceeded farther into
the bay, which runs inland to a gre~t depth, and
stretches toward the foot of a very conspicuous high
mountain, situated on the north.west end. of .the
island; but that instead of meeting with safe anchor
age, as Britannee had taught him to expect, he found
the shores low and rocky, and a flat bed of coral rocks

•
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running along the coast, and extending upward of a
mile from the land; on the outside of which, the depth
of water was twenty fathoms, over a sandy bot~

tom; and that, in the mean time, Britannee had con·,
trived'to slip away, being afraid of returning, as we
imagined, because his information had not proved
true and successfiJI.

I n the evening, the weather being more moderate,
we again made sail; but about midnight it blew so
violently, as to split both the fore and main.topsails..
On the morning of the 7th,we bent fi'esh sails, and
had fair weather, and a light breeze. At noon, the
latitude, by obsery-ation, was ~OO l' north, tlle west
point of the island bearing south, 7JJ east, and the
north-west point north, 38 0 east. As we were, at
this time, four or five le~gues from the shore, and the
weather very unsettled, none of the canoes would
venture out, so that our guests were obliged to re
main with us, much indeed to their dissatisfaction;
for they were all sea-sick. and many of them had left
young children behind them.

In the afternoon, though the weather was still
squally, we stood in for the land, and, being about
three leagues from it, we saw a canoe, with two men
paddling toward us, which we immediately conjec.
tured had been driven off the shore by the late
boisteroull weather; and therefore stopped the ship's
way, in order to take them in. These poor wretches
were so entirely exhausted with fatigue,' that had not

. one of the natives on board, obser'ving their weakness,
jumped into the canoe to their assistance, they would
scarcely have been able to fasten it to the rope we
had thrown out' for that purpose. It was with diffi.
culty we got them up the ship's side, together with 8

child, about four years Qld, which they had lashed
under t.he thwarts of the canoe, where it had lain
with only its head above water. They told us, they
had left the shore the morning before, and had been,
from that time, without food or water. The usual

. '.
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precautions were taken in giving them victuals, and
the child being cc;mmitted to the care of one of the
women, we found them aU next morning per~ectly

recovered.
At midnight, a gale of wind came on, which

obliged us to double reef the topsails, and get down
the top-gallant yards. On the 8th, at day-break, we
found, that the foremast had again· given way, the
fishes which were put on the head, in King George's
or Nootka Sound, on the coast of America, being
sprung, and the parts so'very defective, as to make
it absol utely necessary to replace them, and, of'course,
to unstep the mast. In this difficulty, Captain Cook
was for some, time in doubt, whether he should run
the chance of meeting with a harbour in the islands
to leeward, or return to Karakakooa. That bay was
not so remarkably commodious, in auy respect, but
that a better might probably be expected, both for
the purpose ,of repairing t.he masts, and for procuring
refreshments, of which, it was imagined, that the
neighbourhood of Karakakooa had been already pretty
well drained. On the other hand, it was considered
as too great a risk to leave a place that was tolerably
sheltered, and which, once left, could not be regained,
for the mere hopes of meeting with a better; the
failure of' which might perhaps have left us without
resource.

We therefore continued standing on toward the
land, in orael'to give the natives an opportunity of
releasing their friends on board from their contin.e
ment; and, at nOO/l, being within a mile of the shore,
a few canoes came off' to liS, but so crowded with
people, that there was not room in them for any of
our guests; we therefore hoisted out the pinnace to
carry them on shore; and the master, who went with
them, had directions to examine the south coasts of
the bay for water; bu't returned without finding any.'

The winds being variable, and a current setting
strong to the northward, we niade but little progress
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in our return; and at eight o'clock in the evening of
the 9th, it began to blow very hard from the south•.
east, which obliged us to close reef the topsails; and
at two in the morning of the 10th, in a heavy squall,
we found ourselves close in with the breakers, that
lie to the northward of the west point of Owhyhee.
We had just room to haul off, and avoid them, and
fired several guns to apprize the Discovery of the
danger. .
. In the forenoon, the weather was more moderate,
a~d a few canoes came offto us, from which we learnt,
that the late storms had done much mischief; and
that several large canoes had been lost. During the
remainder of the day we kept beating to windward,
and, before night, we were within a mile of the bay;...
but not choosing to run on, while it was dark, we
stood off and on till day-light next morning, when
we dropt anchor nearly 10 the same place as before.

VOL. ·VIl. D
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SUSPICIOUS BEHAVIOUR OF THE NATIVES, ON OUR RETURN TO

XARAKAKO<1A BAY. - THEFT ON BOARD THE DISCOVERY, AND

ITS CONSEQUENCES. - THE PINNACE ATTACKED, AND THE

CREW OBLIGED TO QUIT HER. - CAPTAIN COOK.'S OBSERVA

TIONS ON THE OCCASION.-ATTEJdPT AT THE OBSERYATORY.

-'rHE CUTTER OF THE DISCOVERY STOLEN.~ MEASUR~

TAKEN BY CAPTAIN COOK FOR ITS RECOVERY. - GOES OW
SHORE, 'f0 IN'\lITE THE KING ON BOARD. - THE KING, DEING

flTOPPED BY HIS WIFE AND THE CHIEFS, A COli TEST ARISES.

- NEWS ARRIYE OF ONE OF THE CHIEFS BEING KILLED BY

ONE OF OUR PEOPLE. - FERMENT ON THIS OCCASION. - ONE

OF THE CHIEFS THREATENS CAPTAIN COOK,' AND IS SHOT

BY lUM. -GENERAL ATTACK. BY THE NATIVES. - DEATH OJ'

CAPTAIN COOK. - ACCOUNT OF THE CAPTAIN'S SERVICES, ANn

A SKETCH OF HIS CHARACTER.

WE were employed the whole of the 11th and part
of the l!lth, in getting out the foremast, and sending
it with the carpenters, on shore. Besides the damage
which the head of the mast had sustained, we found
the heel exceedingly rotten, having a large hole up
the middle of it, capable of holding four or five cocoa
nuts. It was not, however, thought necessary to
shorten it; and fortunately, the logs of red toa-wood,
which had been cut at Eimeo, for anchor-stocks, were
foun~ fit to replace the sprung parts of the fishes. As
these repairs were likely to take up several days, Mr.
Bayly and myself got the astronomical apparatus on
shore, and pitched our tents on the. Mora;; having
with us a guard of a corporal and six marines. We
renewed our friendly correspondence with the priests,
who, for the greater security of the workmen, and
their tools, tabooed the place where the mast .Ia",
sticking their wands round it, as before. The saIl.
makers were also sent on shore, to repair the damages
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which had taken place in their department during
the late gales. They were lodged in a house adJoin
ing to the Mora;, that was lent us by the priests.
Such were our arrangements on shore. I shall now
proceed to -the account of those other transactions·
with the natives, which led, by degrees, to the fatal
catastrophe of the 14th. .
. Upon coming to"anchor, we were surprised to find

our reception very different from what it had been on
OlIr first arrival; no shouts, no bustle, no confusion;
but a solitary bay, with only here and there a canoe
stealing close along the shore. The impulse of cu
riosity, which had before operated to so great a de
gree, might now indeed be supposed to have ceased;·
but the hospitable treatment we had invariably met
with, and the friendly footing on which we parted,
gave us some reason to expect, that they would again'
have flocked about us with great joy, on our return.

We were forming various conjeqtures upon the
occasion of this extraordinary appearance, when our
anxiety was at length relieved by the return of a boat,
which had been sent on shore, and brought us word,
that Terreeoboo was absent, and had let\; the bay
under the taboo. Though this account 'llppeared very
satisfactory to most of us; yet others were of opinion,
or rather, perhaps, have been led, by subsequent
events, to imagine, that there was something at this
time very suspicious in the behaviour of' the natives;
and that the interdiction of all intercourse with us, on
pretence of the king's absence, was only to give him
time to consult with his chiefs in what manner -it
might be -proper to treat us. Whether these suspi
cions were well fbunded, or the account given by the
natives was thetruth, we were never able to ascertain.
For though it is not improbable- that our sudden re
tum,. for which they could see no apparent cause, and
the nece~sity of which we afterward found it very dif:'
ficult to make them comprehend, might occasion
some alarm; )'et the unsuspicious conduct of Terree-
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0000, who, on his supposed arrival, the next
morning, came immediately to visit Captain Cook,
and the consequent return of the natives to their
farmer friendly intercourse with us, are strong proofs
that they neither meant nor apprehended any change
of conduct.

In support of this opinion, I may add the account
of a.nother accident, precisely of the same .kind,
·which happened to us on our first visit, the day be
fore the arrival of the king. A native had sold a hog
00 board the Resolution, and taken the price agreed
on. when Pareea passing by, advised the man not
to part with the hog without an advanced price.
For this he W8.'1 sharply spoken to, and pushed
aNrIay; and the taboo bemg soon afler laid on the bay,
we had at 6r8-t no doubt, but that it was in conse
quence of the offence given to the chief. Both
these accidents serve to show 'howvery difficult it is
tQ draw any certain conclusion from the actions of
people, with whose customs, as well as language, we
Me so imperfectly acquainted; at the same time, some
idea may be formed trom them of the difficulties, at
the fi.rst view, perhaps, not very apparent" which
toosehave to encounter, who, in aU their transactions
with these strangers, have to steer their course amidst
so much uncertainty, where a trifling error may be
.attended with eyen the. most tatal consequences.
However true or false' our conjectures may be, things

.went on in their usual quiet course, till the afternoon
ofthe 13th. .

. Toward the evening of that day, the officer who
commanded the watering-party of the Discovery
came to inform me, that several chiefs had assembled
at the well near the beach, driving away the natives
whom he had hired to assist the sailors in rolling down
the casks to the shore. He' told me, at the same
time, that he thought their behaviour extremely sus
picious, and that they meant to give him somefarther
disturbance. At hi~ request, therefore, I sent a rna·

•..
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rine along with him, but suffered him to take only his
side-arms. In a short time the officer returned~ and~

on his acquainting me that the islanders had armed
themselves with stones and were growing very tumul
tuous, I 'went myself to the spot, attended by a ma
rine, with his musket. Seeing us approach, they
threw away their stones, and, on my speaking to
some of the chiefs, the mob were driven away, and
those who chose it,were suffered to assist in filling
the casks. Having left things quiet here, I went to
~eet Captain Cook, whom I. saw coming _on shore,
in the pinnace. I related to him what had just passed;
and he ordered me, incase of their beginning to
throw stones, or behave insolently, immediately to
fire a ball at the offenders. I accordingly gave or
ders to the corporal, to have the pieces of the senti
nels loaded with ball, instead of small shot.

Soon after our return to the tents, we were alarmed
by a continued- fire of muskets from the Discovery,
which we observed to be directed at a canoe, that we
saw paddling toward the shore _in great haste, pur.:.
sued by 'one of oQr small boats. .We immediately
concluded, that the firing was in consequence- ofsome
thefl:, and Captain Cook ordered me to follow him
with a marine armed, and to endeavour to seize the
people as they came on shore. Accordingly we ran
toward the place where we supposed the canoe would
land, but were too late; the people having quitted
it, and made their escape into the country ,before our
arrival.

We were at this time ignorant, that the goods had
been already restored; and as we thought it probable,
from the circumstances we had at first observed) that
-they might be of importance, were unwilling to re·
linquish our hopes of recovering them.· Having
,therefore inquired of the natives,. which way the
people -had fled, we followed them till it was near_

-dark, when judging ourselves to be about three miles
from the tents, and suspecting that the natives, who
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1requently encouraged us in the pursuit, were amusing
u. with false information, we thought it in vain to
continue our search any longer, and returned to the
belch. .

During our absence, a difference of a more serious
Ind unpleasant nature had happened. The officer,
who had been sent in the small boat, and was return
In" on board with the goods which had been' re
.tored, observing Captain Cook and me engaged in
tha pursuit. of the offenders, thought it his duty to
seize the canoe, which was left drawn up on th.e
.hore. Unfortunately, this canoe belonged to Pareea,
who arriving, at the' same moment, from on board
the Discovery, claimed his property, with man, pro
testations of his innoc~nce. The officer refusmg to
give it up, and being joined by the crew of the pin
nace, which was waiting for Captain Cook, a scuffle
ensued, in which Pareea was knocked down by' a
violent blow on the head with im oar. The natives,
who were collected about the spot, and had hitherto
'been peaceable spectators, immediately attacked our
people with snch, a shower of stones as forced them
to retreat with great precipitation, and swim off to
a rock, at some distance from the shore. 'rhe pin
nace was immediately ransacked by the islanders;
and, but for the timely interposition of Pareea, who
seemed to have recovered from. the blow, and forgot
it at the same instant, would soon have been entirely
demolish~d. Having driven away the crowd, he
made signs to our people, that they might come and
take possession of the pinnace, and that he would en
deavour to get back the things which had been taken
out of it. After their departure, he followed them
in his canoe, with a midshipman's cap, and some
other trifling articles of the plunder, and, with much
apparent concern at what had happened, asked,' if the
Orono would kill him, and whether he would permit
him to come on board the next day? On being as
sured that he. should be well received, he joined
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DOses (as their custom is) with the ofticers, in token
of friendship, and paddled over to the village of
Kowrowa. ,

When Captain Cook was informed of what had
passed, he expressed much uneasiness at it, and as
we were returning on. board! "I am afraid," said ~e,
'~that these people wIll oblIge me to use some VIO

"lent measures; for," he added, "they must not be
" left to imagine that they have gained an advantage
"oyer us." However, as it was too late to take any
steps this evening, he contented himself with giving
orders, that every man and woman on board should

. be immediately turned out of the ship. As soon as
this order was executed I returned on shore; and
our former confidence in the natives being now much
abated, by the events of the day, I posted a double
guard on the Morai, with orders to call me, if they
saw allY men lurking about the beach. At· about
eleven o'clock, five islanders were observed creeping
round the bottom 'of the Morai; they seemed very
cautious in approaching us, and, at last, finding
themselves discovered, retired out of sight. About'
midnight, one of them venturing up close to the ob
servatory, the sentinel fired ever him; on which the:
men fled, and we passed the remainder of the night
without farther disturbance.

Next morning, at day-light, I went on· board the
Resolution for the time-keeper, and, in my way, was
hailed by the Discovery, and informed that their
cutter had been s~olen during the night from the
buoy where it was moored. '

When I arrived on board, I found the marines arm.
ing, and Captain Cook loading his oouble-barrelled
gun~ Whilst I was relating to him what had hap
pened to us in the night, he interrupted me with'
some eagerness, and acquainted me with the loss of
the Discovery's cutter, and with the preparations he
was making for its recovery. It had heen his usual
practice, whenever any thing of consequence was
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lost at any of the islands in this ocean, to get the
king, or some of the principal Erees, on board, and
to keep them as hostages till it was restored. This
method, which had been always attended with ,suc
cess, he meant to pursue on the present occasion;
and, at the same time, had given orders to stop all
the canoes that should attempt to leave the bay,
with an intention of seizing and destroying them, if
he could not recover the cutter by peaceable means.

Accordingly the boats of both shIpS, well manned
and armed, were stationed across the bay; and, be
fore I left the ship, some great guns had been fired
at two large canoes, that were attempting to make
their escape. '

It was between seven and eight o'clock when we
quitted the ship together; Captain Cook in the pin
nace, having Mr. Phillips and nine marines with
him; aud myselfin the small boat. The last orders
I received from him. were, to quiet the minds of the
natives, on our side of the bay,' by assuring them
they should not be hurt; to keep my people together;
and to be on my guard. We then parted:. the cap
tain went toward Kowrowa, where the king resided;
and I' proceeded to the beach. My first care, on
going ashore, was to give strict orders to die marines
to remain within their tent, to load their pieces with
ball, and notto quit theiliarms. Mterward I took awalk
to the huts of old Kaoo,. and the priests, and ex
plained to them,a& well as I could, the object of the
hostile preparations, which had exceedingly alarmed
them. I found, that they had already heard of the
cutter's being stolen, and I assured them, that
though Captain Cook was resolved to recover it, and
to punish the authors of the theft, yet that they, and
the people of the village on our side, need not be
under the smallest apprehension of suffering any evil
from us., r desired the priests to explain this to the
people, and. to tell them not to be alarmed, but to
continue peaceable and quiet. Kaoo asked me, with
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great earnestness, if Terreeoboo was to be hlIrt ? I
assured hini, he was not; and both he and the rest
of his brethren seemed much satisfied with this as
surance.

In the mean time, Captain Cook having called
off the launch, which was stationed at the north
point of the bay, and taken it along with him, pro
ceeded to Kowrowa, and landed with the lieuten~nt

and nine marines. He immediately ~arched into
the villa~e, where he was received with the usual
marks of respect; the people prostrating themselv~s

before him, and bringing their accustomed offerings
of small hogs. Finding that there was no suspicion
of his design, his next step was to inquire for Ter-·
reeoboo and the two boys, his sons, who had been
his constant guests on board the Resolution. In a
short time, the boys returned along with the natives, '
who had been sent in search of them, and imme
diately l~d Captain Cook to the hous~ where the king
had slept. They found the old man Just awoke from
sleep; and after a short conversation about the loss
of the cutter, fi·om. which Captain Cook was con
vinced that he was in no wise privy to it, he invited
him to return in the boat, and spend the day on
board the Resolution. To this proposal the king
readily consented, and immediately got up to a~com

pany him.
Things were in this prosperous train, the two boys

being already in the pinnace, and the rest of the
party having advanced near the water~side, when an
elderly woman called Kaneekabareea, the mother of
the boys, and one of the king's·favourite wives, came
after him, and with many tears and entreatieS, be
sO!lght him not to go on board. At the same time,
two chiefs who came along with her, laid hold of
him, and insi8t~ng that he should go no farther,
forced him ·to sit down. The natives, who were col,.;
lecting in prodigious. numbers along the shore, and
had probably been alarmed by the firing of the great

4
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~uns, and the appearances of hostility in the bay,
began to throng round Captain Cook and their king.
In this situation, the lieutenant of marines observing
that his men were huddled close together in the
crowd, and thus incapable of using their arms, if

. any occasion should require it, proposed to the cap
tain to draw them up along the rocks, close to the
water's edge; and the crowd readily making way for
them to pass,. they were drawn up in a line, at the
distance of about .thirty yards from (he place where
the king was sitting..

All this time the old king remained on the ground,
• with the strongest marks 'of terror and dejection in

his countenance. Captain Cook, not willing to
abandon the object for which he had come on shore,
continuing to, urge him, in the most pressing man
ner, to proceed;, whilst, on the other hand, when
ever the king appeared inclined to follow him, the
chiefs, .who stood round him, interposed at first with
prayers and entreaties, but afterward, having re
course to force and violence, insisted on his staying:
where he was. Captain Cook, therefore, finding that
the alarm had spread too generally, and that it was
in vain to think any longer of getting him oft' with
out bloodshed, at last gave up the point; observing
to Mr. Phillips, that it would be impossible to com
pel him to go on board, without the risk of kiUing
a great number of the inhabitants.
. Though the enterprise which had carried Cap.
tain Cook on shore had now failed, and was aban
doned, yet his person did not appear to have been
in the least danger, till an accident happened, which
gave a fatal turn to the affair. The boats which
had been stationed across the bay, having fired at

. some canoes that were attempting to get out, un·'
. (ortunately had killed a chief of the .first rank. The

news of his death arrived at the village where Cap
tain Cook was, just as he had left the king, and was
walking slowly toward the shore. The ferment it
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.occasioned was very conspIcuous; the women and
children were immediately Rent off; and the men
put on their war..mats, and armed themselves with
spears and stones. One of the natives, having in
his hands a stone, and a long iron spike (which they
call a paltooa), came Up to the Captain, flourishing
his weapon, by. way of "defiance, and threatening to
throw the storie. The Captain desired him to de
sist; but the man persisting in his insolence, he was
at length provoked to fire a load of small-shot. The
man having his mat on~ which the shot were not able
to penetrate, this had no other effect than to irritate
and encourage them. Several stones were thrown
at the marines; and one of the Erees attempted to
stab Mr. Phillips with his pahooa, but failed in the
attempt, and received from him a blow ~ith the butt
end of his musket. Captain Cook now fired his
second barrel, loaded with ball, and killed one of
the foremost of the natives. A general attack with
stones immediately follqwed, which was answered
by a discharge of musketry from the marines, and
the people in the boats; The islanders, contrary to
the expectations of everyone, stood the fire with
great firmness; and before the marines had time to
re-Ioad, ·they hroke in upOlf them with dreadful sho·uts
and yells. What followed. was a scene of the ut..
most horror and confusion.

Four of the marines were cut off amongst the
rocks in their retreat, and fell a sacrifice to the fury
of the enemy; three more were dangerously wounded;
and the Lieutenant, who had received a stab
betwe~n the shoulders with a pahooa, having for
tunately reserved his fire, shot the man who had
wounded· him just as he was going to repeat his
blow. Our unfortunate· Commander, the last time
he was seen distinctly, was etanding at the water's
edge, and calling out to the boats to cease firing,
and· to pull in. If it be true, as some of those who
were present have imagined, that the marines and
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boat-men had fired without his orders, and that he
wa.~ desirous of preventing any further bloodshed,
it is not improbable that his humanity, on this oc
casion, proved fatal to him. For it was remarked,
that whilst he faced the natives, none of them had
offered him any violence, but that having turned
about, to give his orders to the boatfl, he was stabbed
in the back, and fell with his face into the water.
On seeing him fall, the islanders set up a great
shout, and his body was immediately dragged on
shore, and surrounded by the .enemy, who snatching
the daggers out of each other's hands, shewed a
savage eagerness to have a share in his destruction.

Thus fell our great and excellent Commander!
After a life of so much distinguished and successful
enterprise, his death, as far as regards himself, can
not be reckoned premature; since he lived to finish
the great work for which he seems to have been de
signed; and was rather' removed from the enjoyment,
than cnt off from the acquisition of glory. How
sincerely his. loss was felt and lamented by those
who had so long found their general security in his
skill and conduct, and every consolation, under their
hardships, in his tenderness and humanity, it is
neither necessary nor.pd8sible for me to describe;
much less shall I attempt to paint the horror with
which we were struck, and the universal dejection
and dismay which followed so dreadful and un
expected a calamity. The reader will not be
displeased to turn from so sad a scene, t.o the COIl

templation of his character and virtues, whilst I ain
paymg my last tribute to the memory of a dear and
honoured friend, in a short history of his life, and
public services.

Captain James Cook was born near Whitby, in
Yorkshire, in the year 17fl:7; and, at an early age,
was put apprentice to a shopkeeper in a neighbour
ing village. His natural incIinati9n not having been
consulted on this occasion, he soon quitted the
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counter from disgust, and 'bound himself, for nine
years, to the master of a ~essel in the coal trade.
At the breaking out of the war in 1755, he entered
into the king's service on board the Eagle, at ,that
time commanded by Captain Hamer, and afterward
by Sir Hugh Palliser, who soon discovered his merit,
and introduced him on the quarter-deck.
, In the year 1758, we find him master of the Nor.

thumbedand, the Bag-ship of Lord Colville, who
had then the command of the squadron stationed on
the' coast of America. It was here, as I have often
heard him say, that, during a hard winter, he first
read Euclid, and applied himself to the study of
mathematics and astronomy, without any other as
sistance, than what a few books and his own in
dustry afforded him. At the same time that he
thus found means to cultivate and improve his mind
and to supply the deficiencies of an early education,
he was engaged in most of the busy and active
scenes of the war in America. At the siege of
Quebec, . Sir Charles Saunders committed to his
charge the execution of. services of th~ first im
portance in the naval department. He piloted the
boats to the attack of Montmorency; conducted the
embarkatio,n to the Heights of Abraham; examined
the passage, and laid buoys for the security of the
large ships in proceeding up the river. The courage
and ad~ress with which' he acquitted himself in
these services, gained him the warm friendship of
Sir Charles Saunders and Lord Colville, who con
tinued to patronize him during the rest of their
lives with the greatest zeal and affection. At the
conclusion of the war; he was appointed, through
the recommendation of Lord Colville and Sir Hugh
Palliser, to survey the Gulf of St. Lawrence, and
the coasts of Newfoundland. In this employment
he continued till the year 1767, ,when he was fixed
on by Sir Edward Hawke, to command an expedi_
tion to the South Seas; fOt: the purpose of observing
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the transit of Venus, and prosecuting discoveries in
that part of the globe.

From this period,. as his services are too well known
to require a recital here, so his reputation has pro
portionably advanced to a height too great to be .
affected by my panegyric. Indeed, he appears to
have been most eminently and peculiarly qualified
for this species of enterprize.' The'earliest habits
of his life, the course of his services, and the con';"
stant application of his -mind, all conspired to fit him
for it, and gave him a degree of professional know
ledge, which can fall to the lot of very few.

The constitution of his body was robust, inured
to labour, and capable of undergoing the severest
hardships. His stomach bore, without difficulty, the
coarsest and most ungrateful food. Indeed, tem
perance in him was scarcely a virtue; so great was
the indifference with which he submitted to every
kind of self-denial. The qualities of his mind were
of the same hardy, vigorous kind with those of his
body. His understanding was strong and perspi
cac;ious. His judgment, in whatever related to the
services he was engaged in, quick and stire. His
designs were bold and manly; and both in the con
ception, 'and in the mode of execution, bore evident
marks of a gr~at original genius. His courage was cool
and 'determined, and accompanied with an admirable
presence of mind in the moment of danger. ,His
manners were plain and unaffected. His temper
might perhaps have been justly blamed as subject
to hastiness and passion had not these been disarmed
by a disposition the most benevolent and humane.

Such were the outlines of Captain Cook's cha
racter; but its most distinguishing feature was that
unremitting perseverance in the pursuit of his object,
which was not only superior to the opposition of
dangers, and the pressure of hardships, but even ex
empt from the want of ordinary relaxation. During
the long and te~io1!s voyages in which he was en-
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gaged, his eagerness and activity were never in the
least abated. No incidental temptation could detajJl
him for a moment; even those intervals of recreation,
which sometimes unavoidably occurred, and were
looked for by us with a longing, that persons who
have experienced the fatigues of service will readily
excuse, were submitted to by him with a certain im
patience, whenever they could 'not be employed in
making further provision for the more effectual pro
secution of his designs.

It is not necessary, here, to enumerate the in
stances in which these qualites were displayed.
during the great and important enterprizes in which
he was engaged. I shall content myself with stating

, the result of those services, under the two principal
heads to which they may be referred, those of
geography and navigation, placing each in a separate
and distinct point of view.

Perhaps no science ever received greater additiona
from the labour of a single man, than geography has
done fi'om those ofCaptain Cook. In his first voyage
to the South Seas, he discovered the Society Islands ~

determined the insularity of New Zealand;' dis.
covered the straits which separate the tW6 islands,
and are called af~r his name; and made a complete
survey of both. He afterward explored the eastern
coast of New Holland, hitherto unknown; an extent
of twenty-seven degrees of latitllde, or upward of two
thousand miles. _ -

In his second expedition, he resolved -the great
problt:m of a s,outhern, continent; having traversed
that hemisphere between the latitudes of 40° and
70°, in such a manner as not to leave a possibility

,of its existence. unless near the pole, and out of the
reach of navigation. During this voyage he dis
covered New Caledonia, the largest Island in the
Southern Pacific, except New Zealand; the island
of Georgia; and an unknown coast, which he named
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Sandwich Land, the thuw of the Southern hemis
phere; and having twice visited the tropical seas, he
settled the situations of the old, and made several
new discoveries.

Dllt, the voyage we are now relating is distin.·
guished above all the rest by the extent and import
ance of its discoveries. Besides several smaller
islands in the Sou'them Pacific, he discovered, to
the north of the equinoctial line, the group called
the Sandwich Islands; which, from their situation
and productions, bid fairer for becoming an object
of consequence, in the system of European navi
gation; than any other dIscovery in the South Sea.
He afterward, explored what had hitherto remained
unknown of the western coast of America, from the
latitude of 48° to 70° north, containing an extent of
three thousand five hundred miles; ascertained the

. proximity of the two great continents of Asia and
America; passed the straits between them, and
surveyed the coast, on each side, to such a height of
northern latitude, as to demo~strate the impractica
hility of a passage in that hemisphere, from the
Atlantic into the Pacific Ocean, either by an eastern
or a western course. In short, if we except the sea
of Amur, and the Japanese Archipelago, which still
remain imperfectly known to Europeans, he has com
pleted the hydrography of the habitable globe.

As a navigator, his services were not perhaps less
splendid; certainly not less important and meri..;
lorious. . The method which he discovered, and so
successfully pursued of preserving the health of sea·
men, forms a new mra in navigation, and will trans
mit his name to future ages amongst the friends and
benefactors of mankind. '

Those who are conversant in naval history need
not be tOld at how dear a rate the advantages which
have been sought through the medium of long
·voyages at sea have always been purchased. That
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dreadful disorder which is peculiar to this sef\;lc'e~'
and whose ravages have marked the tracks of disi.
coverers with circumstances almost too shocking tq
relate, must, without exercising an unwarrantabl~

tyranny over the lives of our seameh~ have proved
an insuperable obstacle to the prosecution of such
enterprizes. Itwas reser\red for Captain Cook ~6

show the world, by repeated trials,. that voyages
might be pmtracted to the unusual length of three
or even four years, in unknown reg-ions, and under
every change 'Rnd rigour of' c~imate, not only without
affecting the health, but even without diminishing
the probabitity of life in the smallest degree~ The
method he pursued has been fully explained by him
self in a paper which was read before the Royal
Societ)', in the year 1776"; and whatever improve
ments the experience of the preaent voyage has sug
geste.d, are mentione~ in th~ir proper p'l~~es.

,WIth respect to hIs profeSSIOnal abIlIties, I shall
leave'them to the judgment of those who are. b~st

acquainted with the nature of the services in which
he was engaged. They 'will readily acknowledge,
that to have conducted three expeditions of so much
danger and difficulty, of so unusual a length, and in
such a variety of situation, with uniform arid in~

variable success, must have required n.ot only a
thorough and accurate knowledge of' his business,
but a powerful and comprehensive genius, fruitful
in resources, and equally ready in the application of
whatever the higher and interior calls of the service
required. '.

Having given the most faithful account I have
been able to collect, both fmm my own observation~

and the relations of others, of the death of my ever.
honoured friend, and also of his character and ser:

.- Sir Godfrey Copley's gold medal was adjudged to him, on
that occasion. .

vor.. VII. l:
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.vices; I shall now leave his memory to the gratitude
and admiration of posterity; accepting, with a melan
choly satisfaction, the honour, which the loss of him
hath procured me, of seeing my name joined wi~

h~; and of tes~ifying.that ~ectio~andrespect for'
hIS memory, whIch, whdst he hved, It was no less my
inclination, than my constant study, to show him•.

. \
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CHAP. IV.

51

TRANSACTIO~S AT OWHYHEE SUBSEQUENT TO THE DEATH

OF CAro'AIN COOK.-GALLANT BEHAVIOUR OF THE LIEU

TENANT OF MARINES. - DANGEROUS SITUATION OF THE

PARTY AT .THE MORAl. - BRAVERY OF ONE OF THE NA

TIVES. - CONSULTATION RESPECTING FUTURE· MEASURES.

-DEMAND OF THE BODY OF CAPTAIN COOK.-EVASIVE

AND INSIDIOUS CONDUCT OF KOAH, AND THE CHIEFS.

INSOLENT BEHAVIOUR OF THE NATIVES. - PROl\fOl'ION

OF OFFICERS.-ARRIVAL OF TWO PRIE81'S WITH PART OF

'rHE BODY. - EXTRAORDINARY BEHAVIOUR OF TWO BOYS.

- BURNING OF THE VILLAGE OF KAKOOA. - UNFORTU

NATE DESTRUCTION OF THE DWELLINGS OF THE PRIESTS•

....... RECOVERY OF THE BONES OF CAPTAIN COOK.- DEPAR

TURE FROM KARAKAKoOA BAY.

IT has been already related that four of the marines
who attended Captain Cook' .were killed by the.
islanders on the spot. The rest, with Mr. Philips,
their lieutenant, threw themselves into the water,
and escaped, under cover of a smart fire fi'om "th.e
boats. 'On this occasion, a remarkable instance of'
gallant behaviour, and of affection for his men, was
sho-wn by that officer. For he had scarcely got into
the boat, when,. seeing one of the marines, who was
a bad swimmer, struggling in the water, and in
danger of being taken by the enemy, he immediately
jumped into the sea to his assistance, though mu~h

wounded himself; and after receiving a blow on the
head froID a stone, which had nearly sent him to the
bottom; he caught the man by the hair, and brought
him safe oft:

Our people continued for some tilne to keep up a'
constant fire ftgm the boats (which, during the whole
transaetion, .were not more than twenty yards fi'om .
the land), in order to afford their linfol"tllnate com..

E ~
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panions, if any of them should still remain alive, an
opportunity of escaping. These efforts, seconded
by a few guns, that were fired at the same time,
from the Resolution, having forced the natives at
last to retire, a suiall boat, manned by five ofour
)'oung midshipmen, pulled toward the shore, where
they saw the bodies, without any" signs of life, lying
on the ground; but judging it dangerous to attempt
to bring them off, with so small a force, and their
ammunition being ne~rly expended, they returned to
the ships, leaving them in possession of the islanders,
together with ten stands of' arms.

As soon as the general consternation, which the
news of· this cala.mity occasioned throughout both
crews.. had a little subsided, their attention was
called to our party .at the Mora;, where the mast
and sails were on shore, with a guard of only six
marines. It is impossible for me to describe the
emotions of' my own mind, during the tim~ these
transaction·s had been carrying on at the other side
of the bay. Being at the distance only of a short
mile from the village of Kowrowa, we could see
distinctly an immense crowd collected on the spot
where Captain Cook had just before landed. We
heard the firing of the musketry, and could perceive
some extraordinary bustle and agitation in the mul
titude. We afterward saw the natives flying, the
boats retire from the shore, and passing and repassing,
in great stillness, between the ships. I must confess
that my heart soon misgave me. Where a life so·
dear and valuable was concerned, it was impossible.
not to be alarmed, by appearances both new and
threatening. But, besides this, I knew tIuit a long
and uninterrupted course of' success, in his transac
tions with the natives of these seas, had given the
Captain a degree of confidence, that I was always
fearful might, at some unlucky moment, put him too·
much oft· his guard; and I now sawall the dangers to
which tbat confidence might lead; ,without receiving
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much consolation from considering the experience
that had given rise to it.

My first care, on hearing the muskets fired, was,
to assure the people, who were assembled in con
siderable numbers round the wall of our consecrated
field, and seemed equally at a loss with ourselves how
to account for what they had seen and heard, that
they should not be molested; and that, at all events,
I was desirous of' continuing on peaceable terms with
them.' We remained in this posture, till the boats had
returned ~n board, when Captain Clerke, observing,
through his telescope, that we were slifrounded by
the natives, arid apprehending they meantto attack
us, ordered two four pounders to be fired at them.
Fortunately these guns, though well aimed, did no
mischiet~ and yet gave the natives a convincing proof
of their power. One of the balls broke a cocoa-nut
tree in the middle, under which a party of them were
sitting; and the other shivered a rock, that stood in
an exact line with them. As J had, just before, given
them the strongest assurances of their safety, 1 was
exceedingly mortified at this act of hostility; and, to
prevent a repetition of' it, immediately dispatched a
boat to .acquaint Captain Clerke, that, at present, I
was on the most friendly tel:ms with 'the natives; and
that, if occasion should hereafter arise for altering my
conduct toward them, I would hoist a jack, as a sig
nal for him to afford uS.all the assistance in his power•

. We expected the return of the' boat with the ut
most impatience; and after remaining a quarter of an
bour unde.r the most torturing anxiety and suspense,
our fears were at length confirmed, by th~ arrival of
Mr. Bligh, with orders to strike the tents as quickly
as possible, and to s~nd the sails, that were repairing,
on board. Just at the same moment, our ·friend
Kaireekeea having also received intelligence of the
death of Captain Cook from a native, who had .ar
rived from the. other side of the bay, came to me

E 8
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with great sorrow and dejection in his countenance,
to inquire if it was true? '

Our situation was, at this time, extremely critical
~nd important. Not only our own lives, but the event
of the expedition, and tbe return of at least one of
the ships, being involve<L in the same common dan
ger. ,We ~ad the mast of the Resolution, and th.e
greatest part of our sails, on shore, under the protec
tion of only six marines: their loss would have been
irreparable'; and though the natives had not as yet
sh~wn the smallest disposition to mole'st 'us, yet it was .
impossible to answer for the alteration which the
news of the transaction at Kowrowa might produce.
I therefore thought it prudent to dissemble my be
lief of the death of Captain Cook, and to desire
Kaireekeea to discourage the report; lest either the
fear of our resentment, or the successf'u~ example of
their countrymen, might lead them to seize the fav
p!Jrable opportunity, which at this t-ime offered itself
pfgiving usa second blow. At the same time I advised
him to bring old Kaoo, and the rest of the priests,·
into a large house that was close to the Morai; partly
out of regard to their safety, in case it should have
beep found necessary to proceed to extremities; and
partIy to have him near. us, in order to make use of
his authority with the people, if it could be instru
mental in preserving peace.

Having placed the marines on the top of the Morai,
which formed a strong and advantageous post, and
left the command with Mr. Bligh, giving him the
most pQsitiv.e directions to act entirely on the deten
Il~ve, ~ went on board the Discovery, in order to re
present to' Captain Clerke the dangerous situation of
our. affll-irs. As soon as I quitted the spot, the nafives
pegp,n' to an'noy OUI' people with stones; and I had
&P~rcely reached the ship, befOre I heard the firing of
the marines. I therefore returned insta~tlyonshore,
where I toundtbings growing' every' moment more
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alarming. The natives were arming, &nd'putting OQ,
their mats; and their numbers increased very fast..
I could also perceive several large bodies marching
toward us,along the cliff which separates the village
of Kakooa from the north side of the bay, where the
village of Kowrowa is situated. ,

They began, at first, to attack us with stones from
behind the walls of their inclosures, and finding no
resistance on our part, they soon grew more daring.
A few resolute fellows, having crept along the beach,
under C9ver of the rocks, suddenly made their
appearance at the foot of the M orai, with a design,
as it' seemed, of storming it ou the. side next the sea,
which was its only accessible part; and were not
d.islodged, till after they had stood a considerable
number of shot, and seen one oftheir party fall.

The bravery of one of these assailants well deserves
to be particularly mentioned; for having returned to'
carry off his companion, amidst the fire of our whol~

party, a wound which he received made him quitthe
body and retire; but, in a few minutes, he again ap-,
peared, and being again wounded, he was obliged a
second time to retreat. At this moment I arrived at
the Morai, and saw him return the third time,bleeding
and faint; and being infor~ed ofwhat had happened!,
I forbade the soldiers to fire,. and he was suffered to
carry oft· his friend; which he was jllS~ able to per
form, and then fen down himself and expired•.

About this time, a strong reinforcem,ent from both'
sh;ips having landed, the natives retreated behind
their walls; which giving me 'access to our friendly
priests, I sent one of them to endeavour to bring
their count:rymen to some .terms, and to propose to
them, that if they would desist from throwi.ng stones,
I would not permit our men io fire. This truce was
agreed to, and we were suffered to launch the mast,.
and carry off the sails, and our astronomical appara
tus, unmolested. As soon as we had quitted the

E 4<
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¥.oro..;, they took possession of it, and some of them
t.hr~w a few stones; but witholltdoing us any mis-
chi~f: ..

It ",,"as half an hour past eleven o'clock when I got
on board the l;)iscovery, where 1 found no decisive
plan had been adopted for our future proceedings.
The restitution of the boat, and the recovery of' the
body of Captain Cook, were the objects which, on all
hands, we agreed to insist on; and it was my opinion
that some vigorous steps should be taken, in case the
4~mand Qf' them was not immediately complied with.

Though my feelings, on the death of a beloved and
hpnoured fi'iend, may be suspected to have had. some
s.hare in. tbis opinioll, yet there were certainly other
reasOnS, and those of the most serious kind, that hat;!
considerable weight with, me. The confidence which
~heir·success. in killing our chief: and forcing us to
quit th~ shore; must natl,lrally have inspired; and the
advantage, howevertr~fling, which they had obtained
oyer u~ the preceding day; would, I had 110 doubt,
f;n~o,urage ~hem to· m~ke some further dangerous
~ttemptlii· and ~he more especially, as they had little
~.easo.n, from what they had hitherto seen, to dread
the effects of our fire-arms. Indeed, contrary to the
expectations of everyone; this sort of weapon had
produced no signs orterr~)fin them. On our side, such
wasthe condition oftheship8, and the stateofdiscipline
amongst us, that, had a vigorous attack been
made on liS in the night, it would have been impos
sible to answer for the consequences.

In these apprehensions, I was supported by the
opinion of'most of the officers on board; and nothing
seemed to me so likely to encourage the natives to ...
make the attempt,. as the appearance of 041' being
inclined to an accommodation, which. they could
only attribute to .weakness or fear.

In favour of more conciliatory measures, it was
justly urged, that the lQischief was aone,. and irre-
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parable; that the natives had a strong claim to. our
regard, on account of their former friend~hjp and
kindness; and the more especially, as the late melan
choly accident did not appear to have arisen from
any premeditated design; that, on the· part of Ter
reeoboo, his ignorance of th~ theft, his readiness to
accompany Captain Cook on boar~, and his having
actually sent his two sons into the boat, must free
him frOIll the smallest degree of suspicion; that the
conduct of his women and the Erees might easily be

. accounted for, from· the apprehen~ions occasioned by
the armed force with which Captain Cook came on
shore, and the hostile preparations in the bay; appear
ances so different from the terms of friendship and
confidence, in which both parties had hitherto Jived,
that the arming of the 'natives was evidently with a
design to resist the attempt, which they had some rea
son to imagine would be made, to carry off their king
by force, and ~as naturally to be expected from a peo.
pIe full ofaffection and attachment to their chiefs.

To these motives of humanity, .others ofa pruden
tial nature were added; that we. were in want of
water, and other refi"eshments; that our foremast
would require gix or eight days' work before it could
be stepped; that the spring was adv.ancing apace;
and that the speedy prosecution of our next northern
ex.pedition ought now to be our sole object; that
.therefore to engage in a vindicti~e contest with ~he

inhabitants, might not only lay us under the imput
ation of unnecessary cruelty, but would occasion an
unavoidable delay in the equipment of the ships.

.In thj~ latter opinion. Captain Clerke concurred;
and though I was convinced, that an early display.of
vigorous resentment would more effectually have an.
swered every object both of prudence and humanity,
I was not sorry that the measures I had recommended
were rejected. For though the contemptuous beha.
viour ot the natives, and their subsequent opposition
to our necessary operations on shore, arising, I have
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no doubt, fPOm a misconstruction of our lenity, com·
pelled us at last to have recourse to violence in our
own deftmce; yet I am not so sure that the circum
stances of the case would, in the opinion of the world,
have justified the use of force on our part in the first
instance. Cautionary rigour is at aU times invidious,
and has this additional objection to it, that the seve
rity of a preventive course, when it best succeeds,
leaves its expediency the least apparent.

During the time we were thus engaged, in con
certing some plan for our future conduct, a prodi
gious concourse of natives still kept possession of
the shore; and some of them came off in canoes,
and h~d the boldness to approach within pistol-shot
of the ships, and to insult us by various marks of
contempt· and defiance. It was with great difficulty
we could restrain the sailors from the use of their
arms on these occasions; but as pacific measures
had been resolved on, the canoes were suffered to
return unmolested. "

In pursuance" of this plan, it was determined that
I should proceed toward the shore, with the boats of
both ships well manned and armed, with a view to .
bring the natives to a parley, and, if possible, to ob
tain a conference with some of the chiefs.

If this attempt succeeded, I was to demand the
dead bodies, and particularly that of Captain Coo~ ;
to threaten them with our vengeance in case of a
refusal; but, by no means, to fire unless attacked;·
an.d not to land on any account whateyer. These
orders were delivered to me before the whole party,
~nd in the most positive manner. . "

I left the ships about four o'clock in the after
noon; and, as we approached the shore, I perceived
every indication· of a hostile reception. The whole
crowd of natives was in motion; the women and chil.
dren retiring; the men putting on their war mats, and
~rming themselves with long spears and daggers.
We also <>bserved, that, siuce the morning, they had

8
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thrown up stone breast-works along the beach, where
Captain Cook had landed, probably in expectation
of an attack at that place; and, as soon as we were
within reach, they began to throw stones at us with
slings, but without doing any mischief. Concluding,
therefore, that all attempts to bring them to a parley
would be in vain, unless I first gave them some
ground for mutual confidence;_ I ordered the armed
boats to stop, and went on, in the small boat, alone,
with a white fhig in my hand, which, by a general .
cry of joy from the natives, I had the satisfaction
to find was instantly understood. The wumen im
mediately returned from the side of the hill, whither
they had 'retired ; the men threw off their mats; and
aU sat down together by the water-side, extending
their arms, and inviting me to come on shore..

Though this behaviour was very expressive of a
friendly disposition, yet I could not help entertain
ing some suspicions of its sincerity. But when I
saw Koah, with a boldness and assurance altogether
'unaccountable, swimming off' toward the boat, with
a white flag in his hand, I thought it necessary to
retu;n this JI)ark. of confidence, and· therefore re-

.ceived him into the boat, though armed; a circum
stance which did not tend to lessen my suspicions.
I must confess, I had long harboured an unfavour
able opinion of this man. The priests had always
wId us, that he was of a malicious disposition, and
no friend of ours; and the repeated detections of
his fraud and treache,"y, had convinced us of the
truth of their representations. Add to all this, the
shocking transaction of the morning, in which he
was seen acting a prin'cipal part, made me feel the
utmost horror at finding myself so near him; .and
al .he came up to ~e wit~ fei~n~.tears,. and ~m_
braced me, I was'so dlstruitful of hIS lOtentlons, that
I could not· help taking'" hold of the point of the
pakooah, which he held in his hand, and turning
it fro~ me. I told him, that I had come to demand
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the body of Captain Cook; and to declare war
against them, unless it was instantly restored. He
as.sured me this should be done as soon as possible;
and that he would go himself for that purpose; and,
after begging of me a piece of iron, with much
assurance, as if nothing extraordinafy had happened,
he leaped into the sea, and swam ashore, calling out
to his countrymen, that we were all friends ag-ain.

We waited near an hour, with great anxiety for
his return; . during which time, the rest of the boats
had approached so near the shore, as to enter into
conversation witll a party of the natives, at some
distance· from us; by whom they were plainly given
to understand, that the body had been cut to pieces
and carried up the country; but of this circum,;.
stance I was not informed till our return to the
ships.

I began now to express some impatience at Koah's
delay; upon ,vhich the chiefs pressed me exceed.
ingly to come on shore; assuring me, that if I would
go myself to Terreeoboo, the body would certainly
be restored to me. When they found they could
not prevail on me to land, they attempted, under a
pretence of wishing to converse with mor.e ease,· to
decoy our boat among some rocks, where they would
have had it in their power to cut us off' from the
rest.. It was no difficult matter to see through these
artifices; and I was, therefore, strongly inclined to
break off all further communication with them, when
a chief came to us: who was the particular friend
of Captain Clerke, and of the .officers of the Dis•.
covery, on board which ship he had sailed, when we
last lett the bay, intending· to take his passage to
Mowee; He told us, he came from Terreeoboo· to
acquaint us, that the body was carried up the coun.
try; but that it should be brought to us the next
morning. There appeared a great deal of sin·cerity
in his manner; and being asked, if he told a false
hood, he hooked his two fore.fingers together,
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which is unde'rstood amongst these islanders as the
sign of truth; in the use of' which they are very
scmpulous.· _

As I was now at a loss in what manner to pro
ceed, I sent Mr. VancoL!ver to acquaint Captain
Clerke with all that had passed; that my opinion
was, they meant not to keep their word with us, and
were so far from being sorry at what had happened,
that,on the coIitrary, they were full of spirits and
confidence on account. of their late success, and
sought only to. gain time,. till they could contrive
some scheme for getting us into their power. Mr.
Vancouver came back with orders for me to return.on
board; ha.ving first given the natives to understand,
that if the body was not brought the next morning,
the town should be destroyed. _

When they saw that we were going off:· they ~n

deavoured to provoke us by the most insulting and
contemptuous gestures. Some of our people said,
they could distinguish several of the natives parad-,
ing about in the clothes of our unfortunate com
rades; and, among them, a. chief brandishing Cap
tain ·Cook's hanger, and a woman holding the
scabbard. Indeed, there can be no ,doubt, but.
that our behaviour had given them a mean opinion
of our courage; for they could have but little notion
of the motives of humanity that directed it.

In consequen~e of the report I made to Captain
Clerke, of what I conceived to be the present tern
,per and disposition of the islanders, the most ·effec.,
tual measures were taken to guard against any attack
they might, make in the night. . The boats were
moored with top-chains; additional sentinels were
posted on both ships; and guard-boats were stationed,
to row round them, in order to prevent the natives
from cutting the cables. During the night wOe 0b
served a prodigious number. of' lights' on the hills,
which made some of us imagine they were removing
th~ir effects back into the country, in consequence
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of' our threat8~ But I rather believed them to have
been the sacrifices th.at were performing on account
of' the war, in which they imagined themselves about
to be engaged; and most probably the bodies of our
slain countrymen were at. that time burning. We
afterward saw fires of the same kind, as we passed
the island of Morotoi; and which, we were told by
some natives then ort board, were made on atcount
of the war they had declared against a neighbouring
island. And this agrees with what we learned amongst
the Friendly and Society Isles; that, previous to any
expedition against an enemy, the chiefs always en
deavoured to animate and inflame the conrage of'the
people by feasts and rejoicings in the night. .

We remained the whole night undisturbed, except
by the Qowlings and lamentations which were heard
on .shore: and early the next morning, Koah came
along-side the Resolution, with a present of cloth,
and a small pig, which he desired leave to present to
me. I have mentioned before, that I was supposed
by the natives to be the' son of Captain Cook; and
as he, in .his life-time, had always suffered them to
believe it, I was probably considered as ·the (Jhiet~

after his death. As soon as I came on deck, I
questiOl~ed him about the body; and, on his return
ing me nothing but evasive answers, I refused to ac
cept his presents; and was going to dismiss him, with
some expressions of anger and resentment, had not
Captain Clerke, judgi~g it best, at all events, to keep.
up th"e appearance' of friendship, thought it more
proper that he should be treated with the usual.
respect.. .

This treacherous fellow came fi'equently to us
during the course of the forenoon, with some. trifling
present or other; and as I always observed him eye
ing every part of'the ship with great attention, I took
care he should see we were well prepared for· our
defence.

He was exceedingly urgent~ both with Captain
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Clerke and. myself, to go on shore, laying all the
blame of the detention of the bodies on the other
chiefs; .and assuring us, that every thing might be
settled to our satiafaction, by a personal interview
with Terreeoboo. However, his conduct was too
suspicious to make it prudent to. comply with this
request; and indeed a fact carne afterward to oUi'
knowledge, which proved the entire filIsehood of his
pretensions. For we were told, that immediately
afier the action in which Captain Cook was killed,
the old king had retired to a cave in the steep part
of the mountain, that hangs over the bay, which waS
accessible only by the help of ropes, and where he
remained for many days, having his victuals' let down·
to him by cords. .

'When Koah returned from the ships, we .could
perceive that his countrymen, \vho had been col.
lected by break of day in vast crowds on the shore,
thronged aboothim with great eage~ess, . as if to
learn the intelligence he had ac·quired, and what was
to be dorie in consequence of it. It is very probable,
that they expected we should attempt to put our
threats. in execution ; and they seemed fully resolved
to stand their ground. During the· whole morning,
we heard conchs blowing in different parts of the
coast; largeparties were seen marching over the hills;
and, in short, appearances were so alarming, that we
carried out a stream anchor, to enable us to haul the
ship abreast of' the town, in case of an attack; and
stationed boats off the north point of the· bay, to
prevent a surprise from that quarter. .

The breach of theit .engagement to restore the
bodies of the slain, and the warlike posture in which
they at this time appeared, occasioned fresh debates
amongst us concerning the measures next to be pur.
sued. . It was at last determined, that nothin~should
be suffered to interfere with the repair of the mast,
and the preparations fur our departure; but that we
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should, nevertheless, continue our neg9ciations for
the recovery of the bodies•
. The greatest part of the day was taken up in

getting the fore. mast into a proper situation on deck,
for_ the carpenters to work upon it; and in making
the necessary alterations in the commissions of the
officers. The command of the expedition having
devolved on Captain Clerke, he removed on board
the Resolution, appointed Lieutenant Gore to be
Captain of tbe Discovery, and promoted Mr. Harvey,
a midshipman, who had been with Captain Cook in
his two last voyages; to the vacant. lieutenancy.
During the whole day, we met with no interruption
from the natives; and, at night, the launch was
again mooi'ed with a top.chain ; and guard.boats
statioped round hoth ships as before.

About eight o'clock, it being very dark, a canoe
was heard paddling toward the ship;. and as soon as
it was seen, both the sentinels on deck fired into it.
There were two persons. in the canoe, and they im
mediately roared out" 11nnee," (which was the way
in which they pronounced my name), and said they
were friends, and had something for me belonging
to Captain Cook. ·When they came on board, they
threw themselves at ollr feet, and appeared exceed..
ingly f~ightened. Luckily neither of them was
hurt, notwithstanding the balls of both pieces had
gone through the can?e. One. of them was the per
son, whom I have before mentioned under the name
of the Taboo man, who constantly attended Captain
Cook with the cir.cumstances of ceremony I have al.
ready described; .and who, though a man of rank in
the island, could scarcely be hindered hom perform
ing for him the lowest offices of a menial servant.
After lamenting, ,,:ith abundance of tears, the loss of
the OrONO, he told us that he had brought us a part
of his body. He then presented to us a small bundle,
wrapped up in cloth, which he brought under his



.arm; and it is impossible to· describe the horror
which sei~ed us, on finding in it a piece of human
flesh, about nine or ten pounds' weight.. This, he
said, was all that remained of the body; that the rest
was cut to pieces, and burnt; but that the head and
all the bones, except what belonged to the trunk,
were in the possession of Terreeoboo, and the other

.Erees: that what we saw had been allotted to Kaoo,
the chief of the priests, to be made use of in some
religious ceremony; and that he had sent it as a
proof of his innocence and attachment to us.

Thi.8 afforded an opportunity of informing our
selves, whether they -were cannibals; and we did not
neglect it. We first tried, by many indirectques
tions,· put to each of them apart, to learn in what
manner the rest of the bodies had been disposed of;
and finding them very constant in one story, that,
after the flesh had been cut off, it was all burnt;. we
at last put the direct question, Whether they had not
ate some of it? They immediately showed as much
horror at the idea, as any European would have done;
and asked, very naturally, if that was the custom
amongst. us? They afterward asked us, with great
earnestness and apparent apprehension, "When the
Orono would come again ?and what he would do to
them on his return?" The same inquiry was fre
quently made· afterward by others; and this idea
agrees with the general tenor of their ·conduct to
ward him, which showed that they considered him
as a being of a superior nature.

We pressed our two friendly visitors to remain on
board till morning, but in vain. They told us,that
if this transaction should come to the knowledge of
the king, or chiefs, it might be attended with the
most fatal consequences to their whole society; in
order to prevent which, they had been obliged to
come off to us in the dark ; and that the same pre
caution w~>uld be necessary in returning on shore.
They informed us farther, that the chiefs were eager
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to revenge the death of their countrymen -: and, par
ticularly, cautioned us against trusting Koah, who
they said was our mortal and implacable enemy;
and deRired nothing more ardently, than an oppor
tunity of fighting us; to which the blowing of the
conchs we had heard in the morning was meant as
a challenge. .

We leamed from these men,. that seventeen of
their countrymen were killed in the first action at
Kowrow&, of whom five wer.e chiefs; and that Ka
neena and his brother, our very particular friends,
were unfOrtunately of that number. Eight. they
said, were killed at the observatory; three of whom
were also of the first rank.

About eleven o'clock, our two"friends left us, and
took the precaution to desire that our guard-boat
might attend them, till they had passed the Disco
very, lest they should again be fired upon, which
might alarm their countrymen on shore, and expose
them to the danger of being discovered. This re
quest was complied with; and we ·had the satisfac
tion to find, that they got safe and undiscovered to
land. .

During the remainder of this night, we heard the
same loud howling and lamentations, as in the pre
ceding one. Early in the morning, we received
another visit from Koah. I must confeS6, I was a
little piqued to find, that, notwithstanding the most
evident marks of treachery in his conduct, and the
positive testimony ofoul friends the priests, he should
still be permitted to carry on the same farce, and to
make us at least appear to be the dupes of his hypo
crisy. Indeed our situatio11 was b~orne extremely
awkward and unpromising; none of the purp08es fOl
which this. pacific course of proceeding had been
adopted, having hitherto been In the least forwat:ded
by it. No satisfactory answer whatever had been
given to our demands; we did not seem to be .t all
advanced toward a reconciliation with the ishmd.,rs ;

It)



they still kept in force on the shore, as if determined
to resist any attempts we might make to land; and
yet the attempt was become absolutely necessary, as
the completing our supply of water would not admit
of any Ipnger delay.

However it must be· observed, in justice to the
conduct of Captain Clerke, that it was very probable,
from the great numbers of the natives, and from the
resolution with which they seemed to expect us, an
attack could n·ot have been made without some dan
ger; and that the loss of a vel;y few men might have
been severely felt by us, during the remaining course
of our voyage. Whereas the delaying the execution
of our threats, though, on the one hand, it lessened
their opinion of our prowess, had the effect of causing
them to disperse, on the other. For this day about
DQOn, finding us persist in our inactivity, great bodies
of them, after blowing their conchs, and using every .
mode of'· defiance, marched off Qver the hills and
never appeared afterward. . Those, however, who
remained, were not the less daring and insolent. One
man had the audacity to come within musket-shot,
a.head of the ship; and, after slinging several stones
at us, he waved Captain Cook's hat over his head,
whilst his countrymen on shore were exulting, and
encouraging his boldness. Our people were all in a
flame at this insult,' and coming in a body on the
quarter-deck, begged they might no longer be obliged
to put up with these repeated provocations; and re
quested me to obtain permission for them, from Cap
tain Clerke; to avail themselves ·of the first fair occa
sion of revenging the death of their commander. On
my acquainting him with ·what was passing, he gave
orders fOr som.e great guns to be fired at the natives
on shore; and promised the crew, that if they should
meet with any molestation at -the watering.place the·
~ext day, they should then be left at liberty to chas
bse them.

F !i!
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It is somewhat remarkable, that, before we could
bring OUI' guns to bear, the islanders had suspected
-our intentions, fi'om the stir they saw in the 1;hip,
and had retired behind their houses and walls. We
were therefore obliged to fire, in some measure, at
random; notwithstanding which, our shot produced
all the effects that could have been desired. For~

soon after, we saw Koab paddling toward us, with
extreme haste, and, on his arrival, we learned that
some people had been killed, and amongst the rest
Maiha-maiha, .a .principal chief~ and a near relation
of' the king." .

.Soon after the arrival of Koah, two boys swam ofF'
from the Morai toward the ships, having each a
long spear in his hand; and after they had ap
proached pretty near, they began to chant a song, in
~ very solemn manlier: the subject of which, frgm
their often mentioning the word Orono, and pointing
to the village where Captain Cook was killed, we
conc1dded to be the late calamitous disaster. Having
sung in a plaintive strain for about twelve or fifteen
minutes, during the whole of which time they re
mained in the water~ they went on board the Dis
covery, and delivered their spears; and, after making
a short stay, returned on shore. Who sent them, or
what was the object of this ceremony, we were never
able to learn. .
, At night, the usual precautions were taken for the
security of the ships; and as soon.as it was dark, our
two friends. who had visited us the night before,
came off again. They assured us, that though the
effects of our great guns this afternoon had terri.
fied the chiefs' exceedingly, they had by no means
laid aside their hostile intentions; an~ advised us to
be on our guard.

'" The word matee, is commonly used, in the language of these
islands, to express either killing or wounding; and we were after
ward told, that this chief had only received a slight· blow on the
face from a st"one, which had been struck by one' of the balls. •
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. The next morning, the boats of both ships were
sent ashore for water; and the Discovery was warped
close to the beach, in order· to cover that ·service.
We soon found that the intelligence which the priests
had sent us was not without foundation; and that
the natives were resolved to. take every opportunity
of annoying us, when it could be done without
much risk.

Throughout all this group of islandsJ the villages
for the most part are situated near the sea;. and the
adjacent ground is .inclosed with stone walls ahout

.three feet high. These, we at first imagined, were
intended for the division of property; but we now
discovered, that they served, and probably were
principally designed, for a defence against invasion:
They consist of'loose stones, and the inhabitants are
"ery dexterous in shifting· them, with great ql:lickness,
to such situations, as' the direction of the attack may
require. .In the sides of the mountain,. which hangs
over the bay, they have also little holes, or caves, of
considerable depth, the entrance of which is secured
by a fence af the same kind. From behind both
these- defences the natives kept perpetually hariJ.ssing
our waterers with stones; nor could the small force
we had on shoreJ with the advantage of muskets;
compel them to retreat. . :

.In this exposed situation- our people were so taken
up in attending to their own safety, that they em
ployed the whole forenoon in filling only one ton" of
water. - As it was therefore impossible to perform
this service, till their assailants were driven to a
greater distance, the Discovery was ordered to dis
lodge them, with her great guns; which being ef
~cted by a few discharges, the men landed without
molestation. However, the natives soon after made
their appearance again, in their usual mode of attack;
and. i~ was now found absolutely necessary to burn
down some straggling houses, near the wall, behind
which they had taken shelter. In exeouting these

F 8
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orders, I ain sorry to add, that our people were hur.
ried into acts of unnecessary cruelty and devastation.
Something ought certainly to be allowed to their re.
sentment of the repeated insults, and contemptuous
behaviour of the islanders,· and to the natural del5ire
of revenging the' loss of their commander. But, at
the same time, their conduct served strongly to con·
vince me, that the utmost precaution is necessary in
trusting, t.hough but for a moment, the discretionary
use of arms, in the hands of private seamen, or sol.
diers, on such occasions. The rigour of discipline,
and the habits of obedience, by which their force is
kept directed to· its proper objects, lead them .natu.
rally enough to conceive, that whatever they have
the power, they have also the right to do. Actual
disobedience being almost the only crime for which
they are accustomed to expect punishment, they
learn to consider it as the only measure of right and
wrong; and hence are apt to conclude, that what
they cart do with impunity, they-may do with justice
and honour. So that the feelings of humanity, which
are inseparable £i'om us all, and that generosity to...
ward an unresisting enemy, which, at other times, is
the distinguishing mark of brave men, become but
weak restraints to the exercise of violence, when op
posed to the desire they naturally have of showing
their own independence and power.

I have already mentioned, that orders had been
given to burn 'only a few straggling huts, which af.
forded shelter to the natives. We were therefore a
good deal sm'prized to see the whole village on fire;
and before .a boat that was sent to stop the progress
of the mischief could reach the shore, the houses of
our old and constant friends the priests were all in
flames. I cannot enough lament the illness that con.
fined me on board this day. The priests had always
been' under my pr9tection; and, unluckily, the offi.
~rs who were then on duty, having been seldom
Qn shore at the Mora;, were not much acquainted
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with the circumstances of the place. Had I been
present .myself~ I might probably have been, the
means of saving their little society from destruction.

Several of the natives were shot, in making their
escape from the flames; and our people cut off the
heads of two of them, and brought. them on board.
The fate of one poor islander was much lamented by
us all. As he was coming to the well for water, he
was shot at by one of the marines. The ball struck
his calihash, which he· immediately threw from him
and fled. He was pursued into one of the caves I
have before described, and no . lion €ould have de- .
fended his den with greater courage and fierceness;
till at last, after having kept two of our people at bay
for a considerable time, he expired, covered with
wounds. It was this accident; that first brought us
acquainted with the use of these caverns.

At this, time, an elderly man was taken prisoner,
bound,. and sent on board ill the same boat with the
heads of his two countrymen., I never saw horror so
strongly pictured a& in the face of this man, nor so
violent a transition to extr~vagant joy, as when he
was untied, and told he might go away in safety.
He showed us he did not want gratitude, as he fre
quently afterward returned with presents of provi
sions; and also did us other services.

Soon after the village- was destroyed, we saw,
€oming down the hiN, a man, attended by fifteen or
twenty boys, holding pieces of white clotb, green
boughs, plantains, &c. in their hands. I knew not

. how it happened, 'that this peaceful embassy, as soon
as they were within reach; received the fire of a party
of our men. This, however, did not stop them.
They continued their procession; and the officer on
duty came up in time to prevent a second discharge.
As they approached nearer, it was' found to be our
much-esteemed fnend Kaireekeea, who had fled on
our first setting fire to the village, and had, now

F 4<
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returned, and desired to be sent on board the Reso
lution.

When he arrived, we found him·exceedingly grave
and thoughtful. ~e endeavoured to make him un
derstand the necessity we were under· of setting fire
to the village, by which his house, and those of his
brethren, were unintentionally consumed. He ex:'
postulated a little with us on our want of friendship,
and on olir ingratitude. And, indeed, it was not till
now th~t we learnt the whole extent of the injury
we had done them. He told us, that, relying on the
promises I had. made them, and on the assurances
they had afterward received from the men, who had
brought us the remains of Captain Cook, they had
not removed their effects back into the country, with
the rest of the inhabitants~ but had put every thing
that was valuable of their own, as well as what they
had collected from us, into a house close to the
Morai, where they had the mortification to see it all
set on fire by ourselves.· .

On coming on board. he had seen the .heads of his
countrymen lying on the deck, at which he was ex
ceedingly shock~d, and desired, with great earnest
ness, that they might be thrown overboard. This
request Captain Clerke instantly ordered to be com.
plied with.

In the evening, the watering party returned on
board, having met with no f~1fthet interruption. We
passed a gloomy night; the cries and lamentations
we heard on shore being far more dreadful than ever.
Our only consolation was, the hope that we should
have no occasion in futUrE} fora repetition of such
severities. .
. It is very extraordinary, that, amidst all .these dis.
turbance~, the women of' the island, who were on
board, never offered to leave us, nor discovered the
smallest apprehension~ either for themselves or their
friends ashore. So entirely unconcerned did- they
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appear, that some of them, who were on deck when
the llown was in flames, seemed to admire the sight,
and frequently cried out, that it was maita{, or very
fine. '
. The next morning Koah came off as usual to the
ships. As there existed no longer any necessity for
keeping' terms 'with him, I was allowed to hatre my
o~n way. When he approached toward the side of
the ship, singing his song, and offering me a hog, and
some plantains, I ordered him to keep off, cautioning
him never to appear again without Captain Cook's .
bones, lest his life should pay the forfeit of his fre
quent breach of promise. He did not appear much
mortified with this reception, but went immediately
on shore, and joined a party of his countrymen, who
were pelting the waterers with stpnes. The body of
the young man, who had been kllled the day before,
was found this morning, lying at the entrance of the
cave; and .some of our people went and threw a mat
over it. Soon after which they saw some men carry
ing him off' on their shoulders, and could heal' them
singing, as they marched, a mournful song.

The natives, being at last convinced that it was
not the want of ability to punish them, which had
hitherto made us tolerate their provocations, deSisted
from giving us any farther molestation; and, in the
evening, a chief called ~appo, who had seldom
visited us, but whom we knew to be a man of the
very first 'consequence, came with presents from
Terreeoboo to sue for peace, These presents were
received, and he was dismissed with the same answer
which had before been given, that, until the remains
of Captain Cook should be restored, no peace would
be granted. We learned from this person, that the
flesh of all the bodies of our people, together with the
bones of the: trunks, had been burnt; that. the limb
bones of the marines. had been divided amongst the
iilferior chiefs';' and that those of Captain Cook had
been disposed of in the following ~allDer: thehe3d
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to a great chief, called. Kahoo-opeon; the hair to
Maia-maia; and the legs, thishs, and arms to
Terreeoboo. After it was dark, many of the inhabit
ants came off with roots and other vegetables; and
we also received two Ia~ge presents of the same
articles from Kaireekeea.

The 19th was chiefly taken up in sepding and
receiving the messages which passed between Cap
tain Clerke and Terreeoboo. Eappo was very press
ing, that one of our officers should go on shore; and,
in the mean time, offered to remain as au hostage OD

board. This request, however, it was not thought
proper to comply with; and he left us with a promise
of bringing the bones the next day. At the beach,
the waterers did not meet with the least opposition
from the natives; who, notwithstanding our cautious
behaviour, came amongst us again, without the small
est~Jearance of diffidence or apprehension.

y in the morning of the 20th, we had the satis
faction of getting the fore-mast stepped. It was an
·operation attended with great difficulty, and some
danger; our ropell being so exceedingly rotten. that
the purchase gave way several times.

Between ten and eleven o'clock, we saw a great
number of people descending the hill, which is over
the beach, in a kind of procession, each man carrying
a sugar-cane or two on his shoulders, and bread-fmit,
wo, and plantains in his hand. They were preceded
by two drummers who, when they came to the
water-side, sat down by a white flag, and began to
beat their drums, while those who had followed them,
advanced one by one; and, having deposited the
presents they had brought, retired in the same order.
Soon after, Eappo carne in sight, in his long feathered
cloak, bearing something with great solemnity in his
hands; and having placed himself OB. a rock, he made
signs fur a boat to be sent him.

Captain Clerke, conjecturing that he had brought
the bones of Captain COQk, which proved to be the
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fact, went Himself in the pinnace, to receive them;
and ordered me to attend him in the cutter. When
we arrived at the beach, Eappo came into the pin
nace, and deliyered to the.captain the bones wrapped
up in a large quantity of fine new cloth, and covered
with a spotted cloak of black and white feathers.
He afterward attended us to the Resolution, but
could not be prevailed upon to go 00 board; pro
bably not choosing, from a Bense of decency, to be
present at the opening of ~e bun~e.. We found in
It both the hands of Captam Cook entire, which were
well known from a remarkable sca.. on one of them,
that divided the .thumb from the fore-finger, the
whole length of' the metacarpal bone; the skull; but
with the scalp separated from.it, and the boDes that
form the face wanting; the sc'a"lp, with the hair upon
it cut short, and the ears adhering to it; the bones
of both arms, with the skin of'the fore-arms hanging
to them; the thigh and leg-bones joined together,
but without the feet. The ligaqlents of' the joints
were entire; .and the whole bore evident marks of
having be.en in the fire, except the hands, which had
the Hesh left upon them~ and wer~ cut in several
places, and crammed with salt, apparentJ,y with an
intention of preserving them. The scalp. had a cut
in the back part of' it, but the skull was. free from any
fracture. The lower jaw and feet, which were want-.
iog, Eappo told us, had been seized by differe.ut
chiefs, and that Terreeoboo was using every meaM
to recover them.

The next morning, Eappo, and the· kiog's SOD,

came on boaPd, and brought with them the remailling
bones of Captain Cook; the barrels of his gun, his
shoes, and some other triHes that belonged to him.
Eappo took great p~i~s to convince us,' that
Terreeoboo, Maiha-maiha, and himself were mOlt
heartily desirous of peace; dlat they had given. U8

the most convincing proof of it in their power; and
that they had been' preYeoted from giving it sooner

j
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by the other chiefs, many of whom were still our
enemi~s. He lamented, with the greatest sorrow,
the death of six chiefs we had killed, some of whom,
he said, were amongst our best friends. The cutter,
he t~ld us, was taken away by Pareea's people; very
probably in revenge for the blow that had been given
him; and that it had broken up the next day. The
arms of the marines,' which we had also demanded,
he assured us, had been carried off by the common
people, and were irrecoverable; the bones of the
chief alone having been preserved, as belonging to
Terreeoboo and the Erees. ' '

Nothing now remained but to perform the last
offices to our great and unfortunate commander-.
Eappo was dismissed with orders to taboo all the bay;
and, in the' af~ernoon, the bones having been put into
a coffin, and the service read over them, they were
committed to the deep with the usual military
honours. What our feelings were on this occasion,.
I leave the world to conceive; those who were pre
sent know, that it is not in my power to expreslS<
iliem. ' .

During the forenoon of the 22d, not a canoe was
seen paddling in the bay; the .tabqo, which Eappo
had laid on it the day before, at our request, not
being yet taken, off. At length Eappo came off to
us. We assured him, that we were now entirely
satisfied; and that, as the Orono was buried, all
remembrance of what had passed was buried with
him. We afterward desired him to take off the taboo;
and to' make it known, that the people might bring
their provisions as usual. The ships were soon sur
rounded with canoes, and many of the chiefs came
on board, expressing great sorrow at what happened,
and their satisfaction at oQr reconciliation. Several
of our friends, who did not visit us, sent presents of~
large hogs, and other' provisions. Amongst the rest
came t.be old treacherous Koah, but was refused
admittance. '
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As we had pow every thing ready for sea, Captain
Clerke imagining that if the news of our proceedings
should reach the islands to leeward before us, it
might have a bad effect, gave orders to unmoor.
About eight ill the evening we dismissed all the na.
tives ; and Eappo,and the friendly Kaireekeea, took an
·aft'ectionate leave of us. We immediately weighed~

and stood out of the bay. The natives were collected
on the shore in great numbers; and, as we passed
along, received our last farewelli with every mark of
affection and good-will.
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WE got clear of the land about ten; and, hoisting
in the boats, stood to the northward, with an in
tention of' searching for 'an harbour onthe south.east
side of'Mowee, which we had heard frequently men
tioned by the natives. The next morning we found
ourselves driven to the leeward by a heavy swell
from the north-east; and a fresh gale springing up
from the same quarter carried us still. farther to th~

westward. At midnight we tacked, and stood to
the south for four hours, in order to keep clear of
the land; and, at day-break, we found ourselves
standing toward a small barren island, called
Tahoorowa, which lies seven or eight miles to the
south-west of' Mowee. .

All prospect of examining more nearly the south
east parts of Mowee being now destroyed, we bore
away, and ran along the south-east side of
Tahoorowa. As we were steering close round its
western extremity, wit~ an intention of fetching the
west side of Mowee, we suddenly shoaled our water,
and observed the sea breaking on some ·detached
rocks, almost right a-head. This obliged us to keep



away a league and a half, when we again steered to
the northward; and, after passing over a bank, with
nineteen fathoms' water, stood for a passage between
Mowee and an island called Ranai. At noon, the
latitude was, by observation, 20° 42' nOorth, and the
longitude !lOgo !l2' east; the southern extremity of
Mowee bearing east south-east, quarter east; the
southern extremity of Ranai west north-west,
quarter west;. Morotoi, north-west and by north;.
and the western extremity of Tahoorowa, south by
east, seven miles distant. Our longitude was accu
rately deduced from observations made by the time
keeper before and af~er noon, compared with the
longitude found by a great many distances of the
moon from the sun and stars, which were also
observed the same day.

In the afternoon, the weather being calm, with
light airs from the west, we .stood on to the north
north-west;. but, at sun-set, observing a shoal9

which appeared to stretch to a considerable distance
from the west point of Mowee, toward the middle of
the Jlassage, and the weather bei.g unsettled, we
tacked, and stood toward the soutlr.

° The south-west side of this island, ° which we now
had passed withotit being able to get near the shore,
forms the same distant yiew with the D9rth-east, as
Been on our return from the. north, in November
1778;. the mountainous parts, which are connected
by a low, flat isthmus, appearing at first like two ae..
parate islands. This deception continued OD. the
south.west side, till we approached within eight 01' °

ten leagues of the coast, which, bending iuward, t6 a
great depth, formed a fine eapacious bay. The
westernmost point, oft' which the shoal we have jua
mentioned runs, is. made remarkable by a sIDall
hillock, .to the southward of which thelle ia a. fiDe
sandy bay, with .veral buts OIl the shore, and a
number of cocoa.nut trees growing .about them. °

During the course of the day, we were visited by

l
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several of the natives, who came off to sell provisions;
and we sOQn found, that they had heard of our late
unfortunate transactions' at Owhyhee. They were
very curious to learn the particulars from a woman
who had concealed herself on b.oard the Resolution,
in ~rder to take her passage to Atooi; inquiring
eagerly after Pareea, and some other chiefs, .and
appearing much shocked at the death of Kaneena,
and his brother. We had, however, the satisfaction
to find, that in whatever light the woman might have
represented this business, it had no bad effect on
th~i~ behaviour, which was remarkably civil and sub
mISSIve.

The weather continued variable during the night;
but in the morning of the 25th, having the wind at.
east, we ran along the south side of Ranai, till near
noon; after which, we had calms and baffling winds
till evening, when we steered, with a light easterly
breeze, for the west part of Morotoi. In the course
of the day, the current, which, from the time we left
Karakakooa Bay, had set from the north-east,
changed its dire.tion to the south-east.

During the ~ight the wind was again varrable;
but early next morning, it settled at elUlt,and blew
so fresh as to oblige us to double-reef'the topsails.
At seven, on hauling round· the west point of
Morotoi, we opened a small bay, ~t the distance of
about two leagues, with a fine sandy beach; but
seeing. no appearance of fresh water, we stood on to
the north, in order to get to the windward of
Woahoo, an island which we had seen at our .first
visit, in January 1778. ~

At two in the afternoon, we saw the land, bearing
west by north, eight leagues distant; and having
tacked as soon as it was dark, we again bore away at
day-light on the 27th; and at half past ten, were
within a league of the shore, near the middle of the
north-east side of the island..

The coast, to the northward, is formed of detached
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hills, rising perpendicularly from the sea, with ragged
and broken summits; the sides covered with wood,.
and the valleys between them of a fertile and well
cultivated appearance. To the southward; we saw
an extensive bay, bOllnd~d by a low point of land to
the south-east which was covered with cocoa·nut
tree;;; and off it stood a high insulated rock, about a
mile fi'om the shm'e. The haziness of the weather·
prevented our seeing distinctly the land to the south.
ward of the point; we could .only perceive that it
was hig~ and broken. . "

As the wind continued to blow very fresh, we
thought it dangerous to entangle ourselves with a
lee-shore; and therefore did not attempt to examine

. the bay, but hauled up, and steered to the "north.
ward, in the direction of the coast. At noon, we
were abreast of the north point of' the island, about
two leagues from the land, which is.1ow and flat, and
has a reef stretching off it to the distance of near a
mile and a half: The latitude, by observation, ~l.0

50' north, longitude ~O~o 15' east; the extrem~

parts of the island in sight, bearing south sOl,lth
east, quarter east, and sQuth-west by south," three
quarters west.

Between the north point and a distant headland,
which we saw to the south-west, the land bends in~

ward considerably, and appeared likely to afford a
good road. We therefore directed our course along
tHe shore, at the distance of about a mile, carrying
regular soundings fh>m twenty to thirteen fathoms.
At a quarter past two, the sight of a "fine river, run
ning througha deep valley, induced us to come to an
anchor in thirteen fathoms water, with a sandy bot.
tom; the extreme points of the bay bearing south.
west by west half west, and north-east by east
three-quarters east; and the mouth of the river
south.east half east, one mile distant. In the after
noon, I attended the two captains on shore, where
we found but few of the natives, and those mostly

VOL. VII. G
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women; the men, they· told us, were ~one to
Morotoi to fight Tahyterree; but that their chief
Perreeoranee, who had stayed behind, would certainly
visit us, as soon as he heard of our arrival.

We were much disappointed to find the water had
a brackish taste for two hundred yards up the river,
owing to the marshy ground through which it empties

. itself into the. sea. Beyond this, it was perfectly
fresh, and formed a fiue runnihg stream, along the

- side of which I walked, till I came to the conflux of
two small rivulets, that branched off to the right and
left of a remarkably steep and romantic mountain.
The banks of this river, and indeed the whole we
saw of the north-west part ofWoahoo, are well cul
tivated, and full of villages; and the face of the
country is uncommonly beautiful and picturesque.

As the watering at this pla~e would have been at
tended with great labour, I was sent to examine the
coast. to leeward; bnt not being able to la:nd, on ac
Gount ofa reef" of coral, which stretched along the
shore to .the distance of' half a mile, Captain Clerke
determined, without farther .loss of time, to proceed
to Atooi. At eight in the.morning we weighed, and
stooel to the northward; till day.light on the 28th,
when we bore away for that island, which we were in
sight of by noon; and about sunset, were oft· its
eastern extremity, which shews itself in a fine, green,
Hat point.

It being too late to run for the road, on the south
west side of. the island, where we had been the last
year, we passed the night in plying. on and off, and at
nine the next morning, came to an anchor in twenty
five fathoms water, and moored with the best bower
in ,thirty-eight fathoms, the bluff-head, on the west
side of' the village, bearing north-east by north
three·quarters east, two miles-distant; the extremes
of' the island, north-west by west three-quarters
west, and south.east by east half east; the island
of Oneheow west by south half west, In running

14<
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down to the road, from the south-east poin.t of the
island, we saw the appearance of .shoal water, in
several places, at a considerable distance from the
land; and when we were about two miles to the
eastward of the anehoring-place and two or three
miles from the shore, we got into four and half
fathoms water, although our soundings had usually
been seven and eight fathoms. .

We had no sooner anchored in our old station,
than several canoes came along side of us; but we
could observe, that they did not welcome us with the
lame cordiality in their manner, and satisfaction in
their countenances, as when we were here before.
As soon as they got on board, one of the men began
to tell us, "that we had left a disorder amongst their
women, of which several persons of both sexes had
died. He was himself afHicted with the venereal
disease, and gave a very full and minute account of
the various symptoms with which ithad been attended.
As there was not the slightest appearance of that
disorder amongst them .on our first arrival, I am
afraid it is not to be denied, that we were the authors
of this irreparable mischief. . .

Our principal object here was to water the ships
with the utmost expedition; and I was sent on shQre
early in the afternoon, with the pinnace and launch
laden with casks. The gunner of the Resolution
accompanied me to trade for provisions; and we had
a guard of five marines. We found a considerable
number of people collected upon the beach, who
received us at first with great kindness;. but as soon
as we had got the casks on shore, began to be exceed
ingly troublesome. Former experience having taught
me how difficult it was to repress this disposition,
without having reconrse to the authority of their
chiefs, I was very sorry to find, that they were all at
another part of'the island. Indeed we soon- felt the
want of their assistance; for it was with· great diffi
culty. I was able to form a circle, according to our

oi
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usual practice, for the convenience and security of
the trading party; and had no sooner done it, and
posted guards to keep off the crowd, than I saw a
man laying hold of the bayonet of one of the soldiers'·
muskets, and endeavouring, with all his force, to
wrench it· out of his hand. On my coming up to
them, the native let go his hold and retired; but re
turned in a moment with a spear in one hand, and
dagger in the other; and his countrymen had much
ado to restrain him from trying his prowess with the
'Soldier. This fray was occasioned by the latter's
having given the man a slight prick with his bayonet,
in order to make him keep without the line.

I now perceived, that our situation ,required great
circumspection and management; and accordingly
gave the strictest orders, that no one should fire, nor
have recourse to any other act of violence, without
positive commands. As soon as I had .given these
directions, I was called to the assistance of the water.
ing party, where I found the natives equally inclined
to mischief: They had demanded fi'om our people
a large hatchet for every cask of water; and this not
being complied with, they would not suffer the sailors
to roll them clown to the boats.

I had no sooner joined them, than one of the
natives advanced up to me, with great insolence, and
made the same claim. I told him, that, as a friend,
I was very willing to present him with a hatchet, but
that I should certainly carry off' the water without
paying any thing fOl' it; and I immediately ordered
the pinnace men to proceed in their business, and
called three marines from the traders to protect
them.

Though this shew of spirit succeeded so far as to
make the natives desist from any open attempt to in
terl'l1pt us, they still continued to behave in the most
teasing and provoking manner. Whilst some of them;
under pretence of assisting the men in rolling down
the casks, turned them out of their coiuse, and, gave
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them a wrong direction, others were stealing' the
hats from off the sailors' heads; pulling them back'"
ward by their clothes, or tripping up their heels; the
whole crowd all this time shoutirig and laughin'g,
with a strange mixture of childishness and malice~

They afterward found means to steal the cooper's
bucket, and took away his bag by force; but the
objects they were most eager to possess themselves
of, were the muskets of the marines, who were
every instant complaining of their attempts to force
them out of their hands. Though they continued,
for the most part, to pay great deference and respect .
to me, yet they did not suffer me to escape without
contributing my share to their stock of plunder.
One of them came up to me with a familiar ail', and
with great management diverted my attention, whilst
another, .wrenching the hanger which I held care
le,ssly in my hand, from me, ran oft· with it like light
mng.

. It was in vain to think of repelling this insolence
by force; guarding therefore against its effects, iii
the best manner we were able, we had nothing to do
but to submit patiently to it. My apprehensions
were, however, a little alarmed, by the information I
soon after received from the serjeant of marines, who
told me, that, turning suddenly round, ·he saw a man
behind me holding a dagger in the position of
striking. In this he might possibly be mistaken;
yet our situation was certainly alarming lind critical,
and the smallest error on our side might have been
fatal to us. As our peopl.e were separated into three
small parties, one at the lake, filling- casks,. another
rolling them down to the shore, and the third, at
some distance, purchasing provisions, it had once
occurred to me, that it might be proper to collect
them all together, and to execute and protect one
duty at a time. But on second thoughts, I judged
it more advisable to let them continue as they were.
In case of a real" attack, our whole force,. however

G 3
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advantageously disposed, could have made but a poor
resistance. On the other hand, I thought it of some
consequence to shew the natives, that we were under
no fears; and, what was still more material, the
crowd was, by this means, kept divided, and a con
siderable part of them fully employed in bartering
provisions.' . .

It is probable that their dread of the effects of our
arms, was the principal cause. of their backwardness
in attacking us; and indeed the confidence we
appeared to place in this advantage, by opposing only

. five marines to their whole force, must have raised in
them a very high idea of our superiority. It was our
business to keep up this opinion as much as possible;
and in justice to the whole party, I must observe,
that no men could possibly behave better, for the
purpose of strengthening these impressions. What
ever could be taken in jest, they bore with the utmost
temper and patience; and whenever any serious
attempt was made to interrupt them, they opposed
it with bold looks and menaces. By this manage
ment, we succeeded so far, as to get all the casks
down to the water side, without any material acci•.
dent. '.

While we were getting them into the launch, the
natives, perceiving the opportunity of plundering
would soon be over, became every moment more
daring and insolent. On this occasion, I was indebted
to the serjeant of marines for suggesting to me, the
advantage that would arise from sending off his party
first into the boats; by whi~h means, the muskets
of the soldiers, which, as I have already mentioned,
were the objects the islanders had principally in view,
would be removed out of their reach; and in case of
an attack, the marines themselves might be emplo.Yed
more effectually in our defEmce, than if they were on
shore. .

We had now got every thing into the boats, and
only Mr. Anderson the gunner, a seaman ofthe boat'~
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-crew, and myself, remained on shore. . As the pin
nace lay beyond the surf: thl'Ough which we were
obliged to swim, I told them to make the best of
their way to it, and that I should follow them.

With this order I was suprised to find them both
refuse to comply; and the consequence was a cootest
amongst us who should be the last on shore. It
seems, that some hasty words I had just before used
to the sailor, which he thought reflected on his
courage, was the cause of this odd "fancy in him; and
the old gunner, finding a point of honour started,
thought he could not well avoid taking a part in it.
In this ridiculous situation we might have remained
some time, had not OUl' dispute been soon settled by
the stones that began to fly about us, and by the cries
of the people from the boats, to make haste, as the
natives were following us into the water with clubs
aud spears. I reached the side of the pinnace first,
and finding Mr. Anderson was at some distance
behind, and not yet entirely out of danger, I called
out to the marines to fire one musket. In the hurry
of executing my orders, they fired two; and when J
got into the boat, I saw the natives running away,
and one man, with a woman sitting by him, lett
behind on the beach. The man made severul attempts
to .rise, without being able; and it was with much
regret, I perceived him to be wounded in the groin.
The natives soon after returned, and surrounded the
wounded man, brandishing their spears and daggers
at us, with an air of threatening and defiance; but
before we reached the ships, we saw some persons,
whom we supposed to be the chiefs, now arrived,
driving them away fi'om the:: shore.

During our absence, Captain Clerke had been
under the greatest anxiety for our safety.' And these
apprehensions were considerably increased, from his
having ebtirely mistaken the drift of the conversation
he had beld with some natives who had been on board.

G 4
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The frequent mention of the name of' Captain Cook,
with other strong and circumstantial descriptions of
death and destruction, made him conclude, that the
knowledge of the unfortunate events at Owhyhee
had reached them, and that these were what they
alluded to; whereas all they had in view was, to make
known to him the wars that had arisen, in conse
quence of the goats that Captain Cook had left at
Oneeheow, and the slaughter of the poor goats
themselves, during the struggle for the property of
them. Captain Clerke, applying this earnestness of
conversation, and these terrible representations, to
our calamitous transactions at Owhyhee, and to an
indication of revenge, kept his telescope fixed upon
us, and the moment he saw the smoke of the muskets,
ordered the boats to be manned and armed, and to
put off to our assistance. .

.The next morning I was again ordered on shore
with the watering party. The risk we had run the
preceding day, determined Captain Clerke to send
a considerable force from both ships for our guard,
amounting in all to forty men under arms. This pre
caution, however, was now' unnecessary ; for we found
the beach left entirely to ourselves, and the gro'und
between the landing place and the lake, tabooed, with
small white flags. We concluded, from this appear
ance, that some of the chiefs had certainly visited
this quarter; and that, not being able to stay, they'
had kindly and considerately taken this step, for our
greater security and convenience. We saw several
men armed with long spears and daggers on the
other side of the river, on our right; but they did not'
offer to give us the least molestation. Their women
came over, and sat down on the banks close by us,
and at noon we prevailed on some of the men to bring
hogs and roots for our people, and to dress them for

. us. As soon as we had left the beach, they came
down to the sea side, and one of them threw a stone
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at us; but his conduct seemin~ to be highly disap
proved of by all the rest, we did not think it proper
to show any resentment. . .

The next day we completed our watering without
meeting with any material difficulty. 'On our return
to the ships, we found that several chiefs had been on
board, and had made excuses for the .behaviour of
their countrymen, attributing their riotous conduct

. to the quarrels which subsisted at that tillie amongst
the principal people of the island, and which had
occasioned a general want of order and subordination
amongst them. The government of Atooi .was in
dispute between Toneoneo, who had. the supreme
power when we were here last year, and a boy named
Teavee. They are both, by different fathers, the
grandsons of Pereeorannee, king of Woahoo, who
had given the government of Atooi to the former,
and that of Oneeheow to the latter. The quarrel
had arisen about the geats we had left at One.eheow
the last year: the right of property 'in which was
claimed by Toneoneo, on the pretence of that island's
being a dependency of his. The friends of Teavee
insisting on the right of· possession, both parties
prepared to maintain their pretensions by force; and
a few days before our arrival, a battle had been fought,
in which Toneoneo had been worsted. The conse
quence of this victory was likely to affect Toneoneo,
in a much deeper manner than by the mere .loss of
the objects in dispute; for the mother of Teavee,
having married a second husband, who was a chief
of Atooi, and at the head of a powerful taction there,
he thought that the present opportunity was not to be
neglected of driving Toneoneo entirely ont of the is
land, and of advancing his son-in-law to the govepn.
ment. I have already had occasion to mention that
the goats" which had increased to the number of six,
and would probably in a few years have stock'ed all
these islands, were destroyed in the contest.

On the 4th, the mother and sister of the young
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prince and.his father.in-law, with many other chiefs
of that party, came on board the Resolution, and
made several curious and valuable presents to Captain
Clerke. Amongst the former, were some fish-hooks,
which they assured us were made of the bones of our
old friend Terreeoboo's father, who had been killed
in an unsuccessful descent upon the island of Woahoo;
and a fly flap, presented to him by the prince's sister,
the handle of which was a human bone, that had
been given her as a trophy by her father-in-law.
Young Teav~e was not of the company, bein~ en
gaged, as we were told, in performing some religious
ceremonies, in consequence of the victory he had
obtained, which were to last twenty days.

This and the twofoJIowing days were employed
on shore in completing the Discovery's water; and
the carpenters were busy on board, in caulking the
ships, and in making other preparations for our next
cruise. The natives desi:;ted from giving us any
further disturbance; and we procured from them a
plentiful supply of pork and vegetables. .

At this time, an Indian brought a piece of iron on
board theDiscovery, to be fashioned into the shape of
pahooa. It was carefully examined both by the
officers and men, and appeared to be the bolt of some
large ship timbers. They were not able to discover

. to what nation it belonged; out fi"om the pale colour
of the iron, and its not corresponding in shape to our
bolts, they concluded that it certainly was not English.
This led thetp to make a strict inquiry· of the native,
when and where he got it; and if they comprehended
him right, it had been taken Ollt of a piece of timber,
larger than the cable bit, to which he pointed. This
piece of wood, they farther understood from him,
to have been driven upon their island, since we
were ~e.re in January 1778•
. • It was evident, that the iron. we found in possession of the na·

tlves at Nootka Sound, and which was mostly made into knives,
was of a much paler sort than ours. .
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On the 7th, we were surprised with a visit from
Toneoneo. When he heard the dowa~er princess
was in the ship, it was with great difficulty we coold
prevail on him to come on board, not from any ap
prehension that he appeared to entertain of his safety,
but from an unwillingness to see her. Their meeting
was with sulky. and lowering looks on both sides.
He staid but a short time, and seemed much dejectedJ
but we remarked, with some surprise, that the women,
both at his coming and going away, prostrated them..
selves before him; and that he was treated by aU
the natives on board with the respect usually paid to
those of his rank. Ind~ed, it must appear somewhat
extraordinary, that a person, who was at this time in
a state of actual hostility with Teavee's party, and
was even prepared for another battle, should trust
himself almost alone within the power of his enemie&.
It is therefore to be observed, that the civil dissen
tions, which are very frequent throughout all the
South Sea Islands, .seem to be carried on without
much acrimony or bloodshed; and that the deposed
governor still continues to enjoy the rank of an Erec,
and is left to make use of such means as may arise
for the regaining his lost consequence. But I shall
have occasion to speak more particularly on this sub
ject in the next chapter; in which the best account
will be given, which we were able to collect, of the
political state of those countries. .

On the 8th, at nine in the morning, we weighed,
and sailed toward Oneeheow; and at three in the
afternoon, anchored in twenty fathoms water, ~early

on the same spot as in the year 1778. We moored
with the other anchor in twentv-six fathoms' water.
The high bluff, on the south end of the island, bore
east south-east; the north point of the road, north half
east; and a bluff head to the south of it, north.east by
north. During the night we had a strong gale from
the eastward; and, in the morning of the 9th, found

• the ship had driven a whole cable's length, and
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brought both anchors almost ahead. We shortened
in the best bower cable; but the wind blowing too
fresh" to unmoor, we were obliged to remain this and
the two following days, with the anchors still ahead..

On the 12th, the weather being moderate, the
master was sent to the north-west side of the island
to" look for "a more convenient place for anchoring.
He returned in the evening, having found, close
round the west point of the road where we now lay,
which is also the westernmost point of the island, a
fine bay, with good anchorage, in eighteen fathoms'
water, a clear sandy" bottom, not a mile from the
beach, on which the surf beats, but not so as to hin
der landing. The direction of the points of the bay
were north by east, and south by west; and, in
that line, the soundings seven, eight, and nine fathoms."
Ori the north side of the bay was a small village;
and a quarter of a mile to the eastward, were four
small wells of good water; the road to them level,
and fit for rolling. casks. Mr. Bligh went afterward
so far to the north as to satisfy hjmself~ that Oreehoua"
was a separate island from Oneeheow; and that there
was a passage between them; which, before, we only
conjectured to exist. -

III the afternoon we hoisted in "all the boats, and
made ready for going to sea in the morning.
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GENERAL ACCOUNT OF THE SANDWICH ISLANDS.-THEIR NUM

BER, NAMES, AND SITUATION. - OWHYHEE. - ITS EXTENT

AND DIVISION INTO DISTRICTS. - ACCOUNT OF ITS COASTS~
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ACCOUNT OF A JOURNEY INT9 THE INTERIOR PARTS OF THE

COUNTRY. - MOWEE. -TAHOOROWA. - MOROTOI.- RANAI.

-WOAHOO. -ATOOI. - ONEEHEOW. - OREEHOUA. - TA

HOoRA. - CLIMATE. - WINDS. - CURRENTS. - TIDES• ....:.

ANIMALS AND VEGETABLES.-ASTRONOMICAL OBSERVATIONS.

As we are now about to take our final leave of the
Sandwich Islands, it will not be improper to introduce
here some general account of their situation and
natural history, and of the manners and customs of
the inhabitants.

This subject has indeed been,. in some measure~

pre-occupied by persons far more capable of doing it
justice, than I can pretend to be. Had Captain Cook
and Mr. Anderson lived to avail themselves of the
advantages which we enjoyed by a return to these
islands, it cannot be questioned, that the public
would have derived much additional information from
the skill and diligence oftwo such accurate observers.
The reader will therefore lament with me our com
mon misfortune, which hath deprived him of the
labours of such superior abilities, and imposed on
me the task of presenting him with the best supple
mentary account the various duties of my station
permitted me to furnish.

This group consists of eleven islands, extending in
latitude from 180 54' to ~o 15' north; and' in lon
gitude from 1990 86' to tl05°06" east. . They are
called by the natives; 1. Owhyhee. ~: Mowee. 8.
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Ranai, or Oranai. 4. Morotinnee, or Morokinnee.
5 .. Kahowrowee, or Tahoorowa. 6. Morotoi, or
Morokoi. 7. Woahoo, or Oaho.o. 8. Atooi, Atowi,
or Towi, and sometimes Kowi.· 9. Neeheehow, or
Oneeheow. 10. Oreehoua, or Reehoua; and. 11.
Tahoora; and are all inhabited, excepting Mora- .
tinnee and Tahoora. Besides the islands above
enumerated, we were told by the Indians, that there
is another called Modoopapapat, or Komodoopa
papa, lying to the west south-west of Tahoora,
which is low and sandy, and visited only for the
purpose of catching turtle and sea-fowl; and, as I
could never"learn that they knew of any others, it is
probable that none exist in their neighbourhood.

They were named by Captain Cook the Sandwich
Islands, in honour of the EARL of SANDWICH, un
der whose administration he had enriched geogra
phy with so many splendid and important discoveries;
a tribute justly due to that noble person for the
liberal support these voyages derived from his power,
in whatever could extend their utility, or promote
their success; for the zeal with which he seconded
the views of that great navi~ator; and if I may be
allowed to add the voice of prIvate gratitude, for the
generous protection, which, since the death of their
unfortunate commander, he has afforded all theofficers
that served under him.

Owhyhee, the easternmost, and by much the largest,
of these islands, is of a triangular shape, and nearly
equilateral. The angular points make the north,
east, and south extremities, of which the northern
is in latitude 20° 17' north, longitude 204° 02' east:
the eastern in latitude 19° 84' north, longitude flO5°
06' east: and the southern extremity in latitude
18° 54' north, longitude 204° Hi' east. Its greatest

• It is to be observed, that, among the windward Islands, the I'
is used instead of the t, as .Morokoi iustJlad ofMorotai, &c.

t Modoo signifies island; papapa, flat. This island is caUetl
Ttlfttmatapappa, by Captain COoJl:, vol. II. p. 222. .
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length, which lies in a direction nearly north and
south, is ~8t leagues; its. breadth is 24 leagues; and
it is about 2.'55 geographical, or 293 English miles,.
in circumference. The whole island is divided into
six large districts; Amakooa and Aheedoo, which
lie on the north-east side; Apoona' and Kaoo on
the south.east; Akona and Kooarra on the west.

The districts of Amakooa and Aheedoo are sepa
rated by a mountain, called Mouna Kaah (or the
mountain Kaah)~ which rises in three peaks, perpe
tually covered with snow, and may be clearly seen
at 40 leagues' distance.

To the north of this ulOuntain the coast consists
of high and abrupt cliff", down which fall many beau
tiful cascades of water. We were once flattered with
the hopes of meeting with a harbour round a bluff
head, in latitude ~OO 10' north, and longitude 2040

26' east; but, on doubling the point, and stand.
ing close in, we found it connected by a low valley
with another high head to the north-west. The
country rises inland with a gentle ascent, is inter.
sected by deep narrow glens, or rather chasms, and
appeared to be well cultivated and sprinkled over
with a number of .villages. The snowy mountain is
very steep and the lower part of it covered with
wood. , .

The coast of Aheedoo, which lies to the south of
Mouna Kaah, is of a moderate height, and the interior
parts appear more even than the country to the north.
west, and less broken by ravines. Oft· these two
districts we cruized for almost a month; and, when
ever our distance from shore would permit it, were
sure of being surrounded by canoes laden with all
kinds of refreshments. We had frequently a very
heavy sea, and great swell on this side of the island,
and a.'J we had no soundings, and could observe much
foul·ground oft· the shore, we never approached nearer
the land than two or three leagues, excepting on the
occasion already mentioned. .
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, The coast to the north-east of Apoona, which
forms the eastern extremity of the island, is low and
flat; the acclivity ofthe inland parts is very gradual,
and the whole country covered with cocoa-nut and
bread-fi'uit trees. This, as far as we could judge, is
the finest part of the island, and we were afterward
told that the king had a place of residence here. At
the south.west extremity the hills rise abruptly
from the sea side, leaving but a narrow border of low
ground toward the beach. We were pretty near the
shore at this part of the island, and found the sides
of the hills covered with a fine verdure; but the coun.
try seemed to be very thinly inhabited. On doubling
the east point of the island, we came in sight of
another snowy mountain, called Mouna Roa (or the
extensive mountain), which countinued to be a very
conspicuous object all the while we were sailing along
the south-east side. It is flat at the top, making
what is called by mariners table.land: the summit
was constantly buried in snow, and we once saw its
sides also slightly covered for a considerable way
down; but the· greatest part of this disappeared
again in a few days. .

According to the tropical line of snow, as deter.
mined by Mr. Condamine, from observations taken
on the Cordilleras, this mountain must be at least
16,0~0 feet high, which exceeds the height of the
Pico de Teyde, or Peak of Teneriffe, by 724 feet,
according to Dr. Heberden's computation, or 3680,
according to that of the Chevalier de Borda. The
peaks of Mouna Kaah appeared to be about half a
mile high; and as they are entirely covered with
snow, the altitude· of their summits cannot be less
than 18,400 feet. But it is probable. that both these
mountains may be considerably higher. For, in insu
lar situations, the effects of the warm sea air must
necessarily remove the line ofsnow, in equal latitudes,
to a greater height than where the atmosphere is
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chilled on all sides by'an immense tract of perpetual
snow.

The coast of. Kaoopresents a prospect of the most
horrid and dreary kind: the whole country appearing
to have undergone a. total change from the effects of
some dreadful eonvulsion. The ground is every
where covered with oinders, and intersected in many
places with black streaks, which seem to lllark the
~OlH'seof a l~va t~at has flowed, not many ages back,
from the moimtam Roa to the shore. The southern
pF4lJWntory looks like the mere dregs of a, volcano.
'I:he projesting head.land is composed of broken and
orag~ rocks, piled...irregularly on one another, and
~erminating in sharp ·points. . ,

Notwithstanding the dismal aspect of this part of
~e island, there are many villages scattered over it;
and it certainly ig..mud» more populous that the ver
dant mooo.tains-of.Apoona. Nor is this circumstance
Ilard to be accounted',for. As these islanders have
no cattle, they have consequently no use for pastu
sage, and therefore natu-rally prefer such 'ground, as
either lies mOFe convenient for fishing, or is best
suited to the cultivationgf. yams and plantains. Now,
amidst these ruins, there are many patches of rich
soil, which are carefully. laid out in plantations, and
the neigbouring sea abounds with a variety of most
excellent fish, with 'Whi~b, as well as with other pro
visionS;,we were.always'plentifully supplied. Offthis
part of the coast, w~.could findno ground at less than
a cable's,length i:rom the shore, with a bundred and
sixty fathoms of line, excepting in, a small bight to
the eastward of the south point, where we,' had re.
gular swiDdiIi~s offifty and ~fty.eight fathoms over
a bottom of fine.sand. Before we proceed to th.e
western. districts.. it may be ne~essary to remark,
that. the whole coast side of the island, from the
northf'm.to the southern extremity, does, not afford
the smallest harbour, or s,helter for shipping. ,

VOL. VIl~' H



The" routh-west parts of Akona are in the same
state with the adjoining district of' Kaoo; but farther
to the north, the country has been cultivated with
great pains, and is extremely populous.

In this part of the island is situafed Karakakooa
Bay, which has been alre~rly described. Along lhe
coast nothing is seen but large masses of slag, and
the fragments ofblack scorched rocks; behind which,
the ground rises gradually for about two mUes and a
half, and appears to have been formerly covered with
loose burnt stones. These the natives have taken the
pains of clearing away, fi'equently to the depth of
three feet and upward; which labour, great as it is,
the fertility of the soil amply repays. Here, in a ricfi
ashy mould,. they cultivate sweet potatoes, and the
cloth.p]ant. The fields are inclosed with stone
fences, and are interspersed with groves of cocoa-nut
trees. On'the rising ground beyond these, the bread
fruit trees are planted, and flourish with the greatest
luxuriance.

Koaara extends from the westernmost point to the
nQrthern extremity of the island; the whole .coast
between them forming an extensive bay, called
Toe-yah-yah, which is bounded to the north by two
very conspicuous hills. Toward the bottom of this
bay there is foul, corally ground, extending upward
of amite from the shore,. without which the soundings
are regular, with good anchorage, in twenty fathoms.
The country, as far as the eye could reach, seemed
fruitful and well inhabited,. the soil being in appear
"ance of the same kind with the distri<:t of Kaoo; but
'no fresh water is to be got here. "
" I have hitherto confined myself to the coasfs of
'this island, and the adjacent country, which is all
that I had an opportumty of being acquainted" with
from my own observation: The only account I can
"give of the interior parts, is from the in1ormation I

"obtained from a party who set out on the afternoon
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of the ~6th of January, on an expedition u ;'~ii-tt~~ I
country, with an intention of penetrating as fa "f (
they could; and principally of reaching, if possible,
the snowy mountains. .

Having procured two natives to serve them as
guides, they left the village about four o'clock in the
afternoon, directing their course a little to the south.
ward of the east. To the distance of three or four
.miles from the bay, tl~ey found the country as before
described; the hills afterward rose with a more sud.
den ascent, which brought them to the extensive
plantations, that terminate the view of the country,
as seen from. the ships.

These plantations consist of the· tarrow or eddy
root,. and the sweet potatoe, with plants of the cloth.
tree, neatly set out in rows. The walls that separate
them are made of the loose burnt stones, which are
got in clearing the ground; and, being entirely con·
.cealed by sugar-canes, planted close on each side,
make the most beautiful fences that can be conceived.
The party stopped for the night at the second hut
they found amongst the plantations, where· they
judged themselves to be about six or seven miles from
the sqips. They described the prospect from this
spot as very delightful; they saw the ships in the
bay before them; to the lefl;,a continued range of

. • Both the sweet potatoes, and the tarrow, are here. planted
four feet from each other; the former was earthed up almost to
the top of the stalk, with about half a bushel of light mould; the
latter is left bare to the root, and the mould round it is made in
the form of a bason, in order to hold the rain-water, 88 this root
requires a certain degree ofmoisture. It has been before observed,
that the tarrow~ at the Friendly and Society Islands, was always
planted in low and moist situations, and generally, where there was
the conveniency of a rivulet to flood it. It was imagined that this
mode of culture was absolutely neceseary; but we now found, that,

. w:ith the precaution above mentioned, it succeeds equally well in a
drier situation: indeed, we all remarked, that the tarrow of the
Sandwich Islands is the best we had ever tasted. The plantains
are not admitted in these plantations, but grow amongit the bread-·
fruit tree••

H !!
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villages, intersperse(1 with groves of cocoa-nut trees
&preading along the sea-shore; a thick wood stretch
ing out of sight behind. them; and to the right, an
extent of ground laid out in regular and well culti
vated plantations, as far as the eye could reach.

Near this spot, at a distance from ~ny other dwelI
ing, the natives pointed out to them. the residence of
an hermit, who, they said, had formerly been a great
chief and warrior, but had long ago quitted the shores
of the island, and now never stirred from his cottage.
They prostrated themselves as they approached him,
and afterward presented to him a part of such provi
sions as they had brought with them. His bel~avioiIr

was easy and cheerful; he scarce shewed any marks
of astonishment at the sight of' our people, and though
pressed to accept some of' our curiosities, he declined
the offer, and soon withdrew to his cottage.. He was
described as bv f'ar the oldest person any of' the party
had ever seen; and judged to be, by those who com
puted his age at the lowest, upward of ]00 years old.

As our people had imagined the mountain not to
be more than ten or twelve miles from the bay, and
consequently, that they should reach it with ease
early the next morning, an error into which its great
height had probably led them, they were now much
surprised to find the distance scarce perceptibly di.
minished. This circumstance, together with the
uninhabited state of the country they were going to
enter, made it necessary to procUl:e a supply of' pro
vision's; and for t~at purpose they dispatched one of
their guides back to the village. Whilst they were
waiting his return, they were joined by some' of
Kaoo's servants, whom that benevolent old man had
sent after them, as soon as he heard of their journey,
laden with refreshments, anq autho.J:ized, as their
route lay through his, grounds, to demand and take
away whatever they might have occasion for. . .

Our tmvellers were much astonished to find the
cold here so jntense; buthaving no ther'mometer with
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them, couldjudge ont only by their feelings-, which,.
from the warm atmosphere they had left, must have
been a very fallacious measure. They found it, how:
ever, so cold that they could get but little sleep, and
and the natives none at all; "both parties being
disturbed the whole night by continued coughing.
As they could nat at this time be at any very con·
siderable height, the distance from the sea being
only six Of. seven miles, and part of the Toad ona
very moderate ascent, this extraordinary degree ot:
cold must be ascribed to the easterly willd blowing
fresh over the snowy mountains. . .

Early on the 27th they setout again, and filled
their· calibashes at an excellent well, about half a
mile from their hut. Having passed the plantations,
they came to a thick wood, which' they entered by a
path made for the convenience of the natives, who go
thither to fetch the wild or horse plantain, and to
catch birds. Their progress now became very slow,
and attended with much labour; the ground being·
either swampy: or covered with large. stones; th~"
path narrow, and frequeptly interrupted by trees
lying across it, which· it was neceasary to climb over,
the thickness of the under-wood on both sides mak.
ing it impossible to pass round them. In these woods
they observed, at small distances-, pieces of white
cloth fixed on poles,. which they .supposed to be land.
marks for the division of property, as they only met
with them where the wild plantains grew. The trees,
which are of the same kind with those we called the
spice-tree at New Holland, were lofty and straight,
and from two to four feet in circumference.

After they had advanced about ten miles in the
wood, they had the mortification to find themselves
on a sudden :within sight of the sea, and at no great
distance ii"om it; the path having turned impercep~

tibly to the ~outhward, and carried them to the right
of the mountain, which it was theil" object to reach.
Their disappointment was greatly increased by the

H S
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uncertainty they were now under of its true bearings,
sinc~ they could not, at this time, get a view of it
from the top of the highest trees. They, therefore,
found themselves obliged to walk back six or seven
miles to an· unoccupied hut, where they had left three
of the natives, and two of their own people, with the
small stock that remained of their-provisions. Here
they spent the second night; and the mr was so very
sharp and so little to the liking of their guides, that,.
by the morning, they had all taken themselves off,
except one. .

The want of provisions now making it necessary to
return to some of the cultivated parts of the island,
they quitted the wood by the same path they had
entered it; and, ~n their arrival at. the plantations,
were surrounded by the natives, of whom they pur
chased a fresh stock of necessaries; and prevailed
upon two of them to supply the place of the guides
that were gone away. Having obtained the best
information in their power, with regard to the direc
tion oftheirroad, the party being now nine in number,
marched along the skirts of the wood for six or seven
miles, and then entered it again by a path that bore
to the eastward. For the first three miles they passed
through a forest of lofty spice-trees, growing on a
strong rich loam; at the back of which they found
an equal extent of low shrubby trees, with much
thick underwood, on a bottom of loose burnt stones.
This led them to a second· forest of spice-trees, and
the same rich brown soil, which was' again succeeded
by a barren ridge of the same nature with the former.
This alternate succession may, perhaps, afford matter
of curious speculation to naturalists. The only addi
tional circumstance I could learn relating to it, was,
that these ridges appeared, as far as they could be
seen, to run in directions parallel to the sea shore,
and to. have Mouna Roa for their centre•.

In pll88ing through the woods, they found many
canoes half finished, and here and there a hut; but

.. < .', ' •
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saw none of the inhabitants. Having penetrated.
neat three miles into the second wood, tl)ey came to
two huts, where they stopped, exceedingly fatigued
with the day's journey, having walked not less thaa
twenty miles, according to their own computation.
As they had met with no springs from the time they.
left the .plantation-ground, and began to suffer mueh
from the violence of their thirst, they were obliged;
before thejJIigbt came on, to separate· into parties,.and
go in search-of water; and at last found somele£\:
by rain in the bottom of an unfinished canoe; which,
though of the colour of red wine, was to th.em no un.
welcome discovery. In the night, the cold was still
more intense than they had found it befor.e; and,
though they had wrapped themselves up in mats and
cloths of the country, and kept a large fire between
the two' huts, they eould yet sleep but very little;
and were ~bliged to walk about the greatest part of
the night.

Their elevation was now probably pretty consider
able, as the ground on which they had travelled, had
been generally on the ascent.

On the ~9th, at day break, they set out, intending
to make their last and utmost effort. to reaQh the
snowy mountain ; but their spirits were much de
pressed, when they. found they had expended the
miserable pittance of water, they had found the night
before. The path, which extended no fiuiher than
where canoes had been built, was now at an end;· and
they were therefore obliged to make their way as well
as they could; every now and then climbing up into
the highest trees to explore the· country round. At
eleven o'clock, they came to a ridge of burnt stolles,
from the top of which they 1:1aW the snowy mo~ntain,

appearing to be about twelve or fourteen miles from
them.

It was -here deliberated whether they should pro
. ceed any further, or' rest satisfied ,!ith the view

they now had of Moun~ Roa. The road, ever since
H4
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the- path ceased, had become exceedingly fatiguing;
and every moment they advanced, was growing ·still
more so. The deep chinks, with which the ground
was every were broken, being slightly covered with
moss, made them stumble at almost every step; and
the intermediate space was a 8tll:face of loose bumt
stones, which broke utuJ,er their feet like potsherds.
They threw stones .into several of fthese chinks;
which, by the noise they made,,, seemed to rail to a
considerable depth, and the ground sounded hollow
under their feet. Besides these discouraging cir.
cumstances, they found their guides so averse to
going on, that they believed, whatever their own
determinations might bave been, they-could not have
prevailed on them to remain out -another night.
They,'therefor-e, at»last agreed-.t~ retum to the ships,
af~er taking 11- view of the country from the highest
trees which:the place afforded. ,From .this elevation
they saw themselves surrounded on all sides with
wood toward the sea; they could not distinguish, in
the horizon, the sky from thewatel1 and between
them and the &nowy mountain, was a valley about
aeven or eight miles -broad, :.above which the moun.
tain appeared only as a hill ofa ·meflerate size._ -

They ;rested this night at a hut·in the second wood,
and on the 80th., befOre noOD, they had got clear ~f
the first, and found -themselves about nine miles to
the north-~ast of the _ships, toward w~ich they di.
rected their march through the plantatIons. As they
passed along, ther did not observe a single spot of
ground that was -capable of' improvement, len un.
planted; -an?, ind~ed, itappeared, from ~heir.account,

hardly possible for the country to be culbvated to
greater advantage for the purposes of' the inhabitants,
~r made to yield them a larger supply of necessaries
for their subsistence. They were surprised to meet
with several fields- of hay; and on inquiring to -what
uses -it was ~pplied, wer~ told it was designed to
cover the young tarrow groll!lds, in order to preserve
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them from being scorched by the sun. They saw a
few ,scattered huts amongst the plantations, which ser
ved for occasional shelter to the labourers; but no
villages at a greater distance tban four or five miles
from the sea. Near one of them, about four miles
from .the ,bay, they found ,a. cave forty fathoms 'long,
three broad, and of the same height. It w'as ~pen at
bpth ends; ,the sides were fluted, as if wrought with
a chissel, and the surface glazed over, probably by the
action of fire.
• Having giving this account of the most ma.terial
cir.cumstauces that occurred on the expedition to the
snow~ moantain, I shall now return to the other
wands that remain to be described.

The island next in size, and nearest in situation, tet
Owbyhee, is MOWEE; which lies at the distance of
eigat leagues north north-west from the former,
and is 140 geographi.cal miles in circumference. A
low is,thmus divides it into two circular peninsulas, of
whi.ch that to the east is called Whamadooa, and is
double the size of the western peninsula, called
Owh)"rookoo. The mountains in both rise to an ex..
ceedmg great height, having been seen by us at the,
distance of upward ofthirty leagues. The northern'
shores, like those of Owhyhee, afford no soundings;
and the country presents the same appearance of ver
dure and fertility. To the south-east, between this
and the adjacent isles, we had regular depths, with a
hundred and fifty fathoms, with a sandy bottom.
From the west point, which is low, runs a shoal,
stretching out toward Ranai, to a considerable dis
tance; and to the southward of this is a fine spacious
bay, with a sandy beach, shaded with cocoa-nut trees.
It is probable that good anchorage might be found
here, with shelter from the prevailing winds, and that
the beach' affords ~ convenient place for landing.
The country behind presents a most romantic appear
ance. The hills rise· almost perpendicularly, in, a
great variety of peaked forms; and their steep sides,
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and the deep chasms between them, are covered with
trees, amongst which those of the bread-fruit were
observed particularly to abound. The tops of'these
hills are entirely bare, and ofa reddish brown colour.
We were informed by the natives,. that there is an
harbour to the southward of the east point, which
they affirmed to be superyor to that of Karakakooa;
and we were also told, that, on the north.west side,
there was another harbour, called Keepoo-keepoo. .

Tahoorowa is' a. small island lying off the south.
west .part of Mowee, from which it is distant three
leagues. This island is destitute of wood, and the
soil seems to be sandy and barren. Between Tahow
rowa and Mowee, lies the small uninhabited island
Morrotinnee. .

Morotoi is only two leagues and a half froni
Mowee to the west north-west. The south-western
coast, which was the pnly part near which we ap
proached, is very low; but the land rises backward
to a considerable height; and, at the distance fro'm
which we saw it, appeared to be entirely without
wood. Its produce, we were told, consists chiefly of
yams. It may, probably, have fresh water; .and, on
the south and west sides, the coast forms several bays,
that promise good shelter from the trade winds.

Ranai is about three leagues distant from Mowee
and Morotoi, and lies to the south-west of· the pas
sage between these islands.. The country to the
south is high and craggy; but the other parts of the
iMand had a better aspect, and appeared to be well in
habited. We were told that it produces very few
plantains and bread-fruit trees; but that it abounds
in foots, such as y~ms, sweet potatoes, and tarrow.

Woahoo lies to' the north-west of Moiotoi, at the
distance of about seven leagues. As far as we could
judge, from the appearance of' the north.east and
north.west parts (for we saw nothing of the southern
side), it is by faf the finest island of the whole grOUp.
Nothing can exceed the verdure of the hills, the va-
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riety of wood and lawn, and rich cultivated valleys,
which the whole face of the country displayed.
Having already given a description of the bay, form
ed by the north and west extremities, iRwhich we
-came to anchor, I have only to observe, that in the
bight of the bay, to the south of the anchoring-place,
we found rocky foul ground, two miles from the
shore. Should the ground tackling of a ship be weak,
and the wind blow strong from the north, to which
quarter the road is entirely open, this citcumstan-ce
might be attended with some danger; but with good
cables there would be little risk, as the ground from
the anchoring-place, which is opposite to the valley
through· which the river runs to the north point, is
a fine sand.

Atooi lies to the north-west of Woahoo; and is
distant from it about twenty-five leagues. The face
of the country to the north-east and north-west is
broken and ragged; but to the south it is more even;
the hills rise with a gentle slope from the· sea ~ide,

and, at some distance back, are covered with wood~

Its productions are the same with those of the other
islands; but the inhabitants far ~urpass all the neigh
bouring islanders in the management of their plant
ations. In the low grounds, adjoining· to the bay
where we lay at anchor, these plantations were
divided by deep and regular ditches; the fences were
made with a neatness approaching to elegance, and
the roads through them were thrown up and finished,
ina manner that would havs done credit to any Euro
pean engineer.

Oneeheow lies five leagues to the westward of
Atooi. The eastern coast is high, and rises abruptly ,
from the sea, but the rest of the island consists of low
ground; excepting a round bluff head on the south
east point. It produces abundance of yams, and· of
the sweet root called Tee; but .we got from it no
~ther sort of provisions.
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Oreehoua and Tahoora are two small islands in
the neighbourhood of'Oneeheow. The former is a
single high hummock, joined by a reef of coral rockS,
to the northern extremity of Oneeheow. The. lat.
tel' lies to the south.east, and is uninhabited.

The climate of the Sandwich Islands differs very
little from that of the West India Islands, which lie
in the same lattitude. Upon t1~e whole~ perhaps, it
may be rather more' temperate. The therll?ometer
on shore in Karakakooa Bay ne"er rose higher than
880, and that but one da)'; its mean height, at noon,
was 8S0. In Wymoa Bay, its mean height at noon
was 76°, and when out at sea, 75°. The mean height
of the thermometer at noon, in Jamaica, is about 86°,
at sea 80°.

Whether they be subject to the sam~ violent winds
and hurricanes, we could not discover, as we were
not there in any of the stormy months. However,
as the natives gave us no positive testimony of the
fact. and no traces of their effects were any where
vigible, it is probable that, in this respect, they resem·
ble the Society and Friendly Islands, which are in
a great measure fi'ee from these dreadful visitations.

During the four winter months that we remained
amongst these islands, there was more rain, especially
in the interior parts, than usually fall during the dry
season, in the islands of the West Indies. We gene
rally saw clouds collecting round the tops of the
hills, and producing rain to ~eeward; but after they
are separated from the land by the wind, they disperse,
and are lost, and others succeed in their place. This
happened daily at Owhyhee: the mountainous parts
being generally enveloped in a cloud; successive
showers falling in the inland country; with fine wea~

ther, and a clear sky at the sea shore.
The winds in general were, fi'om east south-east

to north.east; though this sometimes varied a few
points each way to the north and south; but these

17
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were light, and of short duration. In the hal'bour of
Karakakooa, we had a constant land and sea breeze
every day and 'night.

The currents seemed very uncertain, sometimes
setting to windward, and at other' times to leeward,
without any regularity. They did not appear to be
governed by the winds, nor any other cause that I
can assign: they frequently set to windward against
a fresh breeze.

The tides are very regular, Howing and ebbing six
hours each. The Hood comes fi'om the eastward;
and it is high water at the full and change of the
moon, forty-five minutes past three, apparent time.
Their greatest rise is two feel seven inches: and we
al ways observed the water to be four inches higher
when the moon was above the horizon than when it
was below. ,

The quadrupeds in these, as in all tlle other islands
that have been discovered in the South Sea, are con·
fined to three sorts, dogs, hogs, and rats. The dogs
are of the same species with those of Otaheite, having
lihort crooked legs, long backs, and pricked ears. I
did not observe any variety in them, 'except in their
skins; some having long and rough hair, and others
being quite smooth. They are about the size of a
common turnspit; exceedillgly sluggish in their na
ture; though perhaps this may be more owing to the
manner in which they are treated, than to any natural
disposition in them. They are, in general, fed and
left to herd with the hogs; and I do not recollect
one instance in which a dog was made a companion,
in the manner we do in Europe. Indeed, the custom
of eating them' is an insuperable bar to their admis
sion into society; and, as there are neither beasts of
prey in the island, nor objects of chace, it is probable,
that the social qualities of the dog, its fidelity, attach
ment, and sagacity, will re~ain unknown to the
natives.

, '.
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., The.number of dogs in these islands did not.appear

.to be nearly equal, in proportion, to those mOta-
. heite. But, on the other hand, they abound much
more in hogs; and the breed' is of a larger and weigh
tier kind. The supply of provisions of this kind,
.which we got from them, was really astonishing.
We were near four months, either cruising off the
'coast, or in harbour at Qwhyhee. During all this
time, a large allowance of fresh pork was constantly
served to both crews; so that our consumption was
':computed at about sixty puncheons of five hundred
'weight each.. Besides this, and the incredible waste
:Which, in the midat of such plenty, was not to be
guarded against. sixty puncheons more were salted
for sea store. The greatest part of this supply. was
drawn from the island of Owhyhee alone, and yet we
could not perceive that it was at all drained, or even
;that the abunaance had any way decreased.
, The birds of these islands are as beautiful as any we
have seen during the voyage, and are numerous,
.though not various. There are four, which seem to
belc:mg to the trochi/i, or honeysuckers of Linnreus ;
.one of which is something larger than a bullfinch;
~ts colour is a fine glossy black, the rump-vent and
,thighs a deep yellow. It is called by the natives
,koohoo.Another is of an exceeding bright scarlet
colour; the wings black, and edged with white, and
the tail black; its native name is eeeeve. A t4ird,
which seems to be either a young bird, or a variety
of the foregoin~, is variegated with red, brown, and
yellow. The fourth is entirely green, with a tinge
of yellow, and is called akaiearooa. There is a spe
~ies of thrush, with a grey breast; . and a small bird of
·~he flycatcher kind; a rail, with very short wings and
no tail, which on that account, we named rallus ecau
dolus. Ravens are found here, but they are very
scarce; their colour is dark brown, inclining to black;
and their note is different from the European. Here
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are two smaH birds, both of one genus, that are very
common; one is red, and generally seen about the
cocoa-nut tree~,. particularly when they are in flower,
from whence it seems to derive great part of its sub.
sistence; the other is green; the tongues of both are
long and ciliated, or fringed at the tip. A bird with
a yellow head, which, from the structure of its 'beak,
we called a p~rroquet, is likewise very common. It,
however, by no means belongs to that tribe, but.
greatly resembles the le.ria flavicans, or yellowish
cross-bill of Linnreus.

Here are also owls, plovers of two sorts, one very
like the whistling plover. of Europe; a large white
pigeon; a bird with a long tail, whose colour is black.
the vent and feathers under the wing (which is much
longer than is usually seen in the generality of birds,
except the birds of paradise) are yellow; and the
common water or darker hen.
. Their vegetable productions are nearly the same
with the rest of the,south ·Sea islands. I have before
mentioned, that the tarrow root is much superior io
any we had before tasted, and that we attributed this
excellence to the dry method of cultivating it. The
brea~-fruittrees thrive here, not in such abundance,
but produce double the quantity of fruit, they do on
the rich plains of Otaheite. The trees are nearly of
the same height, but the branches begin to strike out
from the trunk much lower, and with greater luxuri.
ance. Their sugar-canes are also of a very unusual
size. One -of. them was brought to us at Atooi,
measuring eleven inches and a quarter in circumfe
rence, and having fourteen'feet eatable.

At Oneeheow, they brought Lis several large roots
of~ brown colour, shaped like a yam, and from six to
ten pounds in weight. The juice, which it yields in
great abundance, is very sweet, and of a pleasant
taste, and was found to be an excellent substitute for
sugar. The. natives .are very fond of it, and use it as
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an article of their common diet; and our people also
found it very palatable and who~me. We could
not learn to what species of.plant it belonged, having
never been able to procure the leaves; but it was
supposed by our botanists to be the root ofsome kind
of fern.

Agreeably to the practice of Captain Cook, I shall
subjoin an abstract of the astronomical observations
which were made at the observatory in Karakakooa
Bay, for determining its latitude and longitude, and
for finding the rate and error of' the time.keeperr
To these are subjoined the mean variation of the
compass, the dip of' the magnetic needle, and a table
of the latitude and longitude of the Sandwich Islands.
The latitude of the observatory,

deduced from meridian zenith
distances of the sun, eleven
stars to the south, and four
stars to the north of the zenith 19o 28' 0" north.

The longitude of the observ
atory,deduced from ~8sets'of
lunar observations; each set
consisting of six observed dis
tances of the sun from the
moon, or stars; fourteen of
the above sets were only taken
at the observatory, 105 sets
being taken whilst cruizing off
Owhyhee; and 184 sets, when

. at Atooi and Oneeheow; all
these being reduced to the ob·
servatory, by means of the
time-keeper - - _!W40 0' 0" east.

The longitude of' the observa
tory,bl'the time.keeper, on the
19th Janu~ry, 1779, accord
ing to its rate, as found at
Greenwich - ~14° ·7' 1.5" east.
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The lOT\gitude of the observ-.
atory, by the time-keeper, on

. the 19th January, 1779,ac
, cording to its tate, corrected

at different places, and last at
Samganoodha .Harbour, in
Oonalaschka - ~oso 87' ~~q-east.

The daily rate of' the time
keeper losing on mean time,
was 9", 6; and on the ~d

February, 1779, it was 14h

41' 1q slow for mean time.
The variation ofthe compass, by

azimuths observed on shore,
with four different compasses 80 6' oq east.

The variation of the compass, by
azimuths, observed on board
the Resolution, with four dif-
ferent compasses . 7° 3~' CY east.

Dip of the north} Balanced needle 400 22" SO"
pole of the mag- Unbalanced . }
netic needle on or plain 4()0 41' 15"
shore, with needle

Dip of the north} .
pole ofthe mag- Balanced needle 410 50' 0"
netic needle on Unbalanced } 400 30' 45"
board, with needle

A Table Qf the Latitude and Longitude crt the Sand
wick Islands.

{

The North point
Owhyhee South point -

East point - 
Karakakooa Bay

{

East point - -
M~wee . South point

West point ..
Morokinnee - -
Tahoorowa
Ranai. South point -

VOL. VII. I

Latituae.
~Oo 17'
180 54'
190 84'
190

~8'
~Oo 50'
~OO 34'
~Oo 54'
~Oo 39'
~Oo 38'
~Oo 46'

Longitude.
~04° ~'

~(}~,o 15'
~05° 6'
0040 0'
~04° 4' •!lOSo 48'
~08° ~4'

2030 38'
208 0 crt'
~03° 8'
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•

Morotof. We~t point 
Woahoo. Anchoring..place
Atooi. Wymoa Bay - 
OneeheO\f_ Anchoring-place
Oreehoua
Tahoora

Latitude..r 10'
21°' 48'
21° 57'
!!1° 50'
220 !t'
210 43'

.Lyngitude.
20'l" 46'
~o 1)'
2000 !!>'
1990 45'
1990 52'
1990 36'
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GENERAL.ACCOUNT OF THE SANDWICH ISLANDS CONTINUED.

OF THE INHABITANTS. -THEIR OlUGIN.-PERSONS.-PER

NICIOUS EFFECTS OF THE AVA.-NUMBERS.-DISPOSITION

AND MANNERS.-REASONS FOR SUPPOSING THEM NOT CAN

NIBALS.-DRESS AND ORNAMENTS.-VILLAGES AND HOUSES.

-FOOD.-OCCUPATIONS AND AMUSEMENTS.-ADDICTED TO

GAMING.-THEIR EXTRAORDINARY DEXTERITY IN SWIM

MING.-ARTS AND MANUFACTURES.-CURIOUS SPECIMENS

OF THEIR SCULPTURE.-KIPPAREE, OR METHOD OF PAINT

INGCLOTH.-MATS.-FISHINC'.-HOOKS.-CORDAGE.-SALT

PANS. - WARLIKE INSTRUMENTS.

T HE inhabitants of the Sandwich Islands are un
doubtedly ofthe same race with those ofNew Zealand,
the Society and Friendly Islands, Easter Island, and
the Marquesas; a race that possesses, without any
intermixture, all the known lands between the lati
tudes of 47 0 south, and ~OO north, and between the
longitudes of 1840 and ~60 east. This fact, which,
extraordinary as it is, might be thought sufficiently
proved by the striking similarity of their manners and
customs, and the general resemblance of their persons,
is established, beyond all controversy, by the absolute
identity of their language.

From what continent they originally emigrated,
and by what Rteps they have spread through so vast
a space, those who are curious in disquisitions of this
nature, may perhaps not find it very difficult to con
jecture. It has been already observed, that they
bear strong marks of' affinity to some of the Iddian
tribes, that inhabit the Ladrones and Cat-oline Islands;
and the same affinity may again be traced amongst
the Battas and the Malays. When these events hap
peued, is not 80 easy to ascertain; it was probably
ilot very lately, as they are extremely populous, 1\nd

I !!
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have no tradition of their own origin, but what is
perfectly fabulous; whilst, on the other hand, the
unadulterated state of their general language, and the
simplicity which still prevails in their customs and
manners, seem to indicate, that it could not have
been at any very distant period. .

The natives of these islands are, in general, above
the middle size, and well made; they walk very
gracefully, run nimbly, and are capable of bearing
great fatigue; though, upon the whole, the men are
somewhat inferior, in point of strength and activity,
to the Friendly Islanders, and the women less deli
cately limbed than those of Otaheite. Their com
plexion is rathel' darker than that of the Otaheiteans,
and they are not altogether so handsome a people.
However, many of both sexes had fine open coun
tenances; and the women, in particular, had good
.eyes and teeth, and a sweetness and sensibility of
look, which rendered them very engaging. Their
hair is of a brownish black, and neither unifOrmly
straight, like that .of the Indians of America, nOlO
uniformly' curling, as among1lt the African negroes.
but varying, in this respect, like the hail' ofEuropeans.
One striking peculiarity, in the features of every
part of this great nation, I do not remember to have
seen any where mentioned; which is, that, even in
the handsomest faces, there is always a fulness of the
nostril, without any flatness or spreading of the nose,
that distinguishes them from Europeans. It is not
improbable that this may be the effect of their usual
mode of salutation, whic1~ is performed by pressing
the ends of their noses together. '

The same superiority that is observable in t.he per
sons ·of the Erees, through all the ot~er islands,. is
found also here. Those whom we saw were, without
exception, perfectly well formed; whereas the lower
sort, besides their general inferiority, are subject to
aU the variety of make and figure that is seen in the
populace o~' oth~r countries.!nstance~ of deformity

L
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are more frequent here, 'than in, any of the' other
islands. Whilst:we were cruisingofi' Owhyhee, two
dwarfs came on board, one an old man, four feet two
inches high, but exa.ctly proportioned, and the other
a woman, nearly of the same height. We afterward
.saw three natives, who were hump.backed, and a
young man, born without hands or feet. Squinting
is also very common amongst them; and a man, who,
they said, had been born blind, was brought to us to
be cured. Besides these particular imperfections,
they are, in general, very subject to boils and ulcers,
which we attributed to the great quantity of salt they 
eat with their flesh and fish. The Erees are very

'free fi'om these complaints; but many of them suffer
still more dreadful effects from the immoderate use
.()f the ava. Those who were the most affected by it,
had their bodies covered with a white scurf~ their
~yes red and inflamed, their limbs emaciated, tbe
'whole fi'arne trembling and paralytic, accompanied
with a disability to raise the hea.d. Though this
drug noes not appear universally to shorten life, as
was evident from the, cases of Terreeoboo, Kaoo,and
~ome other chiefs, who were very old men'; yet it
invariably brings on an early and decrepid old age.
It is fortunate, that the qse of it is made one of the

,peculiar privileges of the chiefs. . The young son of
Terreeoboo, who was about twelve years old, used to
boast of his being admitted to drink ava, and showed
us, with great triumph, a &mall spot in his side that
was growing scaly. '

There is something very singular in the history of
this pernicious drug. Whe~ Captain Cook first
visited the Society Islands, it was very little known
among them. On hi's secQnd voyage, he found the
use of it very prevalent at Ulietea; but it had still
gained very little ground at Otaheite. When we
were last there, the dreadful havock it had made was
beyond beliet~ insomuch that the Captain scarce
knew many of his olcJ acquaintances. At the Friendly

I 3
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Islands, it is also constantly drunk by the chiefs, but
so much diluted with water, that it does not appear
to produce any bad effects. At Atooi, also, it is
used with great moderation, and the chiefs are, in
consequence, a much finer set of men there, than in

.any of the neighbou~ngislands. We remarked, that,
by discontinuing the. use of this root, the noxious
effects· of it soon wore off: Our good friends.
Kaireekeea and old Kaoo, were persuaded by us to
refrain from it; and they recovered amazingly
during the short time we afterward remained in the
island..

It may- be thought extremely difficult to form any
probable conjectures respecting the population of
islands, with many parts of which we are but imper.
fecdy acquainted. There are, however, two circum
stances, that take away much of this objection; the
first is, that the interior parts of the country are
entirely uninhabited; so that, if the number of
the inhabitants along the coast be known, the whole
will be pretty accurately determined. The other .is,
that there are no towns of any considerable size, the
bilbitations of the natives being pretty equalJy dis.
persed in small villages, round all their coasts. It is
on this ground, that I shall venture at a rough
calculation of the number ofpersons in this group of
islands.

The bay of· Karakakooa, in Owhyhee, is three
miles in extent, and contains four villages of about
eighty houses each; upon an average, in all three
hundred and tweniy; besides a number ofstraggling
houses; which may make the whole amount to three
hundred and fifty. From the frequent opportunities
I had of informing myself on this head, I am con.
vinced, that six persons to a house is a very moderate
allowance; so that, on this calculation, the country
about the bay contains two thousand one hundred
souls. To these may be added, fifty families, or three
hundred persons,. which I conceive to be nearly· the
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number employed in the interior parts of the country,
amongst their plantations; making in all two thou
sand fOUf hundred. If~ therefore, this number be
applied to the whole extent of coast round the island,
deducting a quarter for the uninhabited parts, it will
be found to contain one hundred and fifty thousand.
By the same mode of' cal8ulation, the rest of' the
islands will be found to eontain the following num
bers:

Owhyhee,
Mowee
Woahoo,
Atooi,
Morotoi,
Oneeheow,
Ranai,
Oreehoua,

Total of'inhabitants. ..

150,000
65,400
6O.iOO
54,000
86,000
10,000
~0,400

4,000

400,000

I am pretty confident, that, in this calculation, I
have not exceeded the truth in the total amount. If
we compare the numbers supposed to be in Owhyhee,
with the population of Otaheite, as settled by Dr.
Foster, this computation will be found v.ery low. The
proportion of coast, in the latter island, is, to that of
Owhyhee, only as one to three: the number of'inha
bitants in Otaheite, he states to be one- hundred and
twenty-one thousaJ:1d five hundred; though, according
to his own principles, it should be double that
amount. Again, .if we compare it with the medium
population of'the countries in Europe, the proportion
will be in favour of the latter nearly as two to one.

Notwithstanding the irreparable loss we suffered
from the sudden resentment and violence of' these
people, yet, in justice to their gener~l conduct,. it
must be acknowledged, that they are of the most mIld
and affectionate disposition; equally remote from the

I ~
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extreme levity and fickleness of the Otaheiteans, and
the distant gravity and reserve of the inhabitants of
the Friendly Islands. They appear to live in the
utmost harmony and friendship with one another.
The women, who had chilaren, were remarkable for
their tender and constant attention to them; and the
men would often lend .their assistance in those
domestic offices, with a willingness that does credit to
their feelings.

It must, however, be observed, that they fall very
short of the other islanders-, iIi that hest test of civili
zation, the respect paid to the women. Here they
are not only deprived. of the privilege of eatin'g with
the men, but the best sorts of food are- tabooed, or
forbidden them. They are not allowed to eat pork,
turtle, several kinds of fish, and some species of the
plantains; and we were told that a poor girl got a
terrible beating, JOt- having eaten, on board our ship,
one of these interdicted articles. In their domestic
life, they appear to live almost entirely by themselves,
and though we did not observe any instances of per
sonal ill.treatment, yet..it was evident they had little
regard or attention paid them•

. . The weat hospitality and kindness with which we
were received by them, have been already frequently
remarked; and indeed they make the principal part
ofour transactions with them. Whenever we came
on shore, there was a constant struggle who should
be most forward in making us little presents, bringing
refreshments, or showing some other mark of their
respect. The whole people never failed of receiving
us with tears of joy; seemed highly gratified with
'being allowed to touch us, and were constantly mak.
ingcomparisons b~tween themselves and us, with the
strongest marks of humility. The young women were
not.less kind and engaging, and, till they found, not.
withstanding our utmost endeavours to prevent it,
that they had reason to. repent of our acquaintance,
attached themselves to us without the least reserve. ,
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- In justice, however, to the sex, it"must be observed,
that these ladies were probably all of the lower class
of the people; for I 'am strongly inclined to believe,
that, excepting the few, whose names are mentioned
in the comse of our narrative, we did not see any
woman of rank, during our stay amongst them.
, Their natural capacity seems, in no respect, below
the common standard of mankind. Their improve-

. ments in agriculture, and the perfection of their
manufactures, are certainly adequate to the circum
stances of their situation, and the natural advantages
they enjoy. The eager curiosity with which they
attended the armourer's forge, and the many expedi
ents they had inv.ented, even before we left the islands,
for working the iron they had procured from us, into
such forms as were best adapted to their purposes,
'were strong proofs of docility and ingenuity.

Ourunfortunate friend, Kaneena, possessed a degree
of judicious curiosity, and a quickness of conception;
which was rarely met with amongst these people;
He was very inquisitive after our customs and man·
ners; asked after our king; the nature 'of our
government; our' numbers; the method.ofbuilding
our ships; our houses; the produce 'of our country;
whether we had wars; with whom; and on what
occasions; and in what manner they were carried
on; who was our God; and many other questions of'

. the same nature, which indicated an understanding
of great comprehension.

We met with two instances of persons disordered
in their minds, the one a man at Owhyhee, the other
a woman at Oneeheow. It appeared, from the par
ticular attention and respect paid to them, that the
opinion of their being inspired by the Divinity, which
obtains among most of the nations of the east, is also
received here.

Though the custom of eating. the bodies ot' their
enemies be not known, by positive evidence, to exist
in any of'the South Sea Islands, except New Zeuland,
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yet it is extremely probable, that it was originally
prevalent in them all. The sacrificing human victims,
which seems evidently to be a relic. of this horrid
practice, still obtains universally amongst these islan
ders; and it is easy to conceive, why the New Zealand.
ers should retain the repast, which was probably the
last act of these shocking rites, longer than the rest of
their tribe, who were situated in more mild and fruit.
ful climates. As the inhabitants of the Sandwich
Islands certainly bear a nearer resemblance to those
of New Zealand, both in their persons and dispositions
than to any other people of this family, so it was
strongly suspected, by Mr. Anderson, that, like them,
they still continue to feast on human flesh. The
evidence on which he founds this opinion, has been
stated very fully in the tenth chapter of the third
book-; but, as I always entertained great doubts of
the justice of his conclusions, it may not be improper
to take this occasion of mentioning the grounds on
which I venture to differ from him. With respect to
the information derived from the natives themselves,
I shall only observe, that great pains were taken, by
almost every officer on board, to come at the,know.
ledge of so curious a circumstance; and that, except
in the two instances mentioned by Mr. Anderson,
wefound them invariablydenying theexisfence ofany
such custom amongst them. It must be allowed,
that Mr. Anderson's knowledge of their language, I
which was superior to that of any other person in _
either ship, ought certainly to give his opinion great
weight; at the same time, I must beg leave to remark,
that, being yresent when he examined the man who
had the smal piece of salted flesh wrapped in cloth,
it struck me very forcibly, that the signs he made use
ofmeant nothing more, than that it was intended·to be
ate, and that it was very pleasant or wholesome to the
titomaeh. In this opinion, I was confirmed by a cir-

. * See Vol. VI.
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cumstance which came to our knowledge, after the
death of my worthy and ingenious friend, 'Oiz. that
almost every native of these islands carried about
with him, either in his calibash, or wrapped up in a
piece of cloth, and tied about his waist, a small piece
of raw pork, highly salted, which they considered as
a great delicacy, and used now and then to taste of.
With respect to the confusion the young lad was in
(for he was not more than sixteen or eighteen years
of age), no one could have been surprized at it who
had seen the eager and earnest manner in which Mr.
Anderson questioned him.

The argument drawn from "the instrument made
with shark's teeth, .and which is nearly of the same
form·with those used at New Zealand for cutting up
the bodies of their enemies, is much more difficult to
controvert. I believe it to be an undoubted fact,
that this knife, if it may be so called, is never used
by them in cutting the flesh of other animals. How
ever, as the custom of offering human sacrifices, and
of burning the bodies of the slain, is still prevalent
here, it is not improbable, that the ulle of this instru- .
ment is retained in those ceremonies. Upon the·
whole, I am strongly inclined to think, and particu
larly from this last circumstance, that 'the horrid
practice in question has but lately ceased amongst
tnese and other islands of the South Sea. Omai,
when pressed on this subject, confessed, that, in the
rage and fiuy of revenge, they would sometimes tear
the flesh of their enemies, that were slain, with their
teeth; but positively denied that they ever eat it. This
was certainly approaching as near the fact as could be;
but, on the other hand, the denial is a strong proof
that the practice has actually ceased; since in New
Zealand, where it still exists, the inhabitants never
made the smallest scruple of confellsing it.

The inhabitants of these islands differ from those
of the Friendly Isles, in suffering, almost universally,
their beards to grow. There were, indeed, a few,
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amongSt whom was the old kingl that cut it offentire
Iy;' and others that wore it only upon the upper lip•
.The same variety in the manner of wearing the hair
is also observable here, as among the other islanders
of the South Sea; besides which, they have a fashion,
as far as we know, peculiar to themselves. They
cut it close on each side the head, down to the ears,
leaving a ridge, ofabout a small hand's breadth, run
ning from the forehead tothe neck; which, when the
hair is thick and curling, has the form of the crest of
the ancient helmet. Others wear large quantities of
false hair, flowing down their backs in long ringlets,
like·the figure of the inhabitants of Horn Island, as
seen in Dalrymple's Voyages; and others, again, tie
it into a' single round bunch on .the top of the head,
almost as large as the head itself; and some into five
or six distinct bunches. They daub their hair with
a grey clay, mixed with powdered shells, whicll"they
keep in balls, and ch~w into a kind of soft paste,
when they have occasion to make use of it. This
keeps the hair smooth; and, in time, changes it to a
pale yellow colour.
: Both-sexes wear necklaces, made of strings of
small variegated shells; and an ornament, in the form
of the handle of a cup, about two inches long, and
half an inch broad, made of wood, stone, or ivory,
finely polished, which is hung about the neck, fly
fine threads of twisted hair, doubled sometimes an
hundred fold. Instead of this ornament, some of
them wear, on their breast, a small human figure,
made of bone, sllspended in the same manner.

The fan, or fly-flap, is also an ornament used by
.both sexes. The most ordinary kind are made of the
fibres of the cocoa-nut, tied loose, in bunches, to the
top of a smooth polished handle. The tail-feathers
of the cock, and of the tropic-bird, are also used in
the same manner; but the most valuable are those
which have the handle made of the arm or leg' bones
of an enemy slain in battle, and which are preserved
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with great care, and handed down, from father to son,'
as trophies of inestimable value.

The custom of tattowi1lg the body, they have it}
common with the rest of the natives of the South Sea
Islands; but it is. only at New Zealand and the Sand.
wich Islands that they tattow the face. There is"
also this difference between the two last, that, in the
former, it is done in elegant spil"al volutes, and in the
latter, in straight lines, crossing each other at right
angles. The hands and arms of the women are also
very neatly marked, and they.have a singular custom'
amongst them, the meaning of which we could never
learn, that oftattowing the tip of the tongues of the
females.
, From some information we received, relative to the
custom of tattowing, we were inclined to think that it
is fi"equently intended as a sign of mourning on the
death of a chief~ or any other calamitOus event.
}'or we were ofteR told, that such a particular matk
was in memory of such a chief; and so of the rest.
It may be here, too, observed, that the lowest class
are often tattowed with a mark that distinguishes
them as the property of the several chiefs to whom
they belong.' •

The dress of the men generally consists only of a
piece of thick cloth called the maro, about ten or
twelve inches broad, which they pass between the
legs, and tie round the waist. This is the ,common
dress of all ranks of people. Their mats, some. of
which "are beautifully manufactured, are of, varjous
sizes, but mostly about five feet long, and four broad.
These they throw over their shoulders, and. bIjng
forward before; but they are seldom used, except in'
time of war, for which purpose they seem better
adapted than for ordinary use, being of a thick and
cumbersome texture, and capable of breaking the
blow of a stone, or any blunt weapon. . Their feet
are g.enel'ally bare, excep~when they have occasion
to travel over the burnt stones, when they secure
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them with a sort of sandal, made of cords, twisted
from the fibres of the cocoa-nut. Such is the ordinary
dress of these islanders; but they have another,
appropriated to theit chiefs, and used on ceremonious
occasions, consisting of a feathered cloak and helmet,
which, in point ofbeauty and magnificence, is perhaps
nearly equal to that of any nation in the world. As
this dress has been alr~ady described with great accu
racy and minuteness, I have only to add, that these
cloaks are made of different lengths, in proportion to
the rank of the wearer, some of them reaching no
lower than the middle, others trailing on the ground.
The inferior chiefs bave also a short cloak, resembling
the former, made ofthe long tail·feathers of the cock,
the tropic and man-of-war birds, with a broad border
of the small red 'and yellow feathers, and a collar of
the same. Others again are made of·feathers entirely
white, with variegated borders. The helmet has a
strong lining of wicker-work, capable of breaking the
blow of any warFke instrument, and seems evidently
designed for that purpose.

These feathered dresses seemed to be exceedingly
scarce, appropriated to persons of the highest rank,
and worn by the men only. During the whole time
we lay in Karakakooa Bay, we never saw them used
but on three occasions: in the curious ceremony of
Terreeoboo's first visit to the ships; .by some chiefs
who .were seen among the crowd on shore when
Captain Cook was killed; and afterward when
Eappo brought his bones to us.

The exact .resemblance between this habit, and the
cloak and helmet formerly worn by the Spaniards,
was too striking not to excite our curiosity to inquire
whether there were any probable grounds for sup
posing it to have been borrowed from them. . After
exerting every means in our power of obtaining' in
formation on this subject, we found that they had no
immediate knowledge of any other nation whatever;
nor any tradition remaining among them of these

16
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islands having been ever visited before by such ships
as ours. But notwithstanding the result of these in
quiries, the uncommon form of this- habit appears to
me a sufficient proof of its European origin; espe
cially when added to another circumstance, that it is
a singular deviation from the general resemblance in
dress which prevails amongst. aU the branches of this
tribe, dispersed through the South Sea~ We were
driven indeed, by this conclusion, to a supposition of
the shipwreck of some Buccaneer, or Spanish ship
in the neighbourhood of these islands. . But when it
is recollected, that the course of the Spanish trade
froID Acapulco to the Manillas is but a few degrees
to the southward of the Sandwich Islands, in their
passage out, and to the northward, on their return,
this supposition will not appear in the least im
probable.

The common dress of the women bears a close re·
semblance to that of the men. They wrap round the
waist a piece of cloth, that reaches half way down
the thighs; and sometimes,- in the cool of the even.
ing, they appeared with loose pieces of fioe cloth
thrown over their shoulders, like the women of Ota
heite. The pau is another dress very frequently
worn by th~ younger part of t,he sex. It is made of
the thinnest and finest sort of cloth, wrapt several
times round the waist, and descending to the leg;
so as to have exactly the appearance of a full short
petticoat. Their hair is cut short behind, and turned
up' before, as is the fashion among the Otaheiteans
and New Zealanders; all of whom differ, in this re
spect, from the women of the Friendly Islands, who
wear their hair long. We saw, indeed, one woman
in Karakakooa Bay, whose hair was arranged in a
very singular manner; it was turned up behind, and
brought over the forehead, and then doubled back,
so 8S to form a sort of shade to the face, like a small
bonnet.

Their necklaces are made of shells, or of a hard,
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shining red berry. Besides which, they wear wreaths
of dried flowers of the Indian mallow; and another
beautiful ornament called eraie, which is generally
put about the neck, but is sometimes tied like a gar
land round the hair, and sometimes worn in both
these ways at once. It is a ruff of the thickness of
a finger, •made, in a curious manner, of exceedingly
small feathers, woven so close together as t6 form a
surface as smooth as that of the richest velvet. The
ground· was generally of a red colour, with alternate
circles of green, yellow, and black. Their bracelets,
which were also of great variety, and very peculiar
kinds, have been already described.

At Atooi, some of the women wore· little figures
of the turtle, neatly formed of wood or ivory, tied
on their fingers in the manner we wear rings. Why
this animal is thus particularly distinguished, I leav~

to the conjectures of the curious. There is also an
ornament made of shells, fastened· in rows on' a
ground of strong netting, so as to strike each other,
when in motion; which both men and women, when
they dance, tie either round the arm or the ankle, or
below the knee. Instead of shells, they sometimes
make use of dogs'teeth, and a hard red berry, re.
sembling that of the holly. .

There remains to be mentioned another ornament,
if such it may be called. It is a kind of mask, made
of a large gourd, with holes cut in it for the eyes

. and nose. The top was stuck full of small green
twigs, which, at a distance, had the appearance' ~f
an elegant waving plume:. and from the lower part

, hung narrow stripes of cloth, resembling a beard.
. We never saw these masks worn but twice, and both

times by a number of people together in a canoe,
who came to the side of the ship laughing and droll
ing, with an air of masquerading. Whether they
may not likewise be used as a defence for the head
against stones, for which they seem best designed,
or in some of their public games, or be merely in.
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tended for the purposes of mummery, we could nevel'
inform ourselves.

It has already been remarked, in a few instances,
that the natives of the Sandwich Islands approach

,nearer to the New Zealanders, in their manners and
customs, than to either of their less distant neigh
bours of the Society or Friendly Islands. This is in
nothing more observaDle, than in their method of
living together in small towns or villages, containing
from about one hundred to two hundred houses, built
pretty close together, without any order, and having
a winding path leading through them. They are
generally flanked, toward the sea, with loose detached
walls, which probably are meant both for the pur.
poses of. shelter and defence. The figure of their
houses has been already described. They are of dif.
ferent sizes, from eighteen feet by twelve, to forty.
five by twenty.four. There are some of a larger
kind; 'being fifty feet long and thirty broad, and
quite open at' one end. These, they told us, were
designed for travellers or strangers, who were only
making a short stay.

In addition to the furniture of their houses, which
has been accurately described by Captain Cook, I
have only to add, that at one end are mats on which
tltey sleep, with wooden pillows, or sleeping stools,
exactly like those of the Chinese. Some of the better
sort of houses have a court-yard before them, neatly
railed in, with sm"aller houses built round it, for
their servants. In this area they generallr eat, and
sit during the day-time. . In the sides at the hills,
and among the steep rocks, we also observed several
holes or caves, which appeared to be inhabited; but
as the entrance was defended with wicker work, and
we also found, in the only one that was visited, a .
stone fence running across it within, we imagine they
are principally designed for places of retreat, in case
'of an attack from an enemy.

The food of the lower class of people consists
VOL. VII. ¥-
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principally of fish, and vegetables; such as yams,
sweet potatoes, tarrow, plantains, sugar-canes, and
bread-fruit. To these, the people of a higher rank
add the flesh of hogs and. dogs, dressed in the same
manner as at the Society Islands. They also eat
fowls of the same domestic kind with ours; but
they are neither plentiful, nor much esteemed by
them. It is remarked by Captain Cook, that the

. bread-fruit and yams appeared scarce amongst them,
and were reckoned great rarities. We found this
not tQ be the case on our second visit; and it is
therefore most- probable, that, as these vegetables
were generally pla.nted in th~ interior parts of the
country, the natives had not had time to bring them
down to us, during the short stay we made in Wymoa
Bay. Their fish they salt, and preserve in gourd
shells; not, as we at first imagined, for the purpose
of providing against any temporary scarcity, but
from the preference they give to salted meats. For
we also found, that the Erees used to pickled pieces
of pork in the same manner, and esteemed it a grea~

delicacy. ,
Their cookery is exactly of the same Sort with that

already described, in the accounts tha.t have been
published of t,he other South Sea islands: and though
Captain Cook. complains of the sourness of their tar·
row puddings, yet, in justice to the many excellent
meals they afforded us in Karakakooa Bay, I must
be permitted to rescue them from this general cen·
sur~, and to declare, that I never eat better, even
in the Friendly Islands. It is however remarkable,
that they had not got the art of preserving the bread.
fruit, and making the sour paste of it called Maikee,
as at the Society Islands ; and it was some satisfac·
tion to us, in return for their great kindness and ho~

pitality, to have it in our power to teach them this
useful secret. They are exceedingly cleanly at their
meals; and their mode'of dressing both their animal
and vegetable fOod, was universally allowed to be

{
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greatly superior to ours. The chiefs constantly
~n their meal with a doze of the extract of pep
per-root, brewed after the uliual manner. The womOll
eat apart from the men, and are tabooed, or forbidden,
as has been already mentioned, the use of pork, turtle,
and particular kinds of plantains. However, they
w:ould eat. pork with us in private; but we could never
prevail upon them to touch the two last articles.

The way of spending their time appears to be very
simple, and to admit-of little variety.

They rise with the sun ; and, after enjoying the
cool of the evening, retire to rest a few hours after
sun-set. The making of ~anoes and mats fOrms the
occupations of the Erees; the women are employed
in manufacturing cloth; and the To'Wto'tms are prin
cipally engaged in the plantations and fishing. Their
idle hours are filled up with various aPlusements.
Their young men and women are fond of dancing;
and, on more solemn occasions, they have boxing
and wrestling matches, after. the manner of the
Fl'iendly Islands; though, in all these respects, they
are much inferior to the latter. .

Their dances have a much nearer resemblance to
those of the New Zealanders, than of the Otaheiteans
or Friendly Islanders. They are prefaced with a
slow, solemn song, in which all tJ1e party join, mov..
ing their legs, and 'gently striking their breasts, in a
manner, and with attitudes, that are perfectly easy
U1d graceful; and so far they are the same with the
dances of the Society Islands. . When this has lasted
about ten J)linutes, both the tune and the motions
gradually quicken, and end only by their inability
to support their fatigue; which part of the ~rform~

ance is the exact counterpart of that of the New Zea
landers; and (as it is among them) the persoll who
U$es the. most violent action,. and holds out the 10ngC'
est, is applauded as the best dancer. It is to be ()b..
served, that, in this dance, the women only take a
part, and that the dancing of the men is nearly of

K ~ .
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the same kind with what we saw of the small parties
at the Friendly Islands; and which may, perhaps,
with more p~optiety, be c~lIed the acco~rani~ent
of songs, wIth correspondmg and gracefu motIons
of the whole body. Yet as we were spectators of
boxing exhibitions, of the same kind wIth those we
were entertained with at the Friendly Islands, it is pro
bable that they had likewise their grandceremoniQus
d~nces, in which numbers of both sexes assisted.

Their music is also of a ruder kind, having neither
flutes or reeds, nor instruments of any other sort,.
that we saw, except drums of various sizes. But their
songs, which they sung in parts·, and accompany

• As this circumstance, of their singing in parta, has been much
doubted by persons eminently skilled in music, and would be ex
ceedingly curious, if it was clearly ascertained, it is to be lamented
that it cannot·be more positively authenticated.

Captain Burney, and Captain Phillips of the Marines, who both
havell tolerable knowledge of music, have given it as their opi
nion,that they did sing in parts; that is to sar, that they sung
together in difterent notes, which fonned a preasm~ harmony.

These gentlemen have fully testified, that the Fnendly Islanders
undoubtedly studied their performances before they were exhibited
in public; that they had an idea of different notes being useful in
harmony; and also, that they rehearsed their compositions in pri
vate; and threw out the inferior voices, before they ventured to
appear before those who were supposed to be judgeaof their skill
in music.

In their regular concerts, each man had a bamboo, which was
of a different length, and gave a difterent tone: these they beat
against the ground, and each performer, assisted by.the note given
by this instrument, repeated the same note, accompanying it by
words, by which means it was rendered sometimes short, and
lometimes long. In this manner they sung in chorus, and not
only produced octaves to each other, according to their different
species of voice, but fell on concords, such as were not disagree
able to the ear.
-Now, to overturn this fact by the reasoning of persons who did
.not hear those performances, -is rather an arduous task. And yet
_there is great improbability that any uncivilized people should, by
accident, arrive at this degree of perfection in the art of music,
which we imagine can only be attained by dint of study, and
knowledge of the system and theory upon which musical compo
lition is founded. Such miserable jargon as our country psalm
iingers practise, which may be justly deemed the lowest class o£
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with a gentle motion of the arms, in th"e same man
ner as the Friendly Islanders, had a" very pleasing
effect. ". .

It is very remarkable, that the people of these
islands are great gamblers. They have a game very
much like our draughts; but,· if one may judge from
the number of squares, it is much more intricate.
The board is about two feet long, and is divided into
two hundred and thirty-eight squares, of which there
are fourteen in a row, and they make use of black
and white pebbles, which they move from square to
squar-e.

There .is another game, which consists in "hiding a
stone under a piece of cloth, which one of the par.
ties spreads out, and rumples in such a manner, that
the place where the stoneHes is difticult to be distin
guished. The antagonist, with a stick, then strikes
the part of the doth where he illilagines the stone to
be.; and as the ckances are, upon the whole, con
siderably against his hitting it, odds, of all degrees,
varying with the opinion of' the skill of the parties,
are laid on the side of him who hides.

Besides these games, they frequently amuse them....
selves with racing-matches" between the boys and

counterpoint, or singing in several parts, cannot be acquired in
the coarse m3l1l)er in which it is performed in the churches, with.
out considerable time and practice. It is, therefore, scarcely ere.
dible, that a people, semI-barbarous, should naturally arrive at
aKy perfection in that art which it is much doubted whether tne
Greeks and Romans, with all their refinements in music, ever at
tained, and which the Chinese, who have been longer civ.u.ize~
than any people on the globe, have not yet found out.

If Captain Bumey (who, by the testimony of his father, per_
haps the greatetlt muSical theorist of this or lUIy other "age, w~
able to have done it) had written down, in European notes, ,h~

concords that these people sung; and if these concords bad be~
such as European ears could tolerate, there would have been nit
longer doubt of the fact: but, as it is, it would, in my opinion, be
a -rash judgment to venture to affirm that the)' did or did not un-.
derstand counterpoint; and therefore I fear that this curious mafl.
ter must be considered as still remaining undecided. .

]f;~
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.girls;· and here again they wager with great spirit.
J saw a man in a most violent rage. tearing his hair.
and beating his breast, after losing three hatchets at
,one of these races which he had just before pur
chased from us with half his substance.

Swimming is not· only a necessary art, in·which
-both their men and wome~ are more expert than any
people we had hitherto seen, but a favourite diver
sion amongst them. One particular mode, in ·which
they sometimes amused them8elves with this exet·

.<:ise in Karakakooa Bay, appeared to us most peri
lous and extraordinary, and well deserving a distinct
-relation.

The surf: which breaks on the coast round the bay.
extends to the distance of about one hundred and
fifty yards from the shore, within which space, the
.surges of the sea, accumulating from the shallowness
of the water, are dashed against the beach with pro..
.digious violence. Whenever, from stormy weather,
.01' any extraordinary swell at sea, the impetuosity of
,the surf is increased to its utmost height, they choose
that time for this amusement, which is performed in
.the following mllnrrer: twenty or thirty of the na
tives, taking each a long narrow board, rounded at
the ends, set out together from the shor~. The first
wave they meet, they plunge under, and sutiering it
to rollover them, rise again belond it, and make the
best of their way, by swimmm~, out into the sea.
The second wave is encountered in the same man
ner with the first; the great difficulty consisting in
seizing the proper moment of diving under it, which,
if missed, the person is caught by the surf~ .and
driven back again with gr~at violence j afld all his
de)(terity is tben required to prevent himself frOtll
being dashed against the· rocks. As 800ft as th~y

:have ·gained, by these repeated efforts, the smooth
water beyond the surt~ they lay themselves at length
on tbeir 'bollls, aDd prepal"e jOr their retu-rn. All the
·stJrl' coDSim ofa number ·of waves, of which every
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third is i-emarked to be always much larger than the
others, and to flow higher on the shore, the rest
breaking in the intermediate space, their first object
is to place themselves on the summit of the largest
surge, by which they are driven along with amazing
rapidity toward the shore. If by mistake they should
place themselves on one of the smaller waves, which
breaks before they reach the land, or should not be
able to keep their plank in a proper direction on the
top of' the swell, they are left exposed to the fury of
the next, and, to avoid it, are obliged again to dive
and regain the place from which they set out. Those
who succeed in their object of reaching the shore,
~ave still the greatest danger to encounter. The
coast being guarded by a chain of' rocks, with, here
and there, a small opening between them, they are
C?bliged to steer their board through one of'these, or,.
incase of failure, to quit it, before they reach the
rocks, and, plunging unde)- the wave, make the best'
~f their way back again. This is reckoned very dis.
graceful,. and is also attended with the loss of the
board, which '1 have often seen, with great terror,
dashed to pieces, at the very moment. the islander
quitted it. The boldness and address with which
we saw them perform these difficult and dangerous
manCEuvres, was altogether astonishing, ltnd is sCarcely
to be credited. •

An accident, of which I was a near spectator,·
shews at ho\v early a period they are so far familiar.·
~ied to the water, as both to lose all fears of'"it, .aml
to set its dangers at defiance. A canoe being over
set, in which was a woman with her children, one of
them an infant, who, I am convinced, was not more
than four years old, seemed highly delighted with
what had happened, ·swimming about at its ease, and

lit An amusement somewhat similar to this, at Otaheite, has beeD
described, Vol. VI. p. ~39•.
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p~aying a ~undred tricks, till the canoe was put to
rights agam.

Besides the amusements I have alreadJ mentioned,
the young children have one which was much played
at, and shewed no small degree of dexterity. They
take a short stick, with a peg sharpened at both ends,
running through one extremity of it, and extending
about an inch on each side; and throwing up a ball
made of green leaves moulded together, and secured
with twine. the)' catch it on the point of the peg;
and immediately throwing it up again from the peg,
they turn the stick round, and thus keep catching it

. on each peg alternately, without missing it, for a
considerable time. They are not less expert at an
other game of the same nature, tossing up in the air
and catching in their turns a number of these balls;
so that we frequently saw little children thus keep
in motion five at a time. With this latter play the
young people likewise divert themselves at the
Friendly Islands.

The great resemblance which prevails in the mode
of agriculture and navigation amongst; all the inhab-

. itants of the South Sea islands, leaves me very little
to add on those heads. Captain Cook has already
described the figure of the canoes we saw at AtOOl.
Those of the-other islands were precisely the same;
and the largest we saw was a double canoe belonging
toTerreeoboo, which measured seventy feet in length,
three and half in depth, and twelve in breadth; and
each was hollowed out of one tree. .

The progress they have made in sculpture, their
skill in painting cloth and the manufacturing of
mats, have been all particularly described. The most
curious specimens of the former which we saw durin~

our second visit, are the bowls in which the chiefs
drink ava. These are usually about eight or ten
inches in diameter, perfect.ly mund, and beautifully
polished. They are supported by three, and some-
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times four small human figures, in various attitudes.
Some of them rest on the hands of their supporters,
extended over the head, others on the head and
hands, and some on the shoulders. The figures, I
am told, are accurately proportioned and neatly
finished, and even the anatomy of the muscles in
supporting the weight well expressed.

Their cloth is made of the same materUils and· in
the same manner as at the Friendly and Society
Islands. That which is designed to be painted is of
a thick and strong texture, several folds being beat
and incofJlDrated together; after which it is cut in
breadths about two or three feet wide, and is painted
in a variety of patterns, with a comprehensiveness
and regularity of design that bespeaks infinite taste
and fancy. The exactness with which the mOM!. intri.
1:ate patterns are continued is the more. surprising,
when we consider that they have no stamps, and that
the whole is done by the eye with pieces of bamboo
cane dipped in paint, the hand bemg supported by
another piece of the cane,. in the manner practised
by our painters. Their colours are extracted from
the same berries and other vegetable substances as
at Otaheite, which have been already described by
former voyagers.. .

The business of painting belongs entirely to the
women, and' is called kipparee; and it is remarkable,
that they always gave the same name to our writing•

.The young women WQuld ofien take the pen out of
our hands, and show us that they knew the use of it
as well as we did; at the same time telling us that
our pens were not so good as theirs. They looked
upon a sheet of writt.en paper, as a piece of cloth

.striped after the fashion of our country; and it w~
.not without the utmost difficulty, that we could make
them understand, that our figures had a meaning in
them which theirs had not.

Their mats are made of the le,aves of the pandanus;
and, as well as their cloths, are beautifully worked in
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a variety of patterns, and stained of different colours.
Some have a ground of pale green, spotted with
squares, or rhomboids of red; others are of a straw
colour, spotted with" green; and others are worked
wIth beautiful stripes, either in straight or waving
liues of red an4 brown. In this article of manufac
ture, whether we regard the strength, fineness, or
beauty, they certainly excel the whole world.

Their fishing-hooks are made of mother.of:pearl,
bone, or wood, pointed and barbed with" small bones,
or tortoise-shell. They are of various sizes and
forms; but the most common are abont two or three
inches long," and made in the shape of a small fish,
which serves as a bait, having a bunch offeathers tied
to the head or tail. Those with which they Ash for
sharks, are ofa very large size, being generally six or
eight inches long. Considering the materials of
which these hooks are made, their strength and neat
ness are really astonishing; and in fact we found
them upon trial much superior to our own.

The line which they use for fishing, for making nets,
and for other domestic purposes, is of different de
grees of fineness, and is made of the bark of the touta,
or ~loth tree, neatly and evenly twisted, in the same
manner as our common twine; and may be continued
to any length. They have a finer sort, made of'the
bark of a small shrub called areemah j and the finest
is made of human hair; but this last is chiefly used
for things of ornament. They also make cordage of
a stronger kind, for the rigging of their canoes, fi'om
the fibrous coatings of the cocoa-nuts. Some of this
we purchased for our own use, and found it well
adapted to the smaller l~jnds of running rigging.
They likewise make another sort of cordage, which
is flat~ and exceedingly strong, and used principally in
lashing the roofing of their houses, or whatevet' they
wish to fasten tight together. This last is not twisted
like the former sorts, but is made of the fibrom strings
of the cocoa-nut's coat, plaited with the fingers, in
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the manner out sailors make their points for the reef.
ing of sails.· . .

The gourds, which grow to so enorrnot1S a size, tJ1Bt
some. of them are capable of cOhtaining from ten to
twelve gallons, are applied to all manner of domestic
purpeees; and in order to fit them the better to their
respeCtive uses, they have the ingenuity to give them
different forms, by tying bandages round them durO'
ing their growth. Thus, some of them are of a long,
cylindrical form, as best .adapted to contain their

. fishing-tackle; others are of a dish form, and these
serve to hold their salt, and salted provisions, their
puddings, vegetables, &c.; which two sorts have
neat close covers, made likewise of the gourd; others
again are exactly the shape of a bottle with a long
neck, and in these they keep their water. They
have likewise a method of scoring them with a heated.
iustrument, so as to give them the appearance of
~eing painted, in a variety of neat and elegant de-
SIgns. .

Amongst their arts, we must Dot fOrget that of
making salt, with which we were amply supplied,
.during our stay at these.islands, and whicb was per
fectly good of its kind. Their salt pans are made of
earth, lined with clay; being generally six or eight
feet square, and about eight inches deep.. They are
raised upon a bank of stones near the high water
mark, from whence the salt water is conducted to the
foot of them, in small trenches, out ofwhich they are
filled, and the sun quickly performs the .necessary
process of evaporation. The salt we procured at
Atooi and Oneeheow, on our first visit, was of a
bro,,:n and dirty sort; but that w?ich we a~terward

got In Karakakooa Bay, was white, and of a most
excellent quality, and in great abundance. Besides
the quantity we llsed in salting pork, we filled all our
empty c.asks, amounting to sixteen puncheons, in the
ResolutIon only. .

Their instruments of war are spears; daggers,
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called pahooas; clubs, and slings. The spears are
of two sorts, and made of a hard solid wood, which
bas much the appearance of mahogany. One sort is
from six to eight feet in length, finely polished, and
gradually increasing in thickness from the extremity
till within about half' a foot of the point, which tapers
suddenly, and is furnished with four or six rows of
barbs. It is not improbable, that these might be
used in the way of' darts. The other sor~, with
which we saw the warriors at Owhyhee and Atooi
mostly armed, are twelve or fifteen feet long, and
instead of being barbed, terminate toward the point,
like their daggers. .

The dagger, or pahooa, is made of heavy bJacl(
wood, resembling ebony. Its length is from one to
two feet, with a string passing through the handle,
for the purpose of' suspending it to the arm.

The clubs are made indifferently of several sorts of'
wood. They are of' rude workmanship, and of' a
variety of'shapes and sizes. .

The slings have nothing singular about them; and
in no respect differ from our common slings, except
that the stone is lodged on a piece of' matting instead
of leather.
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CHAP. VIII.

1'101

GENERAL ACCOUNT OF THE SANDWICH ISLANDS CONTINUE0.

GOVERNMENT. - PEOPLE DIVIDED INTO THREE CLASSES. 

POWER OF EREE-TABOO. - GENEALOGY OF THE KINGS OF

OWHYHEE AND MOWEE. - POWER OF THE CHIEFS. - STATE

OF THE INFERIOR CLASS. - PUNISHMENT OF CRIMES. - RE

LIGION. -SOCIETY OF PRIESTS. -THE ORONO. - THEIR

IDOLS. - SONGS CHANTED BY THE CHll!:FS, DEFORE THEY

DRINK AVA.-HUMAN SACRIFICES. -CUSTOM OF KNOCKING

OUT THE FORE-TEETH. - NOTIONS WITH REGARD TO A FU

TURE STATE. - MARRIAGES. - REMARKABLE INSTANCE "OF

JEALOUSY. - FUNERAL RITES.

THE people of these islands are manifestly divid"ed
into three classes. The first are the Erees, or chiefs,
of tach district; one of' whom is superior to the rest,
and is called at Owhyhee Eree.taboo, andEree Moee.
By the first of these words they express his absolute
authority; and by the latter, that all are obliged to
prostrate themselves (or put themselves to sleep, as
the word signifies) in his presence. The second class
are those who app~ar to enjoy a right of property,
without authodty. The third are the to'Wto'WS, or ser
vants, who have neither rank nor property.

It is not possible to give any thing like a. system
atical ac<;ount of the subordination of these classes to
each other, without departing from that strict veracity,
which, in works of this nature, is more satisfactory
than conjectures, however ingenious. I will there
fore content myself with relating such facts, as we
were witnesses to ourselves, and such accounts as we
thought could be depended upon; and shall leave
the reader to form, fi'om them, his own ideas of the
nature of their government.
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The great power and high rank of Terreeoboo, the
Eree.taboo of Owhyhee, was very evident, from the
manner in which he was received at Karakakooa on
his first arrival. All the natives were seen prostrated
at the entrance of their houses; and the canoes, for
two days before, were tabooed, or forbidden to go out
till he took off the restraint. He was, at this time,
just returned from Mowee, tor the possession of which
he was contending in favor of his son Teewarro, who
had married the daughter and only child of the late
king of that island, against Taheete~:'fee, his surviving
brother. He was attended in this expedition by
many of his warriors; but whether their service was
voluntary, or the condition on which they hold their
rank and property, we could not learn.

That he collects tribute from the subordinate
chiefs, we had a very striking proof in the instance
of Kaoo, which has been already related in our
transactions of the 2d and 3d of February. '

I have before mentioned, that the two most power..
ful chiefs of these islands are Terreeoboo of.Owhyhee,
and Perreeorannee of Woahoo ; the rest of' the
smaller isles being subject to one or other of these»

. Mowee, and its dependencies, being, at this time,
claimed, as we have just observed, by Terreeoboo
for Teewarro his 80n and intended successor; Atooi
and Oneeheow -being governed by the grandsons Qt' .
Perreeoraonee~

The folk>wing genealogy of' the Owhyhee and
Mowee kings, which I 'colJec~ed from the priests.
durwg our residence at the Mora; in Karakakooa
Bay, contains aU the infOrmation I ~uld procure
relative to the political history of'these islands.

This a-ecount reaches to four chiefS. predeces,.
I10rs of the present; all of' whom they represent tQ
have lived to aD .old age. Their names and 8ucces-
Iiona a~ as follow;: ~

First, Poorahoo Awhykaia -was king of Owhyhee.
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and had an only son,. called Neerooagoof1' At this
time Mowee was governed by Mokoakea; who had
also an only son, named Papikaneeou.

Secondly, Neerooagooa had three sons, the eldest
named Kahavee; and Pllpikaneeou, of the Mowee
race, had an only son, named Kaowreeka.

Thirdly, Kahavee had an only son, Kayenewee II

mummow; and Kaowreeka, the Mowee king, had
two sons, Maiha-maiha, and Taheeterree; the latter
~f whom is now, by one party, acknowledged Chief
of Mowee.

Fourthly, Kayenewee a mummow had two sons,
Terreeoboo and Kaihooa; and Maiha-maiha, king of
Mowee, had no son, but left a daughter, called
Roaho.

Fifthly, Terreeoboo,· the present king of Owhyhee,
had a son named Teewarro, by Rora-rora, the widow
of Maiha-maiha, late king of Mowee; and this son
has married Roaho, his half sister, iiI whose right he
claims Mowee and Its appendages. .

Taheeterree, the brother of the late king, sup
ported by a considerable party, who were not willing
that the possessions should go into another family,
took up arms, and opposed the rights of his niece.

When we were first oft' Mowee, Terreeoboo was
there with his warriors to support the claims of his
wife, his son, and daughter-in-law, and had fought a
battle with the oPP?~ite party, in which Taheeterree

- was worsted, We afterward understood, that matters
had been compromised, .and that Taheeterree is to
have the possession of'the three neighbouring islands
during his life; that Teewarro is acknowledged the
chief of Mowee, and will also succeed to the king
dom of' Owhyheeon the death of Terreeoboo ;. and
also to the sovereignty of the three islands, con~

guous to Mowee, on. the death of Taheeterree.
Teewarro has been lately ~arried to ..his .half sister;
and should he die without issue, the governm~ntqf
th~~ .islands. ?escends J6 Maih~mai_h~, whom.
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have often had occasion to mention, he being the son
of Kaihooa, the deceased brother of Terreeoboo.
ShQuld he also die without issue, they could not tell
who would succeed; for the two youngest sons of
TetTeeoboo, one of whom he appears to be exceed
ingly fond of~ being bornofa woman ofno rank, would,
from this circumstance, be debarred all right of suc
cession. We had not an opportunity of seeing queen
Rora-rora, whom Terreeoboo had left behind at
Mowee; but we have already had occasion to take
notice, that he was accompanied by Kanee Kaberaia,
the mother of the two ~Touths, to whom he was very
much attached..

}'rom this accountofthe genealogy ofthe Owhyhee
and Mowee monarchs, it is pretty dear that the
government is hereditary; which also makes it very
probable, that the inferior titles, and property itselt~

descend .in the same course. With regard to
Perreeorannee, we could only learn, that he is an
Eree-taboo j that he was invading the possession of
Taheeterree, but on what pretence we were not
informed; and that his grandsons governed the
islands to leeward.

The power of' the Erees over the interior classes of'
people appears to be very absolute. Many instances
of this occurred daily during our stay amongst them,
and have been already related. The people, on the
other hand, pay them the most implicit obedience;
and this state of servility has manifestly had a great
effect in debasing both their minds and bodies. It
is, however, remarkable, that the chiefs were never
guilty, as far at least as came within my knowledge,
of any acts of ctuelty or injustice, or even of insolent
behaviour toward them; though, at the same time,
they exercised their power over one another in the
most haughty and oppressive manner. Of'this I shall
give two instances. A chief of the lower order had
behaved with great civility to the master of the ship,
when he went to examine Karakakooa bay, the day

19
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before the ship first arrived there; and, in return, I
afterward carried him on board, and introduced him
to Captain Cook, who .invited him to dine with us.
While we were at table, Pareea entered, whose face
but too plainly manifested his indignation, at seeing
our guest in so honourable a situation. He imme
diately seized him by the hair of the head, and was
proceeding to. drag him out of the cabin, when the
captain interfered; and, after a great deal of alter
cation, all the indulgence we could obtain, without
coming to a quarrel with Pareea, was, that our guest
should be suffered to remain, being seated upon the
floor, whilst Pareea filled his place at the table. At
another time, when Terreeoboo first came on board
lhe Resolution, Maiha-maiha, who attended him,
finding Pareea on deck, turned him out of the ship
in the most ignominious manner; and yet Pareea,
we certainly knew, to he a man of' the first conse
quence.

How far the property of'othe lower class is secured
against the rapacity and despotism of the gioeat
chiefs, I cannot say; but it should seem, that it is
sufficiently protected against private theft, or mutual
depredation. For not only their plantations, which
are spread over the whole country, but also their
houses, their hogs, and their cloth, were left un
guarded, without the smallest apprehensions. I have
already remarked, that they not only separate their
possessions by walls in the plain country, but that, in

. the woods likewise, wherever the horse-plantains
grow, t.hey make lise of small white flags, in the same
manner, and for the same purpose of' discr.iminating
propert,v, as they do hunches of leaves at Otaheite.
All which circumstances, if they do not amount to
proofs, are strong indications that the power of the
chief's, where property is concerned, is not arbitrary.;
but, at least, so far circumscribed and ascertained, as
to make it worth the while for the inferior orders to

VOb. VII. L
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cultivate the soil, and to occupy their possessions ,dis
tinct from each other.

With respect to the administration of justice, all
the information we could collect was very imperfect
and confined. WheRever any of the lowest class of'
people had a quarrel amongst themselves, the matter
in dispute was referred to the decision of some chief,
probably the chief of the district, or the person to
whom they appertained. If an inferior chief had
given cause of offence to one of a higher rank, the
feelings of'the latter at the moment seemed the only
measure of his punishment. If he had the good fol'
tune to escape the first transports of his superior's
rage, he generally found means, through the medi
ation of some third person, to compound for his
crime by a part or the whole of his property and
effects.. These were the only facts that came to our
knowledge on' this head.

The religion of' these people resembles, in' most of
its principal features, that of the Society and Friendly
Islands. Their Morais, their Whattas, their idols,
their sacrifices, and their sacred songs, all of which
they have in common with each other, are convincing
proofs, that their religious notions are derived from
the same source. In the length and number of their
ceremonies, this branch indeed far exceeds the rest;
and, though in all these countries, there is a certain
class of men, t.o whose care the performance of their
religious rights is committed; yet we had never met
with a regular society of priests, till we discovered
the cloisters of' Kakooa in Karakakooa Bay. The
head of' this order was called Orono; a title which
we imagined to imply something highly sacred, and
which,in the person of Omeeah, was honoured
almost to adoration. ,It is probable, that the privi
lege of entering into this order (at least as to the
JJrincipal offices in it), is limited to certaiB families.
Omeeah, the; Orono, was the son of' Kaoo, and the
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uncle of Kaireekeea; which last presided, during the
absence of his grandfather, in all religious ceremonies
at the Mora;. It was also remarked, that the child
of Omeeah, an only son, about five years old, was
never suffered to appear without a number ofattend
ants, and such other marks of care and solicitude, as
we saw no other like instance of. This seemed to
indicate, that his life was an object of the greatest
moment, and that he was destined to succeed to the
high rank of his father~

It has been mentioned, that the title of Orono, with
all its honours, was given to Captain Cook; and it is
also certain, that they regarded us, generally, as a
race of people superior to themselves; and used ofien
to say, that great Eatooa dwelled in our country.
The little image, which we have before described, as
the favourite idol on the Morai in Karakakooa Bay,
they call Koonooraekaiee, and said it was Terreeoboo's
god; and that he also resided amongst us.

There are found an infinite variety of these images,
both on the Morais, and within and without their
houses, to which they gave different names; but it
soon became obvious to us in how little estimation
they were held, from their frequent expressions of'
contempt of' them, and from their even offering them .
to sale for trifles. At the same time, there seldom
failed to be some one particular figure in favour, to
which, whilst this performance lasted, all their
adoration was addressed. This consisted in arraying
it in red cloth; beating their drums, and singing
hymns before it; laying bunches of red feathers, and
different sorts of vegetables, at its feet; and exposing
a .pig, or a dog, to rot on the whatta that stood
near it.

In a bay to the southward of Karakakooa, a party
of our gentlemen were conducted to a large house,
io which they fo!md the black figure of a· man, rest
in~ on his fingers and toes, with his head inclined
backward; the limbs well formed and exactly pro-

L ~
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portioned, and the whole beautifully polished. This
figure the natives called Maee; and round it were
placed thirteen others of rude and distorted shapes.
which thev said were the Eataoas of several deceased
chiefs, wh·ose names they recounted. The place was
full of 'Whattas, on which lay the remains of their
offerings. They likewise give a place in their houses
to many ludicrous and some obscene idols, like the
Priapus of the ancients.

It hath been remarked, by former voyagers, that
both among the Society and Friendly Islanders, an
adoration is paid to particular birds; and I am led
to believe, that the same custom prevails here; and
that,. probably, the raven is the object of it, fi'om
seeing two of these birds tame at the village of
Kakooa, which they told me were Eatooas; and,
refusing every thing I offered for them, cautioned
me, at the same time, not to hurt or offend them.

Amongst their religious ceremonies may be reck
oned the prayers and offerings made by the priests
before their meals. Whilst the 'ova is chewing, of
which they al ways drink before they begin their

.repast, the person of the highest rank takes the lead
in a sort of hymn, in which he is ·presently joined by
one, two, or more of the company; the rest moving
their bodies, and striking their hands gently together,
in concert with the singers. When the ava is ready,
cups of it are handed about to those who do npt join
in the song, which they keep in their hands till it is
ended; when, uniting in one loud response, they

. drink off'their cup. The performers of the hymn are
then sel'ved with ava, who drink it after a repetition
of the same ceremony; and, if there be present one
of a very superior rank, a cup is, last of all, presented
to him, which, after chanting some time alone, and
being answered by the rest, and pouring a little out
on the ground, he drinks off. A piece of the flesh
that is dressed is next cut off~ without any selection
of the part of the .animal; which, together with SOIne
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at' the vegetables, being deposited at the foot of the
image of the Eatooa, and a hymn chanted, their meal
commences. A ceremony of much the same kind is
also performed b)' the chiefs, whenever they drink
ava, between theIr meals. .

Human sacrifices are more fi'equent here, according
to the account of the natives themselves, than in
any ~ther islands we visited. These horrid rites are
not only ha.d recourse to upon the· commencement of
war and preceding great battles, and other signal
enterprizes; but the death of any considerable chief'
calls for a sacrifice of' one or more Towtows, according
to his rank; and we were told, that ten men were
destined to sufler on the death of Terreeoboo. What
may (if any thing possibly can) lesson, in some small
degree, the horror of this practice, is, that the un
happy victims have not the most distant intimation of'
their fate. Those who are fixed upon to fall, are set
upon with clubs wherever they happen to be; and,
after being dispatched, are brought dead to the place
where the remainder of the rites are completed. The
reader will here call to his remembrance the skulls
of the captives, that had been sacrificed at the death
of' some great chief~ and which were fixed on the rails
round the top of the Morai at Kakooa. 'Ve got a far
ther piece of intelligence upon this subject at the
village of Kowrowa; where, on our inquiring into
the use of a small· piece of ground, inclosed with a
stone fence, we were told that it was an Here-eere,
or burying:-gl'ound af a chief; and there, adderl our
informer, pointing to one of the corners, lie the
[angata and waheene taboo, or the· man. and woman
who were sacrificed at his funeral.

To this class of their customs may also be referred
that of ktlocking out their fore-teeth. Scarce any of
the lower people, and very few of the chiefs, were
seen, who had not lost one or more of them; and we
always unrlerstoorl, that this voluntary punishment,
Ijke the cutting offthejointsofthe finger aUheFriend-

L :3
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ly Islands, was not inflicted on themselves fi'om the
violence of' gtief~ on the death of their friends, but
was designed as a: propitiatory sacrifice to the Eatooa,
to avert any danger or mischief' to which they might
be exposed. .

We were able to learn but little of' their notions with
regard to a fut.ure state. Whenever we asked tJ1em,
whither the dead were gone? we were always
answered, that the breath, which they appeared to
consider as the sonl, or immortal part, was gone to
the Eatooa; and, on pushing our inquiries farther,
they seemed to describe some particular place, where
they imagined the abode of' the deceased to be; but
we could not perceive, that they thought, in this
state, either rewards or p~nishmentsawaited them.

Having promised the reader, in the first chapter,
an explanation of what was meant by the word taboo,
1 shall, in this place, lay before him the particular
instances that fell under Ollr observation, of its appli
cation and effects. On our inquiring into the reasons
of the interdiction of' all intercourse between us and
the natives, the day preceding the arrival ofTerree
oboo, we were told, that the bay was tabooed. The
same restriction took place at our request, the day
we interred the bones of' Captain Cook. In these
two instances the natives paid the most implicit and
flcrupulous obedience; but whether on any religious
principle, or merely in deference to the civil autho
rity of their chiefs, I cannot determine. ,When the
ground near our observatories, and the place where
our masts lay, were tabooed, by sticking small wands
round them, this operated in a mamier not less effica
cious. But though this mode of consecration was
performed by the priests only, yet stiU, as the men
ventured to come within the space, when invited by
us, it should seem, that they were under no religious
apprehensions; and that their obedience was limited
to our retusal only. The women could,by no means,
be induced to conie near us; but this was probably

D,c,!,'ec yGooglc
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on account of the Moral adjoining; which they are
prohibited, at all times, and 10 all the islands of those
seas, from approaching. Mention hath been already
made, that women are always tabooed, or forbidden
to eat certain kind of meats. We also frequently saw
several at their meals, who had the meat put into
their mouths by others; and, on our asking the reason
of this singularity, were told that they were tabooed or
forbidden to feed themselves. This prohibition, we un
derstood, was always laidon them, after they hadassist
ed at any funeral, or touched a dead body, and also on
other occasions. It is necessary to observe, that, on
these occasions, they apply the word taboo indiffer
ently both to persons and things. Thus they say,'
the natives were tabooed, or the bay was tabooed, and
so. ofthe rest. This word is also used to express any

. thing sacred, or eminent, or devoted. Thus the king
of Owhyhee was called Eree-taboo; a human victim
tangata-taboo; and, in the same manner, among the
FriendJ)' Islanders, Tonga, the island where the king
resides, is named Tonga-taboo.

Concerning their mariages, I can afford the reader
Jittle farther satisfaction tha~ informing him that
such a relation or compact exists amongst them. I
have already had occasi9n to mention, that at the
time Terreeoboo had left his queen Rora-rora at
Mowee, he was. attended by another woman, by
whom he ,had children, and to whom he was very
much at~ched; but how far polygamy,' properly
speaking, is allowed, or how far it is mixed with con
cubinage, either with respect to the king, the chiefs,
or among the inferior orders, too few facts came to
our knowledge to justify any conclusions. It hath
also been observed, that, except Kainee Kabareea,
and the wife of the Orono, with three women whom
I shall have occasion hereaf~er to mention, we never
saw any female of high rank.

From what I had an 9pportunity of observing of
the domestic ConCel:DS of the lowest class, the house

. L 4<
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seemed to be under the direction of one man ami
woman, and the children in the like stateo£' subordi.
nation as in civilized countries.

It will not be improper in this place to take no
.tice, that we were eye-witnesses of a fact, which, as
it was the only instance we saw of any thing like
jealousy among them, shows at the same time that not
only fidelity but a degree of reserve is required from
the married women of consequence. At one of the
entertainments of boxing, Omeeah was observed to
rise fi'om his place two or three times, and to go up
to his wife with strong marks of displeasure, ordering
her, as it appeared to us from his manner, to with.
draw. Whether it was, that being very handsome
he thought she drew too much of our attention; or
without being able to determine what other reason
he might have for his conduct, it is but justice to say
that there existed no real cause of jealousy. How
ever, she kept h~r place; and when the entertain..
ment was over joined our party, and soliciting some
trifling presents, was given to understand that we had
none about us, but that if she would accompany us
toward our tent she should return with such as she
liked best. She was 'accordingly walking along with
us, which Omeeah observing, followed in a violent
rl:lge, and seizing her by the hair began to inflict with
his fists a severe corporal punishment. This sight,
especially as we had innocently been the cause of it,
gave us much concern, and yet we were told that it
.would be highly. improper to interfere between man
and wife of such high rank. We were, however, not
·left without the consolation of seeing the natives at
last interpose; and had the farther satisfaction of
meeting them together the next day, in pel'fect good
humour with each other; and what is still more sin..
gular, the lady would not snffer us to remonstrate
with her husband on his treatment of her, which we
were much inclined to do, and plainly told us that
he had done no more than he ought. .',

18
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Whilst I was ashore at the observatory at Karaka
kooa Bay, I had twice an opportunity of seeing a
considerable part of their funeral rites. Intelligence
was brought me of the death of an old chief in a
house near our observatories, soon after the event
happened. On going to the place, I found a number
of people assembled and seated round a square area,
fronting the house in which the deceased lay, whilst
a ttlan in a red-feathered cap advanced from an in
terior part of the house to the door, and putting out
his head, at almost every moment uttered a most la
mentable howl, accompanied with the most singular
grimaces and violent distortions of his face that can
be conceived. After this had passed a short time,
a large mat was spread upon the area, and two men
and thirteen women came out of the house and
seated themselves down up.on it, in three equal rows,
the two men and three of the women being in fi-ont.
The necks and hands of the women were decorated
with feathered ruflS, and broad green leaves, curiously
scolloped, were spread over their shoulders. At one
corner of this area, near a small hut, were haIfa dozen
boys waving small white banners, and the tufted
wands or taboo sticks which have been often men;,
tioned in the former chapters, who would not permit
us to approach them. This led me to imagine that
the dead body 'might be deposited in this little·hut;
but I afterward understood that it was in the house
where the man in the red cap opened the rites, by
playing his tricks at the door. The company just'
mentioned being seated on the mat, began to sing a
melancholy tune, accompanied with a slow and gentle
motion of the body and arms. When this had con
tinued some time, they raised themselves on their
knees,- and in a posture between kneeling and sitting,
began by-degrees to move their arms and their bodies
with great rapidity, the tune always keeping pace
-with -their motions. As these last exertions were too
viol~nt to continue long, they. resumed at inte:rvals
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their slower mov~ments; and after this performance
had lasted an hour, more mats were brought and
spread upon the area, and four or five elder~ women,
amongst whom I was told was the dead chIef's wife,
advanced slowly out of' the house, and seating them
selves in the front of the first company, began to cry
and wail most bitterly, the women in the three rows
behind joining them, whilst the two men inclined their
heads over them in a very melancholy and pensive
attitude. At this pedod of the rites, I was obliged
to leave them to attend at the observatory, but re
turning within half an hour found them in the same
situation. I continued with them till late in the
evening, and lef\. them proceeding with little varia
tion, as just described, resolving, however, to attend
early in the morning to see the remainder of' the ce
remony. On my arrival at the house, as soon as it
was day, I found to my mortification the crowd dis
persed and every thing quiet, and was given to un
derstand that the corpse was I'emoved, nor could I
learn in what manner it was disposed of: I was in
terrupted in making farther inquiries for this pur
pose by the approach of three women of rank, who~

whilst their attendants stood near them with their
fly-flaps, sat down by us, and entering into convers
ation soon made me comprehend that our presence
was a hindrance to the performance of some neces
sary rites. I had hardly got out of sight before I
heard their cries and lamentations; and meeting them
a few hours afterward, I 'found they had painted the
lower part of their faces perfect black.

The other opportunity I had of observing these
ceremonies was ill the case of' an ordinary person,
when, on hearing some mourDi'ul female cries issue
from a miserable-looking hut, I ventured into it, and
found an old woman with her daughter weeping
over the body of an elderly man who had but just
e"pired, being still warm. The first step they. took
was tp cover the body with cloth, after which, lying
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down by it, they drew the cloth over themselves,
and then began a mournful Kind of song, frequently
repeating, A'(J)eh medoaah! A'Weh tanee! Oh my fa
ther! Oh my husband! A younger daughter was
also at the same time lying prostrate in a corner of
the house, covered over with black cloth, repeating
the same words. On leaving this melancholy scene,
I found at the door a number of' their neighbours
conected together, and listening to their cries with
profound silence. I was resolved not to miss this
opportunity of seeing in what manner they dispose
of the body; and therefore, after satisfying myself
before I went to bed that it was not then removed,
I gave orders that the sentries should walk backward
and forward before the house, and in case they sus
pected any measures were taking for the removal of'
the body, to give me immediate notice. How,ever,
the sentries had not kept a good look.out, for in the
morning I found the body was gone.. On inquiring
what they had done with it? they pointed toward the
sea, indicating most probably thereby that it had
been committed to the deep, or perhaps that it had
been carried beyond the bay, to some burying-ground
in another part of' the country. The chiefs are in
terred in tpe Morais, or Heree-erees, with the men
sacrificed on the occasion by the side of them; "and
we observed that the M orm where the chief had
been buried, who, as I have already mentioned, was
killed in the cave after so stout a resistance, was hung
round with red cloth. .
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TRANSACTIONS DURING THE SECOND l';XPEDITION TO

THE NORTH, BY THE WAY OF KAMTSCHATKA; AND

ON THE RETURN HOME, BY THE WAY OF CANTON

AND THE CAPE OF GOOD HOPE.

CHAP. I.

DEPARTURE FROM ONEEHEOW. - FRUITLESS ATTEMPT TO DIS

CovER MODOOPAPAPPA. -COURSE STEERED FOR AWATSKA

BAY. - OCCURRENCES DURING THAT PASSAGE. - SUDDEN

CHANGE F.I\OM HEAT TO COLD. - DISTRESS OCCASIONED BY

THE LEAKING OF THE RESOLUTION. - VIEW OF THE COAST

OF KAMTSCHATKA. -- EXTREME RIGOUR OF THE CLIMATE.

- LOSE SIGHT OF TilE DISCOVERY. -THE RESOLUTION

ENTERS THE BAY OF AWATSK.-PROSPECTOF THE TOWN OF

SAINT PETER AND SAINT PAUL. - PARTY SENT ASHORE.

THEIR RECEPTION BY THE COMMANDING OFFICER OF 1'HE

PORT. - MESSAGE .DISPATCHED TO THE COMMANDER AT BOL

CHERETSK.-ARRIVAL OF THE DISCOVERY.-RETURN OF

THE MESSENGERS FROM 1'HE COMMANDER.-EXTRAOR

DINARY MODE OF TRAVELLING~-VISITFROM A MERCaANT,

AND A GERMAN SERVAN1' BELONGING TO THE COMMANDER.

ON the 1.5th of'March, at seven in the morning, we
weighed anchor, and. passing to the north of TahoOl'a,
stood on to the south-west, in hopes of' falling in with
the island of' Modoopapappa, which, we were told by
the natives, lay in that direction, about five hours
sail from Tahoora. At four in the afternoon, we
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were overtaken by a stout canoe, with ten men, who
were going from Oneeheow to Taboora, to kill tropic
and man-of-war birds, with which that place was said
to abound. It has been mentioned before, that the
feathers of these birds are in gr~at request, being
much used in making their cloaks, and other orna
mental parts of their dress.

At eight, having seen nothing of the island, we
hauled the wind to the northward, till midnight, and
then tacked, and stood on a wind to the south-east,
till day-light next morning, at which time Tahoora
bore east north-east, five or six leagues distant. We
afterward steered west south-west, and made the Dis
covery's signal to spread four mile5 upon our star
board b"eam. At noon, our latitude was 21 ° 27', and
our longitude 1980 42'; and having stood on till five
in the same direction, we made the Discovery's sig
nal to come under our stern, and gave ove.' all hopes
of' seeing Modoopapappa. We conceived, that it
might probably lie in a more southerly direction from
TahoOJ'a, than that in which we had steered; though,
after all, it is possible, that we might have passed it
in the night, as the islanders described it to be very
small, and almost even with the surface of the sea.

The next day, we steered west; it being Captain
Clerke's intention to keep as near as possible in the
same parallel of' latitude, till we shoJ.I1d make the lon
gitude of Awatska Bay, and afterward to steer due
north for the harbour of Saint Peter and Saint Paul
in that bay; which was also appointed for our ren.
dezvous, incase of separation. This track was
chosen on account of its being, as far as we knew,
unexplored; and we were not without hopes of fall
ing in with some new islands on our passage.
,We had scarcely seen a bird, since our losing sight
of Tahoora, till the 18th in the afternoon, when,
being in the latitude of 21° 12', and the longitude of'
194°-M', the appearance of' a great many boobies,
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and some man-of.war bird:;, made us keep a sharp
look.out for land. Toward evening, the wind lessened,
and the north.east swell, which, on the 16th and 17th,
had been so heavy as to make the ships labour ex
ceedingly, was much abated. The next day, we saw
no appearance of land; and at noon, we steered a
point more to the southward, viz. west by south, in
the hopes of finding the trade-winds (which blew
almost invariably from the east by north) fresher as
we advanced within the tropic. It is somewhat sin
gular, that though we saw no birds in the forenoon,
yet toward evening we had again a number of
boobies and man·of~warbirds about us. This seemed
to indicate, that we had passed the land from whence
the former flights had come, and that we were
approaching some other low island.

The wind continued very moderate, with fine
weather, till the 2Sd, when it fi'eshened fi'om the
north·east by east, and increased to a strong gale,
which split some of our old sails, and made the run
ning rigging very frequently give way. This gale
lasted twelve hours; it then became more moderate,
and continued so, till the ~5th at noon, when we
entit'ely lost it, and had only a very light air.
. On the ~6th in the morning, we thought we saw

land to the west south-west, but, after mnning about
sixteen leagues in that direction, we found our mis.
take; and night coming on, we again steered west.
Our latitude, at this time, was 19° 45', which was the
greatest southing we made in this run; our longitude
was 183°, aIid vat.iation 12° 45' E. We continued
in this course, witIl little alteration in the wind, till
the 29th, when it shifted to the south·east and south
south-east, and, for a few hours in the night, it was
in the west; the weather- being dark and cloudy,
with much rain. We had met, for some days past,
several turtles, one of which was the smallest I ever
saw, not exceeding three inches in length. We were
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also accompanied by man-of-war birds, and boobies
of an unusual kind, being quite white (except the tip

,of the wing, which was black), and easily mistaken,
at first sight, for gannets.

The light winds which we had met with for some
time past, with the present unsettled state of the
weather, and the little ~ppearance of any change for
the better, induced Captain Clerke to alter his plan
of keeping within the tropical latitudes; and accord
ingly, at six this evening, we began to steer north
west by north, at which time our latitude was flO°
fl3', and our longitude 1800 40'. During the conti
nuance of the 'light winds, which prevailed almost
constantly ever since onr departure from the Sand.
wich Islands, the weather was very close, and the air
hot and sultry; the thermometer being generally at
80°, and sometimes at 830

• All this time, we had a
considerable swell fi'om the north-east; and in no
period of the voyage did the ships roll and strain so
violently.

In the morning of the 1st of April, the wind
changed from the south-east to the north-east by
east, and blew a fresh breeze, till the moming of the
4th, when it altered two points more to the east, and
by noon increased to a strong gale, which lasted till,
the afternoon of the 5th, attended with hazy weather.
I t then again altered its direction to the south-east,
became more moderate, and was accompanied by
heavy showers of rain. During all this time, we
kept steering to the north-west, against a slow but
regular cnrrent from that quarter, which caused a
constant variation from our reckoning by the log, of
fifteen miles a day. On the 4th, being then in the
latitude fl6 0 17', and longitude 178~ 80', we passed
prodigious quantities of what sailors call Portuguese
men-of-war' (holothuria physalis), and were also
accompanied with a great· number of sea birds,
amongst which we observed, for the first time, the
albatross and sheerwater:
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On the 6th, at noon, we lost the trade-wind, and
were suddenly taken a-back, with the wind from the
north north-west. At this time, our latitude was
29° 5<Y, and our longitude. 1700 1'. As the old run
ning-ropes were constantly brealdng in the late gales,
we reeved what new ones we had left, and made
such other preparations, as were necessary for the
very different climate with which w~ were now
shortly to encounter. The fine weather we met with
between the tropics, had not been idly spent. The
carpenters found sufficient empl<?yment in repairing
the boats. The best bower-cable had been so much
damaged by the foul ground in Karakakooa Bay, ami
whilst we were at anchor off Oneeheow, that we were
obliged to cut forty fathoms from it; in converting
of which, with other old cordage, into spun-yarn, and
applying it to different uses, a considerable ·part of
the people were kept constantly employed by the
boatswain. The airing of sails and other stores,
which, from the leakiness of the decks and sides of'
the ships, were perpetually subject to be" wet, had
now become a frequent as well as a laborious and
tl"Oublesome part of' our duty.

Besides these cares, which had regard only to the
ships themselves, there were others, which had for
their object the preservation of' the health of' the.
crews, that furnished a constant occupation to a great
Dumber of our hanes. The standing orders, estab
lished by Captain Cook, of airing the bedding,
placing fires between decks, washing them with
vinegar, and smoking them with gunpowder, were
observed without any intermission. For some time
past, even the operation of men"ding the sailors' old
jackets had risen into a duty both of' difficulty and
importance. It may be necessary to inform those
who are unacquainted with the disposition and habits
of seamen, that they are so accustomed in ships of'
war to be directed in the care of'themselves by their
officers, that they lose the very idea of foresight, and
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contract the thoughtlessness of infants. I am sure,
that if o_ur people had been left to their own discre
tion alone, we should have had the whole crew
naked, before th.e voyage Rad been half finished. It
was natural to expect that their experience, during
our voyage to the north last year, would have made
them sensible of the necessity of paying some
attention to these matters; but if such reflections ..
ever occurred to them, their impression was so tran
sitory, that, upon our return to the tropical climates,
their fur jackets, and the rest of their cold country
clothes, were kicked about the decks as things of no
value; though it was generally known, in both ships,
that we were to make another voyage toward the
pole. Th~y were, of course, picked up by the
officers; and, being put into casks, restored about
this time to the owners. •

In the afternoon, we ·observed some of the sheath
ing flpating by the ship; and, on examinatipn, found
that twelve or fourteen feet had been washed off
from under the larboard-bow, where we supposed the
l~k to have been, which, ever since our leaving
Sandwich Islands, had kept the people almost con
stantly at the pumps, making twelve mches water an
hour. This day we saw a number of small crabs, of

'a p~le blue colour; and had again, in company, a
few· albatrosses and sheerwaters. The thermometer,
in the night-time, sunk eleven degrees; and although 
it still remained as high as 59°, yet we suffered much
from the cold; our feelings being, as )'et, by no
means reconciled to that degree of temperature;

The wind continued blowing fresh from the north,
till the eighth, in the morning, when it hecame more
moderate, with fair weather, .and gradually changed
its direction to the east, and afterward to the south.

On the ninth, at noon, our latitude was 3~0 16';
our longitude 1660 40'; and the variation 80 50' E.
And on the tenth, having crossed the -track of the

yOLo VII.. M
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Spanish galleons from t~e ~anillas to Acapul~o, we
expected to have fallen In wIth the Island of RIca de
Plata, which, according to De Lisle's chart, in which
the route of those ships is laid down, ought to have
been in sight; its latitude, as there given, being
33° 30' N., and its longitude 1660 E. Notwith
standing we were so far advanced to the northward,

• we saw this day a tropic bird, and also several other
kinds of sea-birds; such as puffins, sea-parrots, sheer·
waters, and albatrosses.

On the eleventh, at noon, we were in latitude 35°
80', longitude 1650 45'; and during the course of the '
day, had sea-birds, as before, and .passed several
bunches of sea-weed. About the same time, the

_ Di~covery passed a log of wood; but no other signs
of land were seen.

The next day the wind came graduall)T round to
the east, and increased to so strong a gale, as obliged
us to strike our top.gallant yards, and brought us
under the lower sails, and the main top-sail close
reefed. Unfortunately we were upon that tack,
which was the most disadvantageous for our leak.
But, as we had always been able to keep it under
with the hand-pumps, it gave us no great uneasiness,
till the 13th, about six· in the afternoon, when we
were greatly alarmed by a sudden inundation, that
deluged the whole space between decks. The water,

.which had lodged in the coal-hole, not finding a suffi.
cient vent into the well, had forced up the platforms
over it, and in a moment set every thing afloat. Our
situation was indeed exceedingly distressing; nor did
we immediately see any means of relieving ourselves.
A pump, through the upp.erdecks into the coal-hole,
could answer no end, as it would very soon have
been choked up by the small coals; and, to bale the
water out with buckets, was become impracticable,
from the number of bulky materials that were washed
out of the gunner's store-room into it, and which, by
the ship'fJ motion, were tossed violently from side to

17
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side. No other method was therefore left, but to Cllt

a hole through the bulk.head (or partition) that
.separated the coal hole from the fore.hold, and by
that means to make. a passage for the body of water
into the well. However, before that it could be
done, it was necessary to get the casks of dry pro.
visions out of the fore.hold, which kept 1:1S employed
the greatest part of the night; so that the carpenters
could not get at the partition till the next morning.
As soon as a passage was made, the greatest part
of the water emptied itself into the well, and enabled
us to get out the rest with buckets. But the leak
was now so much increased, that.we were obliged to
keep one half of the people constantly pumping and
baleing, till the noon of the 15th. Our men· bore,
with great cheerfulness, this excessive fatigue, which
was much increased by their having no dry place to
sleep in; and, on this account, we began to serve
their full allowance of grog.

The weather now becoming more moderate,and
the swell less heavy, we were enabled to clear away
the rest of the casks from the fore.hold, and to open
a sufficient passage for the water to the pumps.
This day we saw a greenish piece of drift-wood, and
fancying the water coloured, we sounded, but got no
bottom with a hundred and sixty fathoms of line.
Our latitude, at noop this day, was 41 0 5~, longitude
1610 15'; variation 60 80' east; and the wind soon
after veering to the northward, we altered our course
three points to the west.

On the 16th, at noon, we were in the latitude of
4~0 l~', and in the longitude of 16005'; and as we
were now approaching the place where a great extent
of'land is said to have been seen by De Gama, we
were glad Qf the opportunity which the course we
were steering gave,. of contributing to remove the
doubts, if any should be still entertained, respectiD.g
the falsehood of this· pretended discovery. For it-is

ltI!l
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_tobe·observed,that no onellas ever yet been able to
.. find who.;}ohnde· Gama was, .when he lived, or what

year.this pretended discovery 'Was made.
A'Ccording .to Mr. Muller, fhe first account of it

gwen to the public was' in a chart published by
T.exeira, .a ;Portuguese geographer, in 1649, who
places it in- ten· or twelve degrees to the north-east of
Japan, between the ~atitude6 of 44° and 45°; and
announces it :to be land seen by Jolm de Gama, the
Indian"in. a 'Voyage from China to NeflJ Spain. On
what grounds the French geographers have since
removed it five degrees to the eastward, does not
appear; except we suppose it to have been in order
to make room for.another discovery of the same kind
made by ·the Dutch, called Company's Land; of
whi£h we shall have occasion to speak hereafter.

During the whole day, the wind was exceedingly
unsettled,.being seldom stead1 to two or three points;
and blowing in fresh gusts, which were succeeded by
dead -calms. These wer.e not unpromising appear
ances; but, after standing off 'and on, the whole of
this day, without seeing any thing of the land, we
again ·steer.edoto the northward, not thinking it worth
~ur wlWe to lose time in search of an object, the
opinion .of whose existence had been already pretty
generally·exploded. Our people were employed the
whole of the 16th, -in getting their wet things to dry,
and .in airing the ships below.

We now.began to ·feel very sharply the increasing
inclemency of the northern climate. In the morning
ef the 18th, our latitude being 45° 40', and our lon
gitude 160° Jj,fjJ, we had snow and sleet, a<:companied
with strong gales from the south-west. This circum
stance will appear very remarkable, if we consider
the season· of the year, and the quarter .from which

. the wind. blew. On the 19th, the thermometer, in
the day-time, remained at the freezing point, and at
.four in the morning fell to ~9°~: If the reader will
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.take the trouble to compare the degree. of heat,
during the hot sultry weather we had at the·begin
ning of this month, with the extreme cold which we
now endured, he will conceive how severely so liJ.pid
a change must have been felt by us. .

In the gale of the 18th, we had split almost all the
sails we had bent, which being our second best sui~
we were now reduced to make use of our last and
best set. To add to Captain Clerke's difficulties, the
sea was in general so rough, and the ships so leak"
that the sail.makers had no place to repair the saIls
in, except his apartments, which, in his declining
state of health, was a serious- inconvenience to ·him.

On the 20th, at noon, being in latitude 490 40' N.
and longitude 161 0 15' E.; and eagerly expecting to
~ll in with the coast of Asia, the wind shifted sud.
denly to the north, and continued in the same quarter
the following day. However, although, it retarded
our progress, yet the fair weather it brought was no
small refreshment to Uil.. In, the forenoon of the
21st, we saw a whale, and a land.bir~;. and, in the
afternoon, the water looking muddy, we sounded,
but got no ground with an hundred and forty
fathoms of line. Duriug the three preceding days,
we saw large flocks of wild.fowl, of a species resem
bling ducks. This is usually considered as a proof
of the vicinity of land; but we had no other signs of
it, since the 16th ;. in which time we had run,upward
of an hundred and fifty leagues.

On the 22d, the wind shifted to the north.east,
attended with misty weather. The cold was exceed
ingly severe" and the ropes were so frozen, that it
was with difficulty we could force them through the
blocks. At noon, the latitude,. by account, was 51 0

88', longitude 160° 7'; and on comparing our present
position with that given to the southern parts of
Kamtschatka. in the .Russian charts, Captain Clerke
did not.think it prudent to run on toward the land
all night. We therefore tacked at ten; and, having.

1\18
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sounded, had ground agreeably to our conjeCtures,
with seventy fathoms of line.

-On the 2Sd, at six in the morning, being in lati
tude 52° 09', and longitude 160° W', on the fog
clearing away, the land appeared in mountains covered
with snow; and extending from north three quarters
east, to south-west, a high conical rock, bearing south.
west, three quarters west, at three or four leagues
distance. We had no sooner taken this imperfect
view, than we were again covered with a thick fog.
Being now, according to our maps, only eight leagues
from the entrance of' Awatska Bay, as soon as the
weather cleared up, we stood in to take a nearer view
of the land; and a more dismal and dreary prospect
I never beheld. The coast appears straight and uni.
form, having no inlets or bays; the ground, fi"om the
shore, rises in hills of a moderate elevation, behind
which are ranges of' mountains, whose summits were
lost in the clouds. The whole scene was entirely
covered with snow, except the sides of' some of the
cliffs, which 4fose too abruptly from the sea for the
snow to lie upon them.

The wind continued blowing very strong from the
north-east, with thick hazy weather and sleet, from
the 24th till the 28th. During the whole time, the
thermometer was never higher than SOto. The ship
appeared to be a complete mass of' ice; the shrowds
were so -incrusted with it, as to measu,re in circum
ference more- than double their usual size; and, in
short, the experience of the oldest seaman among us,
had never met with any thing like the continued
8howers of' sleet, and the extreme cold, which we now
encountered. Indeed, the severity of' the weather, '
added to the great difficulty of working the ships,
and the labour of' keeping the pumps constantly
going, rendered the service too hard for many of the
crew, some of whom were frost-bitten, and others
laid up with bad colds. We continued all this time
standing four hours on each tack, having generally
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soundings of sixty fathoms, when about three leagues
from the land; but none at twice that distance. On
the ~5th, we had a transient view of the entrance of
Awatska Bay; but, in the present state of the
weather, we were afraid of venturing into it. Upon
our standing offagain, we lost sight of the Discovery;
but, as we were now so near the place of rendezvous,
this gave us no great uneasiness.

On the ~8th, in the morning, the weather at last
cleared, and the wind fell to a light breeze from the
same quarter as before. We had a fine warm day,
and as we now began to expect a thaw, the men
were employed in breaking the ice from off the rig
ging, masts, and sails, in order to prevent)ts faIlillg
on, our heads. At noon, being in the latitude of 5ft°
44', and the. longitude of 159°, the entrance of
Awatska. Bay bore north-west, distant three or four
leagues; and about three in the afternoon a fair wind
sprung up from the southward, with which we stood
in, having regular soundings from twenty-two to
seven fathoms.

The mouth of the bay opens in a north-north.
west direction. The land on the south side is of a
moderate height; to the northward it rises into a
bluff head, which is the highest part of the coast.
In the channel between them, near the north-east
side, lie three remarkable rocks; and farther in,
near the opposite coast, a single detached rock of a
considerable size. On the north head there is a
look-out house, which, when the Russians expect any
of their ships upon the coast, is used. a. light-house.
There was a flag-staff on it, but we saw no sign of
any person being there.

Having passed the mouth of the bay, which is
about four miles long, we opened a large circular
bason of twenty-five miles in circumference, and at
half past four came to an anchor in six fathoms' wa
ter, being afraid of running toulon a shoal, or some

1114
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lSunkrocks, which are said by Muller· to lie in the
channel of the harbour of St. Peter and St. Paul.
The middle of the bay was full of loose ice, drifting
with the' tide, but the shores were still entirely
blocked ·up with it. Great flocks of wild-fowl were
seen of various species; likewise ravens, eagles, and
large flights of Greenland pigeons. We examined
every corner of the bay with our glasses, in search
of the town of St. Peter and St. Paul, which, accord
ing to the accounts given us at Oonalashka, we had
conceived to be a place of some strength and consid-

. eration-. At length we discovered on a narrow
point of land to the north-north-east a few miserable
log-houses and some conical huts, raised on poles,
amounting in all to about thirty, which from their
situation, notwithstanding all the respect we wished
to entertain for a Russian ostrog, we were under the
necessity ofconcluding to be Petropaulowska. How
ever, in justice to the generous and hospitable treat
ment we. found here, I shall beg leave to anticipate
the reader's curiosity, by assuring him that our dis
appointment proved to be more of a laughable than
a serious nature. For in this wretched extremity of .
the earth, situated beyond every thing th8:t we con
ceived to be most barbarous and inhospitable, and as
it were out of the very reach of civilization, barri
cadoed with ice and covered with summer snow, in a
poor miserable port far inferior to the meanest of our
fishing towns, we met with feelings of humanity,
joined to a greatness of mind and elevation of senti.
ment, which would have done honour to any nation
or climate.

During the night, much ice drifted bius with the
. tide, and at day-light I was sent with the boats to
examine the bay, and deliver the letters we had

'iJ Voyages made by the Russians from Asia to America, &c:.
Translatedfrom the German; by T. Jefferys, p. 37. . I
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I.

brought from Oonalashka to the Russian commander.
We directed our course toward the village I have
just mentioned; and having proceeded as far as we
were able, with the boats, we got upon the ice, which
extended near half a mile from the shore. "Mr. Web
ber and two of the seamen accompanied me, whilst
the master took the pinnace and cutter to finish the
survey, leaving the jolly-boat behind to carry us
back.

I believe the inhabitants had not yet seen either
the ship or the boats, for even after we had got on
the ice we could not perceive any signs of a living
creature in the town. By the time we had advanced
a little wayan the ice, we observed a few men hurry
ing backward and forward~ and presently after a
sledge drawn by dogs, with one of the inhabitants in ..
it, came down to the sea-side, opposite to us. Whilst
we were gazing at this unusual sight, and admiring ",'
the great civility of this stranger which we imagined
had brought him to our assistance, the man, after
viewing us for some time very attentively, turned
short round and went oft' with great speed toward
the ostrog. We were not less chagrined than dis
appointed at this abrupt departure, as we"began to
find our journey over the ic~ attended not only with
great difficulty but even with danger. We sunk at
every step almost knee-deep in the snow, and though
we found tolerable footing at the bottom, yet the
weak parts of the ice not being discoverable, we
were constantly exposed to the risk of breaking
through it. This accident at last actually happened
to myself; for stepping ~n quickly over a sllSpicious
spot, in order to press with less weight upon it, I
canie upon a second before I could stop myselt~

which broke under me, and in I fell. Luckily I rose
clear of the ice, and a man that was a little way be
hind with a boat-hook throwing it to me, I laid it
across some loose pieces near me, and by. that means

. was enabled t~ get upon firm ice again•.
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As we approached the shore we fbund the ice,
contrary to ol,lr expectations, more broken than it
had been before. We were, however, again com
forted by the sight of another sledge coming toward
us, but instead of proceeding to our relief the driver
stopt short, and began to call out to us. I immedi
.ately held up to him Isrnyloff's letters; upon which
he turned about and set off back again full speed,
followed, I believe, not with the prayers of any of
our party. Being at a great loss what conclusions to
draw from this unaccountablebehaviour, we continued '
our march toward the ostrog with great circumspec
tion, and when we had arrived within a quarter of a
mile of it, we perceived a body of armed men
marching toward us. That we might give them as

'" little alarm and have as peaceable 'an appearance as
possible, the two men who had boat-hooks in their
hands were ordered into the rear, and Mr. Webber
and myself marched in front. The Russian party,
consisting of about thirty soldiers, was headed by a
decent-looking person, with a cane in hi~ hand. He
ha~ted within a few yards of us, and drew up his
men in a martial and good order. I delivered to him
Ismylofi"s letters, and endeavoured to make hilll un
derstand, as well as I could (though I afterward
found in vain), that we were English, and had
brought them papers from Oonalashka. After having
examined us attentively, he began to conduct us
toward the village in great silence and solemnity,
frequently halting his men to form them in different
manners, and making them perform several parts of

.their manual exercise, probably with a view to'show
us that if we had the temerity to offer any violence,
we should have to deal with men who were not igno
rant of their business.

Though I was all this time in my wet clothes,
shivering with cold and sufficiently inclined to the
most unconditional submission, without having my
fears violently alarmed, yet it was impossible not "to
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be diverted with this military parade, notwithstand.
ing it was attended with the most unseawnable delay.
At length we arrived at the house of the command.
ing officer of the party, into which we were ushered,
and after no small stir in giving orders, and disposing
of the military without doors, our host made his ap
pearance, accoinpanied by another person, whom
we understood to be the secretary of the port. One
of' Ismyloff's letters was now opened, and the other
sent off by a special messenger to Bolcheretsk, a town
on the west side of the .peninsula of' Kamtschatka,
where the Russian commander of this province usually
resides.

It is very remarkable that they had not seen the
ship the preceding day, when we came to anchor in
the bay, nor indeed this morning till our boats were"
pretty near the ice. The panic with which the dis
covery had struck them we found had been very con·
siderable. The garrison was immediately put under
arms. . Two small field-pieces were placed at the en
trance of'the commander's house, and pointed toward
our boats, and shot, powder, and lighted matches
were all ready at hand.

The officer in whose house we were at present en·
tertained was a serjeant, and the commander of the
ostrog. Nothing could exceed the kinrlne8s and hos.
pitality of his behaviour, after he had recovered from
the alarm occasioned by our arrival. We fOund the
house insufferably hot, bu~ exceeedingly neat and
clean. After I had changed my clothes, which the
serjeant's civility enabled me to do by furnishing me
with a complete suit of his own, we were invited to
sit dowtl to dinner, which J have no doubt was the
best he could procure, and considering the shortness
of time he had to provide it, was managed with some
ingenuity. As there was not time to prepare soup
and bouilli, we had in their stead some cold beef
sliced, with hot water poured over it. We had next
a large bird roasted, of' a species with which I was
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unaCquainted, but of a very excellent taste. After
having eaten a part of this it was taken off, and we
were served with fish dressed two different ways, and
soon after the bird again made its appearance, in sa·
voury and sweet pates. Our liquor, of which I shall
have to speak hereafter, was of the kind called by
the Russians quass, and was much the worse part of
the entertainment. The serjeant's wife brought in
several of the dishes herself, and was not permitted
to sit down at table. Having finished our repast,
during which it is hardly necessary to remark that
our' conversation was confined to a few bows, and
other signs of mutual respect, we endeavoured to
open to our. host the cause and objects of our visit to
this port. As Ismyloff had probably written to them
on the same subject in the letters we had before de.
livered, he appeared very readily to conceive our
meaning; but as there was unfortunately no one in
the place that could talk any other language except
Russian or Kamtschatdale, we found the utmost.diffi.
culty in comprehending the information he meant to
convey t6 us. After some time spent in. these en·
deavours to understand one another, we conceived
the sum of the intelligence we had procured to be,
that toough no supply either of provisions or naval
stores were to be had at this place,. yet that these
articles were in great plenty at Bolcheretsk. That
the commander would most probably be very willing
to give us what we wante.d; but that till the serjeant
had receiv.ed orders from him, neither he nor his
people, nor the natives, could even venture to go on
board the ship. .

It was now time for us to take our leave,. and as
my clothes were still to wet to put on, I was obliged
to have .recourse again to the serjeant's benevolence,
for his leave to carry those I had borrowed of him
on board. This request was complied with very
cheerfulJy, and a sledge drawn by five dogs, with a
driver, was immediately provided for each of our
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party. The sailors were highly delighted with this
mode of conveyance; and what diverted them stiU
more was, that the two boat.hooks had als.o a sledge
-appropriated to themselves. These sledges are so light,
and their construction so well adapted to the pur
poses for which they are intended, t.hat they went
with great expedition and perfect safety over the
ice, which it would have been impossible for us with
.all our caution to have passed on foot.

On our return we found the boats towing the ship
toward the village, and at seven we got close to the
ice, and moored with the small bower to the north
east and best bower to the south-west, the entrance
of the bay bearing south by east' and south three
quarters east, and the ostrog north one quarter east;
distant one mile and a half. The next morning the
casks and cables were got upon the quarteF-deck, in
order to lighten the ship forward, and the carpenters
were set to work to stop the leak, which had given
us so much trouble during our last run. It was
found to have been occasioned by the falling of some
sheathing from the larboard-bow, and the oakum
between the planks having been washed out. The
warm weather we had in the middle of the day began
to make the ice break away very fast, which drifting
with the tide had almost filled up the entrance of the
bay. Several of our gentlemen paid their visits to
the serjeant, by whom they were received with great
civility; and Captain Clerke sent him two bottles of
rum, which he understood would be the most ac
ceptable present he could make him, and received in
return some fine fowls of the grouse kind, and twenty
trouts. Our sportsmen met with but bad success;
for though the bay swarmed with flocks of ducks of
various kinds and Greenland pigeons, yet they were
so shy that they could not come within shot'of them.
, In the morning of'the 1st of May, seeing the Dis
covery standing into the bay, a boat was immediately
sent to her assistance, and in the afternoon she
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moored close by lIS. They told us that· after the
weather Cleared up on the ~8th, the day on which
she had parted company, they found themselves to
leeward of the bay, and that when they got abreast
of it the following day and saw the entrance choked
up with ice, they stood off after firing guns, conclud
ing we could not be bere; but. finding afterward it
was only loose drift-ice, they had ventured in. The
next day the weather was so very unsettled, attended
with heavy showers of snow, that the carpenters were
not able to proceed in their work. The thermometer
stood at 28° in the evening, and the frost was exceed
ibgly severe in the night.

The following morning, on our observing two
sledges drive into the village, Captain Clerke sent
me on shore to inquire whether any message was ar
rived from the commander of Kamtschatka, which,
according to the serjeant's account, might now be .
expected, in consequence of the intelligence that
had been sent of our arrival. Bolcheretsk by the
usual route is about one hundred and thirty-five
English miles from St. Peter and St. Paul's. Our
dispatches were sent off in a sledge drawn by dogs,
on the 29th about noon. And the answer arrived,

.as we afterward found, early this morning, so' that
they were only a little more than three days and a
half in performing' a journey of two hundred and
seventy miles.

The return of the commander's answer was, how
ever, concealed from us for the present, and I was
told on my arrival at the serjeant's, that we should
bear from him the next day. Whilst I was on shore
the boat which had brought me, together with an
other belonging to the Discovery, were set fast in the
ice, which a southerly wind had driven from the other
side of' t~e bay. On seeing them entangled, the
Discovery's launch had been sent to their assistance,
but soon shared the same fate, and in a short time
the ice had surrounded them near a quarter of a mile
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deep. This obliged us to stay on shore till evening,
when finding no prospect of getting the boats off,
some of us went in sledges to the edge of' the ice,
and were taken off by boats sent from the ship, and
the rest staid on shore all night.

It continued to freeze hard.during the night, but
before mornin~ on the 4th a change of' wind drifted
away the floatmg ice, and set the boats at liberty,
without their having sustained the smallest damage.

About ten o'clock in the forenoon, we saw several
sledges driving down the edge of the ice, and sent a
boat to conduct the persons who were in them on
board. One of' these was a Russian merchant from
Bolcheretsk named Fedositsch, and the other a Ger
man called Port, who had brought a letter from
Major Behm, the commander of Kamtschatka, to
Captain Clerke. When they got to the edge of' the
ice, and saw distinctly the size of the ships which
lay within about two hundred yards from them, they
appeared to be exceedingly alarmed, and before they
would venture to embark, desired two of' our boat's
crew might be left on shore as hostages for their
safety. We afterward found that Ismyloff, in his
letter to the commander, had misrepresented us, for
what reasons we could not conceive, as two small
trading boats; and that the serjeant, who had only
seen the ships at a distance, had not in his dispatches
rectified the mistake.

When they arrived on board, we still found, from
their cautious and timorous behaviour, that they were
under some unaccountable apprehensions; and an
uncommon degree of satisfaction was visible in their
countenances, on the .German's finding a person
amongst us, with whom he could converse. This was
Mr. Webber, who spoke that language perfectly well;
and at last, though with some difficulty, convinced
them, that we were Englishmen, and friends. M.
Port being introduced to Captain Clerke, delivered
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to him the Commander's letter, which was written in
German, and was merely complimental, inviting him
and hii officers to Bolcheretsk, to which place the
people, who· brought it, were to conduct us. M.
Port at the same time, acquainted him, that the Major
had conceived a very wrong idea of the size of the
ships, and of the service we .were engaged in; Ismoloft·
in his letteJ', having represented us as two small
English packet-boats, and cautioned him to be on
his guard; insinuating, that he suspected us to be no
better than pirates. In consequence of this letter,
he said there had been various conjectures formed
about us at Bolcheretsk: that the Major thought it
most probable we were on a trading scheme, and for
that reason had sent down a .merchant to us; but
that the officer, who was second in command, was of
opinion we were French, and come with some hostile
intention, and were for taking measures accordingly.
It had required, he added, all the Major's authority
to keep the inhabitants from leaving the town~ and
retiring up into the conntry; to so extraordinary a
pitch had their fears risen, from their persuasion that
we were French. .

Their extreme apprehensions of that nation were
principally occasioned, by some circumstances attend.
109 an insurrection that had p~pp(med at Bolcheretsk
a few years before, in which the c9mmander had lost
his life. We were informeq, that an exiled Polish
officer, named Beniowski, taking. advantage of the
confusion into which the town was thrown, had siezed
upon a galliot, then lying at the- entrance of the
Bolchoireka, and had forced on Doard a number of
'Russian sailors, sufficient to navigate her: that he
had put on shore a part of the crew at the Kourile
Islands; and, among the rest, Ismyloff, who, as the
reader willrecollect, had puzzled us exceedingly at
Oonalashka, with the his.tory of this transaction;
though, for want of under-standing his language, we
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eould not then make ont all the circumstances attend
ing it: that he· passed in sight of' Japan; made
Luconia; and was there directed how to steer to
CantOllj that arriving there, he had applied to the
French, and had got a passage in one of their India
ships to France: and that most of the Russians
had likewise returned to Europe in French ships)
and had afterward found their way to Petersburg.
We met with three of Beniowski's crew in the har
bour of Saint Peter and Saint Paul; and from them
we learnt the circumstances of the above story.

On our arrival at Canton, we received a farther
corroboration of the facts, from the gentlemen of the
English factory, who. told us, that a person had ar
rived there in a Russian galliot, who said he came
from. Kamtschatka ; and that he had been furnished
by the French factory with a passage to Europe.·

We could not help bein~ much diverted with the
fears and apprehensions of these good people, and
particularly with the account M. Port gave us of the.
serjeant's wary proceedings the day before. On
seeing me come on shore, in company with some
othergentlemen, he had made hirnand the merchant,
who arrived in the sledges we had seen come in the

'mornin'g, hide themselves in his kitchen, and listen
to our conversation with one another, in hopes that,
by this means, they might discover whether we were
really English or not.

As we concluded, from the commission and dress
of M. Port, that he mi~ht probably be the comman
der's secretary, he was received as such, and invited,
with his companion, the merchant, to dine with
Captain Clerke: and though we soon began to sus-

, pect, from the behaviour of the latter toward him,

, • It hath since appeared, from the 'account of Ker~uelen's
voyage, that this extraordinary person, who .had entered Into the
French service, was commander of a new settlement at Madagascar,
when Kerguelen touched there in 1774.

VOL. VII. N
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that he was only a common . servant, yet this being
no .time to sacrifice our little' comforts to our pride,
we prevented an explanation, ·by not suffering the
question to be put to him; and, in return for the
satisfaction we reaped from his· abilities as a linguist,
we continued to·let him live· on ·a footing of equality
with us.
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SCARCITY OF PROVIS~ONS AND STORES AT THE: HARBotrR 01'

SAINT 'PETER AND SAINT PAUL.-A PARTY SET OUT TO VISIT

THE COMMANDER AT BOLCHERETSK. - PASSAGE UP THE

nIVER AWATSKA.-ACCOUNT OF THEIR RECEPTION BY THE

TOION OF KARATCI:l:IN.-DF.:SCR,IP'l'ION OF A KAMTSCHADALE
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AFFECTING DEPARTURE FROM BOLcHERE'1'SJ{. - RETURN
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PETERSBURG.-HIS DEPARTURE AND CHARACTER.

BEING now enabled to converse with th~ Russians,
by the aid of our interpreter, with tolerable facility,
our first inquires were directed· to the means of pro
curing a supply of fresh provisions, and naval stores;
from the want of which latter article, in particular,
we had been for some time in great distress. On
inquiry, it appeared, that the whole stock of live
cattle, which the country about the bay could furnish,
amounted only to two heifers; and these the serjeant
very readily promised to procure u~. Our applications
were next made to the merchant~ but we found the
terms upon which he offered to serve us, so:exorbitant,
that Captain Clerke thought it necessary to send an
officer to visit the commander at Bolchetetsk, and to
inquire into the price ofstores at that place. Assoon as
this determination was communicated to M. Port, he
dispatched an express'to the commander, to inform

N ~
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him of our intentions, and at the same time, to clear
us from the suspicions that were entertained with
respect to the designation and purposes of our
voyage. ,

Captain Clerke having thought proper to fix on me
for this servrce, I received orders, together with Mr.
Webber, who was to accompany me as interpreter,
to be ready to set out the next day. It proved, how
ever, too stormy, as did also the 6th, for beginning
a journey through so wild and desolate a country;
but, ()R the 7th, the weather appearing more favour
able, we set out early in the morning in the ship's
boats, with a view to reach the entrance of the A wat
ska at high water, on account of the shoals with
which the mouth ofthat river abounds: here the coun
try boats were to meet us, and carry us ,up the· stream.

Captain Gore was now added to our. party, and we
were attended by Messrs. Port and Fedositsch, with
two Cossacks, and were provided, by our conduct
orll, with warm furred clothing; a precaution
which we soon found very necessary, as it began to
linow briskly just after we set out. At eight o'clock,
~eing stopped by sho~l water, about a mile from the
mouth of the river, some small Canoes, belonging to
the Kamtschadales, took up us and our baggage, and
carried us over a spit of sand, which is thrown up b.r
~he ra,pidity of the river, and which, they told us, was
continually shifting. When we had crossed this shoal,
the water again deepened; and here we found a com
modious boat, built and shaped like a Norway yaw],
ready to convey us up the river, together with canoes
for our baggage.

The mouth of the Awatska is about a quarter of a
mile broad; and as we advanced, it narrowed very
gradually. After we had proceeded a few miles, we
passed several branches, which we were told emptied
t4elllSelves into other parts of the bay; and that some
Qf those on. th~ left hand flowed into the Paratoupc~

r.iver. Its; gtlQer~J direction, f~om the bay" for the first
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ten miles, is to the north, aner which it turns to- the
westward: this bend excepted, it preserves, for the
most part, a straight course; and the country through·
which it flows, to the distance of near thirty miles,
from the sea, is low and flat, and subject to frequent
inundations. We were pushed forward by six men,.
with long poles, three at each 'end of the boat; two.
of whom were Cossacks, the others Kamtsahadales;
and advanced against a strong stream, at the rate; as
well as I could judge, of about three mites an hour.
Our Kamtschadales-bore this- severe labour, with great
stoutness, for ten hours; during which we .stopped
only once, and that fOr a short time, whilst they took
some little refreshment. As we- had been told, at our
first setting out in the morning, that we should eagily
reach an ostrog, call-ed Karatchin, the same night,
we were much disappointed to find ourselves, at sun·
set, ftneen miles from that place. This we attributed
to the delay occasioned in .passing the shoals we had
met with, both at the entrance of the river, and in
sever~l ether places, as we proceeded up it; for our
boat being the first that had passed up the river, the
guides were not acquainted with the situation of the
shifting sand.banks, and unfOrtunately the snow not
having. yet begun to melt, the shallowness-of the river
was at its extreme..

The fatigue our men had already undergone, ·and
the difficulty of navigating the river, which would
have been much increased by the darkness of the
night, obliged us to give up all thQughts of eontinu..
ing our journey that evening. Having therefore
found a place tolerably sheltered, and cleared it of
the snow, we erected a small marquee, which we had
brought with us; and, by the assistance of a brisk
fire, .and Borne good punch, passed the .night not very
unpleasantly. The only inconvenienc:e we laboured
under was, the being obliged to make the fire at some
distance from us. For, although the ground was, to
all appearance, dry enough before; yet when the fi~&

N S
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was lighted, it soon thawed all the parts round it into
an absolute puddle. We admired much the alertness
and expedition with which the KamtschaEfales ere£ted
our marquee, .and cooked our provisions,; but what was
most unexpe£ted, we found they had brought with
them their tea-kettles, considering it as the greatest of
hardships not to drink tea two OF three times a day.

We set out as soon as it was light in the morning,
and had not advanced far, before we were met by the
To;o1l, or chief of Karatchin, who had. been appri~ed

of our coming, and had provided canoes that were
lighter, and better contrived for navigating the higher
parts of the river. A commodious vessE(l, consisting.
of two canoes, lashed close together with cross spars,
lined with bear-skins, and furnished with fur cloaks.
was also provided for us. We now went on very
rapidly, the To;on"speople being both stout and fresh.
and remarkable for their expertness in this husiness.
At ten we got to the ostrog, the seat of his command"
where.we were received at the water-side by the Kamt.
schadale men and women, and some Russian servants
belonging to Fed9sitsch, whowereemployed in making
canoes. They were .all drest out in their best clothes.
Those of the women were pretty and gay, consisting
of a full 190serobe of white nankeen, gathered close
round the neck, and fastened' with a collar ofcoloured
silk. Over this they wore a short jacket, without
sleeves, made of different coloured nankeens, and
petticoats of a slight Chinese silk. Their shifts,.
which had sleeves down to the wrists, were also of
silk; and coloured silk handkerchiefs were bound
rouD<~ their. heads, concealing entirely the hair of the
mw:ried wqmen, whilst those who were unmarried,
brought the handkerchief under the hair; and suffered
it to flow loose, bebind.

This qstrog was pleasantly situated by tbe side ot'
~he river; and consisted of three log-houses;. three
Jourts, or houses made under ground; and nineteen
/xllagans, o~' Summer habitations. We were conducted

15
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I .

to the dwelling of the Toion., who was a plain· decent
man, . born of a Russian woman;· by a Kamtschadale
father.. His house, like all the rest in ihiscountry,
waS divided· into two apartments. A loog·narrow
table, with a- beach round -it, was all the furniture·:w.e
saw in the outer; .and' the household stuff of the

.inner, which was the kitchen, was· not'less simple- anti
scanty. But the kind attention ·of our ·host, and the
hearty welcome we received; more· than compensateci
tOr the poverty of hislodgiogs.- -

His wife proved an· excellent cook; and served 'Us
wit1tll8sh and game of.diffe'rent' sorts, andt"variou8
kinds of heath-berries, that had been kept since the
last year. Whilst we were at dinner in this miserable
hut, the guests of a people, with whose e~istence we
had before been scarce-acquainted, and·at<theextrem..
ity of the habitable globe, lJ.- solitary, hal~worn·pewi.
ter spoon, whose shape was familiap to U8, attracted
our attention;- and; .on examination, w~· fOlind it
stamped on-the- back with the·word·Lorulon. I can..
Dot pa.o;s over this' cireumstance· in- silences gut of
gratitude for-the many pleasant thoughts, the anxious
hopes, and tendel' remembrances iti 'ex.£itea· in·· us.
Those who have 6perienced the effects that long
absence and extreme distance from their native coun
try produce Of) the mind, will readily conceive the
pleasure such trifling incidents, can give. To· the phi
losopher and· the politician they may perhaps suggest
reflections of a different nature.

We were now to quit the 'river, and perform the
next'part of our journey on sledges; but the thaw
had been too powerful in the day-time, to allow us
to set out till the cold of the evening had again made
·the surface of the snow hard and firm. This gave us
an opportuntiy of· walking about the village, which
was the only place we had yet seen free fi'om snow,
since we landed in this' country. It stood upon a well
wooded flat, of about a mile and a half' in circum
ference. The leaves were just buddiDg~ and the

N4
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verdure of the whole scene was strongly contrasted
with the sides of the surrounding hills, which were
still covered with snow. As the soil appeared to me
very eapable of producing aU the common sorts of
garden vegetables, I was greatly surprized not to find
the smallest spot any where cultivated. If to this,
we add that none of the inhabitants were possessed
of cattle of any sort, nothing can be well conceived
more wretched than their situation must be during
the winter months. They were at this time remo.ving
from their jourts into their balaga'RS, which afforded
us an opportpnity of examining both these sorts of
babitations ; and they will be hereafter more particu
larly described. The people invited us into their
houses with great good humour; a general air of
eheerfulness and content was every where visible, to.
which the approaching change of f!ieason might pro
bably not a little contribute.

On our return to the Toion's, we found supper
jtrepared ror us, which differed in nothing from our for
mer repast; and concluded with our treating the Toion
and his wife with some of the spirits we had brought
with us, made into p.unch. Ca:ptain Gore, who l]ad
great generosity on all occasions, having afterward
made them some.valuable presents, they retired to
the kitchen, leaving us. in possession of the outward
room, where spreading our bear-skins on the benches,
we were glad to get a little repose; having settled
with our conductors to resume our iourney as soon as
the ground should be judged fit for travelling.

About nine o'clock the same ev.ening, we ·were
awakened by the melallcholy howlings of the dogs,
which continued all the time our baggage was lashing
upon the sledges; but. as soon as they were yoked,
and we were all prepared to set out, this chang~d

into a light cheerful yeJpi.n.g, which entirely ceased
the instant they marchec;l oft: But,. before we set out,.
the reader may ~xpect to be made more particularly
a¢quainted with t.,his curious mode of tr8tvelli.ng.
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I brought over with me one of these sledg~s, which
is now iIi the possession of Sir Ashton Lever. The

-body is about four feet and a half long, and a foot
wide, made in the form of a crescent, of' light tough
wood, stronglyboundtogetherwith wickerwork; which
in those b.elonging to the better sort of people is ele
gantly stained of a red and blue colour, and the seat
coveJ'ed with bear-skins, or· other furs. It is support
ed by four legs about two feet high, which rest on
two long flat pieces of' wood, five or six inches broad,
extending a foot at each end beyond the body of the

. sledge. These are turned up before in the manner
of a skate, and shod with the bone of some sea ani-. .

, ma].· The for~part of the carriage is ornamented
with thongs of .leather an~ tassels of' coloured cloth;
and from the cross bar, to which the harness is joined,
are hung links of' iron, ,or small bells, the jingling of
which they conceive to be encouraging to the dogs.
They are seldom used to carry more than one person
at a time, who sits aside,. resting his feet on the lower·
part of the sledge, and carrying his provisions and
other necessaries, wrapped up ina bundle behind
him. The dogs are usually five in number, )'oked
two and two, with a leader. The reins not being
fastened to the head of the dogs, but to the collar,
have little power over them, and are therefore gen
erally hung upon the sledge, whilst the driver depends
entirely on their obedience. to his voice for the di.
rection of them. With this view, the leader is always
trained up with a particular degree of' care and atten
tion, some of them rising to a most extraordinary
value on account of' their docility and steadiness;

.. in~omuch, that for one of these, I am well assured,
fotty roubles (or ten pounds) was no unusual pric.e.
The driver is also provided with a crooked stick,.
which answers the purpose .both of whip and reins;
as by striking it into the snow, he' is enabled to
moderate the speed of the dogs, or even to stop them
entirely; and when they are lazy, or otherwise inat..
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tentive _to- hiS vOlce~ he, chastizes them by throwing
it at them. Upon these occasions, their dexterity in
picking it up- again is very remarkahle, and ful'ms the
principal difficulty of their art. But it is indeed not
surprising, that they should labour to be skilful in a
practice upon which their safety so materially depends.
For they say, that if the driver should happen to lose
his stick, the dogs will instantly perceive it; and un
less their leader be of the, most sober and resolute
kind, they will immediately run a head full speed;
and never stop till they are quite spent. But as that
will not be the case SOOI1, it generally happens that
either the carriage is overturned, and dashed to pieces
against the trees; 01' they hUrry down some precipice;
and all are buried in the snow. The accounts that
were given us of the speed of these dogs, and of
their extraordinary patience of hunger and fatigue;
were scarcely credible, if they had not been sup
ported by the best authority. We were indeed our
selves witnesses of the great expedition with which
the messenger who had been dispatched to Bolcheretsk
with the news of our arrival, returned to the harbour
of St. Peter and St. Paul, though the snow was at this
time exceedingly soft. But I was informed by the
commander of Kamtschatka, that this journey was
generally performed in two days and a half; and that
he had once received an express from the latter place_
in twenty-three hours.

The dogs are fed during the winter on the offals
of dried and stinking fish; but are always deprived
of this miserable food a day before they set out on a
journey, and never suffered to eat before they reach
the end of it. We were also told, that it was not
unusual for them to continue thus fasting two entire
days, in which time'they would perform a journey of
one hundred and twenty. miles.· These dogs are in

- * Extraotdinary as this may appear, Kraschininikoff, whose
accouijt of Kamtschatka, from every thing that I saw, and had an
opportunity of comparing it with, 6eems to me to deserve entire
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shape somewhat like the Pomeranian breed, but
considerably larger. ,

As we did not choose to trust to our own skill,we
had each of us a man to drive and guide the sledge~

which, from the state the roads were now in, pmved
a very laborious business. For, as the thaw had
advanced very considerably in the valleys throug.h.
which our toad lay, we were under the necessity of
keeping along the sides of' the hills; and this obliged
our guides, who were provided with snow.shoes for
that purpose, to support the sledges, on the lower
side, with their shoulders, for several miles together~

I had a very good-humoured Cossack to attend me,
who was, however, so very unskilful in his business,
that we were overturned almost every minute, to the
great entertainment of· the rest .of the company.
Our party consisted, iu all; of ten sledges; that in
which Captain Gore was carried, was made of two
lashed together, and abundantly provided with furs
and bear-skins; it had ten dogs, yoked four abreast;
as had also some of those that were heavy laden with
baggage. ,

When we had proceeded about four miles, it begal~
to rain; which, added to the darkness of'the night,
threw us all into confusion. It was at last agreed,
that we should remain where we were till day-light;
and accordingly we caQle to anchor ~n the snow (for
I cannot better express the manner in which the

eredit; and whose authority I shall therefore frequently have re.
course to, relates installces of this kind that are much more sur
p~ising. ., Travelling parties," says he, ." are often ?veriaken
with dreadful storms of snow, on the approach' of which, they
drive with the utmost precipitation into the nearest waod, and. there
lU'e obliged to stay, till the tempest, which frequently lasts six .
or seven days, is over; the dogs remaining all this while quiet
lind inoffensive; except that sometimes, when prest by hunger,
they will devour their reins, and the other leathern parts of the
harness." . .

lli8tory and Description 0/ 1<amschatka, by Kraschininikr1f.
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Isledges were secured), and wrapping oucselves up in
our furs, waited patiently fQr the mOrning. About
three o'clock we were called on to set out, our guides
being apprehensive, that if we waited 10ngeF, we
might be stopped by the thaw, and neither be able to
proceed, nor .to return. Aiter encountering many
difficulties, whieh were principally occasioned by the·
had condition of the road, at two in the afternoon,.
we got safe to an ostrog, called Natcheekin, situated
on the side of a small stream, which falls into the
Bolchoireka, a little way below the town. The dis
tance between Karatchin and. Natcheekin is thirty~

eight wersts (or twenty-five miles);. and had the hard
frost continued, we should not, by their account"
have been more than four hours in. performing it;.
but the snow was so so&, that the dogs, almost at
every step, sunk up to their bellies;· and I was indeed..
much surprised at their being at all able to overcome·
the difficulties of so fatiguing a journey.

Natcheekin is a very inconsiderable ostrog, having
only one log-house, the l'esid~nce of the Toion;. five
balagans, and one jourt. We were received here·
with the same formalities, and in the same hospitable··
manner, as at Karatchin; and in the ai~erIIDon we
went to visit a remarkable hot spring, which is near
this village. We saw, at some distance" the steam
rising from it, as from a boiling caldron; and as we·
approached, perceived the air had a strong sulphu,.

. reous smell. The main spring· forms a bason of
about three feet in diameter; besides which, there
are a number of'lesser springs, of the same degree of
heat, in the adjacent ground; so that the whole spot,
to the extent of near an acre, was so hot, that we

- could not stand two minutes in the same place. The
water flowing from these springs is collected in a
smail b-athing pond, and afterward forms a little

'rivulet; which, at the distance of about 'an hundred
and fifty yards, falls into the river. The bath, they
told. us, had wrought great cures in several disorders,
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such as rheumatisms, swelled and contracted jointll,
and scorbutic ulcers. In the bathing.place the ther.
mometer stood at 100°, or blood heat; but in the
spring, after being immersed two minutes, it was r
above boiling spirits. The thermometer in the air,
at this time, was 34<°; in the river 40°; and in the
To;on's house 61,°. The ground where these springs
break out, is on a gentle ascent; behind which there
is a green hill of a moderate size. I am sorr)' I was
not sufficiently skilled in botany to examine the
plants, which seemed to thrive here with great lux.
uriance; the wild garlic, indeed, forced itself on our
notice, and was at this time springing up very
vigorously.

The next morning, we embarked on the Bol.
choireka in canoes; and, having the stream with us,
expected to be at our journey's end the day follow.
ing. The town of Bolcheretsk is about eighty miles
from Natcheekin; and we were informed, that, in
the summer season, when the river has been full and
rapid, from tbe melting of snow on the mountains,
the canoes had otten gone down in a single day; but
that, in its present state, we should probably be much
longer, as the ice had broken up only three days be.
fore we arrived'; and that our's would be the first
boat that had attempted to pass. This intelligence
proved but too true. We found ourselves greatly
impeded by the shallows; and though the stream in
many places ran with great rapidity, yet every half
mile, we had ripplings and shoals, over which we
were obliged to haul the boats. ,The country on
each side was very romantic, but unvaried; the river
running IJetween mountains ot' the most craggy and
barren aspect, where there was nothing to diversity
the scene; but now and then the sight ora bear, and
the flights of wild·fowl. So unintere&ting a passage
leaves me nothing farther to say, than that this and
the following night we slept on the hanks of the
river" under our '11I(lrq'ltee; and suffured very much
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from the severity of the weather, and the snow which
still remained on the ground. .

At day-light on the 1~th, we found" we had got
clear of' the mountains, and were entering a low ex
tensive plain, covered with shrubby trees. About
nine in the forenoon, we arrived at an ostrog, called
Opatchin; which is computed to be fifty miles from
Natcheekin, and is nearly of the same size as Karat
chin. We found here a serjeant with four Russian
soldiers, who had been two .days waiting for our
arrival; a.nd who immediately dispatched a light
boat to Bolcheretsk, with intelligence ofour approach.
We were now put into the trammels of' formality; a
canoe, furnished with skins and furs, and equipped in
a magnificent manner, was prepared for our reception,
in which we were accommodated much at our ease,
but to the exclusion of' the rest· of' our fellow-tra
vellers. It was with Bluch regret we found ourselves
obliged to separate from our old companion Monsieur
Port, whom we had observed to grow every day more
shy and distant, as we drew nearer the end of our
journey. Indeed, he had himself told us, before we
set out, that we paid him a respect he had no title
to; but as we .fo~nd him a yer~ !'10des~ and discr~et
man, we had" mSIsted on hIS hvmg WIth us durmg
the whole of our journey. The remainder of our
passage was performed with great facility and expe
dition, the river growing more rapid as we descended,
and less obstructed by shoals.

As we approached the capital, we were sorry to
observe, from an appearance of' much stir and bustle,
that we were to be received in form. Decent clothes
had been, for some time, a scarce commodity "amongst
us ; and olir travelling dresses were made up of' a
burlesque mixture of European, Indian, and Kamts
chatdale fashions. We theretore thought it would
be too ridiculous to make a parade in this trim
through the metropolis; ~f. Kamtschatka; and as we
saw a crowd collected on the banks of the river, and
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were told the commander would be at the water-'Side
to receive us, we stopped short at a soldier's house,
about a quarter of a mile from the town, from whence
we sent Port wit.h a message to his Excellency, ac..
.quainting him, that the moment we had put off our
travelling dresses, we would pay our respects to him
at his own house; and to beg he would not think of
waiting to conduct us. Finding, however, that he
persisted in his intentions of paying us this compli
ment, we lost no farther time in attiring ourselves,
but made aU the haste in our power to join him at
the entrance of' the town. J observed my compa
nions to be as awkward as I felt myself, in making
our first salutations; bowing and scraping being
marks of good-breeding that we had now, for two
years and a half~ been totally unaccustomed to.
The manner in 'which we were received by the com
mander, was the most engaging that could be con
ceived, and increased my mortification, at finding,
that he had almost entirely forgot the French lan
guage; so that the satisfaction of conversing with
him was wholly confined to Mr. Webber,' who 'spoke
the German, his native tongue.

In company with Major Behm, was Captain
Shmaleff, the second in command, and another officer
with the 'whole body of the merchants of .the place.
They conducted us to the commander's ,house,
where we were received by his lady with great civility,
and found' tea· and other refreshments prepared for
us. After the first compliments were over, Mr.
Webber was desired to acquaint the Major with the
object of our journey, with our want of.naval stores,
flour, and fresh provisions, and other nece~aries for
the ships' crews; and at the same time to assure him,
tha~ we were sensible, from what we had already seen
~f' the condition of the country about Awatska Bay,
we could not expect much a.~sistance from. him in
that quarter; that the impossibility of sending heavy
stores across the peninsula, during the prese~t season

•
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of th~ year, waR" but too apparent, fi'om the difficulties
we had met with in our journey; and that, long
before any material change could take place, we
should be under the neeessity of proceeding on our
voyage. We were here interrupted by the com~

mander, who observed, that we did not yet know
what they were capable of doing; that at least it "
was not his business to think of the difficulties of
supplying our wants, but only to learn what were the
articles we stood in need of, and the longest time we
could allow him for procuring them. After express
ing our sense of his obliging disposition, we gave him
a list of the naval stores, the number of cattle, and
the quantity of flour, we were directed to purchase,
and told him, that we purposed recommencing our
voyage about the 5th of June.

Our conversation afterward turned upon different
subjects; and it will naturally be supposed., that our
inquiries were principally directed to the obtaining
some information respecting our own country.
Having now been absent three years, we had flattered
ourselves with the certainty of receiving intelligence
from Major Behm, which could not fail of being
interesting; and I cannot express the disappointment
we felt, on finding," that he had no news to commu
nicate of a much later date than that of' our departure
fi-om England. "

About seven o'clock, the tommander, conceiving
we might be fatigued with our journey, and desirous
of taking some repose, begged he might Condllct us
to our lodgings. It was in vain that we protested
against a compliment which we had certainly no title
to expect, but that of being strangers; a circumstanc~

which seemed, in the opinion of this generous
Livonian, to counterbalance every other. consider
ation. In our way, we passed by two guard-houses,
where the men were turned out under arms. in Clom
pliment to Captain Gore; and were afterward brought
to a very neat and decent house, Which the major

•
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gave .1IS to understand.was to be,our residence,during
our stay. Two .sentinels were postedat t~le door:;
and in a house adjoining, there was ~ seIjeant's guard.

, Having shown us into our apartments, the, major.
took his leave, with a promise to see us the next day;
and we were left to find out, at our leisure; all the
conveniences that he had most amply provided for
us. A soldier, called a putpropersckack, whose rank
is between that of a seIjeant and corporal, along with
our fellow-traveller Port, were appointed to be QUI'

male ,domestics; besides whom, there was a house
keeper and a cook, who had orders to obey Port's
directions in dressing us a supper, according to our
own mode of cookery~ We received many civil
messages, in the course of the evening, f!"Om the
principal people of the town, purporting, that they
would not add to our fatigues, by paying their
respects to us at that time, but would wait on us in the
morning. Such well-supported politeness and atten
tion in a country so desolate and uncultivated, formed
a contrast exceedingly favourable to its inhabitants;
and to finish the piece .as it began, at sun-set the
serjeant came with the report ofhis guard to Captain
Gore. .

Early in the morning, we received the compliments
of the commander, of Captain Shmaleff, and of the
principal inhabitants of the town, who all honoured
us with visits soon after. The two first having sent
for Port, after we were gone to rest, and inquired of
him, what articles we seemed to be most in want of
on board the ships; we found them prepared 'to insist
on our sharing with the garrison under their com·
.mand, in what little stock of provisions they had
remaining. At the same time they lamented, that

. we had arrived at a season of the year, when there
was always the greatest scarcity of every thing
amongst th~m; the sloops not being yet arrived,
with their annual supply, from Okotsk..

W~ agre~d to accept 'the liberality of these hospit-
VOL. VII. . 0 ' . , "
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able stnmgers, with tbe best .grace we could; but on
condition, that we might be made acquainted with
the price of the articles we were to be supplied with;
and that Captain Clerke should give bills to the
amount, upon the V~ctualling-Office in London;
This the major positively remsed; and whenever it
was afterward urged, stopped us short, by telling us,
'he was certain, that he could not oblige his mistress
more, than in giving every assistance in his power to
her good friends and allies the English; and that it
would be a particular satisfaction to her, to hear, that
in so remote a part of the world, her dominions had
aft'ordee .any relief to ships engaged in such services
a8 ours; that he could not thecefore act so contrary
to, the character of his empress, as to accept of any
bills; but that, to accommodate the matter, he would
take;a bare attestation of the particulars, with which
we might be furnished; and that this he should trans
mit to his court, as a -certificate of having performed
his duty. I shall leave (he continued) to the two
-courts, all farther acknowledgments; but cannot
consent to accept ~y thing of' the kind alluded to.

When this matter was adjusted, he began to inquire
about our private wants, saying. he should consider
himseif as ill-used. if we had any dealings with the
merchants, or applied to any other person except

'himself.
In return for such singular generosity, we had little

to bestow but our admiration and our thanks. For
tunately, however, Captain Clerke had sent by me a
set of prints and map:; belonging to the last voyage
of Captain Cook, which he desired me to present in
his name to the commander, who being an enthusiast
in every thing relating to discoveries, received it with
a satisfaction which showed that, though a trifle,
nothing could have been more acceptable. Captain
Clerke had likewise entrusted me WIth a discre
tionary power of showing him a chart of the discove.
ries' made in the present voyage; and ~s I judged

•
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that a person in his situation and of his tum of mind
would be exceedingly gratified by a communication
of this sort, though out of delicacy he had forborne
to ask more than a few general questions on the sub
ject, I made no scruple to repose in him a confidence
of which his whole conduct showed him to be de
serving.

I had the pleasure to find that he felt this compli
ment as I hoped he would, and was much struck at
seeing in one view the whole of that coast, as well
on the side of Asia as on that of America, of' which
his countrymen had been so many years employed in
acquiring a partial and imperfect knowledge. •

Excepting this mark of confidence, and the set of'
prints .I have already mentioned, we had brought
nothing with us that was in the least worth his ac
ceptance; for it scarce deserves noticing that I pre
vailed on his son, a young boy, to accept of a silver
watch I happened to have about me, and I made his
little daughter very happy with two pair of'. ear-rings,
of French paste. Besides these trIfles, I left with
Captain Shmaleff the thermometer I had used on my
journey, and he promised me to keep an exact; re
gister of the temperature of the air for one year, and
to transmit it to Mr. MulJer, with whom he had the
pleasl,Jre of being acquainted. . .

We dined this day at the commander's, who, stu
dious on every occasion to gratify our curiosity, had,

• On this occasion, MeJor Behm permitted us to examine all
the maps and charts that were in his possession. Those relating
to the peninsula of the Tschutski were made in conformity to the
information collected by Plenisher, between the years 1760 and
1770. As the charts of Plenisher were afterward made use of,
~ccording to Mr. Coxe, in the compilation of the General Map of
Russia, published by the Academy in 1776, it may be necessary
to observe, that we found them exceedingly erroneous, and that
the compilers of the General Map seem to have been led into
some mistakes on his authority. Those in which the islands; oft
the coast of America were laid down we found to contain nothing
Ilew, and to be much leu accurate than those we saw at
Oonalashka. .

o ~
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besides a number' of dishes dressed in our own way,
prepared a great v~riety of others, after the Russian
and, Kamtschadale manner. The afternoon was em
ployed in taking a view of the tQwn and the adjacent
country. Bolcheretsk is situated in a low swampy
plain, that extends to the sea of Okotsk, being about
forty miles long, and of a considerable breadth. It
lies on the north side of the Bolchoi·reka (or great
rive'r), between the mouth of the Gottsofka and the
Bistraia, whioh here empty themselves into this river;
and the peninsula on which it stands has been separ
ated fi'om the continent by a large canal, the work
of the present commander, which has not only added

.much to its strength as a fortress, but has made it
much less liable than it was before to inundations.
Below the town the' river is from' six to eight feet
deep, and about ~ quarter of a mile broad. It emp
ties itself into the sea of Okotsk, at the distance of
twenty-two miles, where, according to Krasheninicoft;
it is capable ofadmitting vessels ofa considerable size.
There is no corn of any species cultivated in this part
of the country, and Major Behm informed me, that
his was the only garden that had yet been planted•
.The ground was for the most part covered with
'snow; that which was free from it appeared full of
small hillocks, of a black turfy nature. I saw about
twenty' or thirty cows, and the major had six stout
horses. These and their dogs are the only tame ani.

, mals they poss~ss; the necessity thel are under in
the present state of the country of keeping great
numbers of the latter, making it impossible to bring
up any cattle tha:t are not in size and strength a
match for them. For during the l'lummer season
their dogs are entirely let loose, and left to provide
for themselves, which makes them so exceedingly
,ravenous that they will sometimes even attack the
bullocks.

The houses in Bolcheretsk are all of one fashion,
being built of logs and thatched. That of the COlTI-
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mander is much larger than the rest, consisting of
three rooms of a considerable size, neatly papered,
and which might have been reckoned handsome if
the talc with which the windows .were covered had
not given them a poor and disagreeable aJ>pearance~

The town consists ot' several rows of low buitdings,
each consisting of five 01' six dwellings connected
together, with a long common passage running the
length of' them, on one side of which is the kitchen
and store-house, and on the other the dwelling apart
ments. Besides these are barracks for the Russian
soldiers and Cossacks, a well.looking church, and a
court-room; and at the end of the town a great num
ber of balagans, belonging to the Kamtschadales.
Th~ inhabitants taken altogether amollnt to between
five and six hundt'ed. In the evening the major
gave a handsome entertainment, to which the prin~

cipal people of the town of both ~exes were invited. •
The next'm8rning we applied privately to the

merchant Fedositsch, to purchase some tobacco for
the sailors, who had now been upward of a twelve
month without this favourite commodity. However
this, like all our other transactions of the same kind,
came immediately to the major's knowledge, and we

·were soon afier surprised to find in our house four
bags 'of tobacco, weighing upward of a hundred
pounds each, which he begged might be presented,
in the name of himself and the garrison under his
command, to our sailors. At the same time they
had sent us twenty loaves of fine sugar, and as many I

'pounds of tea, being articles they understood we were
in great want of: which they begged to be indulged
in presenting to the officers. Along with these;

. Madame Behm had also sent a present for Captain
'Clerke, consisting of fresh butter, honey, figs, rice~

and some other little things of the same kind,attended
'with many wishes that, in his infirm state of health~

they might be of service to him. It was in vain we
tried to oppose thi~, profusion of bounty, which I was

08
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,

~

really anxious to restrain, being convinced that they
were giving away not a share but almost the whole
stock of the .garrison. The con$tant answer the
major returned us on those occasions was, that we
had suifered a great deal, and that we must needs be
in distress. Indeed, the length of time we had been
out since we touched at any known port, appeared
to them so very incredible, that it required the testi
mony of our maps, and other corroborating circum
stances, to gain their belief. Amongst the latter
was a very curious fact which Major Behm related to
us this morning, and which he said but for our ar·
rival he should have been totally at a loss to account
fur.

It is well known, that the Tschutski are the only
-people of the north of Asia, who have maintained
their independence, and resisted all the attempts that
have been made by the Russians to reduce them.
The last expedition against them was undertaken in
the year 17"'0, and terminated, after various success,
in the retreat of the Russian forces, and the loss of
the commanding officer. Since that time, the Rus
sians had removed their frontier fortress from the An
adyr to the Ingiga, a river that empties itself into the
northern extremity of the sea of' Okotsk, and gives
its name to a gulf, situated to the west of that of
Pensbins~. From this fort, Major Behm had received
dispatches the day of our arrival at Bolcheretsk,
containing intelligence, that a tribe, or party, of the
Tschutski, had arrived at that place with propositions
of friendship, and a voluntary ofter of tribute; that
on enquiring into the cause of this unexpected alter
ationin their sentiments, they had informed his people,
that toward the latter end of the last summer, they'
had been visited by two very large Russian .boats;
that ther had been treated by the people who were in
them WIth the ~reatest kindness, and had e,ntered
into a league of friendship and amity with them; and
that relying on this friendly ~isposition,. they were

18
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now come to the Russian fort, in order to settle a
treaty, on such terms as might be acceptable to both
nations. This extraordinary history had occasioned
much speculation, both at Ingiginsk and Bolcheretsk;
and had we not furnished them with a key to it,
must have remained perfectly unintelligible. We
felt no small satisfaction in having, though accident
ally, shown the Russians, in this instance, the only
true way of. collecting tribute, and extending their
dominions; and in the hopes that the- good u.nder.~

standing which this event hath given rise to, mar. res
cue a brave people from the future invasions of' such
powerful neighbours.

We dined this day with Captain Shmaletf, and in
the afternoon, in order to vary our amusements, he
treated us with an exhibition of the Russian and
Kamtschadale dancing. No description can convey
an adequate idea of this rude and uncouth entertain
ment. The figure of the Russian dance was much
like those of our hornpipes, and was danced either
single, or by two. or four persons at a time. Theil'
steps were ~hort aDd quick, with the feet scarce raised
from the ground; the anns were fixed close to the
sides; the body being all the while kept upright and
immoveable, excepting when the parties passed each
other, at which time the hand was raised w.ith a quick
and awkward motion. But if the Russian dance was
·at the same time both unmeaning and ridiculous, the
Kamtschadale joined to the latter quality the most
whimsical idea that ever entered into any people's
heads. It is intended to represent the awkward and
clumsy gestures of t~e bear, which these people have
frequent opportunities of observing in a great variety
of. situations. It will scarcely be expected that I
should give a ~inute description of'· all the strange
postures which were exhibited on these occasions;
and I shall therefore only mention, that the body w~s

i always bowed, and the' knees bent, whilst the arms
o 4<
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were used in imitating the tricks' and attitudes of' that
animal.

As our journey to' Bolcheretsk had taken up more
time than we expected, and we were told that our
return might prove still more difficult and tedious, we
were under the necessity of acquainting the com
mander, this evening, with our intention of setting
out the next day. It was not without the utmost re..:
gret we thought of leaving our new acquaintance;
amI were therefore most agreeably surprised, when
the Major told us, that if' we could stay one day longer;
he would accompany us. He had, he said, made
up his dispatches, and resigned the command ofKamt
schatka to his successor Captain ShmalefF, and had
prepared every thing for his departure to Okotsk,
which was to take place in a few days; but that he
should feel great pleasure in putting off' his journey
a little longer, and returning with us to Saint Peter
and Saint Paul's, that he might himself be a witness of'
every thing being done for us, that it was in their
power to do.

In return for the few trifles I had given to the
children of Major Behm, I was next morning, the
15th, presented by his little boy, with a most mag
nificent Kamtschadale dress, whIch shall be described
in its proper place. It was of the kind worn by the
principal Toions of the country, on occasions of great
'ceremony; and, as I was afterwards told by Fedo
sitsch, could not have been purchased for one hundred

,and twenty roubles. At the same time, I had a pre
sent from his daughter of' a handsome sable muff.

We afterward dined with the .commander, who, in
order to let us see as much ofthe manners ofthe inhabi
tants, and of the customs of the country as our time
w'ould permit; invited the whole of the better sort of'
people in the village, to his house this evening. All the
,w~me'n appeared 'very splenOidly dressed after the
K'amtschadale fashion. The wives :of' Captain
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ShmalefF, and the other' officers of the garrison,
were prettily dressed, half in -the Siberian, and half
in ·the European mode; and Madame Behm, in order
to make the stronger contrast, had unpacked part of
her baggage, and put on a rich European dress. I
~as mu~h struck with the richness and v~riety .~f the.
s11ks whIch the women wore, and the smgularIty of
their habits. The whole was like some enchanted
scene, in the midst of' the wildest and most dreary
country in the world. Our entertainment again con':'
sisted of dancing and singing. ~

. The next morning being fixed for our departure~

we retired early to our lodgings, where the first things
we saw were three travelling dresses, made after the
fashion of the country, which the major had provided
'for us, who came himself' to our house soon after,
to see all our things packed up, and properly taken
care of. Indeed, what with his liberal presents, and
the' kindness of Captain Shmaleff, and many other
individuals, who all begged to throw in their mite,
together with the ample stock of provisions he had
sent us for our journey, we had amassed no inconsid
'erable load of baggage.

Early in the morning, every thing being ready for
'Our departure, we were invited. to call on Madame
Behm, in our way to the boats, and take our leave of
her. Impressed, as our minds were, with sentiments
of the warmest gratitude, by the attentive, benevo
lent, and generous treatment we had met with at
Bolcheretsk, they were greatly heightened, by the
affecting scene which presented itself to us, on
leaving our lodgings. All the soldiers and Cossacks
-belonging to the· garrison, were drawn up on one
hand, and the male inhabitants of the town,
dressed out in their best clothes, on the other; and,

.as soon as we came out of the house, the whole body
of'the people joined in a melancholy song, which, the

',major told -us, :it was usual, ·in ·that.country, -to sing
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on taking leave of their friends, In this'manner we
marched down .to· the commander's house, preceded
by the drums and music of the garrison, where we
were received by Madame Behm, attended by the
ladies, who were dressed in long silk cloaks, lined
with very valuable furs of different colours, whicb
made a most magnificent appearance. Af\er par- .
taking of' some refreshment, that was prepared for
us, we went down to the water side, accompanied by
the ladies, who now joined the song with the rest of
the inhabitants; and as soon as we had taken leave
of' Madame Behm, and assured her of the grateful
sense we should eve.... retain of the hospitality of Bol.:.
cheretsk, we found ourselves too much affected, not
to hasten into the boats with all the expedition we
could. When we put off, the whole company gave
us three cheers, which we returned from the boat;
and, as we were doubling a point, where for the last
time we saw our friendly entertaine~ they took their
farewell in another cheer.

We found the stream, on our return, so. exceed
ingly rapid that notwithstanding the Cossacks and
Kamtschadales used their utmost exertions, we did
not reach the first village, Opatchin, till the .evening
of'the 17th, which was at the rate of about twenty
miles a-day. We got to -Natcheekin on the 19th ;
and on the !lOth, we crossed the plain to Karatchin.
We found the road much better than when we had
passed it before, there having been a smart frost on
the night of the 19th. On the 21st, we proceeded
down the Awatska River; and, before it was dark,
got over the shoals which lie at the entrance .of the
b~y. During th~ whole course of our jouroer' we
were much pleased with the great good-wil with
which the Toio1lS, and their Kamtschada1e~, afl9r4~d

us their aJ8i$tan~, at the different Qstrogs tWough
which we p~d; and I could not but observe the
.pleasure th~t appear~d in their CpUD~p ..nc~ QD
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seeing the major, and their strong expresaions of
sorrow, on hearing he was so soon going to leave
them. .'

We had dispatched a messenger to Captain Clerke~

from Bolcheretsk, with an account of our reception,
and of the .major's i~~ntion. of returning .with us! at
the same tIme, appnzlDg him of the day he" might
probably expect to see us. We were therefore very
well pleased to observe, as we approached the har- .
bour, all the boats of the two ships coming toward us,
the men clean, and the officers as well dressed as the
scarcity of our clothing would permit. The major
was much struck at the robust and healthy appear
ance of the boats' crews, and still more at seeing most
of them without any other covering than a shirt and
trowsers, "although at the very moment it actually
snowed.

As Major Behm had expressed his intentions of
visiting tbe ships before he landed, as soon as we
arrived off the town, I desired to receive his com
mands; when remarking, that from the account we
had given of the very bad state of Captain Clerke's
health, it might be imprudent to di~turb hitn at so
late an hour (it being now past nine o'clock), he
thought it, he said, most adviseable to remain that
night on shore. Accordingly, after attending him to
the serjeant's house, I took my leave for the present,
and went on board to acquaint Captain Clerke with
my proceedings at Bolcheretsk. It was with the
utmost concern I found, that in the fortnight we had
been absent, this excellent officer was much· altered
for the worse, instead of reaping that advantage we
flattered ourselves he might, from the repose of the

. harbour, and the milk and vegetable diet with which
he was supplied.

As soon as I had dispatched this business, I re
turned to the major, and the next morning conducted
him to the ships i where, on his arrival, he was saluted
with thirteen guns, and received with every:other mark
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of distinction that it was in our· power to pay him.
He was attended by the commander of one of the
Russian galliots, the.maste~ of a sloop that lay in the
harbour, two merchant.s from Bolcheretsk, and the
priest of the neighbouring village of Paratounca, for
whom he appeared to entertain the highest respect;
and whom I shall hereafter have occasion to mention,
on account of his great kindness to Captain Clerke.

After visiting the captain, and taking a view of
both the ships, he returned to dinner on board the
Resolution; and, in the afternoon, the various cu
riosities we had collected in the course of our voyage,
were shown him, and a complete assortment of every
article presented to him by Captain Clerke. On this
occasion I must not pass over an instance of great
generosity and gratitude in the sailors of both ships;
who, when they were told of the handsome present
of tobacco that was made them by the major, desired,
entirely of their own accord, that their grog might
be stopped, and their allowance of spirits presented,
on their part, to the garrison of' Bolcheretsk, as they
said they had reason to conclude that brandy was
scarce in the country, and would be very acceptable
·to them, since the soldiers on shore had offered four
·roubles a bottle for it. We, who knew how much .
the sailors always felt, whenever their allowance of
grog was stopped, which was generally done in warm
weather, that they might have it in a greater propor
tion ,in cold, and that this offer would deprive them
of'it during the inclement season we had to expect in
our next expedition to the north, could n9t but admire
so extraordinary a sacrifice; and that they might not
suffer by jt, Captain Clerke, and the rest of the
-officers, substituted in the room of the very small
quantity the major could be prevailed on to accept
the same quantity of' rum. This, with a dozen or
·two of Cape .wine, for Madame Behm, and !iuch
other little -presents as were in our power to bestow,
-were .accepted .in. the .most .obliging'manner. '. The
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next morning the tobacco was divided between the
crews of the two ships, three pounds being allotted
to every man that chewed or smoked tobacco, and
one pound to those that did not.

I have before mentioned, that Major Behm had
resigned the command of Kamtschatka, and intended
to set out in a short time for Petersburg; and he now
offered to charge himself' with any dispatches we
might trust to his care. This was an opportunity not
to be neglected; and accordingly Captain Clerke
acquainted him, that he would take the liberty of
sending by him some papers relating to our voyage,
to be delivered to our ambassador at. the Russian
court. Our first intentions were to send only a small
journal of onr proceedings; but afterward Captain
Clerke being persuaded that the whole account of
our discoveries might safely be trusted to a person.
who had given snch stt'iking proofs both of his public
and private virtues; and considering that we had a
very hazardous part of the voyage still to· undertake~
determined to send, by him, the whole of the journal
of our late commander, with that part of hIS own,
which completed 'the period from Captain Cook's
death, till our arrival at Kamtschatka; together with
a chart of all our discoveries. Mr. Bayly and myself~

thought it also proper to send a general account of
our proceedings to the board of longitude; by which
'precautions, if any misfortune had afterwaru .befallen
us, the Admiralty would have been in possession, of-a
complete history of the principal facts of our voyage.
It was also determined, that a smaller packet should be
sent byan express fromOkotsk, which, the major said,
if he was fortunate in his passage to that port, would
reach Petersburg by December, and that he himself
should he there in February or March•
. . During the three following days, the major was
entertained alternately, in the two ships, in the best
-manner we were able. On the ~5th, he - took- his
Jeave, and was'saluted with 'thirteen guns; and,the
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sailors, at their own de.~ire, gave him three cheers.
The next morning, Mr. Webber and myself attended
him a few miles up the Awatska River, where we
met the Russian priest, his wife and children, who
were waiting to take the last farewell of their com
mander.

It was hard to say, whether the good priest and
his family, or ourselves, were most affected on taking
our leave of' Major Behm. Short as our acquaintance
had been, his noble and disinterested conduct had
inspired us with the highest respect and esteem for
him; and we could not part with a person to whom
we were under such obligations, and whom we had
little prospect of ever seeing again, without feeling
the most tender concern. The intrinsic value of
the private presents \\;e received fi'om him, exclusive
.of the stores which might be carried to a public
account, must have amounted, according to the cur-
rent price of articles in that country, to upward of
two hundred pounds. But this generosity, extraor
dinary as it must appear in itself, was exceeded by
the delicacy with which all his favours were con
ferred, and the artful manner in which he endeavoured
to prevent our feeling the weight of obligations,
which he knew we had no means of' requiting. If
we go a step further, and consider him as supporting
a public character, and maintaining the honour of a
great s~vereign, we shall find a still higher subject of
admiration, in the just and enlarged $entiments by
which he was actuated. U The service in which you
are employed," he would often say, " is for the ge
neral advantage of mankind, and therefore gives you
a right, not merely to the offices of humanity, but to
the privileges of citizens, in whatever country you
may be thrown. I am sure I am acting agreeably to
the wi.hes of my mistress, in affording you all the
relief in our power; and I cannot forget either her
character, or my,own honour, so much, as to barter
for the performance of a duty." At other times, he
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would tell us, that he was particularly desirous of
setting a good example to the Kamtschadales, who,
he said, were but just emerging from a state of bar
barism; that they looked up to the Russians as their
patterns in every thing; and that he had hopes they
might in future look upon it as a duty incumbent
upon them to assist strangers to the utmost of their
power, and believe, that such was th e universal
practice of civilized nations. To all this must be
added, that, after having relieved, to the utmost of
his abilities, all our present distresses, he showed
himself not much less mindful of onr future wants ;
and, as he supposed it more than probable we should
not discover the passage we were in search of, and
therefore should return to Kamschatka in the fall of
the year, he made Captain Clerke give him a list of
what cordage and flour we should want, and pro
mised they should be sent from Okotsk, and wait
our arrival. :For the same purpose, he gave Captain
Clerke a paper, enjoining all the subjects of the em
press, whom we might happen to meet, to give us
every assistance in their power.
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CHAP. III.

l\IA Y,

CONTINUATION OF TRANSACTIONS I" THE HARBOUR OF ST.

PETER AND ST. PAUl.. - ABUNDANCE OF FISH. - DEATH

OF A SEAMAN BELONGING '1'0 THE RESOLUTION. - THE

RUSSIAN HOSPITAL PUT UNDER THE CARE' OF THE SHIPS'

SURGEONS. -SUPPLY OF FLOUR AND CATTLE.-CELEBRA·

TION OF THE KING'S BIRTH-DAY. - DIFFICULTIES IN

SAILING OUT OF THE BAY. -ERUPTION OF A VOLCANO.

STEER TO THE NORTHWARD. - CHEEPOONSKOI NOSS.

ERRORS OF THE RUSSIAN CHARTS.- KAMTSCHATSKOI NOSS.

-OLUTORSKOI NOSS.-TSCHUKOTSKOI NOSS.-ISLAND OF

ST. LAURENCE. - VIEW, FROM THE SAME POINT, OF THE

COASTS' OF ASIA AND AMERICA, AND THE ISLANDS OF 'ST.

DIOMEDE. - VARIOUS ATTEMPTS TO GET TO THE NORTH,

BETWEEN THE TWO CONTINENTS. -OBSTRUCTED BY IM

PENETRABLE ICE. -SEA-HORSES AND WHITE BEARS KILLED.

- CAPTAIN CLERKE'S DETERMINATION, AND FU'l'URE DE

SIGNS.

HAVING concluded the last chapter with an account
of our return from Bolcheretsk, accompanied by
Major Behm, the Commander of Kamtschatka, and
of his departure; I shall proceed to relate the trans
actions that passed in the harbour of St. Peter and St.
Paul during our absence. On the 7th of May, soon
after we had left the bay, a large piece of ice drove
across the cut-water of the Resolution, and brought
home the small bower anchor. This obliged them to
weigh the other anchor, and moor again. The car
penters, who were employed it) stopping the leak,
were obliged to take off a great part of' the sheathing
from the bows, and found many of the trunnels so
very loose and rotten, as to be easily drawn out with
the fingers. .'
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On the 11th they had heavy gales from the north.
east, which obliged both the ships to strike yards and
topmasts; but in the afternoon, the·weather being
more moderate, and the ice having drifted away as
far as the mouth of the harbour of St. Peter and St.
Paul,. they warped close to the shore for the greater
convenience of' watering and wooding, and again
moored as before, the town bearing north half west,
half a mile distant, and the mouth of the bay shut in
by the southernmost point of Rakowina harbour,
south.

The next day, a party was sent on shore to cut
wood, but made little progress on account of the
snow, which still covered the ground. A convenient
spot was cleared'away abreast of the ships, where
there was a fine run of water, and a tent being erected
for the cooper, the empty casks were landed, and the
sail-makers sent on shore. .

On the 15th, the beach being clear of ice, the
people were sent to haul the seine, and caught an
abundant supply of fine flat fish for both the ships'
companies. Indeed from this time~ during the whole
of our stay in the harbour, we were absolutely over
powered with the quantities of fish which came in
from every quarter. The Toions both of this town
and of Paratounca, a village in the neighbourhood,
had received orders from Major Behm to employ all
the Kamtschadales in our service, so that wefre.
quently could not take into the ships the presents
that were sent us. They consisted in general of flat
fish; cod, trout, and he~ng. These last, which were
in their full perfection, and of' a delicious flavour,
were exceedingly abundant in this bay. The Dis
covery's people surrounded at one tjme so great a
quantity in their seine, that they were obliged to
tbrow a vast number out, lest the net should be
broken to pieces; and the cargo they landed was
afterward so plentiful, that besides a sufficient store
for immediate uae, they filled as many casks as they'

VOL. VII. P
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could spare for' salting; and after sending to the Re
solution a sufficient quantity for the same purpose,
they left several bushels behind on the beach.

The snow now began to disappear very rapidly,
and abundance of wild garlic, celery, and nettle-tops
were gathered for the use of the crews, which being
boiled with wheat and portable soup, made them a
wholesome and comfortabl~ breakfast, and with this
they were supplied every morning. The birch trees
were also tapped, and the sweet juice, which they
yielded in great quantities, was constantly mixed
with the men's allowance of' brandy.

The next day, a small bullock, which had been
procured for the ships' companies by the serjeant,
was killed, and weighed two hundred and seventy
two pounds. It was served out to both crews for
their Sunday's dinner, being the first piece of fresh
beef they had. tasted since 6ur departure from the
Cape of Good Hope in December, 1776, a period of
near two years and a half.

This evening died John Macintosh, the carpenter's
mate, afler having laboured under a dysentery ever
since OUf departure from the Sandwich' Islands: he
was a very hard-working quiet man, and much re
gretted by his mess-mates. He was the fourth person

. we lost by sickness during the voyage, but the first
who could be said, from his age and the constitu
tional habits of hiabody, to have had on our setting
out an equal chance with the rest of' his comrades:
Watman we supposed to be about sixty years of' age;
and Roberts and Mr. Anderson, fro~ the decay
which had evidently commenced before we len
England, could not, in all probability, under any cir
cumstances, have lived a greater length of time than
they did.

1 have already mentioned that Captain Clerke's
health continued daily. to decline, notwithstanding
the salutary change of diet which the country of
K~mtschatk~ afforded him. The priest· of Para-
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tounca, as soon -as he heard of the infirm state he
was in, supplied him every day with bread, milk,
fresh butter, and fowls, though his house was sixteen
miles from the harbour where we lay. .

<;In C?ur first arrival, we found the Russian hospital,
whIch IS near the town of St. Peter and St. Paul, in
a condition truly deplorable. All the soldiers were,
more or less, affected by the scurvy, and a great
many in the last stage of that disorder. The rest of
the Russian inhabitants were also in the same condi.
tion; and we palticularly remark~d that our friend
the setjeant, by making too free with the spirits we
gave him, had brought on himself in the course of a
few days, some of the most alarming symptoms of'
that malady. In this lamentable state, Captain
Clerke put them all under the care of our surgeons,
and ordered a supply of sour krout, and malt for
wort, to be furnished for their use. It was astonish.
ing to observe the alteration in the figures of almost
every person we met on our return from Bolcheretsk;
and 1 was informed by our surgeons that they attri
buted their speedy recovery principally to the effects
of the sweet wort.

On the 1st of June we got on board. two hundred
and fifty poods, or nine thousand pounds' weight of
rye flour, with which we were supplied from the
stores of St. Peter and St. Paul's, and the Discovery
had a proportional quantity. The men were imme
diately put on full allowance of bread, which they
had not been indulged in since our leaving the Cape
of Good Hope. The same day our watering was
completed, having got on board sixty-five tons•.

On the 4th we had fresh breezes and hard rain,
wbich disappointed us in our design of dressing the
ships, and obliged us to content ourselves with filling
twenty.one guns in honour of the day, and celebrat.
ing it in other respects in the best manner we were
able. Port, who was left with us on account of his
skill in languages, behaved himself with so much

P ~
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modesty and discretion, that as soon as his master
was gone he was no longer Jean Port, but Monsieur
Port, the interpreter, and partook, as well as the
serjeant (in his capacity of commander of the place),
ofthe entertainment of the day. Our worthy friend
the priest of Paratounca having got intelligence of
its being our king's birth-day, gave also a sumptuous
feast, at which some of our gentlemen were present,
who seemed highly delighted with their entertain
ment, which consisted of abundance of good eating
and drinking, together with dancing.

On the 6th, twenty head of cattle were sent us by
the commander's orders from the Verchnei ostrog,
which is situated on the river Kamtschatka, at the
distance of near a hundred miles from this place, in
a direct line. They were of a moderate size; and,
notwithstapding the Kamtschadales had been seven
teen days in driving them -down to the harbour, arrived
in good condition. The four following days were
employed in making ready for sea, and on the 11th,
at two in the morning, we began to unmoor; but before
we had got one anchor up, it Llew so strong a gale
from the north-east, that 'we kept fast, and moored,
again, conjecturing, from the position -of the entrance
of the bay, that the current of ~ind wouldset up
the channel. Accordingly, the pinnace being sent.
out to examine the passage, returned with an account
that the wind blew strong from the soud_east, with
a great swell, setting into the bay, which would have
made any attempt to get to sea very hazardous. .

Our friend Port now took his leave of us, and car
ried with him the box with our journals, which was to
go by the major, and the packet that was to be sent
express. On the I ~th, the weather being moderate,
we began to unmoor again; but, after breaking the
messenger, and reeving a running purchase with a,
six-inch hawser, which also broke three times, we
were obl'iged at last, to heave a strain at low water,
and wait for the flowing of the tide to raise the anchor.:
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This project succeeded; but not without damaging
the cable in the wake of the hawse. At three, we
weighed the best bower, and set sail; and, at eight;
having little wind, and the tide making against us,
we dropped anchor again in ten fathoms, off the
mouth of Rakowina har.bour; the ostrog bearing
north by east half' east, two miles and· a half distant;
the needle rocks on the east side of the passage south
south-east half east, and the high rock, on the west
side of the passage, south. :
. On the 18th, at four in the morning, we got under
weigh with the ebb tide; and, there being a dead
calm, the boats were sent ahead to tow the ships.
At ten, the wind springing up from the south-east by
south, and the tide having turned, we were again
obliged to drop anchor in seven fathoms; the Three
Needle Rock!! bearing south half east'; and the ostrog
north half east, at the distance of one mile from the
nearest land. After dinner, I went with Captain
Gore on shore, on the east side of the passage,
where we saw, in two different places, the- remains of
extensive villages; and on the side of the hill, an old
ruined parapet, with four or five embrasures. It
commanded the passage up the mouth of the bay;
and, in Beering's time, as he }:limself mentions, had
guns mounted on it. Near this place" were the ruins
of some cayerns under ground, which we supposed to
have been magazines. '

At six in the aftemoon we weighed with the ebb
tide, and turned to windward; but at eight, a thick
fog arising, we were obliged to bring-to, as our
soundings could not afford us a sufficient direction
for steering between several sunk rocks, which lie on
each side of the passage we had to make. In the

-morning of the 14th, the fog clearing away, we
weighed as soon as the tide began to ebb; and, hav.
ing little wind, sent the boats ahead to tow; but,
at ten o'c1ock~ both the wind and tide set in so strong
frOID the sea,· that we were again obllged to drop

P 3 .
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anchor in thirteen fathoms, the high rock bearing
west one quarter south, distant three quarters of' a
mile. We remained fast for the rest of'the day, the
wind blowing fresh into the mouth of'the bay; and,
toward evening, the weather had a very unusual ap
pearance, being exceedingly dark and cloudy, with
an unsettled shifting wind.

Before day-light on the 15th, we were surprised
with a rumbling noise, resembling distant hollow
thunder; and when the day broke, we found the
decks and sides of' the ,ships covered with a fine dust
like emery, near an inch thick. The air, at the same
time, continued loaded and darkened with this sub
stance; and, toward the 'Volcano mountain, situated
to the north of' the harbour, it was so thick and black,
that we could' not distinguish the body of the hill.
About twelve o'clock, and, during the afternoon, the
explosions became louder, and were followed by
showers of cinders, which were, in general, about the
size ofpeas ; though many were picked up from the
deck larger than a ha~el-nut. Along with the cin
ders fell several small stones, which had undergone
no change from the action of fire. In the evening
we had dreadful thunder and lightning, which, with
the darkness of the atmosphere, and the sulphureous
smell of the air, produced altogether a most awful
and terrifying effect. We were, at this .time, about
eight leagues from the foot of the mountain.

On the 16th, at day.light, we again weighed an
chor, and stood out of the bay; but the ebb.tide
setting across the passa.ge upon the eastern shore, and
the wind falling, we were driven very near the Three
Needle Rocks, which lie on that side of'the entrance,
and obliged to hoist out the boats, in order to tow
the ships clear of them. At noon we were two.
leagues from the land, and had soundings with forty
three fathoms of line, over a bottom ofsmall stones,.
of the same" kind with those which fell'on our decks,
aftel' the eruption of the 'Vokano i but whether they
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bad been left there by the last, or by some former
eruptions, we were not able to determine.

The aspect of the country was now very different
from what it had been on our first arrival. The
snow, excepting what remained on the tops of some
very high mountains, had disappeared; and the sides
of the hills, which, in many parts, were well wooded,
were covered with a beautiful verdure.

As it was Captain Clerke's intention to keep as
much in sight of the coast of Kamtschatka as the
weather would permit, in order to determine its posi
tion, we continued steering to the north north-east,
with light and variable winds, till the 18th. The
'Volcano was still seen throwing up immense volumes
of smoke; and we had no soundings with one hun
dred and fifty fathoms, at the distance offour leagues
from the shore.

On the 18th, the wind fi-eshening from the south,
the weather became so thick and hazy, as to make it
imprudent to attempt any longer to keep in sight of
the land. But that we might be ready to resume
our survey, whenever the fogs should disperse, we
ran on in the direction of the coast, as laid down in
the Russian charts, and fired signal guns for the Dis
covery to steer the same course. At eleven o'clock,
just before we lost sight of the land, Cheepoonskoi
Noss, so called by the Russians (a description of
which, as well as the coast between it and Awatska
Bay, will be given hereafter), hore north north-east,
distant seven or eight leagues.

On the flOth, at three in the morning, the weather
having cleared up, we stood in toward the land; and
in an hour's time saw it ahead, extending fi-om north
west to north north-east, distant about five leagues.
The north part we took to be Kronotskoi Noss; its
position in the Russian charts agreeing nearly with
our reckoning as to its latitude, which was 540 4!t' ;.
but in longitude we differed from them considerably,
they placing it 1° 48' E. of Awatska; whereas~ our

p 4
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reckoning, corrected by the time-keepers and lunar
observations, makes it SO 84' E. of that place, or
1620 17' E. from Greenwich. The land about this
cape is very high, and the inland mountains were still
covered with snow. The shore breaks oft'in steep
cliffil, and' the coast is without any appearance of
inlets or bays. We had not been long gratified with
this sightof the land, when the wind freshened from the
south-west, and brought on a thick fog, which obliged
us to stand off to the north-east by east. The wea
ther clearing up again at noon, we steered toward the
land, expecting to fall in with Kamtschatskoi Noss,
and had sight of it at day-break of the ~1 st, . .. .

The southerly wind was soon afier succeeded by a
light breeze blowing ofl'the land, which prevented our
approaching the coast sufficiently near to describe its
aspect, or ascertain with accuracy, its direction. At
~oon, our latitude, by observation, was 55° 5~,

and longitude (deduced from a comparison of many
lunar observations, taken near _this time, with the
#me-keepers), 163° 50'; the extremities. of the .land
bearing N. W. by W. three quarters W" andN;.by
W. three quarters W., the nearest patt about eight
leagues distant. At nine o'clock in the evening,
having approached about two leagues nearer the
coast, we found it formed a projecting peninsula,
extending about twelve leagues in a direction nearly
N. and S. It is level and of a moderate height,
the southern extremity terminating in a low sloping
point; that to the north forming a steep bluff head;
and between them, about four leagues to. the south.
ward of the northern cape, there is a considerable
break in the land. On each side of this break the

, land is quite low; beyond the opening rises a remark.
able saddle-like hill; and a chain-of high mountains
covered with snow, ranges along the back of the
whole peninsula. -

As the coast runs in an even direction, we were at
a great loss where to place ,KamtschatskoiNoss, which.

15
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according to Muller, forms a projecting point about
the middle of the peninsula, and which certainly
does not exist; but I have since found, that in the
general map published by the· Academy of Peters
burgh in 1776, that name is given to the southern
cape. This was found by several accurate observations,
to be in latitude 560 3', longitude 1630 20'; the
difference in longitude from the Russian charts, being
the same as at Kronotskoi Noss. The variation of
the compass at this· time was 10° E. To the south
ward of this peninsula the great river Kamtschatka
falls into the sea. .

.As the season was too far advanced to admit of our
making an accurate survey of the coast of Kamt
schatka, it was Captain Clerke's plan, in our run to
Beering's Straits, to determine principally the posi
tions of the projecting points of the coast. We
therefore directed our course across an extensive bay,
laid down between Kamtschatskoi Noss and Olutor
skoi Noss, intending to make the latter; which, ac
cording to the Russian geographers, terminates the
peninsula called Kamtschatka, and becomes the
southern boundary of the Koriaki country.

On the 22d, we passed a dead whale, which emit
ted a horrid stench, perceivable at upward of a
league's distance; it was covered with a great num
ber of sea-birds, that were feasting on it.

On the ~4th, the wind, which had varied round
the compass, the three preceding days, fixed at S. W.
and brought clear weather, with which we continued
our course to the N. E. by N., across the bay, with
out any land in sight.. ;

This day we saw a great number of guUs, and were
.witnesses to the disgusting mode of feeding of the
arctic gull, which, has procured it the name of the
parasite, and which, if the reader is not already
acqpaintedwith it, he will find in the note below.·

• This bird, which is somewhat larger than the common gull,
pursues the latter kind whenever it meets them; the gull, after
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()P the flOth, at one o'clock in the afternoon, being
in latitude 59° 1!l', longitude 168° 35', the wind
freshening from the same quarter, a thick fog suc
ceeded; and this unfortunately just at the time we
expected to see Olutorskoi Noss; which, if Muller
places it right in latitude 59° 80', and in longitude
167° 36', could only have then been twelve leagues
from us; at which distance land of a moderate height
might easily have been seen. But if the same error
in longitude prevails here, which we have hitherto
invariably found, it would have been much nearer
us, even before the fog came on; and as we saw no
appearance of land at that time, it must 'either have
been very low, or there must be some mistake of
latitude in Muller's account. We tried sounding~

but had no gronnd with one hundred and sixty fa
thoms of line.

The weather still thickening, and preventing a
nearer approach to the land, at five we steered E. by
N., which is somewhat more easterly than the Rus
sian charts lay down the trending of the coast from
Olutorskoi Nuss. The next day we had a fresh gale
from the S. W., which lasted till the 27th at noon,
when the fogs clearing away, we stood to the north.
ward, in order to make the land. The latitude at
noon, by observation, was 59° 49', longitude 1750

48'. Notwithstanding we saw shags in the fore
noon, which are supposed never to go far from land,
yet there was no appearance of it this day; but on
the !l8th, at six in the morning, we got sight of it
to the N. W. The coast shows itself in hills of a
moderate height; but inland, others are seen to rise
considerably. We could observe no wood, and the
snow lying upon them in patches, gave the whole a
very barren appearance. At nine, we were about ten

flying for some time, with loud screams and evident marks of great
terror, drops its dung; which its pursuer immediately darts at, and
catches before it falls into the sea.
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miles from the shore, the southern extremity bearing
W. by S., six leagues distant, beyond which the coast
appeared to trend to the westward. This point being
in latitude 61 0 48', longitude 1740 48', lies, according
to the Russian charts, near the mouth of the river
Opuka. At the same time, the ~orthern extreme
bore N. by W.; between which and a hill bearing
N. W. by W. a quarter W., and at ·this distance ap
pearing to us like an island, the coast seemed to bend
to the westward, and form a deep bay.

About eight miles from land, we perceived our4
selves in a strong rippling; and being apprehensive
of foul ground, we bore away to the N. E., along the
shore; notwithstanding, on heaving the lead, we found
regular soundings of twenty-four fathoms, over a
gravelly bottom; from whence we concluded, that
this appearance was occasioned by a tide, at that time
running to the southward. At noon, the extremes
of the land bearing W. S. W. three quarters W., and
N. N. E. three quarters E., distant from the nearest
shore four leagues, we were abreast of the low land,
which we now perceived to join the two points, where
we had before expected to find a deep bay. The
coast bends a little to the westward, and has a small
inlet, which may probably be the mouth of some
trifling stream. Our latitude,. by observation, was
61 0 56', and longitude 175 0 48', and the variation of
the compass 17° 8<Y E.

We continued during the afternoon to run along
the shore, at the distance of four or five leagues,
with a moderate westerly breeze, carrying regular
soundings from twenty-eight to thirty-six fathoms.
The coast presented the same barren aspect as to the
southward, the hills rising considerably inland, but to
what height the clouds on their tops put it out of our
power to determine. At eight in the evening, land
was thought to have been seen to the east by north,
on which we steered to the southward of east, but it
turned out to be only a fog-bank. At midnight, the
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extreme point bearing north-east a. quarter east, we'
supposed it to be Saint Thadeus's Noss; to the south
ward of which the land trends to the westward, and
forms a deep bight, wherein, according to the Rus
sian charts, lies the river Katirka.

On the 29th the weather was unsettled and va
riable, with the wind fi"om the north-east. At noon
of the 30th, our latitude by observation was 61 0 48',
and longitude 1800 0', at which time Saint Thadeus's
Noss bore north-north-west, twenty-three leagues dis
tant, and beyond it we observed the coast stretching
almost directly north. The most easterly point of
the Noss is in latitude 62050', and longitude 1790 0',
being 3~0 more to the east than what the Russians
make it. The land about it must be of a considerable
height, from its being seen at so great a distance.
During the t,,'o last days, we saw numbers of whales,
large seals, and sea-horses; also gulls, sea-parrots,
and albatrosses. We took the advantage of a little
calm weather to try for fish, and caught abundance
of fine cod. The depth of water from sixty-five to
seventy-five fathoms.

On the "1St· of' July at noon, Mr. Bligh having
moored a small keg with the deep-sea lead in seventy
five fathoms, foiuld the ship made a course north by
east half a mile an hour. This he attributed to the
effect of a long southerl? swen, and not to that of
any current. The wind freshening from the south- .
east toward evening, we" shaped our course to the
north-east by east for the point called in Beering's
chart Tschukotskoi Noss, which we had observed on
the 4th of September last year, at the same time that
we saw to the south-east the island of' Saint Lau
rence. This Cape and Saint Thadeus's Noss form
the north-east and south-west extremities of the large
and deep Gulf of' Anadir, into the bottom of \vhich"
the river· of that name empties itself~ dividing as it
J;:h~t8~?e country of the Koriacs fr~" _~~~~. ;of~
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On the Bd at noon the ·latitude, by observat~on,

was 680 83', and the longitude 1860 45'; half an
hour after which we got sight of the Tschukotskoi
Noss, bearing north half west, thirteen or fourteen
leagues distant, and at five in the afternoon saw the
island of' St. Laurence. bearing east three quarters
north; and another island a little to the eastward of
it, which we supposed to be between Saint Laurence
and Andl(rson's Island, about six leagues easto-south
east of the former. As we had no certain account
of this island, Captain Clerke was desirous of a
nearer prospect, and immediately hauled the wind
toward it; but unfortunately we were not able to

'weather the island of Saint Laurence, and were,
therefore under the necessity of bearing up again,
and passing them all to the leeward. ." ,

'Ve had a better opportunity of settling the longi
tude of' the island Saint Laurence when we last saw
it, than no~. But seeing it at that time but once,.
and to the southward, we could only determine its·
latitude so far as we could judge of distances,
whereas now the noon observations enabled us to
ascertain it correctly, which is 630 4.'1'. Its longitude
was found to be 1880 15', as before. This island, if.
its boundaries were at this time within our view, is
about three leagues in circuit. The north part may.
be seen at the distance of ten or twelve leagues; but
as it falls in low land to the south.east, the extent of;
which we could not see, some of us conjectured that,
it might probably be joined to the land to the east
ward of'it; this, however, the haziness of the weather
prevented our ascertaining. These islands, as well
as the land about the Tschukotskoi Noss, were cov
ered with snow, and presented us with a most dreary.
picture. At ~idnight, Saint Laurence bore south.
south.east, five or six miles distant, and our depth of
water was eighteen fathoms. We were accompanied
by various kinds of sea fowl, and saw several small
crested hawks.
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The weather still continuing to thicken, we lost
all sight of land till the 5th, when it appeared' both
to the north-east and north-west. Our latitude, by
account, was at this time 65° 24', longitude 1890 L4'.
As the islands of Saint Diomede, which lie between
the two continents in Beering's Strait, were deter
mined by us last year to be in latitude 65° 48', we
could not reconcile the land to the north-east with
the situation of those islands. We thererore stood
toward the land till three in the afternoon, when we
were within four miles of it, and finding it to be two
islands, were pretty well satisfied of their being the
same; but the weather still continuing hazy, to make
sure of our situation, we stood over to the coast of
Asia till seven in the evening, at which time we were
within two or three leagues of the east cape of that
continent.

This cape is a high round head of land, extending
four or five miles from north to south, forming a pe
ninsula, and connected with the continent by a nar
row neck of low land. Its shore is bold, and off its
north part are three high.detached spiral rocks. At
this time it was covered with snow, ~nd the beach
surrounded with ice. We were now convinced that
we had been under the influence of a strong current
setting to the north, that had caused an error in our
latitude at noon of twenty miles. In passing this
strait the last year, we had experienced the same
effect.

Being at length sure of our position, we held on
to the north 'by east. At ten at night the weather
becoming clear, we had an opportunity of seeing at
the same moment the remarkable peaked hill near
Cape Prince of Wales, on the coast of America, and
the east Cape of Asia, with the two connecting
islands of Saint Diomede between them.

At noon on the 6th, the latitude, by account, was
frt9 N., and the longitude 191° 6' E. Having.mready
passed a considerable number of large masses of ice~
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and observed that it still adhered in several places to
the shore on the continent of Asia, we were not
much surprised to fall in, at three in the afternoon,
with an extensive body of it, stretching away to the
westward. This sight gave great discouragement to
our hopes of advancing much farther northward this
year than we had done the-preceding.

Having little wind in the afternoon, we hoisted
out the boats in pursuit of the sea-horses, which were
in great numbers on the detached pieces of ice;
but they soon returned without success; these animals
being exceedingly shy, and before they co~ld come
within gun-shot, always making their retreat intothe
water.

At seven in the evening, we hoisted in the boats,
and the wind freshening from the southward, we
stood on to the N. E., with a view of exploring the
continent of America, between the latitudes of 68°
and 690

, which, owing to the foggy weather last year,
we had not been able to examine. In this attempt
we were again in part disappointed. For on the 7th,
at six in the morning, we were stopped by a large
field of ice stretching from N. W. to S. E., but soon
after the horizon becoming clear, we had sight of the
coast of America at about ten leagues distance,
extending from north-east by east to east, and lying,
by observation, between the 68° and 68° ~O' of lati.
tude. As the weather was clear, and the ice not high,
we were enabled to see over .a great extent of it,
The whole presented a solid and compact surface not
in the smallest degree thawed, and appeared to us
likewise to adhere to the land.

The weather soon after changing to hazy, we saw
no more of the land; and there not remaining a possi
bility of approaching nearer to it, we stood. to the
north north-west, keeping the ice close on board, and
got round its western extremity by noon, when we
found it trending nearly north. Our latitude at this
time was, by account, 68° fl2', and longitude 19~ 84'.
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We continued our course to the north north-east,
along the edge of the ice, during the remaining part
of the day, passing. through many loose pieces that
had been broken off from the main body, and against
which, notw.ithstanding all our caution, the ships were
driven with great violence. At eight o'clock in the
evening we passed some drift wood, and at midnight
the wind shifted to the north-west; the thermometer
fell from 380 to 31°, and we had continued showers of
snow and sleet.

On the 8th, at five in the morning, the wind coming
still more to the northward, we could no longer keep
on the same tack, on account of the ice, but were
obliged to stand to the westward. At this time our
soundings had decreased to nineteen fathoms, from
which, on comparing it with our observations on the
depth of water last year, we concluded that we were
not at a greater distance from the American shore
than six or seven leagues; but our view was confined
within a much shorter compass by a violent fall of
snow. At noon, the latitude by account was 69° 21',
longitude 1920 42'. At two in the afternoon the
weather cleared up, and we found ourselves close to
an expanse of what appeared from the deck solid ice;
but from the mast head it was discovered to be com·
posed of huge compact bodies, close and united
toward the outer edge, but in the interior parts
several pieces were seen floating in vacant spaces of
t}1e water.. Jt extended from north-east by the north
to west south-west. We bore away by the edge of it
to the southward, that we might get into clearer
water; for the strong northerly winds had drifted
down such. quantities of loose pieces, .that we had
been for some time surrounded by them, and could
not avoid striking against several, notwithstanding we '
reefed the topsails and stood under an easy sail.

On the 9th we had a fresh gale from the north
north-west, with heavy showers of snow and sleet.
The thermometer was in the night.time 2~o, 'and at.
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noon 80". We continued to steer west south-west :as
before, keeping as near the large body of ice as we
could, and had the misfortune to rub off some of the
sheathing from the bows against the drift pieces, and
t6 damage the eutwater. Indeed the shocks we could
not avoid receiving, were frequently so severe as to
be attended with considerable danger. At noon, the
latitude by account was 69° 12', and longitude 1880

5'. The variation in the afternoon was found to be
ig0 80' E.

As we had now sailed near forty leagues to the
westward, along the edge of the ice, without seeing
any 6pening, or a cleac sea to the northward beyond
it, and had therefore no prospect of advancing farther
Horth for the present, Captain Clerke resolved to bear
away to the south by east, (the only quarter that was
clear) and to wait till the season was more advanced,
ltefore he made any farther efforts to penetrate through
the ice. The intermediate time he proposed to spend
in examining the bay of St", Laurence, and the coast
to the southward of it; as a harbour so near, in case
of future damage from the ice, would be very desi
rable. We also wished to pay another visit to our
Tschutski friends; and particularly since the accou~ts

we had- heard of them from the comm~nder of
Kamtschatka.

We therefore stood on to the southward till the
noon of the 10th, at which time we passed great
quantities of drift-ice, and the wind feU to.a perfect
calm. The latitude by observation was 68° 1', lon
gitude 1SSo 80'. . We passed several whales in the
forenoon, and in the afternoon hoisted out the boats,
and sent them in pursuit of' the sea-ho~~, which

- wele in great numbers on the pieces of ice that sur·
rounded us. Our people were more successful than
they had ·been before, returning wit~ three large ones
and a young' one; besides killing and wounding
several others. The gentlemen who went on this
party were witnessell of several remarkableinstanaes

VOL. VII. q.
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of parental afrection in those animals. On the ap
proach of our boats toward the ice, they all took their
oubsunder their fins, and endeavoured to escape
with them into the sea. Several, whose young were
killed or wounded and left floating on the surface,
rose again and carried them down, sometimesju8t as
our people were going to take them up into the boat ;
and might be traced bearing them to a great distance
through the water, which was coloured with their
blood: we afierward observed them bringing them at
times above the surface, as if for air, and again diving
under it with a dreadful bellowing. The female in
particular whose young had been destroyed and taken
into the boat, became so enraged that she attacked
the cutter, and struck her two tusks through the
bottom of it.

At eight in the evening a breeze sprung up to the
eastward, .with which we still continued our course
to the southward, and at' twelve fell in with numerous
large bodies of ice. We endeavoured to push through
them with an easy sail, for fear of damaging the ship;
and having got a little farther to the southward,
nothing was to be seen but one compact field of ice,
stretching- to the south-we!!t south.east and north
east, as far as the- eye'could reach. This unexpected
and formidable obstacle put an end to Captain Clerke's
plan of visiting the Tschutski ; for no space remained
open but back again to the northward. Accordingly
at three in the morning of the 11th, we tacked and
stoed to that quarter. At noon the latitude, by ob
servation, was 67° 4<!r, and longitude 1889 4<7'.

On tbe l!tth, we had light winds, with· thick hazy
weather; and; on trying the current, we found it set
to the north-west, at the rate of half a knot an hour.
We continued t(} steer· nOTthward~ with a moderate

.southerly breeze; and fair weather, till the 18th, at
ten in the forenoon, when' we again· found ourselves
close in w~ a solid~fiekl ofice, to which we-could
see· no Hmitil from the- mast head. This at once
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dashed all our hopes of penetrating farther; which
had been considerably raised, by having now ad·
vancerl nea.r ten leagues through a space, which, on

,the 9th, we had found occupied by impenetrable ice.
Our latitude, at this .time, was 69° 37'; Our position
nearly in the mid channel between the two can..
tinents; and the field of ice extending from east
north.east, to west south-west.

As there did not remain the smallest prospect of
getting farther north in the part of the liea where we
DOW were, Captain Clerke resolved to make one more
and final attempt on the American coast, for Baffin's
Bay, since we had been able to advance the farthest
on this side last year. Accordingly, we kept work.
iog the remaining part ,of the day, to the windward;
with a fresh easterly breeze. We saw several fulmar"
and arctic guUs, and passed fwo trees, both appeari"1f
to nave lain in the water a long time. The larger
was about ten feet in length, and three' in cireltm
ference, without 'either bark or branches:, but with
the roots remaining attached.

On the 14th, we stood on to the eastward, with
thick and foggy weather, our course being nearly
parallel tx> that we steered the 8th an& 9th, but six
leagues more to the northward. On the 15th, the
wind freshened from the westward, and, having in a
great measure, dispersed the fog, we immedi~tely

stood to the northward, that we might take a Dearer
view of the ice; and in an hour were close in with it
extending from north north-west, to north-east. We
found it ·to be compact and solid; the outer parts
were ragged, and of different heights; the interior
surface was even; and, we judged, from eight to teD
feet above- the level of-the sea. The weather becom
ing moderate for the remaining part of the day, we
directed our course according to: the trending of the
ice, whioh- in IDaIly parts formed; deep: bays.

In the morning of the· 16th, the wiud freshened;
Q~
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both. The larger, which probably was the dam of
the younger, being shot first, the other would oot
quit it, though it might easily have escaped on the
ice, whilst tbe men were reloadiog, but remained
swimming about, till, after being fired npon several
urnes, it was shot dead.

The dimensions of' the.larger were as fOllow::

From the snout to the end of the tail
From the snout to the shouldllr-bone
Height of the shoulder
Circumference near the fore-legl 
Breadth of the for.e-paw -

Weight of the four quarters -
Weight of the four quarters of the smallest

Veet. L,c:hllll
7 2

- 2 3
4 9

- 4 l()
o l(~

lb.
- 436
- 256

On comparing the dimensions of this with Lord
MUlgrave's white bear, they were found almost
exactly tbe same, except in the circumference, where
ours fell exceedingly short.

These animals afforded us a few excellent meals of
fresh meat. The flesh had indeed a strong fishy
Pate, but was, in every respect, infinitely superior to
that of the sea-horse; which, nevertheless, our people
were again persuaded, without much difficulty, to
prefer to their salted provisions.

At six in the morning of the ~Oth, a thick fog·
eoming on, we lost sight of the ice for two hours;.
but the weather clearing, we saw the main body
again to the south south-east, when we hauled our
wind. which was easterly, toward it, in ·the expect
Ation of ma,king the American coast to the south~

-east. and which we effec;ted at half past ten. At
noon,. the latitude, by account, was 690 33', and lon~

·gitude J940° 58', ~d the depth of water nineteen
tathQma. Th~ hmd extend~d from wuth by e8$t, to
awth $~u~h·wf(l~ bJ11f west" .4istan~ eight or ten
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leagues, being the same we ;had seen last year; Outtt
was now much more covered with snow than at that
time; and:, to all, appearance, the ice adhered to the
shore. We continued, in the afternoOh,sailing through
B sea of loose ice, and standing toward the land,
as near as the wind, which was east south.east, would
admit. At eight, the wind lessening, there came on
a thick fog; and, on perceiving a rippling in the
water,' we tried the current, which we found to set
to the east north-east, at the rate of a mile an hour,
and therefore determined to steer, during the night,
before the wind, in order to stem it, and to oppose
the large fragments of loose ice, that were setting us
on toward the land. The depth of the water, at mid
night, was twenty fathoms.

At eight in the morning of the 21 st, the wind
freshening, and the fog clearing away, we saw the
American coast to the south-east, at the distance of
eight or ten leagues, and hauled in for it; but were
stopped again by the 'ice, and obliged' to bear away
to the westward, along the edge of it. At noon, the
latitude, by account, was 69° 84' and longitude 198°,
and the depth of water twenty-four fathoms.

Thus, a connected, solid field of ice, rendering
every effort we could make to a nearer approach to ,
the land fruitless, and joining, as we judged, to it,
we took a last farewell of a north-east passage to Old
England. I shall beg lea\re to give, in Captain
Clerke's own words, the reasons of this his final deter
mination, as well as of his future plans; and this the
rather, as it is the last transaction his health permit
ted him to write down.

" It is now impossible to proceed the least farther
to the northward upon this coast (America); and it
is equally as improbable that this amazing mass of ice
should be dissolved by the few remaining summer
weeks which will terminate this season; but it will
continue, it is to be believed, as it now is, an iosur-

Q. 4<
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were iDformed~ that upon the change of the wind the
ice began to separate; and that, settling aU their
sails, they forced a passage through it. . We learned
farther, that whilst they were encompassed' by it,
they found the ship drift, with the main body, to- the
north-east, at the rate of half a mile an hour. 'Ve
were sorry to find, that the Discovery had rubbed
off a great deal of' the sheathing from the bows, and
was become very leaky, from the strokes she had re·
ceived when she fell upon the edge of the ice.

On the !l4th, we had fresh breezes from- south-west;
with hazy weather, and kept mnning to the south..
east till eleven in the forenoon, when a large body of
loose ice, extending from· north north.east, round by
the east, to south south-east, and to which (though
the weather was tolerably clear) we· could see no
end, again obstructed our course. We therefore
kept working to windward, and at noon, our latitude,
by observation, was 68° 58', longitude 1880

; the
variation of the compass' 2i" 80' E. At four in the
afternoon it became calm, and we hoisted out the
boats in pursuit of the sea-horses, which were in
prodigious herds on every side of us. 'Ve killed ten
of them, which were as many as we could make use
of for eating, or for converting into lamp oil.. We
kept 0!l with the wind, from the south.west, along
the edge of the ice, which extended in a direction
almost due east and west, till four in the morning of
the 25th, when observing a clear sea beyond it, to
the south-east, we made sail that way, with a view
of forcing through it. By six we had cleared it, and
,continued the remainder of the day running to the
south-east, without any ice in sight. At noon, our
latitude, by observation, was 68 0 88', longitude 1890

9', and the depth of water thirty fathoms. At
midnight, we tacked, and stood to the westward,
with a fresh gale from the south; and at ten in the
forenoon of the !l6th, the ice again showed itself, ex
tending from north-west to south~ It appeared loose,
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and drifting, by the force of the wind, to the n~rth

ward. .. At noon, our latiturle, by observation, was
68° N., longitude 188° 10' E.; and we had soundings
with twenty.ei~ht fathoms. For the remaining part of
the day and till noon of the 27th, we kept standing
backward and forward, in order to clear ourselves of
differerit bodies ofice. At noon, we were in latitude,
by observation, 67° 47', longitude 188°. At two in the
afternoon, we saw the continent to the south by east;
and at four, having run, .since noon, with a south
south-east wind to the south-west, we were sur
munded by loose masses of ice, with _the firm body
of it in sight, str.etchillg in a north by west, and a
south by east direction, as far as the eye could reach;
beyond which we saw the coast of' Asia, bearing
south, and south by east.

As it was now necessary to come- to some deter
mination with respect to the course we were next to
steer, Captain Clerke sent a boat, with the carpen
ters, on board the Discovery, to inquire into the
particulars of the damage she had sustained. They
returned, in th~ evening, with the report of Captain
Gore, and of the carpenters of both ships, that the
damages they had received were ofa kind that would
require three weeks to repair; and that it would
be necessary, for that purpose, to go into some
port.

Thus, finding a farther advance to the northward,
as well as a nearer approach to either continent,
?bstruc~e~ bl a. sea blocked .upwith ~ce, we judged
It both lDJurious to the serVIce, by endangermg the
safety of the ships, as well as fruitless, -With respect
to the design of our voyage, to- make any farther
attempts toward a passage. This, therefore, added
to· the representations of Captain Gore, -determined
Captain Clerke not -to lose more time in what he
concluded to be an unattainable object, but to sail
for Awatska Bay, to repair our damage~ there; and,
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and jou~nals of the persons who have been employed
at various time~, in ascertaining the limits of that
empire; and these aloe, for the most part, so imper
teet, so confused and contradictory, that it is not
ell1lY to form any distinCt idea of their pretended,
much less to collect the amount· of their real discoveM

ries. It is on this account, that the extent and form
of the peninsula, inhabited by the Tschutski, still
remains a point, on which the Uussian geographers
are much divided. Mr. Muller,in his map, published
in the year 1754, supposes this country to extend
toward the north.east, to the 75° of latitude, and in
longitude 190° east of Gre~nwich, and to terminate
in a round cape, which he calls Tschukotskoi Noss.
To the southward of this cape.he conceives the coast
to form a bay to the westwar~, bounded in latitude
67° 18', by Serdze Kamen,. the northernmost point
seen by Beering in his expedition in the year 17!l8.
The map published by the Academy of St. Peters
burg, in the year 1776, gives the whole peninsula
entirely a new form, placing its north easternmost
extremity in the latitude 75°, longitude 1780 30'.
The easternmost point in latitude 65° 30', longi..
tude 189° 30'. All the other maps we saw, bOth
printed and in manuscript, vary between these
two, apparently more· according to the fancy of the
compiler, than on any grounds of more accurate
information. The only point in which there is a
general coincidence, without any considerable varia
tion, is in the position of the east Cape, in latitude 66°.
The form of the coast, both to the south and north
of this cape, in the map of the academy, is exceed.
ingly erroneous, and may be totally disregarded~

In that of Mr. Muller, the coast to the northward
bears a considerable resemblance to our survey, as far
as the latter extends, except that it does not trend
sufficiently to the westward; receding only about 5°
of longitude, between the _latitude of 66° and 69°;
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whereas, In reality, it recedes near ten. Between
the latituJe 600 and 74", he makes the coast bend
round to the north and north-east, and to form a
considerable promontory. On what authority, now
remains to be examined.

Mr. Coxe, whose accurate researches into this
subject, give hie opinion great weight, is persuaded
that the extremity of the Noss' in question was
never passed but by DeshnefI' and his party, who
sailed from the river Kovyma in the year 1648, and
are supposed to have got round it into the Anadyr.
As the account of' this expedition, the substance of
which the reader will find in Mr. Coxe's account of
Russian discoveries, contains no geographical deline
ation of' the coast along. whicll they saHed, its
position must be conjectured from incidental circum
stances; and from these it appears very manifest,.
that the Tschukotskoi Noss of' Deshneff is ng other
than the promontory called by Captain Cook
the East Cape. Speaking of' the Noss, he says:,
"One might sail from the isthmus to th-e river
Anadyr, with a fair wind, in three days and three
nights." This exactly coincides with the situation
of' the East Cape, which is about one hundred and
twenty leagues from the mouth of the Anadyr; and
as there- is no other isthmus to the northward between
that and the latitude of' 69°, it is obvious, that, by
this description, he must intend. either the cape in
question, or some other. to the southward of'it. In
another place he says, "Over against the igthmm;·
there are two islands in the sea, upon which were seen
people of' the Tschutski nation through whose lips
were run pieces of'the teeth of'the sea-horse." This
agai~ perfect-ly agrees with the two islands situated
to the south-east of'the East Cape. We saw indeed
no inhabitants on them; but it is not at aU improba
ble, that a party ofthe Americans, from the opposite
continent, whom this description accurately suits,
might, at that tiroe, have been accidentaUy there: and·

VOL. VIl. R
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whom it was natural enough for him to mistake for
a tribe of the Tschutski. •

These two circumstances are of'so striking and un-.
equivocal a nature, that they appear to me conclusive
on the point of the Tschukotskoi Noss, notwith.
standing there are others of a more d~ubtful kind,
which we have from the same authority, and which
now remain to be considered. "To go," says Desh
neff in another account, "from the Kovyma to
the Anadyr, a great promontory must be doubled,
which stretches very far into the sea; and afterward,
this promontory stretches between north and north.

.east." . It was probably from the expressions con
tained in these passages, that Mr. Muller was induced
to give the country of the Tschutski the form we find
in his map; but had he been acquainted with the
situation of the East Cape, as ascertained by Captain
Cook, and the remarkable coincidence between it and
theirptomontory or isthmus (for it must be observed
that Deshneff appears to be all along speaking of the
same thing), in the circumstances already mentioned.
I am confident he would not have thought those
expressions merely by themselves, of sufficient weight

.. From the circumstance, related in the last volume, that gave
name to Sledge Island, it appears, that the inhabitants of the adja
cent continents visit occaSIOnally the small islands Iring between
them, probably for the conveniency of fishing, or 10 pursuit of
fl,lrs.

It appears also from Popoff's depo.sition, which I shall have
occasion to speak of more particularly hereafter, that the general
resemblance between the people, who are seen in these islands, and
the Tschutski, was sufficient to lead Deshneff into the error of
imagining them to be the same. "Opposite to the Noss," he says,
"is an island of moderate size, without trees, whose inhabitants
resemble, in their exterior, the Tschutski, although they are quite
another nation; not numerous indeed, yet speakin·g their own par
ticular language."- Again, "One may go in a baidare from the
Noss to the island in haIfa day; beyond is a great continent, which
can be discovered from the island in serene weather. When the
.~r is good, one may go from the island to the continent in a
day. The inhalJitant' riftlre continent ewe similar to thi Tscllutslri,
.''fI.C~J!U1tKthat t"e.'I apeak another I07lgllage." ..
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to warrant him in extending the north·eastern ex..
tremity of Asia either so far to the north or to the
eastward. For atter all these expressions are not irre..
concileable with the opinion we have adopted, if we
suppose Deshnefl' to have taken these bearings from
the small bight which lies to the westward of the
cape. _

The deposition of the Cossac Popoff, taken at the
Anadirskoi ostrog in the yeat 1711, seems to have
been the neU authority on which Mr. Muller has
proceeded; and beside these two I am not acquainted
with any other. This Cossac, together with several
others, was sent by land to demand tribute from the
independent Tschutski tribes, who lived abollt the
N0S8. The first circumstance in the account of this
journey that can lead to the situation ofTschukotskoi
Noss is its distance from Anadirsk; and· this is stated
to be ten weeks' journey with loaded rein.deer; on
which account, it is added, theil' day's journey wasbut
very small. It is impossible to conclude much from
so vague an account; but as the distance between
the east cape and the ostrog is upward of'two hundred
leagues in a straight line, and therefore may be
supposed to allow twelve or fifteen miles ada,.; its
situation cannot be reckoned incompatible with
Popofl"s calculation. The next circumstance men·
tioned in this deposition is, that their route lay by the
foot of a rock called Matkol, situated at the bottom
of a great gulf: This gulf Muller supposes to be the
bay he had laid down between latitude 66° and 7'.t° ;
and accordingly ptaces the rock Matkol in the centre
of'it; but it appears equally prob~ble, even if we had
not so many reasons to doubt the exislenc~ of that
bay, that i~ might be some part of the gulf 0" Anadir,
which they would undoubtedly touch upon in their
road from the ostrog to the East Cape.

But what seems to put this matter beyond all dis.
p'ute, and to prove that the cape visited by Popoff'
cannot 'be to the northward of 69° latitude,> is- that

&2

•
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part of his deposition' which I have already quoted;
relative to, the island lying off the Noss, from whence
the opposite continent might be seen. For as the two
continents in latitude 69°, have diverged so far as to
be more than three bundred miles distant, it is highly
improbable that the' Asiatic coast should again trend
in such a manner to the eastward, as to co~e nearly
within sight of the coast of America.'

If these arguments should be deemed conclusive
against the existence ofthe peninsula ofthe,Tschutski,
as laid down by Muller, it will follow that the EastCape
of the Tschukotskoi 'Noss of the· more early Russian
navigators, and consequently that the undescribed coast
from the latitude of69° to the mouth of the river Ko
\'yma, must uniformly trend more or less to the west
ward. As an additionalproof of this, it may be remarked
that the Tschukotskoi Noss is always represented as
dividing the sea of Kovyma from that of Anadir,
which could not be the case if any considerable cape
had projected to the north-east in the higher latitudes.'

Thus, in the depositions taken at Anadirsk, it is
related "that opposite the Noss, on both sides, as
well in the sea of Kovyma as in that of Anadir, an
island is said to be seen at a great distance, which
the Tschutski call a large country; and say that
people dwell there who have large teeth put in their
mouths that project- through their cheeks." Then
follows a description ofthese people and their country,
exactly corresponding with our accounts of the oppo
site continent.

The last question that arises is, to what degree of
northern latitude this coast extends, before it trends
more directly to the westward. If the situation of
the mouth of the Kovyma, both with respect to its

• I mention the more early Russian navigators, because Beering,
whom we have also followed, and after him all the late Russian
-geo~raphers, have given this name to the south-east cape of the
perunsulaof the Tschutski, which was formerly called the Anadir-
.koi'No... -
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latitude and longitude, were accurately determined.
it would perhaps not be very difficult to form a pro
bable conjecture ripon this point. Captain Cook was
always strongly of opinion that the northern coast of
Asia from the Inrligirka eastward, has hitherto been
generally laid down more than two degrees' to the
northward of its true position; and he has therefore,
on the authority of a map that was in his possession,
and on the information he received at Oonalashka,
placed the mouth of the river Kovyma. in his chart
of the north.west coast of America and the north-east
coast of Asia, in the latitude of 68°. Should he 'be
right in this conjecture, it is probable, for the reasons
that have been already stated, that the Asiatic coast
does not any where exceed 70° before it trends to the
westward; and consequently that we were within lO
of its north-eastern extremity. For'if the continent
be supposed to stretch any where to the northward
of Shelatskoi Noss, it is scarcely possible that so ex
traordinary a circumstance should not have been
mentioned by the Russian navigators; and we have
already shown that they make mention of lio remark.
able promontory between the Kovyma and the Anadir,
except the East Cape. Another circumstance related
by Deshneff, may perhaps be thought a further con
firmation of this opinion, namely, that he met with
no impediment from ice in navigating round the
north.east extremity of Asia; though he adds that
this sea is not always so free from it; as indeed is
manifest from the failure of his first expedition, and
since that, from the u'nsuccessfhl attempts of Shalau
roff, and the obstacles we met with, 'in two different
years, in our present voyage..

The continent left undetermined in our chart, be
tween Cape North and the mouth of the Kovyma, is
in longitudinal extent one hundred and twenty-five
leagues. One third or about forty leagues of this
distance, from the Kovyma eastward, was explored
in the year 1728 by a Sinbqjarskoi of Jakutz, whose

uS
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name-was Fedot Amossoff,-by whom Mr. Muller-was
informed that its direction was to the eastward. It
is said to have been since accurately surveyed by
Shalauroff, whose chart makes it trend to the north
e~st by east as far as the Shelatskoi Noss, which he
places about forty-three leagues to the eastward of
the Kovyma. The space between this Noss and Cape
North, about eighty-two leagues, is therefore the
only part of the Russian empire that now remains
unascertained.

But if'the river Kovyma be erroneously situated
with respect to its longitude as well as in its latitude,
a supposition for which probable grounds are not
wanting, the extent of the unexplored coast will be
come proportionably diminished. The reasons which
incline me to believe that the mouth of this river is
placed in the Russian charts much too far to the
westward, are as follow: First, because the accounts
that are given of the navigation of' the Frozen Sea
from that river round the north-east point of Asia to
the gulf of Anadir, do not accord with the supposed
distance betweell those places. Secondly, because_
the distance over land from the Kovyma to the Ana-_
dir, is represented by the early Russian travellers as
a journey easily performed, and of no very extraor
dinary length. Thirdly, because the coast froRl the
Shelatskoi Noss of Shalauroff· seems to trend directly
south-east to the East Cape. If this be so, it will
follow, that as we were probably not more than 1° to
the southward of Shelatskoi Noss, only sixty miles
of' the Asiatic coast remained unascertained.

Had Captain Cook lived to this peri.,d Qt' our
voyage, and experienc~d, in a second attempt, the
impracticability of' a north-east or north-west passage
from the Pacific to the Atlantic Ocean, he would
doubtless have la~d before the puplk. in one coo
nected view, an ~~count of the o.bstacles which d~

• See C~.rt iJ;1 Coxe'll 4CCQunt Qf Russian DillCQWerias.
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feated this, the primary object of our expedition,
together with his observations on a subject of such
magnitude, and which had engaged the attention and
divided the opinions of philosophers and na,iigators
for upward of two hundred years. I am very sen
sible how unequal I am to the task of supplying this
deficiency; but that the expectations' of the reader
may not be wholly disappointed, I must beg his
candid acceptance of the following observations, as
well as of those I have already ventured to offer him,
relative to the extent 'of the north-east coast of Asia.

The evidence that has been so fully and judiciollsly
stated in the introduction, amounts to the highest
degree of probability that a north.west passage from
the Atlantic into the Pacific Ocean, cannot exist to
the southward of 65° of latitude. If then there
exists a passage, it must be either through Baffin's
Bay, .or round by the north of Greenland, in the
western hemisphere; or else through the Frozen
Ocean, to the northward of Siberia, in the eastern ;
and on which ever side it lies, the navigator must
necessarily pass through Beering's ·Straits. The im
practicability of penetrating into the Atlantic on
either side, through this strait, is therefore all that
remains to be submitted to the consideration of the
public.

As far as our experience went, it appears, that the
sea to the north of Beering's'Strait is clea-rer of ice
in August than inJuly, and perhaps in a part of
Septen:Jher it may be still more free. But after the
equinox, the days shorten so fast, that no farther thaw
can be expected; and we cannot rationally allow so
great an effect to the warm weather in the first half
of September, as to imagine it capable of'dispersing
the jce from the ma8t northern parts of the American
coast. But admitting this to be possible, it must at
least be granted, that it would be madness to attempt
to run from the Icy Cape to the known parts of
Baffin's Bay (a distance of four hunched and twenty'

R4
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leagues), in so short a time as that passage can be
supposed to continue open.

Dpon the Asiatic side, there appears still less pro
bability of success, both from what came to our own
knowledge with respect to the state of'the sea to the
southward of Cape North, and also from what we
learn from the experience of the· lieutenants under
Beering's direction, and the journal of Shalauroff, in
regard to that on the north of Siberia. .

The voyage of Deshneff, if' its tmth be admitted,
proves undoubtedly the possibility of passing round
the north-east point of Asia; but when the reader
reflects, that near a century and a half has elapsed
since the time of that navigator, during which, in an
age of' great curiosity and enterprise, no man has yet
been able to follow him, he wilL not entertain very
sanguine expectations of the public advantages that
can be derived from it. But let us .even suppose,
that in some singularly favourable season a ship has
found a clear passage round the coast of Siberia, and
is saJely arri\'ed at the mouth of the Lena, still there
remains the Cape of Taimura, stretching to the 78°
of latitude, which the good fortune of' no single
voyager has hitherto doubled.

It is, however, contended, that there are strong
reasons for believing that the sea is mpre free from
ice the nearer we approach to the pole; and that aU
the ice we saw in the lower latitudes was formed in
the great ril'ers of' Siberia and America, the breaking
up of which had filled the intermediate sea. But
even if that supposition be true, it is equa:Ily so that
there can be no access to those open seas, unless
this great mass of ice is so far dissolved in the sum
mer, as to admit of' a ship's getting through it. If
this be the fact, we have taken a wrong time of' the
year for attempting to find this passage, which should
have been explored in April and -May; before the

... See Groelin, p'ages 369. 374.
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rivers were broken up. But how many reasons may
be given against such a supposition? Our experience
at Saint Peter and Saint Paul enabled us to judge
what might be expected farther north; and upon
that ground we had reason to doubt, whether the
continents might not in winter be even joined by the
ice; and this agreed with the stories we heard in
Kamtschatka, that on the Siberian coast they go out
from the shore in winter, upon the ice, to greater
distances than the breadth of the sea is, in some
parts, from one continent to the other.

. In the depositions referred to above, the following
remarkable circumstance is related. Speaking of the
land seen from the Tschukotskoi Noss, it is said,
" that in summer time they sail in one day to the
land in baidares, a sort of vessel constructed of' whale
bone, and covered with seal-skins; and in winter
time, going swift with rein-deer, the journey may
likewise be· made in a day." A sufficient proof that
the two countries were usually joined together by
the ice.

The acco.unt given by Mr. Muller of one of the
expeditions undertaken to discover a supposed island
in the Frozen Sea, is still more remarkable. "In the
year 1714, a new expedition was prepared from
Jakutzk for the same place, unrlerthe command of
Alexei Markoff, who was to sail from the mouth of
the Jana; and if the Schitiki were not fit for sea
voyages, he was to construct, at a pl"Oper place, vessels
fit for prosecuting the discoveries without danger.

"On his arrival at Ust-janskoe Simovie, the port at
which he was to embark, he sent an account dated
February f2. 1715, to the chancery of Jakutzk, men
tioning that it was impo.ssible to navigate the sea, as
it was continually frozen both in summer and winter;
and that consequently the intended expedition was
no otherwise to be carried on but with sledges drawn
by dogs. In this manner he accordingly set out with
nine persons on the lOth of March the same year,
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and returned on the 3d of April to Ust-janskoe Si..
movie. The account of his journey is as follows:
that he wellt seven days as fast as his dogs could draw
him, (which in good ways and weather is eighty or
a hundred wersts in a day,) directly toward the
north upon the ice, without discovering any island:
that it had not been possible for him to proceed any
farther, the ic~ rising there in the sea like mountains;
that he had climbed to the top of some of them,
\'Vhence he was able to see to a great distance round
about him, but could discern no appearance of laud;
and that at last wanting food for his do~, many of'
them died, which obliged them to return."

Beside these arguments, which proceed upon an
admission of the hypothesis that the ice in those seas
comes £i'om the rivers, there are others which give
great room to suspect the truth of the hypothesis it
self. Captain Cook, whose opinion respecting the
formation of' ice had formerly coincided with that of
the theorists we at'e now controverting, found abund
ant reason in the present voyage for changing his
sentiments. We found the coast of each continent
to be low, the soundings gradually decreasing toward
them, and a striking resemblance between the two;
which; together with the description Mr. Hearnt! gives
of the Coppermine river, afford reason to conjecture
that whatever rivers may empty themselves into the
Frozen Sea from the Ari1eric8n continent, are of the
same nature with those ott the Asiatic side; which
are represented to be so sballow at the entrance as to
admit only small 'Vessels; whereas the ice we have
seen, rises· above the level of the sea to a height
equal to the depth of' those rivers J. so that its entire
height must be at least ten times greater.

The curious reader will also in this place be led
natl;lrally to reflect on anothet circlnnstance, which
nppears very incompatible with the opinion of those
"ho imagine land to be necessary for the fOrmation of
ice; I mean the different state of the sea about
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Spitzbergen, and to the north of Beering's Straits.
It is incumbent on them to explain how it comes to
pass that in the former quarter, and in the vicinity'
of much known land, the navigator annually pen
etrates to near 80° north latitude; whereas, on the
other side, his utmost efforts have not been able to
carry him beyond71°; where, moreover, the continents
diverge nearly east and west, and where there is no'
land yet knoWl'l to exist near the pole. For the farther.
satisfaction of the reader on this point, -I shall beg
leave to refer him to Observations made during. a
Voyage round the World, by Dr. Forster, wherehe will·
find the question of the formation of ice fully and.
satisfactorily discussed, and the probability of' open
polar seas disproved by a variety of' powerful argu
ments.

I shall conclude these remarks with a short com
parative view of' the progress we made to the north-·
ward, at the two durerent seasons we were engaged
in that pursuit, together with a few general observ
ations relative to the sea, and the coast of the tW()

continents which lie to the north of Beering's Straits.
It may be observed, that in the year 1778 we did

not meet with the ice till we advanced to the latitude
of' 70°, on August 17th; and that then we found it
in compact bodies, extending as far as the eye could,
reach, and ofwhich a part or the whol~ was moveable,
since, by its drifting down upon os, we narrowly
escaped being hemmed in between'it and the land.'
After experiencing both how fruitless' and dangerous
it would be to attempt to penetrate farther north,'
between the ice and the land, we stood, over toward
the Asiatic side, between the latitude of 69° and 700,
frequently encountering in this tract large and ext;en..
sive fields of ice; and though, by reason of the fogs
and thickness of' the weather, we were not able ab-·
solutely and entirely to trace a connected liDe of it
across, yet we were sure to meet with it befure we
reached the latitude of 7(1',. wheDner we 3Uempted
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to stand to the northward. On the ~6th of August,
in latitude 69io, and longitude 184°, we were ob·
structed by it in such quantities, as made it impossible
for us to pass either to the north or west, and obliged
us to run along the edge of it to the south south.
west till we saw land, which we afterward found to
be the coast of Asia. With the season thus far ad.
vanced, the weather setting in with snow and sleet,
and other signs of approaching winter, we abandoned
our enterprize for that time.' .

In this second attempt we co'uld do little.more than
confirm the observations we had made in the first;
for we were never able to approach the continent of
Asia higher than the latitude of 67°, nor that of
America in any parts, excepting a few leagues be.
tween the latitude of 68° and 68° 20', that were not
seen the last year. We were now obstructed. by ice
3° lower, and our endeavours to push falther to the
northward were principally confined to t.he mid-space
between the two coasts. We penetrated near go far
ther on the American side than on the Asiatic, meet·
ing with the ice both years sooner, and in greater
quantities on the latter coast. As we advanced north,
we still found the ice more compact and solid; yet as
in our different traverses from side to side, we passed
over spaces which had before been covered with it, we
conjectured that most of what we saw was moveable.

Its height ona medium, we took to be ii"om eight
to ten feet, and that of the highest to have been six.
teen or eighteen. We again tried the cUJ;'rents twice,
and found them unequal, but never to exceed one
mile an hour. By comparing the reckoning with the
observations, we also found the current to set different
ways, yet more from the south.west than any other
quarter; but whatever their direction might be, their
effect was so trifling that no conclusions respecting
the existence of any passage to the northward, could
be drawn from them. We found the month. of JuJy
to be infinitely colder than that of. August. . The

19
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thermometer in July was once at !iBo
, and very conl..

monly at 80°; whereas the last year, in AUgU3t,
it was very rare to .have it so low as the freezing
point.

In both seasons we had some high winds, all of
which came from the south-west. We were subject
to fogs whenever the wind was moderate, from what
ever quarter, but they attended southerly winds more
constantly than contrary ones.

The straits between the two continents, at their
nearest approach, in latitude 66°, were ascertained to
be thirteen lea.gues, beyond which they diverge to
N.E. by E. B11d W. N. W.; and in latitude 69°, they
become 14° of longitude or about one hundred leagues
asunder. A great similarity is observable in the ap
pearance of the two countries to the northward of
the straits. Both are destitute of wood. The shores
are low, with mountains rising to a great height far
ther up the country. The depth of water in the
mid-way between them was twenty-nine and thirty
fathoms, decreasing gradually as we approached
either continent, with the difference of' being some
what shoaler on the American than on the Asiatic
coast, at the same distance from land. The bottom
in the middle was a sofi slimy mud; and on drawing
near to either shore, a brown sand, intermixed with
small fragments of bones, and a few shells. We ob
served but little tide or current; what there was
came from the westward.

But it is now time to resume the narrative of our
voyage, which was broken off on the 31st of July,
on which day at noon we had advanced eighteen
leagues to the southward of the ~ast Cape.

We had light airs from the south-west till noon of
the lst of August, at which time our latitude, by
observation, was 64° !i!8', longitude 18go 15', the
coast of Asia, extended from north-west by west to
west half south, distant about twelve leagues; and
the land to the eastward of' St. Laurence bore south
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half west. On the !ld, the weather becoming clear,
we saw the same land at noon, bearing from west
south-west half west to south-east, making in anum.
ber of high hummocks, which had the appearance
of separate islands; the latitude, by observation,
was 64° 3', longitude 189° !l8', and depth of water
seventeen fathoms. We did not approach this land
sufficiently near to determine whether it was one
island, or composed ofa cluster together. Its western..
most part we passed July 3d, in the evening, and
then supposed to be the island of Saint Laurence;
the easternmost we ran close by in September last
year, and this we named Clerke's Island, and found
it to consist of a number of high cliffs, joined toge
ther by very low land. Though we mistook, the last
year, those cliffs for separate islands, till we ap
proached very near the shore, I should still conjecture
that the island Saint Laurence was distinct from
~lerke's Island, since there appeared a considerable
space between them, where we could not perceive the
smallest rising of ground. In the afternoon, we also
saw what bore the· appearance of a small island, to
the north~east of the land, which was seen at noon,
and which from the haziness of the weather we had
only sight ofonce. We estimated its distance to be
nineteen leagues from the island of Saint Laurence,
in a north.east by east half east direction. On the
Sd, we had light variable winds, and directed our
course round the north-west point of the island of
Saint Laurence. On the 4th at noon, our latitude,
by account, was 64° 8', longitude 188°; the island.
Saint Laurence bearing south one quarter east, dis
tant seven leagues. In the afternoon, a fresh breeze
springing up from the east, we steered to the south.
south-west, and soon lost sight of' Saint Laurence.
On the 7th, at noon, the latitude, by obsavation, was
~9° 38', ,longitude 183°. In the afternoon it fell
calm, and we got a great number of cod in seventy
~ight fathoms of water. The variation was found to
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be 190 E. From' this time to the 17th, we were
making the best of our way to the south, without
any occurrence worth remarking, except that the
wind, coming from the western quarter, forced us
farther to the eastward than we wished, as it was OUf

intention to make Beering's Island.
On the 17th, at half past four in the morning, we

saw land to the north-west, which we could not ap
proach, the wind blowing from that quarter. At
noon, the latitude, by observation, was 53° 49', lon
gitude 1680 5', and variation 10° E. The land in
sight bore north by west, twelve or fourteen leagues
distant. This land we take to be the island Mednoi,
laid down in the Russian charts to the south..east of
Beering's Island. It is high land, and appeared
clear of snow. We place it in the latitude 54° ~8',

longitude 167° 5'Jl'. We got no soundings with one
hundred and fifty fathoms of line.

Captain Clerke was nQW no longer able to get out
of his bed; he therefore desired that theoflicers
would receive their orders from me, and directed
that we should proceed with all speed to Awatska
Bay. The. wind continuing westerly, we stood on to
the south till early on the morning of'the 19th, wh~
after a few haul'S rain, it blew from the east.ward, and
freshened to a strong gale. We accordingly made
tbe most of it whilst it lasted, by standing to the
westward undar aU the sail we could carry. On the
~Oth, the wind shifting to the. south-west, our course.
was to th0 west-IlQl:th·west. At noon, the latitude:
b)T observatwn was 53° 7'~ longitude l~o 49'. On
the ~l st, .at half past five in the morning,. we saw a
\'ery high.peaked mountain on the coast of Kamt,..
schatka, called Cheepoonskoi Mountain, fi"om its
lying behind'the Nass, beariug Dorth·west by n011:h,
twenty-five or thirty leagues distant. At,n~ the
coast extended from north by east to west, with a
very great haziness upon it, and distlant about twelve
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leagues. We had light airs the remaining part of this
and the following day, and got no soundings with
one hundred and for~y' fathoms of line. .

On the 22d of August, 1779, at nine o'clock in
the morning, departed this life Captain Charles
Clerke, in the thirty-eighth year of his age. He
died of a consumption, which had evidently com
menced before he left England, and of which he had
lingered during the whole voyage. His very gradual
decay had long made him a melancholy object to his
friends; yet the equanimity with which he bore it,
the constant flow of good spirits, which continued
to the last hour, and a cheerful resignation to his
fate, afforded them some consolation. It was impos
sible not to feel a more than common degree of com
passion for a person whose life had been a continued
scene of those difficulties and hardships to which a
seaman's occupation is subject, and under which he
at last sunk. He was brought up to the navy from
his earliest youth, and had been ·in several actions
during the war' which began in 17a6, particularly
in that between the Bellona and Courageux, where;
being stationed in the mizen-top, he was carried
overboard with the mast, but was taken up without
having received any hurt. He was midshipman in'
the Dolphin, commanded by Commodore Byron, on
her first voyage round the world, and anerward
served on the American station.. In 1768, he made
his second voyage round the world, in the Endeavour,
as master's mate, and by the promotion which took
place during the expedition, he returned a lieutenan~.

His third voyage round the world was in the Reso
lution, of which he was appointed the second lieute
nant: and soon after his return, in 1775, he was pro
moted to the rank of master and commander. When
the present expedition was ordered to be fitted out,
he was appointed to the Discovery, to accompany
Captain Cook; and by the deat.h of the latter sue-
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ceeded, as has been already mentioned, to the chief
command.

It would be doing his memory extreme injustice
not to say, that during the short time the expedition
was under his direction, he was most zealous and
anxious for its success. His health, about the time
the principal command devolved upon him, began to
decline very rapidly, and was every way unequal to
encounter the rigours of a high northern climate.
But the vigour and activity of his mind had in no
shape suffeted by the decay of' his body: and though
he knew, that by delaying his return to a warmer
climate, he was giving up the only chance that re
mained fOr his recovery, yet, carefhl and jealous to
the last degree that a regard to his own situation
should never bias his judgment to the prejudice of
the service, he persevered in the search of' a. passage
till it was the opinion of every Qfficer in both ships
that it was impracticable, and that any farther at
tempts w~ld not only be fruitless but dangerous.
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SERT.-WORK OUT OF THE BAY.-NAUTICAL AND GEO

GRAPHICAL DESCRIPTION OF AWATSKA BAY.-ASTRONOMICAL

TABLES, AND OBSERVATIONS.

I SENT Mr. Williamson to acquaint Captain Gore
. with the death of Captain Clerke, and received a

letter from him, ordering me to use all my endea
vours to keep in company with the Discovery; and,
in case of a separation, to make the best of my way
to the harbour of St. Peter and St. Paul. At noon,
we were in latitude 530 8' N., longitude 1600 40' E.,
with Cheepoonskoi NOBs bearing west. We had
light airs in the afternoo~ which lasted through the
forenoon of the 23d. -At noon, a fresh breeze spring
ing up from the eastward, we stood in for the en
trance of' Awatska Bay; and at six in the evening,
saw it bearing west-north-west half west, distant five
leagues. At eight, the light-house, in which we
now found a good light, bore north-west by west,
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three miles distant. The wind about this time died.
away; but the tide being in our favour, we sent the

• boats ahead, and towed beyond the uarrow· parts of
the entrance; and at one o'clock in the morning of'
the 24th, the ebb-tide setting against us, we dropped
anchor. At nine, we weighed, and turned up the
bay with light airs, and the boats still ahead till one;
when, by the help of a fresh' breeze, we anchored,
before three in the afternoon, in the harbour of Saint
Peter and Saint Paul, with our ensign half-staff up,
on account of' our carrying the body of our late
Captain; and were soon after followed by the Dis.
covery.

We had no sooner anchored,- than our old friend,
the serjeant, who was still the commander of the
place, came on board with a present of berries, in
tended for our poor deceased captain. He was
exceedingly affected when we told him of his death,
and showed him the coffin that contained his body.
And as it was Captain Clerke's particular request to
be buried on shore, and, if possible, in t~e church of
Paratounca, we took the present opportunity of
explaining this matter to the serjeant, and consulting
with him about the proper steps to be taken on the
occasion. In the course of our conversation, which,
for want of' an interpreter, was carried on but imper
fectly, we learned that professor de L'Isle, and
several Russian gentlemen, who died here, had been
buried in the ground near the barracks, at the ostrog
of St. Peter and St. Paul; and that this place would
be preferable to Paratounca, as the church was to be
removed thither the next. year. It was therefore
determined, that we should wait for the arrival of the
priest of Paratounca, whom the serjeant advised us
to send for, as the only person that c~uld satisfy our
inquiries on this subject. The serjeant having, at
the same time, signified his intentions of sending off
an express to the commander at Bolcheretsk, to
acquain.t him with our arrival, Captain Gore availed

s ~
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himself of that occasion of writipg him a. letter, in
which he requested that sixteen head of black cattle
might be sent with all possible expedition; and.
because the commander did not understand any lan
guage except his own, the nature of our request
was made known to the seljeant, who readily under
took to send, along with our letter, an explanation of
its contents.

We could not help remarking, that, although the
country was much improved in its appearance since
we were last here, the Russians looked, if' possible,
worse now than they did then. It is to be owned,
they ,observed, that this was also the case ,with us;
and as neither party seemed to like to be told of
their bad looks, we found mutual consolation in
throwing the blame upon the country, whose green
and lively complexion, we agreed, cast a deadness
and sallowness upon our own.

The irruption of the volcano, which was so violent
when we sailed 'out of the bay, we found had done no
·damage here, notwithstanding stones had fallen at
the ostrog, of the size of a goose's egg. This was all
the news we had to inquire after, and all they had to
tell; excepting that of the arrival of Soposnikotr
from Oonalashka, who took charge of the packet
Captain Cook had sent to the Admiralty, and which,
it gave us much satisfaction to find, had been for-
warded. '

In the morning of the ~5th, Captain Gore made
out the new commissions, iiJ.. consequence of Captain
Clerke's death; 'appointing himself'tb the command
of the Resolution, and me to. 'the command of the
Discovery; and. Mr..'Lanyan, master's mate of the
Resolution, who. had' served in that capacity on board
the Adventure in. the former voyage, was promoted to
the v~cant !ieutenancy. These promotions produce4
the toUowmg farther arrangements; LieutenantlJ
Burney and R,ickman were rerrioved from the 'Dis~

covery, to be first and second lieutenants of the
. -

•
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Resolution; andLieutenantWilliamSon was appointed
first-lieutenant· of the Discovery.: captain: Gore also
permitted me to take into the Discovery four· mid..
shipmen, who had made themselves useful to me in
astronomical calculations, and whose assistance was
now particularly necessary, as we had no . ephemeris
for the present year. And, that astronomical observ,
ations might continue to be made in both shi~

Mr. Ba)1ley took my place in the Resolution. Thtf
. same day we were visited hy the Pope Romano$

Vereshagen, the worthy priest of Paratounca. He '
expressed his sorrow at the death of Captain Clerke
in a manner that did honour to his feelings, and con.
firmed the account given by th~ serjeant, respecting'
the intended removal of the church to the harbour;.
adding, that the' timber was actually preparing,. but
leaving the choice ofeither place 'entirely to Captain
Gore. .

The Discovery, .3S. has-been mentioned, had suffered
great damage· from the .ice, particularly on the
~d day of July; and having, ever since, been..
exeeedingJy leaky, it was imagined that some of her
timbers had started. Captain Gore therefore' sent
the carpenters of the Resolution to assist our own in
repairing her; and accordingly, the forehold being
cleared, to lighten her forward, they were set to
work to rip the damaged sheathing from. the larboard
bow. This operation discovered, that three feet of
the third strake, under the wale, were staved, and
the timbers within ·started. A tent was. next erected
for the accommodation of such of; our people as were.
employed on shore;. and a party were sent a mile
into the country, to the lIDrthward' of the harbour, to
tell timber. The observatories were erected at·the
west end of the village, near a tent, in which Captain
Gore and myself took up our abode.

The farther we proceeded in removing the sheath.
ing, the more we discovered of the decayed state of
the shjp~s .hull. The Ilext morning, eight feet of &

s S
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plank in the wale were found to be so exceedingly
rotten, as to make it necessary to shift it. This 'left
us for some time at a stand, as nothing was to be
found, in either ship, wherewith to replace it~ unless
we chose to cut up a top.m~st; an expedient not to
be had recourse to, till all others failed. The car·
penters were therefore sent on shore in the afternoon
in search of a tree big enough for the purpose.
Luckily they found a birch, which I believe was the
only one of sufficient size in the whole neighbourhood
of the bay, and which had been sawed down by
us when we were last here; so that it had the

. advantage of having lain some time to season. This
was shaped on the spot, and brought on board the
next morning.

As the season was now so far advanced, I was·
fearful lest any delay or hindrance should arise, on
our parts, to Captain Gore's farther views of dis
covery, and therefore gave orders that no more
sheathing should be ripped off, than was absolutely
necessary for repairing the damages sustained by the
ice. This I did, being apprehensive of their meet-

'ing with more decayed planks, which, I judged, had
much better remain in that state, than be filled up
with green birch, upon a supposition that such was to
be had. All hands were at present, busily employed
in separate duties, that every thing might be in
readiness for sea, against the time our carpenters
should have finished their work. We set apart four
men to haul the seine for salmon, which were caught
in great abundance, and found to be of an excellent
quality. After supplying the immediate wants of
both ships, we salted down near a hogshead a-day.
The invalids, who were four in number, were em
ployed in gathering greens, and in cooking for the'
parties on shore. Our powder was also landed, in
order to be dried; and the sea.horse blubber, with
which both ships, in our passage to the north (as has.
been before related), had stored themselves, was now
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boiled down for oil, which was become a necessary
article, our candles having long since been expended.
The cooper was fully engaged in his department: .
and in this manner were both ships' companies em
ployed in their several occupations, till. Saturday·
afternoon, which was given up to all our men, except
the carpenters, for the purpose of washing their linen.
and getting their clothes in some little order, that
they might make a decent appearance on Sunday.
. In. the afternoon of that day, we paid the last:
offices to Captain Clerke. The officers and men of
both ships walked in procession to the grave, whilst·
the ships fired minute-guns; and the service being
ended, the marines fired three vollies. He was,
interred under a tree, which stands on rising ground,
in the. valley to the north side of the harbour, where·
the hospital and store-houses are situated;: Captain.
Gore having judged this situation most agreeable to
the last wishes of the deceased, for the reasons above-.
mentioned; and the' priest of Paratounca having:
pointed out a spot for his grave, which, he said,
would be as near as he could guess, in the centre ofi
the new church. This reverend pastor walked ·in
the procession, along with the gentleman who read
the service; and all the Russians in the garrison
were assembled, and attended with great respect and
solemnity.

On the 30th, the differeRt parties returned to theit~

respective employments, as mentioned in the course
of the preceding week; and on the fld of September,
the carpenters having shifted the rotten and damaged
planks, and repaired and calked the sheathing of
the larboard bow, proceeded to rip off the sheathing
that had been injured by the ice, from the starboard
side. Here, again, they discovered four feet of a
plank, in the third strake under the wale, so shaken"
as to make it necessary to be replaced. This wu
accordingly done, and the sheathing repaired on the
3d. In the afternoon of the same day, we got on

s 4+
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board some ballast, unhung the rudder, and sent it
on sbore, the lead of the pintles being found entirely
worn away, and a great part of the sheathing robbed
off. As the carpenters of the Resolution were not
yet wanted, we got this set to rights the next day~
but finding the rudder out of all proportion heavy, I

even heavier than that of the Resolution, we let it
remain on shore, in order to'dry and lighten.

The same day, an ensign arrived from Bolcheretsk
with a letter irom the commander to Captain Gore,
which we put into the seIjeant's hands, and, by his
assistance, were made to understand, that orders had
been given. about the cattle; and that they might be
expected here in a few days; and, moreover, that
Captain Shmaleft; the present commander, would
himself pay us a· visit immediately on the arrival of
a sloop which was daily expected from Okotzk.
The young. officer, who brought the letter, was the
son of the Captain-lieutenant Synd, who commaDded
lln expedition on discovery, between Asia and
America, eleveH years ago, and resided at thistime at
Okotzk. • He iniormed us, that he was sent to
receive our directions, and to take care to get \lS

supplied with whatever our service might require;

•. See all that is known of hi.. yoyage, and a chart of his eli...
coveries, in Mr.. Coxe's Account 0/ Russian Disco'Ocne. lIetwtten
Asia and America. We were not able to learn from the Russians
in Kamtschatka, a more perfect account of Synd than we now find
is given by Mr. Coxe; and yet they seemed disposed to commu
nicate all that they really knew. Major Behm could only infonn
us, in general, that the expedition had miscarried as to its object,
and that the commander had. fallen under much blame. It
appeared evid,ently, that he had been on the coast of America to
the southward· of Cape Prince ofWales, between the latitude ofMo

and 65°; and it is most probable; that his having got too far to the
northward to, meet with sea-otters, which the Russians. iii all their
attempts at discoveries, seem. to have principally in view, and his
l'eturning without having made any that promised commercial
advantagel, was the cause of his disgrace. and of 11M! great cOd.
tempt with which the RUillians alwa.ys spGke of thia oftieeI'.
Toyage.

The (lluster of islands, placed in Synd's chart, between. tne
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and that he should remain with us, till the commander
was himself able to leave Bolcheretsk; after which
he was to return, that the garrison there might not be
left without an officer.

On the 5th, the parties that were on shore returned
on board, and were employed in scrubbing the
ship's bottom, and getting in eight tons of Ihingle
ballast. We also got up two of' our guns, that had
been stowed in the fore-hold, and mounted them on
the deck, being now about to visit nations, our
receptions amongst whom might a good deal depend·
on the respectability of our appearance.

The Resolution hauled on shore on the· 8th, to
.repair some damages, which she had .also received
among the ice, in her cutwater; and our carpenters,
in their turn, were sent to her assistance.

About this time we began to brew a strong decoc
tion of a species of dwad·.pine. that grows here in
great abundance, thinking that it might hereafter be
useful in making beer, and that we should probably be
able 10 procure sugar or molas8es to ferment with it
at Canton. At aU events, I was sure it would be
serviceable as a medicine for the scurvy; and was
more particularly desirous of supplying myself with
as mucb of it as I could ~ocu~ because most af
the preventives we had brought out; were either used
or spoiled by keeping. By the time we had pre
pared a hogshead of it, the ship's copper was ditlcov..
ered to be very thin, and cracked in many places.
This obliged me to desist, and to give orders, that it
should be used as sparingly. for the future as p0s
sible. It might, perhaps, be an useful precaution for
th0ge who may hereafter be engaged in long voyages
of this kind, either to provide themselves witn a

latitude of 610 and 65°, is undoubtedly the aame with the
island called, by Beering, St. Laurence's, and thQlle we named
Clerke's, Anderson's, and King's Islands; but their propOt
tionat,e sire, and J'elatiw situation, ... exceedDlgly~8S'..
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spare ~opper, or to see that the copper tlsually
furnished be of the strongest kind. The· various
extra.services, in which it will be found necessary to'
employ them, and especially the important one of
making anti-scorbutic decoctions, seem absolutely to
require some such provision; and I should rather
recommend the former on account of the additional
quantity of fuel that would be consumed in heating
thick coppers. .

In the morning of the 10th, the boats from both
ships were' sent to tow into the harbour a Russian·
galliot from Okotzk. She had been thirty-five days
on her passage, and had been seen from the light
house a fortnight ago, beating up toward the mouth
of the bay. At that time, the crew had sent their
only boat on shore for water, of which they now.
began to be in great want; and the wind freshening,
the boat was lost on its return; and the galliot, being
driven out to sea again, had suffered exceedingly.

There were fifty soldiers in her, with their wives
and children; and several other passengers, besides
the crew, which consisted of twenty-five; so that
they had upward of an hundred souls on board; a
great number for a vessel of eighty tons; and that
was also heavy laden with stores and provisions.
Both this galliot, and toe sloop we saw here in May,
are built like the Dutch doggers. Soon after she
had come to anchor, we received a visit from a Put
parouclUck, or sub-lieutenant, who was passenger in
the galliot, and sent to take the command of this
place. Part of the soldiers, we understood, were
also designed to reinforce the garrison; and two
pieces of small cannon were landed, a.~ an additional
defence to the town. It should seem, from these
circumstances, that our -visit here had drawn the
attention of the Russian commanders in Siberia to
the defenceless situation of the place; and I was
told by the honest serjeant, with many significant
shrugs, that, as we had found our way into it, other
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nations might do the same, some of whom might DOt
be altogether so welcome.

Next morning the Resohltion hauled off from the
shore, having repaired the damages she had sustained
by the ice; and in the course of the day, we got
from the galliot a small quantity of pitch, tar, cord
age, and twine; canvas was the only thing we asked
for, with which their scanty store did not put it into
their power to supply us. We also r~celved from her
an hundred and forty skins of flour, amounting to
18,78~ pounds English, after deducting five pounds
for the weight of each bag.

We had a constant course of dry weather till this
day, when there came on a heavy rain, accompanied
with strong squalls C?f wind, which obliged us to
strike our yards and top-masts.

The 12th, being Sunda)', was kept as a day of rest;
but the weather unfortunately continuing foul, our
men could not derive the advantage from it we
wished, by gathering the berries that grew in great
quantities and varieties on the coast; and taking
other pastime on shore. The same day, Ensign
Synd left us to return to Bolcheretsk with the re-.
mainder of the soldiers that came in the galliot. . He
had. been our constant guest during his stay. Indeed,
we could not but consider him, on his father's ac
count, as in some measure belonging to us, and
entitled, as one of the family ofdiscoverers, to a share
in our affections.

Wehad hitherto admitted the seIjeant to our tables,
in consideration of his being commander of the
place; and, moreover, because he was a quick sen·
sible man, and comprehended better. than any other
the few Russian words we had learned. Ensign
Synd had very politely suffered him to enjoy the
same privileges during his stay; but, on the arrival
of the new commander from Okotzk, the seIjeant,
for some cause or other, which we could not learn,
fell into disgrace, and was no lODger suffered to sit.
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down iJ;l the company of his own officers. It was in
vain to think of making any attempt to obtain an
indulgence, which, thougk-it would have been highly

. agreeable to us, was doubtless incompatible wi'a
their discipline. . ". - . '. .

On Wednesday we had finished the stowage ofthe
holds; got on board all our wood and water; and
were· ready- to put to sea at a dafs notice. It is
however necessary to observe, 'that though every
thing was in this degree of readiness on board, the
cattle were not yet arrived fi'om Vei'chnei; and as
fresh provisions were the· most important article of
our wants, and in a great measure necessary for the
health of the men, we could not think of taking our
departure without them. We, therefore, thought this
a favourable opportunity (,specially as there was an
appearance- of fine weather) of taking some amuse
ment on shore, and acquiring a little knowledge of
the country. Accordingly, Captain Gore proposed
a party of bear-hunting, which we all very readily
came into. .

We did not set out on this expedition tilloFriday
the 17th, in order to give a day's rest to the Hospo
din I vaskin, a new acquaintance, that was to be of .
Qur party, -and who came down here on Wednesday.,
This gentleman, who, we understood, usually resides
at Verchnei, had been desired by Major Behm to
attend, us on our return to the harbour, in order to
be our interpreter; and the accounti we had heard
of him, before his arrival, had excited in tis a great
curiositr to see him.

He JS of a considerable family in Russia. _His
mther was a. general in the empress's service ; and
he himself, after having received his educatioB partly
in France, and partly in Germany, ~ac;L heeln page to
the Empress Elizabeth, and ;an' ~nsign in her guards.
At the age ot: sixteen he .was 7mowted,. had his nose
ilit, and was'banished iirst to Siberia. and afterward
to Kamtschatkat where he had now lwed thirty-one

J
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years. He was a very tall thin 'man, with a faee all .
bver furrowed with deep wrinkles; and bore, in bis
whole figure, the strongest' marKs of old age, though
he had scarcely reached his fifty:fourth year.

To our very great disappointment, he had so
totally forgotten both his German and .French, as
not to 'be able to speak a sentence, nor readily to
undertand what was said to him, in either of ~ese
languages. We found ourselves thus unfortunately
deprived of what we flattered ourselves would have
turned'out a,favourable opportunity ofgetting, farther
infotrnation relative to this country. We had also
-promiSed ourselves nKlch pleasure from the history
of this· extraordinary man, which he probably would
have been induced' to relate to' strangers, who might
perhaps be of some little service to him, but who ,,'
could have no inducement to take advantage, fi-om
any thing he might say, to· do him an injury. No
'otie here knew·· the. ,cause of his banishment; but
they ·took it for granted, that it must have been for
something very atrocious; particularly, as two or
three commanders of Kamtschatka have endeavoured
to get himrecalled, since the present empress's reign;
but rar frolfi succeeding in this, they have not beeq
~ven' able to get the place of his banislnnent changed.
He told' us tbat, for twentYl'ears, he had nat tasted
bread, nor had been allowe subsistence ofany kind
whatso~ver.; but. that, during this period, he ·had
-lit..e~ ary:lOilg the Kamtschadales, on what his own
activity'and tuil in the chace had furnished. That
afterward he had a .small pension granted; and that
since Major Behm came.to the command, his situa
tion had been infinitely mende4. The· notice that
worthy man had taken of ~im, and his having .often
:inVjted' ,hirn to become his gl1elrt, had been the
'occasioo',of otbers following his example; besides
which, he-had:be(ffi the.means of gettiBg his pension
'increased to onetlnndr.ed roubles a-year; which,hi the·
'common pay of an ensign in all :parts·~ the 'eiDpres8l's
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_dominions, except in this province, where the pay of
-all the officers is double. Major Behm told us, that
be had obtained permission to take him to Okotzk,
which was to be the place of his residence in future;
but that he should leave him behind for the present,
on an idea, that he might, on our return to the bay,
be usefhl to us as an interpreter.

Having given orders to the first lieutenants of
both ships, to let the rigging have such a repair as
the supply of stores, we had lately received, would
permit, we set out on our hunting party, under the
direction of the corporal of the Kamtschadales, in.
tending, before we began to look for our game, to pro- 
ceed straight to the head of Bellm's Harbour. It is
an inlet on the west side of'the bay (which we had
named after that officer, from its being a favourite
place of' his, and having been surveyed by himself),

. and is called by the natives Tareinska.
In our way toward this harbour, we met the Toion

of Saint Peter and Saint Paul, in a canoe; with his
wife and two children, and another Kamtschadale.
He had killed two seals upon a round island, that
lies in the entranc~ of the harbour, with which, and
a great quantity of berries that he had gathered, he

-was returning home. As the wind had veered to
the south-west, we now changed our route, by his
advice; and instead ofgoing up the harbour, directed
our course to the northward, toward a pool of
water that lies near the mouth of the river Para
touncltf and which was a known haunt of the bears.
We had scarce landed, when. unfortunately the wind
changed to the eastward, and a second time destroyed
all hopes of coming up with our game; for the
Kamtschadales assured us, that it was in vain to

.expect to meet with bears, whilst we were to the
-windward; owing to their being possessed of an
uncommon acuteness in scenting their pursuers,
which enabled them, under such circumstances, to
avoid the danger, whilst it is yet at a very great dis-
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tance. We returned, therefore, to the- boat, and
passed. the night on the beach, having brought a
tent with us for that purpose; and the next day, by
the advice of our guides, crossed the bay, and went
to the head ofRakoweena Harbour.

Having here secured the boats, we proceeded with
all our luggage on foot, and, after a walk of five or
six miles, came to the sea side, a league to the north.
ward of the Light-house Head. From hence, as far
as we could see toward Cheepoonskoi Noss, there is
a continued narrow border of low level ground
adjoining to .the sea, which is covered with heath,
and produces great abundance ofberries, particularly
those called partridge and crow-berries. We were
told, we should not fail to meet with a number of
bears, feeding upon these berries; .but that the
.weather being showery, was unfavourable for us.

Accordingly, we directed our course along this
plain; and though we saw several bears at a distance,
we eould never, with all our management, contrive
to get within shot of them. Our diversion was tlIere
fore changed to spearing of salmon, which w~ saw
pushing, in great numbers, through the surf into a
small river. I could not help observing, how much
inferior our Kamtschadales were at this metaod of
fishing, to the people at Oonalashka; nor were their
instruments, although pointed with iron, near so
good for the purpose, nor. to be compared in neat
ness to those of the Americans, though pointed only
with hone. On inquiring into the reason of this
inferiority, I was informed by the corporal, who had
lived many years amongst .the Americans, that for.
merly. the Kamtschadales made use of the same kind
ofdarts and spears with the Americans, headed and
barbed.with bone, and were not less dexterous in the
management of them than the latter. We could not
~nderstand one another sufficiently for me to learn
the cause of this change; probably it was ~me ~f the
not unusual effects of a forced and imperfect state
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of improvement. It feU out very opportunely, that
the water afforded us a little prey; for besides our
ill success in the chase by land, we had also been
disappointed in our expectations of shooting wild
fowl, on a supply of which we had in some measure
depended for our subsistence; and on its failure,
began to think that we had been full long absent
from head-quarters.

Our KamtFichadales now discovered, that the want
of success, in not meeting with game, was owing to
the party being too large, and to the unavoidable
noise that was the consequence of it. We, therefore,
agreed to separate; Ivaskin; the corporal, and my
8elf~ forming one party; Captain Gore and the rest
of the company, the other.

Accordingly, after passing the night ~under our
tent, we set out on the morning of the 19th, by dif:'
fet-ent routes, meaning to take a circuit round the
eountry, and meet at Saint Peter and Saint Paul.
The party to which I belonged took the course of
the river, at the mouth of which we had fished for
the salmon; and, after being thoroughly soaked by
the heavy rains that fell all the morning, we came
aoout three in the afternoon to some old bfllagfNtS,
where a Kamtschadale viUage had been formerly
situated, without meeting with a single bear durittg
the whole of a long and tedious walk. It was our
first intentiOl'l to have remained here aU night, in
order to have resumed our chace eady the next
morning; but the weather clearing, and at the same
time a fresh breeze springing up .from a qu.artet" un
favouTable. to our designs, the Hospodin, whom
fonner mfferitlgs had made very unfit to bear much
fatigue, and who seemed at present m«epMtieularly
distressed' from' having emptied his :mutf..boK,:began
to be very importunate with us to return, heme. It
was some time hefore the old corp0l'sl ~llted,
alleging, that we were at a great distance &em the,
harbour; and' that, on account of the badness of tb,e
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way, the night would probably overtake us ·betore we
reached the end of our journey. At length, how
ever, he yielded to Ivaskin's entreaties, and conducted
us along the side of' a number of small lakes, with
which the flat part of this country seems much to
abound. These lakes are from half a mile to two
miles in length, and about half a mile broad; the
water is fresh and clear, and they are full of a red
coloured fish, resembling, both in shape and size, a
small salmon; of which a more particular description
will be given hereafter. The banks of these lakes
were covered with the fragments of fish that the
bears had half eaten, and which caused an intolerable
stench. We often came upon the spots which the
bears had just left, but were never able even t.o
come within sight of them.

It was night before we reached the ships, and we
had then bee~ twelve hours upon our legs. Poor
Ivaskin found himself exceedingly tired, and over..
come with fatigue; probably he was more sensible of
it, for want of a supply of snuff; for every step he
took, his hand dived mechanically into his pocket,
and drew out his huge empty box. We had scarcely
got into the tent, when the weather set in exceed
ingly rough and wet. We congratulated ourselves
that we had not stayed out another day, the Hospo
din's box was replenished, and we forgot the fatigues
and ill success of our expedition over a good supper.

I was exceedingly sorry, on being told the next
day, that our friend the serjeant had undergone cor
poral punishment, during our absence, by command
of the old Put-parozg:hick. None of our people had
been able to learn what was the cause of his dis.
pleasure; but it was imagined to have arisen from
some little jealousy subsisting between them on ac
count of' the civility which we had shown to the
former. However, having every reason to believe
that the offence, whatever it might be, did not call
for so disgraceful a chastisement, we could not help

VOL. VII. T
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being both SOlTY and much provoked at it, as the
terms on which we had lived with him, and the in
terest we were known to take in his aflairs, made the
affront in some measure personal to ourselves. For
it has not yet been mentioned, that we had consulted
with the late worthy commander, Major Behm, who
was also his friend, by what means we might be most
likely to succeed in doing him some service, _for the
good order he had kept in the ostrog during our stay,
and for his readiness, 'on all occasions, to oblige us.
The major advised a letter of recommendation to the
governor-general, which Captain Clerke had accord.
ingly given him, and which, backed with his own
representations, he had no doubt would get the ser
jeant advanced a step higher in his profession. .

We did not choose to make any remonstrance on
this subject, till the arrival of Captain Shmaleff. In
deed our inability, from the want of language, to
enter into any discussion of the business, made it
advisable to come to this determination. However,
when the Put-parouchick paid us his next visit, we
could not help testifying our chagrin, by receiving
him very coolly.

The 22£1, being the anniversary of his Majesty's
coronation, twenty-one guns were fired, and the
.handsomest feast our situation would allow of was
prepared, in honour of the day. As we were sitting
down to dinner, the arrival of Captain Shmalefl' was
announoed. This was a most agreeable :surprise; in
the first place, because he arrived so .opportunely to
partake of the good fare and festivity of the ocea
"Sian; and, in the next, becausE';" in om' last accounts
of him, we were given to understand, that the effects
of a severe illness had made him unequal to the
journey. We were glad to find this had been merely
an excuse; that, in fact, he was ashamed Qf coming
empty-handed, knowing we must be in great wantoi'
tea, sugar, &c. &c.; and that, therefore, he had de
ferred his setting out,. in daily expectation of the
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sloop from Okotsk; but having no tidings' of' her~
and dreading lest we should sail without his having
paid us a visit, he was "determined to set out, though
with nothing better to present to' us than apologies
for the poverty of Bolcheretsk. At the same time
.he acquainted us, that our not having received the
sixteen head of black cattle, we had desired might
be sent down, was owing to the very ·heavy rains at
Verchnei, which had prevented their setting out.
We made the best abswer we were able, to so much
politeness and generosity; and the next day, on
coming on board the Resolution, he was saluted with
eleven guns. Specimens of all our curiosities were
presented to him; and Captain Gore added to-them
a gold watch and a fowling-piece.

The next day, he was entertained on board the
Discovery; and on the ~5th, he took leave of' m; to
return to Bolcheretsk. He could not be prevailed
on to lengthen his visit, having some expectations, as
he told us, that the sub-governor-general, who was at
this time making a tour through all the provinces of
the governor-general of' Jakutsk, might arrive in the

-sloop that was daily expected from Okotsk. Before
his departure, and without any interference of ourS,
he reinstated the serjeant in the command of' this
place, having determined to take the Put-parouehick
along with him; at the same time, we understood
that he was highly displeased with 'him, on account
of the punishment that had been inflicted 011 the ser
jeant, and for which there did not appear to be the
slightest grounds.

Captain Shmaleff's great readiness to give us every
possible 'proof of his desire to oblige us, encouraged
us to ask a small favour, for another of our Kamt
schadale friends. It was to requite an' old soldier,
whose :house had been, at all times, open to the infe
rior officers, and who bad done both them, and all
the crew, a thousand good offices. The captain most
obligingly complied with our request, and dubbed

T~
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him (which was all he wished for) a corporal upon
the spot; and ordered him to thank the English offi.
cers for his great promotion. It may not here be
improper to observe, that, in the Russian army, the
inferior class of officers enjoy a degree. of pre~emi~

nence above the private men, with which we, in our
service, are in a great measure unacquainted. It was
no small astonishment to us, to see a seJjeant keep
up all the state, and exact all the respect, from all
beneath him, belonging to a field.officer. It may be
Hlfther remarked, that there are many more grada
tions of'rank amongst them, than are to be met with
in other countries. Between a serjeant and a private
man, there are not less than four intermediate steps;
and I have no doubt, but that the advantages arising
from this system are found to be very considerable.
The salutary effects of little subordinate ranks in
our sea-service, cannot be questioned. It gives rise
to, great emulation, and the sllperiOl" officers are
enabled to bestow, on almost every possible degree
of mel'it, a reward proportioned to it.

Having been incidentally led into this subject, I
shall beg leave to add but one observation more,
namely, that the discipline of the Russian army,
though at this distance fi'om the seat of government,
is of the strictest and severest kind; from which even
the commissioned officers are not exempt. The
punishment of'the lattel" for small offences is imprison
ment, and abread-and-water diet. An ensign, a
good fi-iend of' ours at. this place, told us, that for
having been concerned in a drunken riot, he was
confined in the black-hole for three months, and fed
upon bread and water~ which, he said, so shattered
his nerves, that he had never since had spirits for a
common convivial meeting.

I accompanied Captain Shmaleff to the entrance
of' Awatska riyer, and, having bid him farewell, took
this opportunity of paying a visit to the p.riest of' Pa
r~tounca. On Sunday the ~tith, I attended him to
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church. The congregation consisted of his own fit
mily, three Kamtschadale men, and three boys, who
assisted in singing part of the service, the whole of
which was performed in a very solemn and edi(ying
manner. The church is of wood, and by far the best
building either in this town, or in that of Saint Peter
and Saint Paul. It is ornamented with many paint.
ings, particularly with two pictures of Saint Peter
aild Saint Paul, presented by Beering; and which,
in the real richness of their drapery, would carry oW
the prize from the first of our European perform;
ances; for all the principal parts of it are made of'
thick plate of Rolid silver, fastened to the canvass,
and fashioned into the various foldings of the robes.
with which the figures were clothed.

The next day, I set on foot another hunting party,
and put myself under the direction of the clerk of'
the parish, who was a celebrated bear.hunter. We·
arrived, by sun-set, at the side of one of the larger
lakes. The next step was to conceal ourselves as
much as possible; and this we were able to do very
effectually, among some long grass and brush-wood,

. that grew close to the water's edge. We had not
lain long in ambush, before we had the pleasure to
hear the growlings of bears in different parts round
about us; and our expectations were soon gratified
by the sight of one of them in the water, which
seemed to be' swimming directly to the place where
we lay hid. The moon, at this time, gave a con.,
siderable light; and when the animal had advanced
about fifteen yards, three of us fired at it, pretty
nearly at the same time. The beast immediately
turned short on one side, and set up a noise, which
could not properly be called roaring, nor growling,
nor yelling, but was a mixture of all three, and hor
rible beyond description; We plainly saw that it
was severely wounded, and that with difficulty it
gained the bank, and retreated to some thick bushes
at a little distance. It still continued to make the

'r :3.
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same loud and temble noise; and though the Kamt.
schadales were persuaded' it was mortally wounded,
and could get no farther, yet they thought it most
advisable not to rouse it again for the present. It
was at this time past nine o'clock, and the night be.
coming overcast, and threatening a change of' wea.
ther, we thought it most prudent to return home,
and defer the gratification of' our curiosity till morn
ing, when we returned to the spot, and found the
bear dead in the place to which It had been watched.
I~ proved to be a female, and beyond the common
SIze.

As the account of our first hunting-party will be
apt to give the reader a wrong idea of the method
in which this sport is ullually conducted, it may not
be amiss to add a few more words on the subject;
and which I am the better able to do since this last
expedition.

When the natives come to the ground frequented
by the bears, which they contrive to reach about
sun-set, the first step is to look for their tracks, to
examine which are the freshest, and the best situated
with a view to concealment, and taking aim at the
beast., either as he is passing by or advancing in
front, or going from th~m. These tracts are found
in the greatest numbers, leading from the woods
down to the lakes, and among the long sedgy grass,
and brakes by the edge of the water. The place of'
ambuscade being determined upon, the hunters next
:fix in the ground the crutches, upon which their fire
locks are ~nade to rest, pointing them in the direction
they mean to make their shot. This done, they
kneel or lie down" as the circumstances of the cover
require, and, with their bear-spears by their sidef

wait for their game. These precautions, which are
chiefly taken in order to make sure of their inark,
are, on several accounts, highly expedient. For, in
the first place, ammunition is so dear at Kamtscbatka_
that the price ofa bear will not purcbasemore of i.t

14
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than is sufficient to load a musket f()ur or five times;.,
and what is more material, if the bear be not ren
dered incapable of pursuit by the first shot, the con
sequences are often fatat He immediately makes
toward the place from whence the noise and smoke
issue, and attacks his adversaries with great fury. It
is impossible for them to reload, as the animal is
seldom at more than twelve or fifteen yards distance
when he is fired at: so that, if he does not fall, they
immediately put themselves in a posture to receive

.' him upon their spears; and their safety greatly de
pends on their giving him a mortal stab, as he first
comes upon them. If he parries the thrust (which,
by the extraordinary strength and agility of their
paws, they are often enabled to do), and thereby
breaks in npon his adversaries, the conflict becomes
.very unequal, and it is well if the life of one of the
party alone suffice to pay the forfeit.

There are two seasons of the year when this diver
sion, or occupation as it may be rather called, is more
particularly dangerous: in the spring, when the
bears first come forth, after having subsisted, as is
universally asserted here, on sucking their paws
through the winter; and especially if the frost
happen to be severe, and the ice not to be broken up
in the lake at that time, by which means they are
deprived of their ordinary and expected food. Under
these .circumitances they soon become exceedingly
famished, and fierce and savage in proportion. They
will pursue the natives by the scent; and, as they
now prowl about out of their usual tracks, frequently
come .upon them unawares; and when this happens,
as the Kamtschadales have not the smallest notion of
shooting flying, nor even at an animal running, or in
any Vjay except with their piece on a rest, the bear
hunters often fall a sacrifice to their hunger. The
otber season in which it is dangerous to come in their
way, is at the time of their copulation, which is ge
nerally about this time of the year.

T 4
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An extraordinary instance of natural affection in
these animals hath been already m·entio~ed. The
chace affords a variety of a similar nature, and not
Jess affecting; many of which were related to me.
The Kamtschadales derive great advantage in hunt
ing, from this circumstance. They never venture to
fire upon a young bear, when the mother is near:
for, if the cub drop, she becomes enraged to a de
gree little short of madness ; and if she get sight of
the enemy, will only quit her revenge with her life.
On the contrary, if the dam be shot, the cubs wjU
not leave her side, even after she has been' dead a
long time; but continue about her, showing, by a
variety of affecting actions and gestures, marks of'
the deepest afHiction, and thus become an easy prey
to the hunters.

Nor is the sagacity of the bears, if the Kantscha
dales are to be credited, less extraordinary, or less
worthy to be remarked, than their natural affection.
Of this they have a thousand. stories to relate. I
shall content myself with mentioning one instance,
which the natives speak of as a well.known fact; and
that is, the stratagem they have recourse to, in order
to catch the bareins, which are considerably too swift
of foot for them. These animals keep together in
large ~erds; they frequent mostly the low grounds,
and love to browse at the feet of rocks and pre
cipices. The bear hunts them by scent till he come
in sight, when he advances warily,· keeping above
them, and 'concealing himself amongst the rocks, as
he makes his approaches, till he gets immediately
over them, and nigh enough for his purpose. He
then begins to push down, with his paws, pieces of
the rock amongst the hel'd below. This manreuvre
is not followed by any attempt to pursue, until he
find he has maimed one of the Hock, upon which a
course immediately ensues, that proves successful,
or otherwise, according to the hurt the barein has
received.
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I cannot conclude this digression without observ
ing, that the Kamtschadales very thankfullyacknow
ledge their obligations to the bears for what little
advancement they have hitherto made, either in the
sciences or polite arts. They confess that they owe
to them all their skill both in physic and surgery; that
by remarking with what herbs these animals rub the
wounds they have received, and what they have re..
course to when sick and languid, they have become
acquainted with most of the simples in use among
them, either in the way of internal medicine, or ex
ternal application. But what will appear somewhat
more singular is, they acknowledge the bears like
wise for their dancing-masters. Indeed, the evidence
of one's senses puts this out of dispute; for the bear
dance of the Kamtschadales is an exact counterpart
of every attitude and gesture peculiar to this animal,
.through its various functions; and this is the found
ation and ground-work of all their other dances, and
what they value themselves most upon.

I· returned. to the ships on the!l8th, very well
pleased with my excursion, as it had afforded me an
opportunity of seeing a little more of the country;
and of observing the manners and behaviour of the
Kamtschadales, when freed from that constraint
which they evidently lie under in the company of the
Russians.

No occurrQllce worth mentioning took place till
the 80th, when Captain Gore went to Paratounca, to
put up in the church there an escutcheon, prepared
by Mr. Webber, with an inscription upon it, setting
forth Captain Clerke's age and rank, and the object
of the expedition in which he was engaged at the
time of his decease. We also affixed to the tree
under which he was buried a board, with an inscrip
tion upon it to the same effect.

Before his departure, Captain Gore left orders with
me to get the ships out of the harbour into the bay,
to be in rea,diness to sail. We were prevented frQrn
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doing this by a violent gale of wind, which lastea the
whole day of the 1st of' October. However, on the
2d, both ships warped out of the harbour, clear of
the narrow passage, and came to allchor in seven
fathoms, a quarter of a mile from the ostrog.

The day before we went out of the harbour, the
cattle arrived from Verchriei; and that the men'
might receive the full benefit of this capital and
much.longed-for supply, by consuming it fi"esh, Cap
tain Gore came to a determination of' staying five or
six days longer. Nor was this time idly employed.
The boats, pumps" sails, and rigging of both ship.q.
thereby received an additional repair. And Captain
Gore sparing me some molasses, and the use of the
Resolution's copper, I was enabled to brew a fort
night's beer for the crew, and to make a farther pro
vision of' ten puncheons of strong spruce' essence.
The present supply was the more acceptable, as our
last cask of spirit'i, except a small quantity left in re
serve for cases of necessity, was now serving out.

The 3d was the name-day of the empress, and we'
could want no inducement to show it every possihle
respect. Accordingly, Captain Gore invited the
priest of Paratounca, Ivaskin, and the seljeant, to
dinner; and an entertainment was also provided for
the inferior officers of the garrison, for the two,Toions
of Pal;atounca, and Saint Peter and Saint Paul, and
for the other better sort of KamtschadaJe inhabitants. .
The rest of the natives, of ev~ry description, were
invited to partake with the ships' companies, who had
a pound of good fat beef served out to each man;
and what remained of our spirits was made into grog,
and divided amongst them. A salut~ of twenty-one
guns was fired at the usual hour; and the whole waif
conducted (considering the part of her dominions it
was in,) in a manner not unworthy so renowned and
magnificent an empres~.

On the 5th, we received from Bolcheretsk a fi"esh
~upply of'tea"s.ugar, and tobacco. This present had
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mef Captain Shmaleff on his return, and was accom.
panied by a letter from him, in which he informed
us, that the sloop from Okotsk had arrived during
his absence, and that Madame Shmaleff, who was
entirely in our interests, had lost no time in dispatcti
ing a courier, with the few presents, of which our
acceptance was requested.

The appearance of foul weather, on the 6th and
. 7th, prevented our unmooring; but on the morning

of the 8th, we sailed out toward the mouth of the
bay, and hoisted in all the boats; when the wind,
veering to the southward, stopped our farther pro
gress, and obliged us to drop anchor in ten fathoms;
the ostrog bearing due north, half a league distant.

The weather being foggy, amI the wind from the
same quarter during the forenoon of the 9th, we
continued in our station. At four in the afternoon,
we again unmoored ; but whilst we were, with great
difficulty, weighing our last anchor I ·was told that
the drummer of the marines had left the boat, which
had just returned from the village, and that he was
last seen with a Kamtschadale woman, to whom his
messmates knew he had been much attached, and
who had often been observed persuading him to stay
behind. Though this man had been long useless to
us, from. a swelling in his knee, which rendered him
lame, yet this made me the more unwilling he should
be left behind, to become a miserable burthen, both
to the Russians and himself: I therefore got the
seJjeant to send parties of soldiers in different direc
tions, in search of him, whilst some of our sailors
went to a well.known haunt of his in the neighbour
hood, where they found him with his woman. On
the return of this party, with our deserter, we
weighed, and followed the Resolution out of the
bay.

Having at length taken our leave of Saint Peter
and Saint Paul, I shall conclude this chapter with a
particular .desscription Df Awatska bay, an'! the
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coast adjoining; 110t only because (its tllree inlets
included) it constitutes perhaps the most extensive
and safest harbour that has yet been discovered, but
because it is the only port in this part of the world,
capable ofadmitting ships of any considerable burthen.
The term bay, indeed, is perhaps not applicable,
properly speaking, to a place so well sheltered as
Awatska; but then it must be observed, that from
the loose, undistinguishing manner, in which navi.
gators have denominated certai,n situations of sea and
land, with respect to each other, bays, roads, sounds,
harbours, &c. we have no definet! and determinate
ideas affixed to these words, sufficient to warrant
us in changing a populalo name, for one that may
appear more proper. ,

The entrance into this bay, is in 5~" .51' N.latitude,
and 1580 48' E. longitude, and lies in the bight of
another exterior bay, formed by Cheepoonskoi Noss,
to the north, and Cape Gavareea to the south. The
former of these head.lands bears from the latter
north.east by north, three quarters east, and is distant
thirty-two leagues. The coast, from Cape Gavareea
to the entrance of Awatska Bay, takes a direction
nearly north, and is eleven leagues in extent. It
consists of a chain of high, ragged cliffs, with de•

.tached rocks frequently lying off them. This coast,
at a distance, presents in many parts, an appearance
of bays or inlets, but on a nearer approach, the
head-lands were found connected by low ground.

Cheepoonskoi Noss bears from the entrance of the
bay, east north.east a quarter east, and is seventeen
leagues distant. On this side, the shore is low and
Hat, with hills rising behind, to a considerable height.
In the latitude of Cape Gavareea, there is an error
of twenty.one miles in the Russian charts; its true
latitude being .5'l0 ~1'.

This striking difference of the land on each side
Awatska Bay, with their different bearings, are the
best guides to steer for it, in coming from the south.
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ward: and, in approaehing it from the northward,
Cheepoonskoi Noss will make itselfveryconspicuou8;
for it is a high projecting head-land, with a consider
able extent of level ground, lower than the Noss,
uniting it to the continent. It presents the same
appearance, whether viewed from the north or south,
and will warn the mariner not to be deceived, in
imagining Awatska Bay to lie in the bight, which
"the coast forms to the northward of this Noss, and
which might be the case, fi'om the striking resp.m
blartte there is between a conical hill within this
bight or bay, and one to the south of Awatska Bay.

I have been thus particular, in giving a minute
description of this coast, from our own experience of
the want of it. .For had we been furnished with a
tolerable account of the form of the coast, on each
side of Awatska BaJ, we should on our first arrival
upon it, have got safely within the bay two days
before we did, and thereby have avoided part of the
stormy weather, which came on when we were plying
off the mouth of the harbour. Besides, from the
prevalence of fogs in these seas, it must frequently
happen, that' an observation for ascertaining the
latitude cannot be got; to which we may add, that
the deceptive appearances land makes, when covered
with snow, and when viewed through an hazy atmos
phere, both which circumstances prevail-here, during
the greatest part of the year, render the knowledge
of a variety of discriminating objects the more
necesary.

Should, however, the weather be clear enough to
admit a view of the mountains on the coast in its

. neighbourhood, these will serve to· point out the
.situation of Awatska Bay, with a great deal of preci
sion. For to the south of it are two high mountains;
that which is nearest the bay, is- shaped like a sugar
loaf; the othel', which is farther inland, does not
appear so high, and is flat at the top. To the north
of the bay, are three very conspicuous mountains;
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the westernmost is, to appearance, the highest; the
next is the volcano mountain, which may be known
from the smoke that issues from its top, and likewise
from some high table-hills' cODnected with it, and
stretching to the northward: these two are somewhat
peaked. -The third, and the most northerly, might
perhaps be more properly called a cluster of moun
tains, as it presents to the sight several flat tops. .

When the navigator has got within the capes, and
into the outward bay, a perpendicular head-land,
with a light-house erected upon it, will point out
the entrance of the bay of Awatska to the north
ward. To the eastward of this head-land lie many·
sunken rocks, stretching into the sea, to the distance
of two or three miles; and which will show them
selves, if there -be but a moderate sea or swell. Four
miles to the south of the entrance lies a small round
island, very distinguishable from being principally
composed of high pointed rocks, with one of them
strikingly remarkable, as being much larger, more
peaked .and perpendicular than the rest.

It is DO way necessary to be equally particular in
the description of the bay itself~ as of its approaches
.and environs; since no words can give the mariner
80 perfect an idea of it, M the annexed plan. From
this it will appear, that the entrance is at first near
three miles wide, and in the narrowest part one mile
and ahalt~and four miles long, in a north north
west direction. Within the mouth ,is a noble bason
of twenty-five miles circuit, with the capacious har
hours ofTarcinska to the west, of Rakoweena to the
east, and the small one ofSaint Peter andSaintPauJ,
where we lay, to the north.

Tarcinska harbour is about three miles in 'breadth,
and tw.elve in .length; it stretches to the east-south
-east, and is separated from the sea, at the bottom, by
.R Darrow neck of land. The road .into this harbour
is perfectly free from rocks or shoals. We had never
less than seven ;fathoms'water, as fur as our survey
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extended; for we were not able to get to the bott-olll
of the harbour on account of the ice.

The harbour of Rakoweena would deserve the pre
ference over the other two, if its entrance were not
impeded by a shoal lying in the middle of the chan
ReI, which, in general, will make it necessary to warp
in, unless there be a leading wind. It is from one
mile to half a mile in width, and three miles long,
running at first in a 80uth.east, and afterward in all
easterly direction. Its depth is from thirteen to three
·fathoms.

Saint Peter and Saint Paul's is one of the most
'convenient little harbours I ever saw. It will hold
conveniently half a dozen ships, moored head and
8tern, and is fit for giving them any kind of repairs.
The south side is formed by a low sandy neck, ex
ceedingly narrow, on which the ostrog is built, and
whose point may. almost be touched by ships going
in, having three fathoms' water close in with it. In
the mid-channel, which is no more than two hundred
aDd seventy~eight feet across, there are six fathoms
Rnd a half; the deepest water within is seven fa
thorns; and in every part over a muddy bottom. We
found some inconvenience from the toughness of
the ground, which 'constantly broke the messenger..
and gave us a great deal of trouble in getting up the
anchors. There is a watering-place at the head of the
.harbour.

The plan will likewise point out the shoal that is
to be.avoided, lying off the'eastern harbour, as well
-as the spit within :the entrance, stretching from the
llOuth-westshore, and·over which there is only three
fathoms' water. In order to steer clear of the lattel:',
.asmall island, or perhaps it may rather be called a
.largedetached,rock, lying on thewesl shore o(the en
'trance, is to be shut in with ,the .land to the south of'
.it; and, to steer clear of the former, the Three
Needle Rocks, which lie oDthe east shore of the en
trance near the light-house head, are to be kept open
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with the head·lands (or bluff heads) that rise to the
northward of the first small bli1Y, or bending, observ
able on the east side of the entrance. When arrived
to the north of the north head.land of the eastern
harbour, the shoal is past.

In sailing into the harbour of Saint Peter and
Saint Paul, and approaching the village, it is neces
sary to keep in close to the eastern shore, in order to
avoid a spit, which runs fi-om the head-land to the
south-west of the town.

Before I proceed to wve a table of the result of
our astronomical observations at this place, it may be
proper to acquaint the reader, that the time-keeper
we had on board the Resolution, which was an exact
copy of that invented by Mr. Harrison, and executed
by Mr. Kendal, stopped on the ~7th of April, a few
days before we first came into Awatska Bay. It had
been always kept with the most. scrupulous care
during the voyage, having ne"er been trusted for a
moment into any other hands than those of Captain
Cook and mine. No accident could, therefore, have
happened to it, to which we could attribute its stop
ping; nor could it have arisen from the effects of in
tense cold, as the thermometer was very little below
the freezing point. As soon as the discovery was
made, I consulted with Captain Clerke what course
it was best to pursue ; whether to let it remain as it
was, entirely useless to us, for the purpose of satisfy
ing the curious at home, where it was sure of being
examined by proper judges, or sufter it to be in
spected by a seaman on board, who had served a re
gular apprenticeship to a watchmaker in London;
and appeared sufficiently knowing in the business,
from his success in cleaning and repairing several
watch~s since we had been out. The advantages
we had derived fi-om its accuracy made us extremely
unwilling to be deprived of its use during the re
maining part of the voyage; and that object ap
peared to us of much greater importance than the
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small degree of probability, which we understood
was all that could be expected, of obtaining any ma
terial knowledge respecting its mechanism, by defer
ring the inspection of it. At the same time, it should
be remembered, that the watch had already had a
sufficient trial, both in the former voyage, and during
the three r.ears we had now had it on board, to ascer
tain -its utility. On these considerations, we took the
opportunity of the first clear day, after our arrival in
Awatska Bay, of opening the watch, which was done
in the captain's cabin, and in our presence. The
watchmaker found no part of the work broken; but
not being able to set it agoing, he proceeded to take
off the cock and balance, and cleaned both the pivot
holes, which he found very foul, and the rest of the
work rather dirty; he also took off the dial-plate;

-and, between two teeth of the wheel that carries
the second-hand, found a piece of dirt, which he
imagined to be the principal cause of its stopping.
Having afterward put the work togetheJ', and oiled
it as sparingly as possible, the watch appeared to go
free and well.

Having received orders the next day to go to Bol
cheretsk, the time-keeper was left in the care of Mr.
Bayly, to compare it with his watch and clock, in
order to get its rate. On my return, I was told it
had gone for some days with tolerable regularity,
losing only from fifteen to seventeen seconds a-day,
when it stopped a second time. It was again opened,
and the cause of its stopping appeared to be owing
to the man having put some part of the work badly
together when he first opened it. Being again ad
justed, it was found to gain above a minute a-day;
and, in the attempt to alter the regulator and balance
spring, he broke the latter. He afterward made a
new spring; but the watch now went 80 irregularly,
that we made no farther use of it. The poor fellow
was not less chagrined than we were, at our bad

VOL. VI~. U
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success; which, however, I am convinced was more
owing to the miserable tools he was obliged to work
with, and the stiffness his hands had contracted from
his ordinary occupa.tion, than to his want of skill.

For the satisfaction of those who may wish to have
a general view of its rate of going, I have added the
following table.

The first and second columns contain the dates
when, and· the names of the places where, its rate
was observed. The third column contains the daily
error of its rate, so found from mean time. The
fourth column has the longitude of each place, ac·
cording to the Greenwich rate; that is, calculated
on a supposition that the time-keeper had not varied
its rate from the time it left Greenwich. But as we
had frequent opportunities of ascertaining the varia
tion of its daily error, or finding its new rate, the fifth
column has the longitude, according to its last rate,
calculated from the true longitude of the place last
departed fi·om. The sixth is the true longitude of
the place, deduced from astronomical observations
made by ourselves, and compared with those mada
by others, whenever such could be obtained. The
seventh column shows the difference between the
fourth column and the sixth in space; and the eighth
the same difference in time. The ninth shows the
Dumber of months and days in which the error, thus
determined, had been accumulating. The difference
between the fifth and sixth columns is found in the
tenth, and shows the error of the time-keep~r, ac.
cording to its rate last found in space; and the
eleventh, the same error in time. The twelfth con.
taios the time elapsed in sailing from the place where
the rate was last taken, to the place whose longitude
is last determined. The thirteenth and fuurteenth
contain the state of the air at the time of each ob.
servation.

As persons, unaccustomed to calculations of this
16
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sort, may find!M>tne difficulty in comprekending the
nature of the table, the t ....o Fonowing instances wtfI
II10re clearly explain it.

Ttlul', on the Mth· Oetober, 177(f (firM cofullm),
at the Cape &I ~od Ht'>pe' {second eohtmn), we
fonnd the- daily eNO, in the- tate of ifl gt'}ing, to' be
il",t6 (third (:oIuffi'n). 'The 1000gttude of that pla·ce
calculated on a supposition, thattbe rate- of'the trme
keeper bMl eontiTmed the same' from the time of rn:rr
leaving Greenwich, that is, had a regular daily error'
of IN,~I, is found to be 180 fiB' 80" E. (fourth co
lumn). And as its rate at Greenwich is, in this in
stance, its latest rate, the longitude thus found is the
same (fifth column). The tl'Ue longitude of the place
is 180

'~3' 15" (sixth column). From whence it ap
pears, that, in our run fl:om Greenwich to the Cape,
the watch would have led us into an error only of
8' 15" (seventh column), or three miles one quarter;
or had varied 18" of time (eighth column), in four
months twenty-three days (ninth column), the period
between our leaving Greenwich and om arrival at
the Cape. As the Greenwich is the latest error, the

. tenth, eleventh, and twelfth columns will be the same
with the seventh and ninth.

But, on the ~~d of February, 1777 (first column).
at Queen Charlotte's Sound, New Zealand (second
column), the daily error of its rate was found to be
~',91 (third column). The longitude of this place,
according to the Greenwich rate, is 1750 ~5' (fourth
column). But having found, at the Cape, that it had.
altered its rate from a daily error of 1',21 to ~',ft6,

the longitude corrected by this new rate is found to
be 1740 54' ~N .(fifth column). The true longitude
of the place being 1740 !l8' 81" (sixth column); it
appears, that, in our rnn from Greenwich to New
Zealand, the error would have been only 1 0 I' ~9"
(seventh column), or sixty-one miles and a half, even
it' we had not had an opportunity of correcting its

u ~
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dailyerror-; or, in other words, that the watch had
varied 4<' 6", (eighth column), in eight months eleven
days (ninth column). But the longitude, as given by
its new rate, 'leaves an error of only 30' 54" (tenth
column), near thirty-one miles, or, in time, !l' 8",6
(eleventh column), which has been accumulating
during our run from the Cape to.New Zealand, or in
three months, !l8° (twelfth colu~n). The thirteenth
and fourteenth columns require no explanation.
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TABLE of the Rate and Error of Mr. Kendal's Watch, on boSl'd the Resolution.

1.l II. III. IV. V. VI. VII. VIII. IX. X. I XI. XII. XIII. XIV.
--- -Accumulated Errorby

Error by new Rate. Tbermo- rError of Longitudeby Ttue Longi- Greenwich Rate. Length Length meter.
TIME. PLACE. daily Greenwich Longitude by of ofnew Rate. . tude. -- eRate. Rate. in in Time. in in Time. great·lleqt IISpace. TiJIle. Space Time. Height. ='

I '0 - -- --
" G I " 0

, It 0 I II 0' , "H. ," M. D. 0 I "H.,' II' M. D.
1776. -- - -- ------JUDe 11. Greenwich - 1,21 0 o oE. 0 o OE: o 0 OE.

Oct. 24. Cape of Good } - 2,26 18 26 SO 18 26 SO 18 23 15 +0 '8 IS o 0 13,0 4 2S + 0 3 IS 00 13,04 23 SO,Hope 84 63 0

1777.
Feb. 22. Queen Char- ~

I lotte's SoUDd, 1-0 2,91 175 25 0 17454 25 174 23 31 1 1 29 o 4 5,3 9 4+QS05402 3,64 9 73 53 SO, 0
New Zealand

Mar 1. Annamooka • + 0,52 186 13 26 186 13 15' 185 11 18 1 2 8 o 4 8,5 11 22 + 1 1 57 04 7,82 18 8S 74 SO, 1
June 7. Annamooka • - 0,54 186 8 28 186 12 4S 185 11 18 057 10~ 348,6 12' 2S + 1 125 04 5,61 3 79 73 SO, 15
July 1. Tongataboo . - 1,78 185 48 60 184 5s 0 184 55 18 0,5332 o 354,1 13 21 -0 2 18 00 9,§0 24 85 69 SO, 15
Sept. I. Otaheite' • • - 1,54 211 41 26 210 39 8 210 22 518 1 18 58~ 5 15,8 15 27 + 0 1640 o I 6,62 6 90 70 so, 1
Oct. 17. Huaheine. - 2,SO 210' 14 52 llO8 5024 llO8 52 114 1 2ll 28~ 529,8 17 17 -0 2 0 00 S,ll 1 18

~
72 29, 9

NoY. 7. Ulietea • . - 1,52 lI09 4ll 54 llO8 25 !Ii llO8 25 !Ii 1 17 320 5 10,1 18 10 o 0 () 00 o,e 0 21 70 29, 7
1778.

April 16. Nootka . , - 7, 0 235 32 45 29356 0 233 17 8 2 15 27~ 9 1,8 114 51+02842 0\134,85 20 65 41 SO, 0
Oct. 14. Samganpodha - - 8, 8 197 44 15 193 III 35 193 31 20 4 1255 o 1651,6~ IS - 01845 o I 15,06 13 57 36 SO, 15

1779••
Feb. 2. Owbybee - 9, 6 214 735 203 87 \12 llO4 0 0 10 7 35~4OSO,834 14 -02238 o 1 SO,58 27 88 70 29, 8
May 1.

---~, Saint Paul, T. K.
17S 36 0 15920 0 158 4S 16 !4 52 44~ S9 so,9 37 18 -0364402 16,93 4Xamtschat- Itopt.

ka :

~
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From this view of the time-keeper it appear.st,
that, for near two years, it altered its rate very
inconsiderably, and therefOre, that its error, Be'

cording to the Greenwich l'.ate, if we had: hadl
'

no opportunities of correcting it, wuutd have
amounted only to ~!o. That afterward, at King
George's Sound, or Nootka.. it was fOund.to ha~e

varied exceedingly; of course, the k>ngitude, by
its Greenwich rate,' was becoming considerably.
erroneous. About this time, it should be remarked,
the thermometer was varying from 65° to 41°.
The greatest alteratton we ever observed in the
watch was, during the three weeks we were Cl'Wz
iog to the north; ~n which interval,. it gave tile
longitude of the East Cape with a difference of
twenty-eight miles. I have marked the longitucle
of Saint Peter and Saint Paul, as given by the
time-keeper, notwithstanding it stopped a few days
before we arrived there; this I was enabled to
do, from comparing the longitude it gave the
day before it stopped, with that given by Mr.
Baytey's watch, and allowing for the error of the
latter.

The use of so accurate a measure of time is snffi.
cientlyevident, from its furnishing in itselftbe mealll
of approximating to the longitude at sea, as finy be
seen in the above table. But, besides this, we were
enabled,. by the same means, to give a degree' of
accuracy to the lunar observati~which ~y-ean.

not otherwise pr-etend to; and, at the same time, hy
reducing a number of those observations to -eRe
time, obtain results approaohingstill nearer the
truth. In SW'Veying coasts, and ·asc-ertammg the true
position of capes and head-lands, it reaches the
ntmost degree of practical exactness. On the otlll~r

hand, it isto be oDserve<l, tl1at lunar observations, ia
their turn, are absolutely necessary, in order to reap'
th~ greatest possible advantages from the time
keeper; since, by ascertainift& the true longituie
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of places, they discover the error of' its rate..', The·
original observations, that were made in the course
of this voyage, have been published by order of
the board of longitude ~ and to those I must ref-er
the reader, f.of his furthel' informa.tion on this
subject. .

N. B. - The observatories were placed on the
west side of the village of Saint Peter arid Saint.
Paul.

Latitude deduced from me
ridian zenith distances of'
the sun, and of five stars to
the south, and five to the
north of the zenith 58° 0' 88" north.

Longitude deduced from one
hundred and forty-six sets
of lunar observations. 1580 43' 16" east..

Longitude by time-keeper, ac
cording to its Greenwich
rate - - - - - 1780 86' 0"

Longitude by time-keeper,
. according to its rate found

at Owhyhee - 1590
~O' 0"

Variation of the compass,
by azimuths taken with
three compasses, made by
Knight, Gregory, and Mar-

. tin 6° f 8/ 4011 east..

Dip of the north pole of
the magnetic needle, being

. a mean of the observ
'ations taken in. June and
September 630 !J' 011

It was high water, on the full and change of the'
moon, at thirty-six minutes past four, and the'

u4
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greatest rise was five feet eight inches. The tides
were very regular every twelve hours. On the
coast, near the bay, the flood came from the south,
and the time of high-water was near two hours
sooner than in the haroour of Saint Petet" and
Saint Paul..
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CHAP. VI.

~97

GENERAL ACCOUNT OF KAMTSCHATKA.- GEOGRAPHICAL DE·

SCRIPTION.-RIVERS.-SOIL.- CLIMATE.-YOLCANOES.

HOT SPRINGS.-PRODUCTIONS. -VEGETABLES.-ANIMALS.

-BIRDS.-FISH.

KAMTSCHATKA is the name of a peninsula situated
on the eastern coast of Asia, -running nearly north
and south, from 520 to 61 0 north latitude; the
longitude of its southern extremity being 1560 45' E.
The isthmus, which joins it to the continent on the
north,lies between tne guJf of Olutorsk and the
gulf of Penshinsk. Its, southern ~xtremity is Cape
Lopatka, a word signi(ying the blade-bone of a man,
and is so caned from its supposed resemblance to it.
The shape of the whole peninsula is not unlike that
of a shoe, widening from the toe (which we may
suppose to be Cape Lopatka) toward the middle, and
narrowing again toward the heel, the neck of land
above-mentioned connecting it with the continent.
Its greatest breadth is from the mouth of the river
Tigil to that of Kamtschatka, and is computed to be
two hundred and thirty-six miles, from whence it
narrows very gradually toward each extremity.

It is bounded on the north by the country of the
.Koriacks; to the south and east,by the north Pacific
Ocean; and to the west, by the sea of Okotsk. A
chain of high mountains stretches the whole lengto
of the country, from north to south, dividing it
nearly into two equal parts, from whence a great
number of rivers take their rise, and empty them
selves, on each side, into the Pacific Ocean and the
.sea of Okotsk.
. There are three rivers ot' much greater magnitude
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than the rest; the Bolchoireka, or Great River, so
called from bokhoia, which signifies great, and reka, a
river; the river Kamtschatka, and the Awatska. The
first empties itself into the sea of Okotsk, and is na
vigable for the Russian galliots upward of five leagues
from its mouth, or within nine miles of Bolcheretsk,
a town situated at the conflux of the Goltsoffka and
the Bistraia, which here lose themselves in the HoI.
choireka. The Bistraia itself is no inconsiderable
river. It derives its source from the same mountain
with the river Kamtschatka, and, by taking a direct
contrary course, aftOrds the Kamtschadales the means
of transporting their goods by water, in small canoes,
almost across the whole peninsula. The river Kamt;..
schatka, after maintaining a course" of near three
hundred miles from south to north, winds round. to
the eastward, in which qirection it empties itself into
the ocean, a little to the southward of Kamtschatkoi
Noss. Near the mouth of the Kamtschlltka, to the
north-west, lies the great lake called Nerpitsch, from
nerpi, a Kamtschadale word signifying a seal, with
which this lake abounds. About twenty miles up
the river, reckoniog from the mouth of the lake, is
a fort -called Nishnei Kamtschatska oGtrog, where the
Russians have built an ho&pital and barrac.k~ and
which, we were informed, is become the principal
mart in this country. -

The river Awatska arises from the mountains
situated between tbeBolcbeirekaaDd the Bililtraia, aDd
-nanning, fr.(JJll north-west to south-east, a course of
"one bundred miles, falls into the bay of Awatska.
The Tigil .is likewise a river of considerable size,
iisillg amidst some very high .ountainB, which lie
undertbe same parallel with Kamtschatkoi Noss,and,
nmuing in an even Cour&e from aouth-east to north.
~ fills into the sea of Okotsk. All the other
riVeTS of tIm peninsmla, which are almost .inftmte in
number,. are too small to deserve a particular enu.-
meratioIl~ ,
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If I may judge of· the soil from what I saw of its;
vegetable produdwns, I should not hesitate in pro
nouncing it barren in the extreme. Neither in the
neighooUl'hood of the bay, nor in the country I tra
versed on my journey to Bolcheretsk, nor in any of
our hunting expeditions, did I ever meet with the
smallest spot of ground that resembled what in Eng
land is .called a good green turf, or that seemed as it'
it .could be turned. to- any advantage, either in the
way of pasturage, or other mode of cultivation. The
face of the country in general was thinly covered
with stunted trees, having a bottom of moss, mixed
with low weak heath. The whole bore a more strik
ing resemblance to Newfoundland than to any other
part of the world I had ever seen.

Itmust however be observed, that I saw at Paratoun
ca thr.ee or four stacks of sweet and very fine~looking

hay; and Major Boom informed me, that many parts
of the peninsula, particularly the banks of the river
Kamtschatka and the Bistraia, produce grass of great
height and strength,. which they cut twice in the snm..
mer; and that the hay is of a succulent quality, and
particrularly well adapted to the fattening of cattle.
Indeed it should appear, from the size and fatness of
the tmrty.six head that were sent down to us from
the Vet'chnei ostr(Jg, and which we were told were
bred aDd fattened in the neighbourhood, that tiley
mum have trad the advantage of' both good pastures
and meadom. For it is worth our notice, that the
il'st supply we received, consisting of twenty, came
to us jugtat the cwseof the winter, and before the
IDOWw.asGfl'the groll'l'Kl, and therefore probably had
tasted nothing but hay for the sevenprecooing
months. And this agrees with what is related by
Krascheainiooff, that there is no part of thEJ country
equal in fertility to that which borders on the river
Kamtschatka, and that to the north and south it is
much interior, both in point of soil and climate. He
relaoo~ that repeat-ed experiments have been made
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in the culture of oats, barley, and rye, in different
quarters near this river) which have generally suo
ceeded; that, in particular, some persons belonging
to the cwnvent of Jakutsk, who had settled in that
part of the country, had sown barley there; whieh
had yielded an extraordinary increase; and he haa
no doubt but that wheat, in many parts, particularly
near the source of the Bistraia and Kamtschatka,
would grow as well as in the generality of countries
situated in the same latitude. Perhaps the superior
fertility of the country here spoken of may, in a great
measure, be accounted for, fi-om its. lying in that part
.of the peninsula whiah is by much the widest, and
consequently far-thest removed·fi·om the sea; on each
side. The moist chilling fogs~ and drizzling weather,
which' prevail almost perpetually along the coast,
must necessarily render the parts adjacent very unfit
fbr all the purposes of agriculture.
. It is natural to suppose, that the severity af the
climate must be in due proportion to the general
sterility of the soil, of which it is probably the cause.
The first time we saw this country was in the begin
ning of May, 1779, when the whole face of it was
covered with snow, from six to eight feet deep. On
the 6th we had snow, with the wind from the north
east. On the 8th of May, at noon, the thermometer
stood at 32°; and the same day, some of Qur men
were sent on shore to tr.y to cut wood; but the snow
was still so deep on the ground, as to render all their.
attempts fruitless. Nor was it found practicable to
proceed in this necessary business, with aU the efforts
of a very stout party, till the l~th, at which time
the thaw began to advance gradually. The sides of
the hills were now in some places free from snow;
and by the beginning' of June, it was generally
melted from the low lands. On the 15th of June,
the day we sailed out of the harbour, the thermometer
had never risen higher than 58°, nor the barometer
than 30° 04'. The winds blew almost invariably
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fi-om the eastward during our stay, and the south-east
was more prevJllent than any other.-

On our return, the !Mth of August, the foliage of
the trees, and all other sorts of vegetation, seemed to
be in the utmost state of perfection. For the re
mainder of this month, and through September, the
weather was very changeable, but in no respect se
vere. The winds, at the beginning of the month,
were for the most part easterly, after which they got
round to the west. The greatest height of the ther
mometer was 65°, the lowest 40°. The barometer's
greatest height 30°, its lowest Qgo 3'. So that upon
the whole, during this month, an equal and moderate
degree of temperature prevailed. But at the begin
ning of October, the tops of the hills were again cov
ered with new-fallen snow, the wind continuing
westerly.

In computing the seasons, the spring ought cer
tainly not to be taken into the account. From the
middle of JUlle to the middle of September may be
properly sa.id to constitute the summer. October
may be considered as an autumnal month; fi'om
thence till the middle of June it is perfect winter.
It' was toward the end of May that we made our
jo~rney, between Bolcheretsk and Awatska, over the
snow in sledges.

It is said that the climate, in the country adjoining
to the river Kamtschatka,. is not leis serene and tem
perate than in many parts of Siberia that are under
the same latitude. This variation is probably owing
to the same causes, to which the superior fertility of
the soil in those parts has been before attributed.
But it is not in the sterility of the ground alone that·
the ~amtschadalesfeel the unfavourable temperature
of their climate. The uncertaint, q.f the summer
season sometimes prevents their laymg up a sufficient
stock of dried fish for their winter's provision, and
the moisture of the air causes worms to breed in them,
which not unfrequently destroy the greatest part.

•
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I do not remember that we had either thunder or
lightning during our stay, excepting QIl the ftight of
the eruption of the 'Volcano; and, from the account
of the inhabitants, they are very seldom troubled
with st-orms of this kind, and DeY&, but in, a sfight
degree. The general severity of the winter, a!J well
as the dreadful hurricanes of wind and snow that
season brings along with it, cannot be questitmed,
from the subterraneous nabitatioIl6 the native!J are
tmder a necessity of retiring to, tor warmth aDd se.
curity. Major Behm told us, that the cold and ift..
clemency of the winter of-I7?9 was such, that, b
several weeks, aU intercourse between the inh1lbitants
was entirely stopped, eyery one bemg afraid to stir,
even from one house to anothef', for rear of being
frost-bitten. This extraordinary PigOlIT of dill'tftte,
,in so Iowa latitude, may be accounted for, from its
being sitU1:tted to the east of an immel1'8& uncuhivated
bact of country, and from the prevalence of the
westerly winds, blow ing over sa extenetvEl' and cold
;a contment. The extraordinary violeRCe and' rmpe
tuoeity of the winds, is attributed t& the- snbtena
.fleoos fires, thesulplmreous exhalatwRs, aoo tl)oe- geo
.neral vokanic disposition of the C0Untry.

This peninsula abounds in -rolt:tm9S, of wmc" cml)'
three have, for 'Some past, been subject to erupti6fl'tt.
We have already mel1tiosed that which i~ situates in
the neighbooFlwod of Awaeska. Besides, this, there
are others not lessremarkablet aeeocdlng t9 the 3e

'.£oUtJt giveR ofthem~ Krascbeninicoll
The oolCtmo oJ T01batchick ia situate(') Ott II Reek

.ef~oUBdbet~ t!heriverofKalIltsdatka aM ToI
batdrick. ne- mountain, :&00t the,sum~ 94:' wPlMh
tb& eFUfKrioIl& proeeed~ is eI 3' t!oosHterallJ.JIei lMigM,
and tefnHt\6te8 in poiflted rooks. In 11k begitHli~

of' th& year 1789, there- issued from it! a ~wi.Rtd (IJ(
flames, which reduced to' ashes tJrloe fiJ,est" 01' de
Beighbooriflg meuntail'tS. This wa9 stl'Ceee<W ~ a
cloHd elf smoke. whicb spread over afldJ lllrkenethhe
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whole country, till it was dissipated by a shower of
cinder~ that covered the ground to the distance of
thirty miles. M. Krascheninicoff; who was at this
time on a joumey from Bolchoireka to the Kamt.
schatka ostrog, at no great distance fi'om the moun.
tain, ,relates, that the eruption.was preceded by an
alarming sound in the woods, which he thought the
forerunnt)r of some dreadful storm or hurricane, till
three shocks of an earthquake,. at about a minute's
interval each, convinced him of its real cause; but
,that he was hindered from approaching nearer the
mountain by the cinde·rs that fell, and prevented
him from proceeding on his journey.

The third volca'Jlto is on the top of the mountain of
Kamtschatka, which is mentioned as by fur the
highest in the peninsula. A thick smoke never ceases
to ascend from its summit, and it has frequent erup
tions of the most violent and dreadful kind, some of
which were much talked of, and seemed to be fresh
in the memories of the Kamtschadales.

The country is likewise said to contain numerous
springs of' hot water. The only one that I had an
opportunity of seeing was at Natchikin ostrog, and
hath been already described. Krascheninicoff makes
mention of several others, and also of two very extra
ordinary pits or wells, at the bottOlll of which the
water is seen to boil as in a caldron, with prodigious
force and impetuosity; at the same time a dreadful
noise issues out of them, and so thick. a vapour, that
a man ~annot be seen through it.
. Of the trees which fell under our notice, the ptrin
cipal are the birch, the poplar, the alder (with the
bark of' which they stain their leather), many species
of the willow, but all small; and two< sorts. of dwarfish·
pines or cedars." One of' these grows upon the
coast, creeping along the ground, and seldom exceeds

• Krascheninicolf says, that the tree here spoktm of is. a dwuf
cedar, for that there is not a pine in the peninsula.
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two feet in height. It was of this sort we made our
essence for beer, and found it excellent for the pur
pose. The other grows on the mountains, to a greater
height, and bears a small, nut or apple. We were
told by the old Toion at Saint Peter and Saint Paul,
that Beering, during the time he lay in that harbour,
first taught them the use of the decoction of these
pines, and that it had proved a most excellent re
medy for the scurvy; but, whether from the great
scarcity of sugar, or from what other cause we could
not learn, we were sorry to find that it was no longer
in use amongst them. . . .
. The birch was by far the most common tree we
saw, and of this we remarked three sorts, Two of
them fit for timber, and differing only in the texture
and colour of the bark; the third of a dwarfish kind.
This tree is a£plied to a great variety of uses by the
inhabitants. The liquor, which, on tapping, it yields
in great abundance, they drink ~ithout mixture, or
any preparation, as we had fj'equent opportunities of
observing, upon our journey to Bolcheretsk, and
found it ourselves pleasant and refi'eshing, but some
what pmgative. The bark they convert into vessels,
for almost aU their domestic and kitchen purposes;
nnd it is of the wood of this tree the sledges and
cnnoes are also made. •

The birch, and every other kind of' tree in the
neighbourhood of the bay, were small and stunted;
and they are obliged to go many miles, up into the
country for wood of a proper size to work into ca
noes, for the principal timbers of their balagans, and
the like uses.

Besides the trees above-mentioned, Krascheninicofl'
relates, that the larch grows on the banks of the river

'* Krascheninicoff says, that the natives likewise convert the
bark into a pleasant wholesome food, by stripping it off whilst it
is young and green, and. cutting it into long narrow stripes, like
veTf!licelli, drying it, and stewing it afterward along with their
CQmar.
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Kamtschatka, and of those that fall into it, but no
where else, and that there are firs in the neighbour
hood of the river Berezowa; that there is likewise
the service.tree (padus foliis annuis); and two spe
cies of the white-thorn, one bearing a red, the other
a black berry.

Of the shrub kind, as junipers, the mountain-ash,
wild rose-trees, and raspberry-bushes, the country pro
duces great abundance, together with a vari~ty of
berrie!!; blue-berries of two sorts, round and oval;
partridge-berries, cran-berries, crow-berries, and
black-berries. These the natives gather at proper
seasons, and preserve, by boiling them into a thick
jam, without sugar. They make no inconsiderabl~

part of their winter provisions, and are used as sauce
to their dried and salt fish, of which kind of food
they are unquestionably excellent correctives. They·
likewise eat them by themselves, in puddings and
various other ways, and make decoctions of-them for
their ordinary liquor.

We met with several wholesome vegetables in a
wild state, and in great quantities, snch as wild ce
lery, angelica, chervil, garlic, and onions. Upon
some few patches of ground in the valleys, we found
exeellent turnips, and turnip-radishes. The garden
cultivation went no farther; yet from hence I am led
to conclude, that many of the hardy sorts of veget
ables (such at least as push their. roots downward,)
like carrots, parsnips, and beet, and perhaps potatoes,
would thrive tolerably well. Major Behm told me,
that some other sorts of kitchen vegetables had been
tried, but did not answer; that neither any of the
cabbage- or lettuce kind would ever head; and that
peas and beans shot up very vigorous stalks, flowered
and podded, but the pods never filled. He likewise
told me, that in the experiments made by himself at
Bolcheretsk, with different sorts of farinaceous grain,
there generally came up a very high and strong blade,
which eared, but that the ears never yielded flour.

VOL. VII. X
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, This short account of the vegetable productions
teaches to such parts of the country only as fell within
our notice. In the ,neighbourhood of the Kamtschatka
river, where (as has been observed) both the soil and
climate is by much the best in the whole peninsula,
garden culture is attended to, and probably with
great s~ccess, as appears from our having received
at the same time, with a s~cond drove of cattle from
Verchnei, a present of cucumbers, of very large fine
turnips, celery, and some other garden-stuff~of which'
I do not recollect the kinds.

There are two plants, which, from the great use
made of'them, merit a particular mention and descrip
tion. The first is called by the natives the sarana ;
and by botanists, Lilium Kamtskatiense fiore alro
rubente. • The stem is about the thickness of' that of
the tulip, and grows to the height of five inches, is
of a purple colour toward the bottom, and green
higher up, and hath growing from it two tier of
leaves of an oval figure, the lower consisting of'three
leaves, the uppermost of' four, in the form of a cross:
from the top of the stalk grows a single flower, of' an
exceedingly dark red coJom', in shape resembli,ng the
flower of' the na~cissus, only much smaller: from t~

centre of the flower rises a style of a triangular form,
and obtuse at the eod, which is surrounded by 'six
white stamina, whose extremities are yellow. The
root is of the bulbous kind, and resembles in shape
that of garlic, being much of the same size, but
rounder, and having, like that. fou~ or five cloves
hanging together. The plant grows wild, and in
consideraWe abundance: the women are employed
in collecting the roots at the beginning of August,
which are afterward dried in the sun, and then laid
up for use. On our second arrival, this harvest was
just over, and had fallen much sho1;t of its usual pro-

• GBlelin, p,41. Steller enumerates five different species of
this plant.
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duce. It is a common observation amongst the
Kamtschadales, that the bounty of Providence never
fails them; for that such seasons as are most hurtful
to the sarana, are always the most favourable for
fishing; and that, on the contrary, a bad fishing
month is always made up by the exuberance of the
sar'ana harvest. It is used in cookery in various
ways. When roasted in embers, it supplies the plaCe
of bread, better than any thing the country affords.
After being baked in an oven, and pounded, it be
comes an excellent substitute for flour and meal of
every 80rt, and in this .form is mixed in all their
soups, and most of their other dishes. It is esteemed
extremely nourishing, has a pleasant bitter taste, and
may be eaten every day without cloying. We used
to boil these roots, and eat them as potatoes, either
alone or with our meat, and found them very whole
'some and pleasant. It has been already mentioned,
that this useful plant grows also at Oonalashka, where
the roots of it are used, and constitute a considerable
part of their food, in like manner as in Kamtschatka.

The other plant alluded to is called tht' sweet grass;
the botanical description is, Heracleum Sibericum

foliis pinnatis, folioUs quinis, intermediis sessililntsp
corollulis uniformibus. Hort. Upsal; 65. The time
I took particular notice of it was in May, when it
was about a foot and a half high, had much the ap
pearance of sedge, and was covered with a white
down, or dust, which looked exceedingly like the
hoar-frost hanging upon it, and might be rubbed off:
it tasted as sweet as sugar, but was hot and pungent.
The stalk is hollow, and consists of three or four
joints; from each of which arise large leaves, and,
when at its full growth, is six feet high.

This plant was formerly a principal ingredient in
the cookery of most of the Kamtschadale dishes; but
since the Russians got possession of the country, it
has been almost entirely appropriated to the purpose
of distillation. The manner in which it is gathered,

x9l
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prepared, and. afterward distilled, is as follows: having
cut such stalks as have leaves growing on them, of a
proper age (the principal stem, bythe time the plant
has attained its full growth, having become too dry
for their purpose), and scraped off with shells the
downy substance on .their surface, they are laid in
small heaps, till they begin to sweat and smell. On
growing dry again, they put them into sacks made of
matting; where,'after remaining a few days, they are

. gradually covered with a sweet saccharine powder,
which exudes from the hollow of the stalk. From
thirty-six pounds of the plant, in this state, they ob
tain no more than a quarter of a pound of powder.
The women, whose province it is to collect and pre
pare the materials, are obliged to defend their hands
with -gloves whilst they are scraping the stalks, the
rind they remove being of so acrid a quality, as to
blister and even ulcerate whatever it touches.

The spirit is drawn from the plant in this state by
the following process. After steeping bundles of it
in hot water, they promote its fermentation in a
small vessel, by the herp of berries of the gimolost·,
or of the golubitsa t, being careful to close up well
the mouth of the vessel, and to keep it in a warm
place whilst the ·fermentation is going on, which is
generally so violent as to occasion a consideraWe
noise, and to agitate the vessel in which it is con
tained. After drawing offthis first liquor, they pour
on more hot water, and make a second in the same
manner. They then pour both liquor and herbs into
a copper still,. and draw off' the spirit after the usual
method. The liquor, thus obtained, is of the strength
of brandy; and is called by the natives raka. Two
pood (seventy-two pounds) of the plant yield gene
rally one 'Vedro (twenty.five pints) of raka.

Steller says, that the spirit distilled ii'om this

• Lc;nicera pedunculis hiftoris,jlorihus irifundihili formu, hucca
solitaria, ohlongiI, angulosiI. Gm'el. Flor, Sib.

t M.71rtilllls grandrs C<f!rul/'us.
19
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plant, unscraped, is exceedingly prejudicial to the
health, and produces the most sudden and terrible
nervou~ effects.

Besides these, Krascheninicoff mentions a.variaty
of other plants, from whence the inhabitants prepare
several decoctions; and which, being mixed with
their fish, make palatable and wholesome ragouts.
Such as the kipri", with which is brewed a pleasant
common beverage; and, by boiling this pJall't and
the sweet herb together, in the proportion ofone to
five of the latter, and fermenting the liquor in the
ordinary way, is obtained a strong and excellent
vinegar. The leaves of it are used instead of tea 0;
and the pith is dried and mixed in many of their
dishes; the morko'Vai t which is very like angelica;
the kotkorica +, the root of which they eat indiffer'
ently, green or dried; the ikoum § ; the utchichlei II,
which is much eaten with fish; with many others. 0

It is said, that the Kamtschadales (before their
acquaintance with fire-arms), poisoned their spears
and arrows with the juice of the root of the zgate ~ ;
and that wounds inflicted by them are equally
destructive to land and marine animals. The Tschut
ski are reported to use the same drug for this
purpose at present.

o I shall conclude this part of the natural history of
Kamtschatka with an account, fi'om the same author,
of three plants, which furnish the materials of all
their manufactures. The first is the triticum radice
perenni spiculis binis lanuginosis··, which grows in
abundance along the coast. Of the stra~ of this
grass they make a strong sort of matting, which they
use not onI" for their floors, but for sacks, bed-clothes,

* Epilohium. t ChrerophyUum seminihus levWus.
:j: Tradescantiafructu molli ~dulo.
§ BistortafQliis ouatis, ohlongis, accuminatis.
II Jacoheafoliis cannahis. Steller.
, Anemonoides et ranunculus. 0

~ Gmel. Sib. tom. i. p. 119. Tab. XXV.
x3
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curtains, and a variety of' other domestic purposes.
Of the sarnematerials, they also make very neat little
bags and baskets, of different forms, and for. various
uses.

The plant called bol.otnaia, which grows in the
marshes, and resembles cyperoides, is gathered in the
autumn, and carded like wool, with a comb made of
the bones of the sea-swallow; with this, in lieu of
linen and woollen clothes, they swath their new.horn
infants, and use it for a covering next the skin whilst
they are young. It i$ also made into a kind of'wad.
ding, and used for the purpose of giving additional
warmth to various parts of their clothing.

There remains still a vulgar and well.known plant,
which, as it contributes more effectually to their
subsistence than all the rest put together, must not be
passed over in silence. This is the nettle; which, as
the country produces neither hemp nor flax, supplies
the materials of which are made their fishing-nets ;
and without which they could' not possibly subsist.
For this purpose they cut it down in August, and,
after hanging it up in bundles in the shade, under
their balagans, the remainder of the summer, treat it
like hemp. They then spin it into thread with their
fingers, and twist it round a spindle; after which
they twine several threads together. according to
the different purposes for which it may be designed.

Though there' is little doubt but that many parts
of this peninsula would admit of such cultivation as
might contribute considerably to the comf()rt of the
inhabitants, yet its real riches must always consist
in the number of wild animals it produces; and no
labour. can ever be turned to so good account as what
is employed upon their furrieries. The animals,
therefore, which supply these, come next to be con.
sidered: and these are, the common fox; the stoat
or ermine; the zibeline or sable; the isatis or arctic

- fox; the varying hare; the mountain rat or earless
marmot; the weasel; the glutton or 'Wolverene;
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the argali or wild sheep; rein.deer, bears, wolve!!;
dogs.

The fox· is the most general object of the chace;
and they are found in great numbers, and of variety
of colours. The most common is the same in species·
with the European, with -this variation, that the
colours are more bright and shining; some are of
a datk chesnut, others are striped with dark.coloured
bars; others have the belly black, and the rest of the,
lJody of a light chesnut. Some again are of a very
dark brown, some black, others of a stone colour ;
and there are a few 9,uite white; but these last are
very scarce. Their fur is exceedingly thick and
fine, and ofa quality much superior to those either of
Siberia or' America. A variety of artifices are made
use of by the hunters to catch th is animal,. which,
in all climates, seems to preserve the same character
of craftiness and cunning. Traps of different sorts,
some calculated to fall upon them, others to catch
them by the feet, others by the head, are amongst

. the most common; to which may be added, several
ingenious contrivances for taking them in nets.
Poisoned baits are likewise in use; and the nu.1J

'lJomica is the drug principally employed for this pur.
pose. Before theif knowledge of the Russians, by
which they became acquainted with fire arms, they
also 'carried bows and arrows to the .chace. But
since that period, almost every Kamtschadale is prQ.O
vided with a rifle.barrel gun; and, though far frolll
being dexterous in the use of it; its superiority ol'er
the former instruments he is ready to acknO\yledge.

The sables t of Kamtschatka are said to he con.
siderably larger than those of Siberia, and their fUr
much thicker and brighter, though not of so good. a
black 36 th08e in the ueighbourhood of the Olekma
aod the Vitime~, a circumstance which depreciates

* Callis vulpcs. t Alustcla :r.ibellina.
:j: Riveu emptying themselves into the Lena, near its source.

X 4
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their value much more than their superiority in other
respects enhances it. .The sables of' the Tigil, and
Dllka are counted the best in Kamtschatka; and a
pair of these sometimes sell for thirty roubles (6ve
pounds sterling). The worst are those of the southern
extremity. The apparatus of the sable hunters con
sist of a: rifle-barrel gun of an exceedingly small
bore, a net, and a few bricks: with the first they
shoot them when they see' them on the trees; the
net is to surround the hollow trees in which, when
pursued, they take refuge; and the bricks are heated
and pot into the cavities, in order to smoke them
out.

I must refer the reader for an account of the
isatis • or arctic fox, to Mr. Pennant's Arctic
Zoology, as I never saw either the animal or the skin,
which I understand they set no value upon. The
varying hare t is also neglected on the same account.
They are in great abundance; and, as is always the
case with this species, turn quite white during the
winter. Our shooting parties saw several of this
colour the beginning of May, but found them so shy,
that they were not able to get within gun.shot.

The mountain-rat or earless' marmot +, is a
beautiful little animal, considerably smaller than a
squirrel, gn'd, like it, feeds upon roots, berries, the
cedar apple, &c. which it eats sitting upon its hind
legs, and holding them up to its mouth with the
paw$. Its skin is much valued by the Kamtschadales,
lsboth warm and light, and ofa bright shining colour,
forming like the plumage of' some birds, various
colours when viewed in different lights.

The stoat or ermine S is here held in no estim
ation, and, consequently never engages the attention
of the hunters, because, as I have heard, its fur is
of' an ordinary kind. I saw many of' these little
animals running about; and we bought several of

• Canis casap"s. t Lepru timidus.
t Mus cileUIU. § Mustela erminia.
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their skins, which were of a bad white, and of a dirty
yellow toward the belly. The common weasel· is
also neglected, and for the same reason.

On the contrary, the skin of the glutton or 'Wolve.
rune t, is here in the highest repute; insomuch, that a
Kamtschadale looks upon himielf as most richly
attired, when a small quantity of this fur is seen upon
him. The women adorn their hair with its pats,
which are white, and considered as an extraordinary
piece of finery; and they have a superstitions opinion
that the angels are clad with the skins of those
animals. It is said, that this creature is easily tamed,

• and taught a number of pleasant tricks. :t:
. Having already had occasion to speak as fully as
my own knowledge enables me of the bears, and the
method of killing them, I shall only here observe,
that all those I saw were of a dun brown colour;
that they are generally seen in companies of four 01'

five together; that the time they are most abroad is
during the season that the fish (which is their prin
cipal food) are pushing up from the sea into the
rivers, and that they are seldom visible in the wiilter
months. §

Their skins are exceedingly useful. They make
both excellent warm mattrasses, and coverings for

- their beds; comfortable bonnets 'and gloves, and
good collars, for the dogs' harness. Their flesh, and
particularly the fat, is considered as great delicacies.

, .

. *' Mmtela ni"alis. t Ursus [usem.
, :t: Krascheninicoff relates" that this small animal, frequently
destroys deer, and the wild mountain sheep, in the following way:
they scatter at the bottom of trees bark and moss, which those
animals are fond of: and whilst they are picking it up, drop sud.
denly upon them, and fastening behind the head, suck out their
eyes. .

§ The Koriacks make use of a very simple me,thod of catching
bears. They suspend, between the forks of a tree, a running
noose, within whICh they fasten a bait, which the animal. en
deavouring to pull away, is caught sometimes by the neck, and
sometimes by the paw.



The wolves are only seen in the winter; at which
season they prowl about, as I was told, in large com..
panies, in search of prey.

There are rein.deer, both wild and tame, in
several parts of' the peninsula, but none in the neigh,:
boorhood of Awatska. It is somewhat singular, that
this nation should never have used the rein-deer for
the purposes of carriage, in the same manner as their
neighbours, both to the north and the eastward. Their
dogs, indeed, seem fully sufficient for all the de.
mands of the natives in their present state; and the
breed of Russian horses will, probably, increase with
the future necessities of the country. But when it
is recollected, that the use of dogs, in a great mea
sure, precludes them from the advantage of bringing
up any other domestic animals, it will appear the
more extraordinary that they should not have adopted
the services of an animal so much more gentle as
well as powerful.

The argali, or .wild mountain sheep·, an animal;
I believe, unknown in Europe (except in Corsica and
Sardinia), is here in great plenty. Its skin is like
the deer's, but in gait and general appearance, it
partakes more of'thegoat. It has two large twisted
horns, sometimes weighing, when at full growth,
from twenty-five to thirty pounds, which in run·
Ding, it rests upon its back. These creatures are
exceedingly nimble and swift, haunt only the most
craggy and mountainous parts, and make their. way
among the steepest rocks with an agility that is as
tonishing. The natives work their horns into spoons
and small cups and platters; and have frequently
one of a smaller size hanging to a belt, which serves
them to drink out of in their hunting expeditions.
This animal is gregarious. I frequently tasted the
flesh of them, and thought it had a very sweet and
delicate flavour; but never bad an opportunity of
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seeing one alive. I must, therefore, refer the rcader
for a particular description of this beautiful animal
(for such it is said to be), to the Memoirs of the
Academy of Petersburg, tom. iv. tab. xiii.

I have already observed, that the dogs of this
country are, in shape and mien, exceedingly like the
Pomeranian, with this difference, that they are a great
deal larger, and the hair somewhat coarser. They
are of a variety of colours; but the most general is
a light dun, or dirty cream colour. Toward the end
of May they are all turned loose, and left to provide
for themselves through the summer, being sure .to
return to their respective homes when the snow begins
to fall. Their food in the winter consists entirely of
the head, entrails, and back bones of salmon, which
are put aside, and dried for that purpose; and with
this diet they are fed but sparingly. The number of
dogs must needs be very great, since five are yoked
to a sledge, and a sledge carries but one person; so
that, on our journey to Bolcheretsk, we required no
fewer than an hundred and thirty-nine, at the two
stages of Karatchin and Natchikin. It is also to be
remarked, that they never make use of bitches fbr
the draft, nor dogs but those that are ~ut. The
whelps are trained to this business, by being tied to
stakes with light leathern thongs, which are made to
stretch, and having their victuals placed at a proper
distance out of their reach; so that. by constantly
pulling and labouring, in order to come at their food,
they acquire both the strength of' limbs and the
habit of'drawing, that are necessary for their future
destination. ..

The coast .and bays of this countJ'y are frequented.
by almost every kind of northern sea-fowl; and.
amongst the rest are the sea-eagles, but not, as at
Oonalashka, in great numbers. The rivers inland
(if I may judge fi'om what I saw in our journey to
Bolcheretsk), are stored with numerous flocks of
wild-ducks, of various species; one kind of' which,
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in particular, has a most beautiful plumage, and is
called by the natives a-an.gitche, a word intended to
express its cry, which is not less singular than agree
able, consisting of'three distinct notes, rising at equal
intervals gbove each other.·
. There is another species called the mountain.duckt,

which, Steller says, is peculiar to Kamtschatka. The
drake is covered with plumage of' extraordinary
beauty. Besides these~ we observed a variety of
other water.fowl; which from their size seemed to be
of the wild-goose kind.

1n the woods through which we passed, were seen
several eagles of a prodigious size, but of what species
they were I cannot pretend to determine. These are
said to be of' three different sorts; the black eagle,
with a white head, tail, and legs:t:, of which the
eaglets are as white as snow; the white eagle, so
called, though in fact it is of a light grey; and the
lead, or stone-coloured eagle §, which is the most
common; and probably those 1 saw were of this sort.
Of the hawk, falcon, and bustard kind, there are
great numbers.

This country likewise affords woodcocks, snipes,
and two sorts of grouse, or moor-game. Swans are
also said to be in great plenty; and in their enter
tainments generally to make a part of the repast,
though I do not remember to have seen one on any
occasion. The vast abundance of' wild-fowl with
which the country is stored, was manifest from the

. * Mr. Steller l}as made the following scale of its cry:

---+IE :=
a - an - gitche a - an" gilche

For a further account of this bird, I must refer the reader to
Krascheninicoff, vol. ii. part 4.

t Anas picta, capite pulchre fasciato. SteUer:
t Falco leucocephal"s. § Vultur albtulla.
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numerous presents we received from the Toion of
Saint Peter and Saint Paul, and which sometimes
consisted of twenty brace.

We met with no amphibious sea-animals on the
coast, except seals, with which the bay of Awatska
swarmed; as they were, at this time, in pursuit of'
the salmon that were collecting in shoals, and ready
to JiScend the rivers. Some of them are said to pur
sue the fish into the fresh water, and to be found in
most of the takes which communicate with the sea.

The sea-otters· are exactly the same with those
we met with at Nootka Sound, which have been al~

ready fully described, and where they are in great
plenty. They are also said to have been formerly in
equal abundance here; but, since the Russians have
opened a trade for their skins to China, where they
are sold at a price much beyond that of any other
kind of fur, they have been hunted almost entirely
out of the country. Amongst the Kurile islands
they are still caught, though in no great numbers;
but are of a superior quality to those of Kamtschatka,
or the American coast.

We are informed, that on Mednoi and Beering's
Island, scarce a sea-otter is now to be'found; thougn
it appears from Muller t, that in his time they were
exceedingly plentiful.

The Russian voyagers make mention of a great
variety of amphibious sea-animals, which are said to
frequent these· coasts: the reason why we saw no
other kinds might be, that this was the season of'
their migration.
. Not having it in my power to treat these articles·
more fully, I conclude them with the less regret,
since the ingenious Mr. Pennant has a work, almost
ready for publication, entitled, Arctic Zoology; in
which the learned will receive full information con
cerning the animals of this peninsula. This gentle
man has very obligingly communicated to me his

.. MU8tela lutris. . t English Translation, p. 59•
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'Catalogue of Arctic Animals, with references to hiR
work, and permission to insert it. It will he found
at the end of this chapter; and I feel myself ex
tremely happy in laying it before the reader, and
thereby presenting him with what could. have been
furnished from no other quarter, one entire view of
Kamtschadale zoology•
. Fish may be consjdered as the staple article of food
with which Providence hath supplied the inhabitants
of this peninsula, who in general must never expect
to draw any considerable part of their sustenance
either from grain or cattle. It is true, the soil, as
has been remarked, affords some good and nourishing
roots, and every part of the country abounds in
berries; but though these alone would be insufficient
for the support of' the people, yet, at the same time,
they are necessary correctives of the putrescent qua
lity of' their dried. 6sh. In short, fish may, with
much greater justice, be here called the staff of life,
than bread is in other countries; since it appears,
that neither the inhabitants, nor the only domestic
animal they have, the dog, could exist without it.

Whales are frequently seen, both. in the sea of'
Okotsk and on" the side of the eastern ocean, and
when caught are turned to a variety of uses. Of'the
skin they make the sales of their shoes, and straps
and thongs for various other purposes. The flesh they
eat, and the fat, is carefully stored, both for kitchen
use and for their lamps. The w4iskers are found to

. be the best materials for sewing .together the seams
. of' their canoes; they likewise make nets of them for

the larger kind of6sh; and,·with the under jaw-bones,
their sledges are shod. They likewise work the bones
into knives; and formerly the chains with which their
dogs are tied were made of' that material, though at
present iron ones are generally used. The intestines
they clean, then blow and dry like bladders, and it
is' in these their oil and grease is stored; and of the
nerves and veins, which are both strong and slip
readily, they make excellent snares; so that there is
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no part of the· whale which here does not find
its use.

From the middle of May till our departure on the
~4th ofJune, we caught great quantities of excellent
flat-fish, trout, and herrings. Upward ofthree hundred
of the former, besides a number of sea-trout, were
dmgged out at one haul of the seine, the 15th of
May. These flat-fish are firm, and of a good flavouF',
studded upon the back with round prickly knobS';
like turbot, and $treaked with dark brown lines,
running from the head toward the tail. About the
end of May the first herring season begins. They
approach in great shoals, but do not remain long on
the coast. They had entirely lett the bay before we
sailed out of it the first time, but were beginning to
revisit it again in October. It bas been already
mentioned, that the herrings were remarkably fine
and large, and that we filled a great part of our
empty casks with them. The heginning of June,
large quantities of excellent cod were taken, a part
of which were likewise salted. We caught too, at
different times, numbers of small fish, much re
sembling a smelt, and once drew out a wolf-fish~

Notwithstanding this abundan~e of flat-fish, cod,
and herring, it is on the salmon fishery alone that the
Kamtschadales depend for their winter provisions.
Of these, it is said by naturalists, there are to be
found on this coast all the different species that are
known to exist, and which tpe natives formerly cha
l"acterized by the different months in which they
ascend the rivers. .They say, too, that though the
shoals of different sorts are seen to mount the rivers
~t the same time,. yet they never mix with each other;
that they always return to the same .river in which
they were bred, but not till the third summer; that
n.either the male nor female live to regain the sea ;
that certain species frequent certain rivers, and are
never found in others, though they empty themselves
nearly at the same place. .
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The first shoals of salmon begin to enter the
mouth of the Awatska about the middle of May;
and this kind, which is called by the Kamtschadales
Tclurvitsi, is the largest and most valued. Their
length is generally about three feet and a half: they
are very deep in proportion, and their average weight
is from thirty to forty pounds. The tail is not forked,
but straight. The back is of a dark blue, spotted
with black; in other respects they are much like our
common salmon. They ascend the river with ex
traordinary velocity, msomuch that the water is
sensibly agitated by their motion; and the Kamtscha
dales, who are always on the watch for them about
the time they are expected, judge of their approach
by this circumstance, and immediately Jet drop their
nets before them. We were presented with one of
the first that was caught, and given to understand
that it was the greatest compliment that could be
paid us. Krascheninicoff relates, that formerly the
Kamtschadales made a point of eating the first fish
they took, with great rejoicings, and a variety of
superstitious ceremonies; and that after the Russians
became their masters, it was for a long time a· con
stant subject of quarrel between them, to whom the
first should belong. The season for fishing, for thilj
species, lasts from the middle of May till the end of
June. .

The other sort is of a smaller kind, weighing only
from eight to sixteen pounds; they are known by
the general name of the red fish, and begin to collect
in the bays, and at the mouths of the rivers, the be
ginning of June; from which time, till the end of
September, they are caught in great quantities both
upon the eastern and western coast, where any fresh
water falls into the sea, and likewise all along the
course of the rivers, to their very source. The man
ner in which they draw their nets within the bay of
Awatska, is as follows: they tie one end of the net
to a large stone at the water's edge, they then push.
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off in a canOe about twenty yards, in a right line,
dropping their net as they advance, after w~ich they
turn and- run out-the remainder of the net in a line
paraiIel to the shore; In this position they wait, con
ceali~g_ themselves very carefully in the boat, and
keeping a sharp look-out fo.' the fish, which always
direct their course close in with the shore, and whose
approach is announced by a rippling in the water, till
they find that the shoal has advanced beyond the
boat, when th~y shoot the.canoe to shore in a direct
line~ and never fail of endosing their prey. Seldom
more than two tnen are employed to a net, who hawl
with facility, in this manner, seines larger thap ours,
to which we appoint a dozen. We at first met with
very poor success in our own method of hawling; but
after the Kamtschadales had very kindly put us in .
the waYt we were not.less successful than themselves.
In the rivers, they shoot one net across, and hawl
another down the stream to it. -

The lakes that have a communication .with the
sea, which was the case of aU those that I saw, abound.
'With fish, that have very much the resemblance of

. small salmon, and are from foui' to six pounds' weight.
I could not understand that the inhabitants thought
it worth their while to fish for them. As these lakes'
are not deep, they become an easy prey to the bears
and dogs during the summer; and if 1 might judge
from the quantity of bones to be seen upon the banks,
they devour vast numbers' of them. .

The inhabitants, tor the ,most part, dr~ their ,sal
mon, and salt very lIttle of It. Each fish is cut mto
three pieces, the belly-piece being first taken off, and
afterward a slice along each side the back-bone. The
former of these are dried and smoked, and esteemed
the finest part of the fish, and sold, when we were at
Saint Peter's and Saint Paul's, at the rate of one hun
dred for a rouble. The latter are dried in the air,
and .either eaten whole as bread, or reduced to pow.

VOL. VII. Y
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der, of which they make paste and cakes, that are
hot unpleasant to the taste. The head, tail, and
bones, are hung up and dried for winter provision
for the dogs.

•
List qf the Animals found in KamtschatlcaJ corn

municated by Mr. PENNAN'f.·

.. Argali, wild sheep, Arct. }
Zoot vol. i. p. 12

Ibex, or wild goat • 16
.. Rein. - - • 22
.. Wolf 38
··Dog .40
.. Arctic fox 42
•• European fox • 405

a. blaek 406
b. cross . iho

•• Polar hear, in the frozen }
sea only 55··Bear. ·.57

•• Wolverene 66
•• Common weasel. • 75
•• Stoat, or ermine ih.
.. Sable - • 79

. Common otter - 86
.. Sea otter 88
*'" Varring hare 94

Alpme hare • 97
•• Earless marmot 113

Bobak marmot· • liS
Water rat 130
Common mouse - • 131
O~conomic mouse - 194.-
Red mouse • 136
Ichelag mouse 138
Fretid shrew - 139

•• Walms. Icy sea 144
•• C;ortl'mon seal - - 1$1

Great Ileal 159
Leporine seal - 161

Capra a1llmOIl, Lyn. Sist. 97

Capra ihex - 90
Cervus tarandus 93
Canis lupus 58

Canis l~opus 59
Canis'll pes ih.

Ursus aretos 69

Ursus aretos.
Ursusluscus 71
Mustela ni'llalis 69
Mustela erminia 68
Mustela zihellina ih.
Mustela lutra 66
Mustela lutris ih.
Lepus timidus.

Mus citellus 113

Mus amphihius 82
Mus muiculus 83

Sorez araneus 74-
Trichechus rosmarus 49
Phoca'Oitulinll 56

• The quadrupedS and birds meouolied io fbi. part of the votage are JJIllrked
io this list with a double asteriak.
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Harp seal 163
Rubbon seal. Kurile isles 165
Ursine seal - ib. Phoca Itrnnll 58
Leonine seal 172

.. Whale-tailed manati - 177
There were no domestic animals in Kamtschatka, till they were

introduced by the RWlSians. The dogs, which' seem to be of
wolfish descent, are aboriginal.

Birds.

LAND BIRDS.

I. Sea ~le. Vol. II. p. 194- Falco os:Itrr - 124
•• Cinereous e:fle - 214- Vultur i . 128
•• White.heade eagle 196 Falco kucocephalru ilJ.

Crying eagle .. 215 .
Osprey - 199 Falco l&alitmu 129
Peregrine falcon .. 202 ·78
Goshawk 2040 Falco l:tumlJariru 180

II.. Eagle owl 228 Stm ulJo - 181
Snowy owl 283 Stm "!letea 182

III. Raven 246 C07"lJU8 COT" 155
Magpie .. 1.4-7 C07"lJU8 pica 157
Nutcracker 252 Co"*, caryocattJct~ w.

IV. Cuckoo - 266 Cru:ulUl canorru 168
V. Wryneck 267 J!Jnz Torquilla - 172
VI. Nuthatch 281 Sitta Europea - 177
VII. White groUB 308 Tetrao lagopul 274-

Wood groul _.. 812 Taroo urogallUl - 278
VIII. Water ouzel 882 Sturnru cinelus.
IX. Fieldfare 8400 Turdru lila", - 291

R~winfathrush - 8401 Turdru iliacru .. 292
Kamtsc tkan M3 (Latham, iii. 28.)

X. Greenfinch 858 Lozia chkJri6 .. 8040
XI. Goldenbunt:! - 867 (Latham, ii. 201'

J
XII. Le~erred-h ed linnet 879 (Latham, ii. 80.5.
XIII. Dun fty-eatcher 390 (Latham, ii. 851.
XIV. Sky-lark .. - .. 894- A.Alar.ulaanJe7Uil - 287

Wood lark .. 895 B. Alauda arborea .. ••XV. White wagtail - .. 896 E. MotacilJa alba 8S1
Yellow w8gtail ib. F. Motacilla.f4zva - W.
TscI,.utski wagtail .. 397 H.

XVI. Yellow wren 4013 Motacilla trochilus 388

• The birdI 'llt'bkhare not dacribed by Lianelll, are refemld &0 die Hiatoiy of
Birds, DOW ,..bljshingby Mr. Latham, 1lUI'ge01l, in Danford Kent.. .

y !t
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202
203
201
195

Mergus merganser ' 208
Mergus'alhtillus ."209
Anas·Cygnfl.sferus 194 A.

Anas hemicla - 198
Anasmollissima • ih.
Anas spectahilis. 195
AnasftsclJ. - 196
Anas clJJPeata . 200
Anas clangula - 201
Anas 'kistrionica 204-
Anas hoschas 205

Redstart .. - -416 Motacilla pkamicurus' 335
LongbiIled 420
Stapazina . 421 Motacilla ~tapazina 381
Awatska 422

XVII. Marsh titmouse - 427 Par", palustris 3401
XVIII. Chimney swallow 429 Hirundo rustica - 3403

Martin· - - 430 Hirundo ur6ica - M4
8andmartin ih. Hirundo riparia - ih.

XIX. ·European goatsucker 437 -Caprimulgus Europeus M6

;Wtiter Fowl.

'CLOYEN-FOOTED WATER FOWL.

'Great tern . • .No. 448 .Sterlta kirundo.
Kamtschatkan P. 525 A.. .
Black·headed gull No. 455 Larus ridihundus 225
,Kittiwake gull - No. 456 ..Larus msa . 22t
Ivory gull No. 457
Arctic gull No. 459
Tarrock " '. P.588 D. Larus"tridactylus 224
~Red.legged '. No. ib. E.
Folmar petrel No. 464 ProceUaria glacialis213
'Stormy petrel • No. ib. Procellaria pelagica 212
'Kurile petrel P. 536 A.
Blue petrel. • Preface.
'Goosarldet'me\"ganse\" ·,No. 465 .
'Smew - . - iNo.468
Whistling swan' . - No. 469
Great goose - P. 570 .

,Chinese goose P. 571 "Anan;ygnoides - ih. B.
,Snow goose No. 477 ,
Brent goose No. 478
'Eider duck No. 480 .
Black dUCk No. 483 :
Velv-et duck No. 481
Shoy-eler '. No. 485
Golden''C~e No. 486
Harlequin ~o. 490
Mallard No. 494 .

"·Western No. 497
Pintail '. No. 500 , Anaa' acuta

•• Longtailed No. 501 '. Anas glacialis
MouillonP. 573 F. Anas glaucion

'Shieldrake P.512 D. Anas tadoT1lIl .

• I neVet' Raw thi~; but it i~ mentioned by ·Mr, EJlls. I had omitted it iu my
woologic part,
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Tufted
Falcated
Gargany
Teal
Corvorant
Violet corvorant
Red-faced corvorant
Crane
Curlew
Whimbrel
Common sandpiper
Gambet
Golden plover ,
Pied oyster-catcher

Plain phalarope.

P; 573 "G. Anasfidigula 007
P.574 I. .
P.576 O. Anas querfjuedula 263
P.577. P. Anas crecla - 204

No. 509 I!elecanus carvo 216
- f. 5P'4. B•.

- lb. C.
P.453 A. Ardea grus -. 334
P. 462 A. Scolopax arquata 242'
P..462 B. Scolopax phOJopus 2.43

No.888 T,inga hypoleucos 250
No. 394 . Tringa g~mbetta . 248
No. 399 Charadrius pluvialis .254
No. Htematopusostralegu~257

WI.TH,PINNtfTED FEET.

W-l'l'H'WBBBE~PEE7\_

220,
i6.

• 214
210
211

Wandering albatross - No.4I23 Diomedea e.rulans
· Razor-bill auk. - - No. 425 . Aka torda'
· Puffin No. 427 Aka arctica

Antient - & ..430.
· Pygmy - No. 431.-

Tufted -. No. 432
Parroquet 'No. 433
Crested No. 434
Dusky. No. 495.
Foolish guillemot No.,496, Colym6us troilk,
BI,!-ck guillemot' No. 437 Coly~6us grylle
Marbled guillemot No. 498
Imber diver No. 440 Colym6us immer
Speckled diver . No. 441

. Red-throated diver No.443 Colym6uueplentrionalis'220,
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CHAP. VII.

OCT.

HNERAL M:COl1NT O. KAMTSCHATKA CONTINUED.-OF THE

INHABITANTS. - OIlIGIN OR THE KAMTSCHADALE8. - DIS
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TH~ present inhabitants of Kamtschatka are of
three Sorts. The natives, or Kamtschadales; the
Russians and Cossacks; and a mixture of these two
by marriage. .

Mr. Steller, who resided some time in this country,
aDd seems to }:lave taken great pains to gain inform
ation on this subject, is persuaded, that the true
Kamtschadales are a people of great antiquity, and
have for many ages inhabited this peninsula; and
that they are originally 'descended from the Muog&
lians, and not either from the Tongusian Tartars; as
some, or the Japanese, as others, have imagined.

The principal arguments, by which he suppotU
these oplDions, are;· that there exists not among them
the trace of a tradition of their having migrated from
any other country; that they believe themselves to
have been created and placed in this very.spot by
their god Koutkou; that they are the most favoured
of his creatures; the most fortunate and happy of
beings; and that their countfy is superior to all
others, affording means of gratification far beyond
what are any where else to be met with; that they
have a perf~ct .kn<?wledge of all ·the plants of the
country, their vIrtues and uses, which could not be
acquired in a short time; that their instruments and
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household utensils differ greatly from those of any
other nation, and are made with an extraordinay de..
gree of neatness and dexterity, which implies that .
they are hoth of their own invention, and have been
long in arriving at so great perfection; that antece..
dently to the arrival of' the Russians and Cossacks
among them, they had not the smallest knowledge of
any people except the Koreki; that it is but of' late
they had an intercourse with the Kuriles, and still
later (and happened by Ille'ans of a- vessel being ship
wrecked on their coast) that they knew any thing of
the Japanese; and, lastly, that the country waa
very populous, at the time the Russians first got
footing in it. . .

The reasons he alleges for supposing them to be
originally descended from the Mungalians are; that
many words in their language have ter.minations- simi
lar to th08e of the Mungalian Chinese, such as, ong,
ing, o;ng, tching, tcha, tchoing, ksi, kSURg, &c. ~ aDd
moreover, that the same principle of inflexion or
derivation obtains in both languages; that they ar~

in general under-sized, as. are the Mungalia~s; that
their complexion, like theirs, is swarthy; that they
have black hair, little beard, the face broad, the nose
short and flat, the eyes small and sunk, the eye-brows
thin, the belly pendant, the legs small ; all which are
peculiarities that are to be. found among the Mun
galians. From the whole of which he draws thi.
conclusion, that they fled for safety to this peninsula,
from the rapid advances of the eastern conquerors;
as the Laplanders, the Samoides, &c. were compelled
to retreat to the extremities of' the north~ by the
Eur~ns.

1'1;1.e Russians having extend.ed their. conquests,
and established posts and colonies along that im
mense extent of' coast of' the frozen sea, from the
Jenesei to the Anadir, appointed commissaries for
the purpose of exploringand subjecting the countries
still farther eastward. They soon I)e~ame acq.uF&inted
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with the·.wandering Koriacs inhabiting: the nOrth' and
north-east coast of' the sea of Okotsk; and without

.difficulty made them tributary. These being' the
immediate neighbours of the Kamtschadales,' and
likewise' in the habit of bartering with thetTl.t a
knowledge.of' ~amtschata followed of course..

'rhe honour of the first discovery is given to Feodot
Alexeieff, a merchant,' who is said to ~have sailed
from the river Kovyma round the peninsula of ·the
Tschutski;' in. company with seven' other. vessels,
about the''Year 1648. The tradition goes, that being
separated from the rest by a storm, near the Tschu
kotskoi Noss, hewas.driven upon the coast of' Kamt..
schatka, wheJ,"e k.e wintered; and the summer follow
ing coasted round the promontory of' Lopatka, into.
the sea of' Okotsk, and entered the mouth of. the
Tigil; but that he and his companions were cut. oft'
by the Koriacs, in endeavouring to pass from thence
hy'land to the Anadirsk. This in part is corroborated'
by the accounts of Simeon Desh-neff, who commanded
one of the seven vessels, and was thrown on shore· at
the mouth: of the Anadir. Be this as it may, since
1;hese discQveries, if such· they were, he d~d m>t live
to make any report of' what they had done. Volo
dimir AtmssOfi; a Cossack, stands for the first acknow
ledged discoverer of' Kamtschatka. ~

'rh\s person was sent,. in the· year 1697, from the
fort Ja~utsk to the Anadirsk, in the quality of com
missary, with instruct.ions to call in the assistance of
th.e Koriacs, wi~h ~ view to the discovery of coun
tr~es bey~nd theIrs, and to the subjecting them t~ 9.

tnbute. . In 1699, he penetrated, with about sixty
Russian soldiers, and the same number of Cossacks,
into .the heart of the peninsula, ~ained the Ti~l, and,

. .. It is proper to remark, that Atlassoff sent an advanced party,
under the cOJIlrqand of a. subaltern, called Lucas Moloskoff, w{lo
cer:tainly penetl:ated into Kamtschatka, and returned wi~h an. ac·
count of his success before Atlassoff set out, and is therefore no~

\Uljustly mentioJ'!ed as the discoverer of- Kamtschatka.
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from thence, levying atribute inf'urs, in his progress
crossed over to the river Kamtschatka, on which he
built tbe higher Kamtschatka ostrog, called Verchnei,
where he len a garrison of sixteen Cossacks, and re
turned to Jakutsk in 1700, with'an immense.quantity
of rare and valuable tributary furs. These he had
the good sense and policy to accompany to Moscow,
and, in recompence for hiss~rvices" was appointed
commander of the fort of' Jakutsk, with farther orders
to repair again to Kamtschatka, having first drawn
from the garrison at Tolbolsk a ,reinforcement of a
hundred Cossacks, with ammunition, and whatever
else could give efficacy to the co~pletion and settle-

.ment of' his late discoveries. Advancing with this
force toward the Anadirsk, he fell in with a bark on
the river· Tunguska, laden with Chinese merchan
dize, which he pillaged; and, ·in, consequence of' a
l"emonstrance from the sufferers to the Russian court,
he was seized upon at Jakutsk, and thrown into
prison. -
. In the mean time, Potop Serioukoff, who had been

left by Atlassoff, kept peaceable possession of', the
garrison of Verchnei; and though he had not a suf:'
ficient force to compel the payment of' a tribute from
the natives, yet, by his management and conciliating
dispo~ition, he conti~ued to carryon an advantageous
traffic with them as a merchant.' On his return'to .
the Anadirsk, with the general good-will of the na·
tives of' Kamtschatka, himselfand party were attacked
by the Koriacs, and unfortunately all cut off. This

.happened about 1703; and several other successive
commissaries .were sent into Kamtschatk~ with
'various success, during the disgrace and trial. of
;.A.tlassoff.

In 1706, Atlassoff was reinstated in his command,
and appointed to conduct a· second expedition into
J{amtschatka, with instructions to gain upon the na-

• This river empties itself into the Jenesei.
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tiVe8 by all peaceable means, but on no pretence to
have recourse to force and compulsion; but, instead
of attenqing to his orders, be not only, by repeated
acts of cruelty and injustice, made the natives ex
ceedingly hostile and averse to their new governors,
but likewise so far alienated the affections of his own
people, that it ended in a mutiny of the Cossacks,
and their demand of another commander. The Cos
sacks having carried their point in displacing Atlas.
BOff, seized upon his. effects ; and after once tasting
the sweets ofplunder, and of living without discipline
or contr,ol, in vain did his successors attempt tQ
reduce them to military discipline. and subjection.
Three successive commanders were assassinated in
their turn; and the Cossacks, being thus in open
rebelljon to the Russian government, and with arms
in their hands, were let loose upon the natives. The
history of' this country from that period, till the grand
revolt -of the Kamtschadales in 17Bl~ presents one
unvaried detail of massacres, revolts, and savage and
sanguinary rencounters Between small parties, from
.one end of the peninsula to the other.

What led to this revolt,. was the discovery of a
passage from Okotsk to the BolchoirekJ1, which Wlij;

first made by Cosmo Sokoloff, ilJ. the ·year 1715.
Hitherto the Russians had no entrance into the'. .

country, but on the side .of Anadirslq so that th~

natives bad freq\l6nt opportunities of bQth plundering
the tribute, as it was carried by S9 IQDg j1 journey OlJt
of the peninsula, and harassing the troops in their
march i~to it. But, by the discovery of this commu
-nicati<¥l.there existed a safe and speedy means, a,s
well pj' exporting the tribute, .~~ of importing tr90PS
and military stores into the very heart of the country;
which the natives el:lsilysaw gave the Rl\&Sians so
great an advantage, as IIJ.U$ soon :confirm their domi
nion, and therefore determin~d them to make one
grand and immediate struggle for their liberty.· The
moment reSQJv.e4 uPQpfor car;fyi~g -t.QeiT designs into
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executioo, was when Beeaog shOt,dd have set sail,
who was at this time 00 the coast with a small
squaMon, and had dispatched all the troops that
could well be spared from the country, to join Pow
loutski, in an expedition against the Tschutski. The
opportunity was well chosen; and it ill altogether
surprising that this conspiracy, which was so general,
that every native in the peninsula is said to have had
his share in it, was at the same time conducted with
such secrecy, that the Russians had not the smallest
suspicion that any thing hostile to their interests was
in agitation. Their other measures were equally well
takeu. They had a strong body in readiness to cut
air all communication with the fort Anadirsk; and
the eastern coast was likewise lined with detached
parties, with a view of seizing on any Russians that
might by accident arrive from Okotsk. . Things were
in this state, when the commissary Cheek.aerdin
marched from Verchnei with his tribute, escorted by
the troops of the fort, for the mouth of the Kamt
schatka river, where a vessel was lying to convey
them to the .Anadir. Besides waiting for the de
parture of Beering, the .revolt was to be suspended
till this vessel should be out at sea, notice of which
was to be given to the dlfferent chiefs. Accordi~ly,
the moment she was out of sight, they began to·
massacre every Russian and Cossack that came in
their way, and to set fire to their houses. Alarge
body ascended the river Kamtschatka, made them
selves masters of the fort and ostrog the commissary
had just quitted, put to death ,all that were in it, and,
except the church and fort, reduced the whole to
ashes. Here it was that they first learned that the
Russian vessel, in which the commissary had em
barked, was 'still on the coast, which determined them
to defend t.hemselves in the fort. The wind fortu.
nately soon brought the ve.'Wel back to the harbour;
for had she proceeded in her voyage, nothing pro
bably could have prevented the utter' eXUl1lat.ion of
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the Russians. The Cossacks- finding, on their land
ing, that their houses had been burnt to the grolNld,'
and their wives and children either massacred or' car
ried off prisoners, were enraged to madness. They
marched directly to the fort, which they attacked
with great fury, and the natives as resolutely de
fended, till at length, the powder.mltgazine taking
fire, the fort was blown up, together with, most ot"
those that were in it. Various rencounters succeeded
to this event, in which. much blood was spilled 'on
both sides.. At length, two of the principal leaders
b~ing slain, and the third (aner dispatching 'his' wife·
and children" to prevent their falling into the' enemy's
hand) having put an end, to himself" peace was
established.

From that period every thing went on very peace
ably, till the year 1740, when a few Russians lost
their lives in a tumult which was attended with no
farther co~sequences; and, except the insurrection
at Bolcheretsk in 1770, (which hath been. already
noticed), there has been no disturbance since. .
. Though the quelling the rebellion of' 1781, was.
attended with the loss, of a great number, of. inhab
itants, yet I was, informed, that the country had.
recovered itself, and was become more populous than
ever, when;. in the year 1767, the small-pox, brought
by a soldier from Okotsk, broke out among them for
the first time, marking its progress with ravages not
less dreadful than the plague, and seeming to t~lfeaten

their entire extirpation. They, compute, that near
t}Venty thousand died of this disorder in Kamtschatka,
the Koreki country, and the Kurile Islands. The
inhabitants of whole villages were swept away. Of
this we had sufficiEmt proofs before our eyes. There
are no less than eight ostrogs scattered about the bay
of Awatska, all which, we were informed, 'had been
fully inhabited, but are now entirely desolate, except
Saint Peter and Saint Paul, and 'even that containl\
no more than seven Kamtschadales,.who are trjbu~ary.

15
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At Paratounca osirog there are but thirty-six native
inhabita,nts,men, wom~n, and children,' which, before
it .was visited by the small-pox, we -were told, con
tained three hundred and sixty. In our road to Bal
cheretsk, . we' passed four extensive ostrogs, with not
an inhabitant in them. In the present diminished
state of the natives, with. fresh supplies of Russians
and Cossacks perpetu.ally pouring in, and who inter
mix .with them by marriage, it is probable that in
less than half a century there will be very few of
them left. . By Major Behm's account, there are not
now more than three thousand who pay tribute, the
Kurile islanders included.

I understood that there are at this time, of the
military, in·the five forts of' Nichnei, Verchnei, Tigil,
Bolcheretsk, arid 'Saint Peter and Saint Paul, about
four hundred Russians and Cossacks, and near the
same number 'at Ingiga, -,,:hich, though to the north
of the peninsula, is, I learned, at present under the
commander of Kamtschatka.' To these may be added
the Russian traders -and emigrants, whose numbers
are not very considerable.

The Russian government established over this
cot1ntry is mild and equitable, considered as a niili.
taryone, in a very high degree. The natives are
permitted .to choose their own magistrates from
among themselves, in' the way .and with the' same
powers' they had· ever -been used. _One of these,
under the title of'Toion, presides over each ostrog;
is the referee in 'all. differences; imposes fines, and
inflicts punishments-for aU crimes and misdemeanors;
referring to the governor of' Kamtschatka such only
as he does not choose, from their intricacy or heinous
ness, to decide upon himself: The Toion has like
wise .the· appointment of a civil officer, called a
corporal, who assists ·him in the execution of his office,
and in his absence-acts as his deputy. .

By· an edict of the present empress, no crime
whatsoever' can be pUnIshed with -death. But w~
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were informed, that in Casel of murder (of which
there are very few), the puni1hment of the /mout is
administered with' such severity, that the offender
for the most part dies under it.

The only tribute exacted (which can be considered
as little mote than an acknowledgment of the Rus
sian dominion over them) consists, in some districts,
of a fox's skin; in others of a. sable's; and in the Ku.
rile isles of a se~otter's; but·as this is much the
most valuable, one skin serves to pay the tribute of
several persons. The Toions collect the tribute in
their respective districts. .aesides the mildness of
their government, the Russians have a claim to every
praise for the pains they have bestowed, and which
have been attended with great success, in converting
them to Christianity, there remaining, at present,
very few idolaters among them. If we may judge
of the other missionaries? from the ,hospitable and
benevolent pastor of Paratounca (who is a native on
the mother's side), more suitable persons could not
be set over this business. It is needless to add, that
the religion taught is that of the Greek church.
Schools .ate likewise established in many of the
ostrogs, where the children of both the natives 'aDd
Cossacks are gratlfitously instructed in the Russian
language. .

The commerce of this country, as far as concerns
the exports, is entirely Confined to furs, and carried
on principally by a company of merchants, instituted
by the present empress. This company originally
consisted of twelve, and three have been lately added
to it. They are indulged with certain privileges,
and distinguished by wearing a golden medal, as a
mark of the empress's encouragement and protection
of the fur trade. Besides these, there are many in
ferior traders (particularly of the Cossacks) scattered
through the country. The principal merchants, for
the time they are here, reside at Bolcheretsk, or the
Nishnei ostrog, in which two places the trade almost
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wholly centres. Formerly this commerce was alto
gether carried on in the way ofbarter; but of late years
every article is bought and lold for ready money
only; and we were surprized at the quantity of specie
in circulation in so poor a country. The furs sell at
a high price, and the situation and habits of life of
the natives call for few articles in return. Our
sailors brou~ht a great number of furs with them
from the coast of America, and were not less ag..
tonished than delighted with the quantity of silver
the merchants paid down for them; but on finding
neither gin-shops to resort to, nor tobacco, or any
thing else that they cared for, to be had for money,
the roubles soon became troublesome companions,
and I often observed them kicking them about the
deck. The merchant I have already had occasion to
mention, gave our men at first thirty roubles for a
sea-otter~s skin, and for others in proportion; but
finding that they hael com~iderable quantities to dis
pose of; and that he had meli to deal with who did
not know how to keep up the market, he afterward ,
bought them for inuch less. •

The articles of importation are principally Euro
pean, but not coniined to Russian manufactures;"
many are English and Dutch; several likewise come
from Siberia, Bucharia, the Calmucs, and ,China.
They consist of coarse ~l1en and linen cloths,
yarn· stockings, bonnets, and gloves; thin Persian
silks, cottons, and pieces of nankeen, silk and cotton
handkerchiefS; brass coppers and pans, iron stoves,
files, guns, powder and shot; hardware, luch as
hatchets, bills, knives, scia'sIrs, needles, looking.
glasses, flour, sugar, tanned hides, boots,&~. '

We had an opportunity of seeing a great many of
these articles in the hands of a merChant,' who came
in the empress's galli:ot from Okotsk; and I shall
only observe genenilly, that they sold fur treble the
price they might have been purchased for in England.
And though the merchants have 80 large a profit
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upon these imported goods, they have. still a larger
upon the furs at Kiachta, upon the frontiers ofChina,
which is the great market for them. The best sea·
otter skins sell generally in Kamtschatka for about
thirty roubles. a-piece. The Chinese merchant. at
Kiachta purc~ases them at more than double that
price, and sells them again at Pekin at a great ad..
vance, where a farther profitable trade is made with
some of .them to "JaI!an. If, therefore, a skin is
worth thuty roubles III Kamtschatka, to be trans,;
ported first to Okotsk, thence to be conveyed by land
to Kiachta, a distance of one thousand three hundred
and sixty-four miles, thence on to Pekin, seven hun..
dred and sixty miles more, and after this to be trans
ported to Japan, what a prodigiously advantageous
trade might be curied on between this place and
Japan, which· is but about a fortnight's, at most
three weeks' sail from it?

All fUrs .exported from· hence across the' sea of
Okotsk, pay aduty of ten per cent., and sables a duty
of twelve. And all sorts of merchandize, of whatever
denomination, impqrted from Okotsk" pay half a
rouble for every pood. • .

The duties. arising from the exports andimports,
of which I could not learn.theamount, are paid at
Okotsk: but the tribute is collected at Bolcheretsk ;
and, I was informed by Major Behm, . amounted in
value to ten thousand roubles annually.

There are six.vessels (of' forty to fifty tonsburthen) .
employed by the empress between 'Okotsk and. HoI.
cheretsk, five of. which are appropriated to the trans.
porting .of stores and provisions from Okotsk to Bol.
cheretsk ~ .except tl;1at once "in two or three years,
some' of them go round to Awatska, and the Kamt
schatka river; the sixth is only used as a packet
boat, and always kept in r~adiuess, and properly
equipped for conveying dispatches. Besides these,

. '" Thirty~six pounds English.
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there are about fourteen vessels employed by the
merchants in the fur trade, amongst the islands to
the eastward. One of these we found frozen up in
the harbour of Saint Peter and Saint Paul, which was
to sail on a trading voyage to Oonalashka, as soon as
the season would permit.

It is here to be observed, that the most consider
able and valuable part of the fur.trade is carried on
with the islands that lie between Kamtschatka and
America. These were first discovered by Beering,
in 1741, and being found to abound with sea·otters,
the Russian merchants became exceedingly eager in
searching for the other islands seen by that navigator,
to the south-east of Kamtschatka. called, in Muller's
map, the Islands of Seduction, St. Abraham, &c.·
In these expeditions they fell in with three groups of
islands. The first, about fifteen degrees to the east
of K,amtschatka,. in 5~O N. latitude; the second,
about twelve degrees to the eastward of the former;
and the third, Oonalashka, and the islands in its
neighbonrhood. These trading adventurers advanced
also as far east as Shumagin's Islands (so called by
Beering), the largest of which is named KodIak. But
here, as well as on the continent at Alaska, they met
with so warm a reception, in tpeir attempts to
compel the payment of a tribute, that they neVel'
afterward ventured so far. However, they con
quered and made tributary the three groups before
mentioned. _

In the Russian charts, the whole sea between
Kamtschatka and America is covered with islands;
for the adventurers in these expeditions frequently
tailing in with land, which they imagined did not
agree with the situation of other laid down by pre
ceding voyagers, immediately concluded it must be
a new discovery, and reported it as such on their
return; and since the vessels employed in these ex
pediti(;)lls were usually out t~ree or four year~, and
oftentImes longer, these mIstakes- were ~ot 1ft the

VOL. VII. Z
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way of' being soon rectified. It is, howev~, now
pretty certain, that the islands already enumerated
are all that have yet been discovered by the Russians
in that sea to the southward of 60° of'latitude.

It is from these islands that the sea-otter skins,
the most valuable article of the fur trade, are for the,
most part dr~wn; and as they are brought completely
under the Russian dominion, the merchants have
settlem~nts upon them where their factors reside, for
the purpose of bartering with the natives. It was
with a view to the farther increase and extension of
this trade, that the admiralty of Okotsk fitted out
an expedition for the purpose of making discoveries
to the north and north-east of the islands above
mer,tioned, and gave the command of it, as I have.
already observed, to Lieutenant Synd. This gentle
man, having directed his course too far to the north
ward, failed in the object of his voyage; for, as we
never saw the sea-otter to the northward of' Bristol
Bay, it seems Probable that they shun those latitudes
where the larger kind of amphibious sea animals
abound. This was the last expedition undertaken
by the Russians for prosecuting discoveries to the
eastward; but they will undoubtedly make a proper
use of the advantages we have opened to them, by
the discovery of Cook's river.

Notwithstanding the general intercourse that, for
the last forty years, hath taken place between the
natives, the Russians, and Cossacks, the former are.
not more distinguished from the fatter by their
features and general figure, than. by their habits and
cast of mind. Of the persons of' the natives, a de
scription hath been already given, and I shall only
add, that their stature is much below the common
size. This Major Behm attributes, in a great measure,
to their marrying so early; both sexes generally
entering into the conjugal state at the age of thirteen
or fourteen. Their industry is abundantly conspi
cuous,. without being contrasted with the laziness of

14
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their Russian and Cossack inmates, who are fond of
intermarrying with them, and, as it should seem, for
no other reason but that they may be supported in
sloth and inactivity. To this want of bodily exertion
may be attributed those dreadful scorbutic cOlllplaints
which none of them escape; whilst the natives, by
constant exercise and toil in the open air, are entirely
free from them.

Referring the reader for an account ofthe manners,
customs, and superstitions of the Kamtschadales at
the time the Russians became first acquainted with
this country to Krasch~ninicoft; I shall proceed to a
description of their habitations and dress.

The houses Cif they may be allowed that name)
are of'three distinct sorts, jourts, balagans,' and log..
houses, called here isbas. The first are their winter;
the second their summer habitations; the third are
altogether of Russian introduction, and inhabited
only by the better and wealthier sort.

Thejourts, or winter habitations, are constructed
in the following manner: An oblong s~uare of di.
mensions proportioned to the. number of persons for
whom it is intended, Cfor it is proper to observe, that
several families live together in the same jourt,) is
dug in the earth to the depth of about six feet.
Within this space .strong posts, or wooden pillars, are
fastened in the ground, at proper distances from
each other, on which are extended the beams for the
support of the roof~ which is formed by joists, resting
on the ground with one end, and on the beams with
the other. The interstices between the joists are
filled up with a strong wicker-work, and the whole
covered with turf; so that ajourt has externally the
appearance of'a round squat hillock. A hole is left
in the centre, which serves for chimney, window,
and entrance, and the inhabitants pass in and out by
means of' a strong pole (instead of a ladder), notched
just deep enough to afford a little holding to the toe.
There is likewise another entrance in the side, even

. z !t
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with the ground, for the convenience of'the women;
but if a man makes use of it, he subjects himself' to
the same disgrace and derision as a sailor would,
who descends through lubbers' hole. Thejourt con
sists of one ~partment of the form of' an oblong
square: Along the sides are extended broad plat
forms, made of' boards, and raised about six inches
from the ground, which they use as seats, and on
which they go to rest, af~er strewing them with mats
and skins. On .one side is the fire-place, and the
side opposite is entirely set apart for the stowage of'
provisions and kitchen utensils. At their feasts and
ceremonious entertainments, the hotter thejourts are
made for the reception of' the guests the greater the
compliment. We found them at all times so hot, as
to make any length of'stay in them to us intolerable.
They betake themseh'es to the jourts the middle of
October; and, for the most part, continue in them
till the middle of'May.

The balagans are raised upon nine posts, fixed
into the earth in three rows, at equal distances from
one another, and about thirteen feet high from the
surface. At the height of' between nine and ten
feet, rafters are passed from post to post, and firmly
secured by strong ropes. On these rafters are laid
th.e joists, and the whole being covered with turf~

constitutes the platform or floor of'thebalagan. On
this is raised a roof' of' a conical figure, by means of
tall poles, fastened down to the ratters. at one end,
and meeting together in a point at the top, and thatched
over with strong coarse grass. The balagans have
two doors placed opposite each other, and they ascend
to them. by the same sort of ladders they use in the
jourts. The lower ·part is . left entirely open; and 
within it they dry their fish, roots, vegetables, and
other articles of winter consumption. The proportion
of jourts to balagans is as one to six; so that six
families generally live together in onejourt.

The loghouses (isbas) are raised with long ti~berll·
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piled h~rizontally, the ends being let into one another,
and the seams calked with moss. The roofis sloping.
like that of our common cottage houses, and thatched
with coarse grass or rushes. The inside consists of
three apartments. At one end is what may be called
the entry, which runs the whole width and height of
the house, and is the receptacle of their sledges,
harness, and other more bulky gears and household
stuff. This communicates with the middle and best
apartment, furnished with "broad benches for the
purpose, as hath been above mentioned, of both eat- _
ing and sleeping upon. Out of this is a door into
the kitchen, one half of which is taken up by the
oven or fire-place, so contrived, by being let into the
wall that separates the kitchen and the middle apart
ment, as to warm both at the same time. 'Over the
middle apartment and kitchen are two lofts, to whic~

they ascend by a ladder placed in the entry. There
are two small windows in each apartment made of
talc, and; in the houses of the poorer sort, of fish
skin. The beams and boards of the cieling are
dubbed smooth with a hatchet (for they are unac
quainted with the plane); and, from the effects of the
smoke, are as black and shining as jet.

A town of Kamtschatka is called an ostrog, and
consists -of several of the three sorts of houses above
described; but of which halagans are much the most
numerous; and J must observe, that I never met
with a house of any kind detached from an ostrog.
Saint Peter and Saint Paul consists of seven log
houses, or ishas, nineteen balagans, and threejourts.
Paratounca is of about the same size. Karatchin
and Natchekin contain fewer' log-houses, but full as
many jourts and balagans as "the former; from
whence I conclude, that such is the usual size of the
ostrogs.

Having already had occasion to mention the dress
of the Kamtschadale women, I shall here confine
myself to a description of that of the men.

z 3
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The outermost garment is of the shape of a carter's
frock. Those worn in summer are of nankeen; in
winter they are made ofskins, most commonly of the
deer or dog, tanned on one side, the hair being left
on the other, which is worn innerm.ost. Under this
is a close jacket of' nankeen, or other cotton stuffs;
and beneath that a shirt of thin Persian silk, of a.
blue, red, or yellow colour. The remaining part of
their dress consists of' a pair of tight trowsers, or long
breeches, of' leather, reaching down to the calf of
the leg; of a pair of' dog or deer-skin boots, with
the hair innermost; and of' a fur cap, .with two
flaps, which are generally tied up close to the
head~ but in bad weather are let to fall round the
shoulders.
. The fur dress presellted to me by a son of Major

BehII! (as already mentioned) is one of' those worn
by the Toions, on ceremonious occasions. The form
exactly resembles that of' the common exterior gar
ment just described. It is made of' small triangular
pieces of fur, chequered brown and white, and joined
so neatly as to appear to be one skin. A border of
six inches breadth, wrought with threads of different
coloured leather, and producing a rich effect, sur
rounds the bottom, to which is suspended a broad
edging of the sea-otter skin. The sleeves are turned
up with the same materials; and there is likewise an
edging of it round the neck, and down the opening
at the breast. The lining is of a smooth white skin.
A cap, a pair of gloves, and boots, wrought with the
utmost degree of neatness, and made of the same
materials, constitute the remainder of this suit. The
Russians in Kamtschatka wear the European dress;
and the uniform of the troops quartered here is of a
dark green, faced with red. .

As the people situated to the north and south of
this country are )'et imperfectly known, I shall COIl

clude the account of Kamtschatka with such inform-
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ation concerning the Kurile islands, and the Koreki
and Tschutski, as I have been able to acquire.

The chain of' islands, running in a south-west
direction from the southern promontory of' Kamt
schatka to Japan, extending from latittide 61 0

to 45°, are called the Kuriles. They obtained this
name from the inhabitants of the neighbourhood of'
Lopatka, who being themselves called Kuriles, gave
their own name to these islands, on first becoming
acquainted with them. They are, according to
Spanberg, twenty-two in number, without reckoning
the very small ones. The northernmost, called
Shoomska, is not more than three leagues from the
promontory Lopatka, and its inhabitants ar.e a mix
ture of natives and Kamtschadales. The next to the
south, called Paramousir, is much larger than Shoom
ska, and inhabited by the true natives; their ances
tors, according to a tradition among" them, having
come fi'om an island a little farther. to the south,
called Onecutan. Those two islands were first visited
by the Russians in 1718, and at the same time
brought under their dominion.

The others in order, are at present made tributary
down to Ooshesheer inclusive, as I am informed by
the worthy pastor of' Paratounca, who is their mis
sionary, and visits them once in three years, and
speaks of "the islanders in terms of' the highest com
mendation, representing them as a friendly, hos.
pitable, generous, humane race of people, and e:lt
ceIling their Kamtschadale neighbours, not less in.
the formation of their bodies, than in docility and
quickness of understanding. Though Ooshesheer ilt
the southernmost island that the Russians have yet
brought under their dominion, yet I understand that
they trade to Ooroop, which is the eighteenth; and,_
according to their accounts, the only one where there
is a good harbour for ships of burthen. Beyond this,
to the south, lies Nadeegsda. which was represented

z4
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to US by the Russiana as inhabited by a race of men
)'emarkably hairy, and who, like those of Ooroop,
live in a state of entire independence.·

In the same direction, but inclining somewhat
more to the westward, lie a group of islands, which
the ~apanese call Jeso; a name which they also give
to the whole chain of islands between Kamtschatka
and Japan. The southernmost, called Matmai, hath
been long subject to the Japanese, and is fortified
and garrisoned on. the side toward the continent.
The two islands to the north-east of Matmai, Kuna
chir, and Zellany, and likewise the three still farther
to the north-east, called the Three Sisters, are per
fectly independent.

A trade of barter is carried on between Matmai
and the islands last-mentioned; and between those
again and the Kuriles, to the northward; in wh~cht

for furs, dried ·fish, and oil, 'the latter get silk, cotton,
iron', and Japanese articles of furniture. t

jj. Spanberg places the island here spoken of, in 43° 50' north
latitude, and mentions his having watered upon it; and that this
watering party brou~ht off eight of the natives, of whom he re
lates ·the following circumstances: That their bodies were covered
allover with hair; that they wore a loose striped silk gown, reach
ing as low as their ankles; and that some of them had silver rings
pendant from the ears: that, on spying a live cock on qeck, they
fell on their knees before it; and likewise before the preRents that
were brought out to them, closing and stretching forth. their hands,
and bowing their heads at the same· time down to the ground;
that, excep.t the peculiarity of their hairiness, they resembled the.
other Kunle islanders in their features and figure, and spoke the
same language. The journal of the ship Castricom also mentions
this circumstance of the inhabitanta of the country discovered by
them, ·and called Jeso, being hairy all over the body.

t This accounts for what Krascheninicoff says, that he got from
Paramousir a japanned table and vase, ascimetar, and a silver
ring, which he s~nt to the cabinet of her imperial majesty a~ Pe
tersburg. And If what M. Steller mentions, on the authority of
a KurHe, who was interpreter to Spanberg in his voyage to Japan,
is to be credited, that nearly the same language is spoken at Ku
nashir and Paramousir, it cannot be questioned that some inter~

course has always subsiilted between the inhabitants of this exten
sive chain of islands.
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The inhabitants of as many of the islands as are
brought under the Russian dominion, are at present
converted to Christianity. And probably the time is
not very distant, when a friendly and profitable inter
course will be brought about between Kamtschatka
and the whole of this chain of islands; and which
will draw after it a communication with Japan itself.
This may eventually be ~reatly facilitated by a cir
cumstance related to me by Major Behm, that several
Russians, who had been taught the Japanese lan
guage by two men belonging to a vessel of that
nation, which had been· shipwrecked on the coast

"" The vessel here spoken of was from Satsma, a port in Japan,
bound for another Japanese port, called Azaka, and laden with
rice, cotton, and silks. She sailed with a favourable wind; but,
before she reached her destination, was driven out to sea by a
violent storm, which carried away her masts and rudder.

On the storm's abating, not one of the crew, which £onsisted' of
seventeen (having probably never made other than coasting
voyages), knew where they were, or what course to steer. After
remaining in this situation six months, they were driven on shore
near the promontory Lopatka; and having cast out an .atichor,
began to carryon shore such articles as were necessary to their
existence. They next erected a tent, and had remained in it
twenty-three days, without seeing a human being, when chance
conducted a Cossack officer, called Andrew Chinnicoff, with a few
I\:amtschadales to their habitation. The poor unfortunate Ja
panese, overwhelmed with joy at the sight of fellow-creatures,
made the most significant tenders they were able, of friendship
and affection; and presented their visitors with. silks, sabres, and
a part of whatever else they had brought from the ship. The
treacherous Chinnicoff made reciprocal returns of kindness and
good-will; and, after rcmailiing with them long enough to make
weft observations as suited his designs, withdrew from them in the
night. The Japanese, finding that their visitors did not return,
knew nat what course to take. In de&pilir they manned their boat,
and were rowing along the coast in search of a habitation, when
they came up with their vessel which had been driven ashore,
and found Chinnicoff and his companions pillaging her, and pulling
her in pieces for the sake of the iron. This sight determined them
to continue their course, which Chinnicoff perceiving, ordered his
men to pUTSll.e and massacre them. The unfortunate Japanese,
seeing a canoe in pursuit, and which they could not escape, appre
]lended what was to follow. Some of them leaped into the sea;
others, in vain, had recou\"llC to. prayer and intl"eatics. The were.
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of Kamtschatka, had been sent among those
islands.

The advantages that would accrue to the Russians
by an immediate trade to Japan, have been already
adverted to, and are too many, and too obvious, to
need insisting upon.

The Koreki country includes two distinct nations,
called the Wandering and Fixed Koriacs.

The former inhabit the northern part of the isthmus
of Kamtschatka, and the ,,,hole coast of the Eastern
Ocean, from thence to the Anadir.

The country of the Wandering Koriacs stretches
along the north-east of the sea of Okotsk to the river
Penskina, and westward toward the river Kovyma.

The Fixed Koriacs have a strong resemblance to
the Kamtschadales, and, like them, depend altogether
on fishing for subsistence. Their dress and habit
ations are of the same kind. They are tributary to
the Russians, and under the district of the Ingiga.

The Wandering Koriacs occupy themselves entirely
in breeding and pasturing deer, of which they are
said to possess immense numbers; and that it is no
unusual thing for an individual chief to have a herd
of four or five thousand. They despise fish, and live
entirely on deer. They have no balagans; and their

all massacred but two, by the very sabres they had presented to
their supposed friends a few days before. One of the two was a
boy about eleven years old, named Gowga, who had accompanied
his father, the ship's pilot, to learn navigation; the other was a
middle-aged man, the supercargo, and called Sosa.

Chinnicoff soon met with the punishment due ttl his crimes.
The two strangers were conducted to Petersburg, where they were·
sent to the academy, with proper instructors and attendants; and
several young men were, at the same time, put about them for the
purpose of learning the Japanese language.

They were thrown on the coast of Kamtschatka in 1730. The
younger survived the absence from his country five, the other six
years. Their portraits are to be seen in the cabinet of the em
press at Petersburg•.

Vid. Kret~che1ti1tic;'!ff; vol. ii. part 4. Pr. Ed.
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only habitations are like the Kamtschadale jourts,
with this difference, that they are covered with raw
deer-skins in winter, and tanned ones in summer.
Their sledges are drawn by deer, and never by dogs;
which, like the latter, are likewise always spayed, in
order to be trained to this business. The -draft-deer
pasture in company with the others; and wIlen they
are wanted, the herdsmen make use of a certain cry,
wbich they instantly obey, by coming out of the
herd.

The priest of Paratounca informed me, that the
two nations of the Koriacs, and the Tschutski speak
different dialects of the same language; and that it
bears not the smallest resemblance to the Kamt
schauale.

The country of the Tschutski is bounded on the
south by the Anadir, and extends along the coast to
the Tschutskoi Noss. Like the Wandering Koriacs,
their attention is principally confined to their deer,
of which their country affords great numbers, both
tame and wild. They are a stout, well.made, bold,
warlike race of people; redoubtable neighbours to
both- nations of the Koriacs, who often feel th.e
effects of their depredatory incursions. The Russians
have, for many years, been using their endeavours
to bring them under their. dominion; and, after
losing a great many men in their different expedi
tions for this purpose, have not been able to effect it.

I shall here conclude ·this article; since all we can
say of this people, on our own knowledge, hath been
laid before the reader in the preceding volume.
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PLAN OF OUR FUTURE PROCEEDINGS. - COURSE TO THE

SOUTHWARD, ALONG THE COAST OF KAl\fTSCHATKA. - CAPE

LOPATKA. - PASS 'l'HE IsLANDS SHOOl\fSKA AND PARA

MOUSIR. - DRIVEN TO THE EASTWARD OF THE KURlLES.

SINGULAR SITUATION WITH RESPECT TO TIlE PRETENDED

. DISCOVERIES OF FORMER NAVIGATORS. - FRUITLESS AT

TEMPTS TO REACH THE ISLANDS NORTH OF JAPAN. - GEO

GRAPHICAL CONCLUSIONS. - VIEW OF THE COAST OF JAPAN.

- RUN ALONG THE EAST SIDE. - PASS TWO JAPANESE

VESSELS. - DRIVEN OFF 'l'HE COAST BY CONTRARY WINDS.

EXTRAORDINARY EFFE(.'T OF CURRENTS. - STEER FOR THE

BASHEES. - PASS LARGE QUANTI'l'IES OF PUMICE STONE.

- DISCOVER SULPHUR ISLAND. - PASS THE PRATAS.

ISLES OF LEMA, AND LADRON ISLAND. - CHINESE PJLOT

TAKEN ON BOARD THE RESOLUTION. - JOURNALS O},' THE

OFFICERS ANb MEN SECURED.

OUR instructions from the Board of Admiralty
having left a discretionary power with the command
ing officer of the expedition, in case of failure in the
search of a passage from the Pacific into the Atlantic
Ocean, to return to England, by whatever route he'
should think best for the farther improvement of
geography, Captain Gore demanded of the principal
officers their sentiments, in writing, respecting the
manner in which these orders might most effectually
be obeyed. The result of our opinions, which he had
the satisfaction to find unanimous, and entirely co
inciding with his own, that the condition of the ships,
of the sails and cordage, made it unsafe .to attempt,
at so advanced a season of the year, to navigate the
sea between Japan and Asia, which would otherwise
have afforded the largest field for discovery; that it
was therefore adviseabJe to keep to the eastward of
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that island, and in our way thither to run along the
Kuriles, and examine more particularly the islands
that lie nearest the northern coast of' Japan, which
are represented as of' a considerable size, and in
,dependent of the Russian and Japanese govern
ments. Should we be s6 fortunate as to find in
these any safe and commodious harbours, we con
ceived they might be of importance, either as places
of shelter for any future navigators, who may be
employed in exploring the seas, OF as the means of
opening a commercial intercourse among the neigh
bouring dominions of the two empires. Our next
object was to survey the coast of the Japanese
Islands, and afterward to make the coast of China,
as far to the northward as we were able, and run
along it to Macao.

This pl~n being adopted, I received oraers from
Captain Gore, incase of separation, to proceed
immediately to Macao; and at -six o'clock in' the
evening of the 9th of October, having cleared. the.
entrance of Awatska Bay, we steered to the south.
east, with the wind north-west and by west. At
midnight, we had a dead calm, which continued
till nooI} of the 10th; the light-house, at this time,
bearing north half west, ·distant five leagues, and
Cape Gavareea south by west half' west. Being
luckily in soundings of sixty and seventy fathoms'
water, :we employed our time very profitably in
catching cod, which were exceedingly fine and
plentiful; and at three in the afternoon a breeze
sprung up from the west, with which we stood
along the coast to the southward. A head.land
bearing south by west, now opened, with Cape
Gavareea, lying about seven leagues beyond it~

Between them are two narrow but deep inlets, which
may probably unite behind what appears to be an.
high island. The coast of these inlets. is steep and
cliffy. The hills break abruptly, and. form chasms
and deep valleys, which areweli wooded. . Between
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Cape Gavareea (which lies in latitude 5~0 ~l/.

longitude 1580 88/) and Awatska Bay, there are
appearances. of several inlets, which at first sight
may flatter the mariner with hopes of finding
shelter and safe anchorage: but the Russian pilots
assured us, that there are none capable of admitting
vessels of the smallest size, as the low land fills up
the spaces that appear vacant between the high
projecting head-lands. Toward evening, it again
became calm; but at midnight we had a light breeze
from the north, which increased gradually to a
strong gale; and at noon the next day, we found
ourselves in latitude 5~0 4/, longitude 1580 81', when
Cape Gavareea bore north by west one quarter
west; the south extreme south-west half west.
We were at this time distant from the nearest
shore about three leagues, and saw the whole
country inland covered with snow. A point of
land' to the southward, whic~ we place in latitude
51 0 54/, formed the north side of a deep bay, called
Achachinskoi, in the distant bottom of which we
supposed a large river to empty itself, from the land
behind being so unusually low. South· of Acha
chinskoi Bay, the land is not so rugged and barren
as that part of the country which we had before
passed. .

During the night, we had variable winds and
rain; but' at four in the morning of the l~th, it
began to blow so strong from the north-east, as
to oblige us to double-reef the top-sails, and make
it prudent to stand more oft' the shore. At six,
the weather becoming more moderate and filiI',
we again made sail, and stood in for the Jand.
At noon, our latitude was 51 0 0', longitude 1570

~5'.

The northernmost land in sight, being the point we
have mentioned as first opening with Cape Gavareea,
bore north north.east. A head-land with a flat top,
which is in latitude 51 0 91,7', and makes the south
point of an inlet, called Girowara, bore north one
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quarter east, and the southernmost land in sight
west three quarters north, distant six leagues. At
this time we could just perceive low land stretching
from the southern extreme; but the wind veering
round to the north-west, we could not get a nearer
view of it. At six in the afternoon, we saw fi'om
the mast-head, Cape Lopatka, the southernmost
extremity of Kamtschatka. It is a very low flat
cape, sloping gradually from the high level land
that we saw at noon, and bore west half north,
about five leagues distant; and the high land north.
west by west half west. As this point of land.
forms so marked an object in the geography of
the eastern coast of Asia, we were glad to be able,
by an accurate observation, an.d several good angles,
to' determine its precise situation, which is in lati.
tude. 510 0', longitude 1560 45'. To the north-west
of' it we saw a remarkable high mountain, the top
of which loses itself in the clouds; and, at the same
time, the first of the Kurile Islands, called Shoom.
ska, appeared in sight, bearing west half south.
The passage ·between this island and Cape Lopatka,
the Russians describe as being three miles broad,
and very uangerous, on account of the rapidity of
the tides, and the sunk rocks that are off the Cape.
From Cape Gavareea to Lopatka, the coast trends
south-east, south of .Achachinskoi, the land is not
so high and broken as between that bay and the
mouth of Awatska, being only of a ~oderate elev
ation toward the sea, with hills gradually rising
farther back in the country. The coast is steep
and bold, and full of white chalky patches.

At noon, the weather falling again to a calm,
afforded us an opportunity of catching some fine
cod. We were at this time, in forty fathoms' water,
and about five or six' leagues from Cape Lopatka.
Both in the fore and afternoon, we had observations,
with. different compasses, for the variation, and
found it to be 50 ~O' Eo.
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We stood on all night, under an easy sail, to the
south south-west, having the wind westerly. At
midnight we sounded, and had sixty fathoms; and
at day-break of the 13th, we saw the second of the·
Kurile Islands (called by the Russians Paramousir),
extending- from north-west by west, to west half
sOllth. This land is very high,. and almost entirely
covered with snow. At noon, the extremes bore
from north north-west half west, to west north-west
half west; and a high-peaked mountain, fi"om which
some thought they saw smoke issuing, north-west
by west half west, about twelve or fourteen leagues
distant. At this time our latitude, by observation,
was 49° 49', and our longitude 1570 <y. In the
course of the day we saw many gulls and albatrosses,
and several whales.

Paramousir is the largest of the Kuriles under
the· dominion of Russia, and well deserves a more
accurate survey, than we were at this time allowed
to take. For, in the afternoon, the gale increasing
from the west, we were never able to approach it
nearer than we had done at noon; and were,
therefore, obliged to be contented with endeavour
ing to ascertain its situation at that distance. We
place thesouth end of the island in latitude 49° 58' ;
the north end in latitude DO° 46', and in longitude
10' W. of' Lopatka; and as this position is found
not to differ materially from that given by the
Russians, it is probably very near the truth. Whilst
we were abreast of this island, we had a very heavy
swell from the north.east, though the wind had, for
some-time, been from the westward; a circumstance
which we have already remarked more than once
during the course of our voyage. In the night we.
tried for soundings, but foun~ no ground with fifty
fathoms of line. .

On the 14th and 15th, - the wind blowing steadily
and fresh fr~m the westward, we were obliged to
stand to the southward; and consequently hindered
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from seeing any more of the Kurile islands. At
noon of the 16th, the latitude, by observation, was
45° lJ:]'; the longitude, deduced from a number of
lunar observations taken during the three- days past,
155° 80'; The variation 4° 30' E. In this situation,
we were almost surrounded by the supposed dis
coveries of former navigators, and uncertain to
which we should turn ourselves. To the southward
and the south.west were placed, in the French charts,
a group of five islands, called the Three Sisters,
Zellany and Kunashir. We were about ten leagues,
according to the same maps, to the westward of the
land of De Gama, which we had passed to the east
ward in April last, at a distance rather less than this,
without seeing any appearance orit; from which cir
cumstance we may now conclude, that, if such land
exist at all, it must be an island ofa very inconsiderable
size. '" On the other hand, if we give credit to the
original position of this land, fixed by Texiera t, it
lay to the west by south; and as the Company's
Land t, Staten Island §, and the famous land ofJesQ II,

'" From Muller's account of the course steered by Captain
Spanberg, in his route from Kamtschatka to Japan, It appears
that he must also undoubtedly have seen De Gama's Land, if it .
really hai the extent given it in Mr. D'Anville's maps. Walton,
who commanded a veSsel in the same expedition, seems also to
have looked in vain for this land on his return from Japan; and
three years afterward, on account of some doubts that had arisen
I'especting Spanberg's course, Beering went directly in search of
it as low as the latitude of 46'. - See VO!lages et D~cOU'llerle8, &c.
p. 210, et seq.

t See Book vi. cl.Iap. i. p.149. _ .
:j: This land was seen by the Dutchmen who sailed in the

.Castricom and Breskes, and imagined by them to be part of the
continent of America. There now remains scarce any doubt ot
its being the islands of Ooroop and Nadeegsda. See the Journals
of the Castri.com and Breskes, published by Wetzer.

§ This land was also discovered by the Castricom; and, from
its situation, as described in the jeurnal of that vessel, it appears to
be the islands of the Three Sisters.

II The country of Jeao, which .has so long been a stumbling
block to our modern geographers, was first brought to the know.

VOL. VII. A A
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were also supposed to lie nearly in the same dj·
rection, together with the group first mentioned,
according to the' Russian charts, we tho~ght this
coast deserved the· preference, and accordingly

ledge of Europeans by the Dutch vessels mentioned in the
preceding notes. The name appears, from the earliest accounts,
to have been well known, both to the Japanese and the Kamtscha
dales; and used by them indiscriminately, for all the islands lying
between Kamtschatka and Japan. It has since been applied to a
large imaginary island, or continent, supposed to have been
discovered by the Castricom and Breskes; and it may not, there
fore, be improper to consider the grounds ofthis mistake, as far as
can be collected from the journals of this expedition. The object
of the voyage in which those ships were engage~, was to explore
the eastern shore of Tartary; but, being separated by a storm off
the south-east point of Japan, they sailed in different tracks along
the eal}t ~ide of that island; and, having passed its northern ex
tremity, proceeded singly on their intended expedition.

The Castricom, commanded by De Vries, steering northward,
fell in with land on the third day; III latitude 42°. He sailed along
the south-east coast about six ty leagues in a constant fog; and
having anchored in various places, held a friendly intercourse with
the inhabitants. Thus far the journal. Now, as the islands of
Matimai, Kunashir, and Zellany appear, from Captain Spanberg's
discoveries, to lie exactly in this situation, there can be no doubt
of their being the same land; and the circumstance of the fog
sufficiently accounts for the error of De Vries, in imagining them
to be one continent, without having recourse to the supposition
of an earthquake, by which Mr. Muller, from his desire to recon
cile the opinion genel'ally received, with the latter Russian
discoveries, conceives the several parts to have been separated.
The journal then proceeds to give an account of the discovery of
Staten Island and Company's Land, of which I have already gIven
my opinion, and shall have occasion to speak hereafter. Having
passed through the Straits of De Vries, says the jounlal, they
entered .a !ast, wild, and tempestuous sea,. in which they steer~d,
through mists and darkness, to the 48° latitude north; after which
they were driven by contrary winds to the southward, and again
fell in with land to the westward, jn latitude 45°, which they
unaccountably still imagined to be part of the continent of Jeso;
whereas, whoever examines Jansen's' map of theiJ' discoveries
(which appears to be exceedingly accurate, as far as hill inform
ation went), will, I believe, have no douht, that th"ey were, at this
time, on the cQast of Tartary. Having traced this land four
degrees to the northward, they returned to the southward through
the IItraits they had passed before. .
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hauled round to the westward. the wind having
shifted in the afternoon to the northward. During
this day, we saw large flocks of gulls, several alba.
trosses, fulmars, and a number offish, which our
sailors called gl"ampuses; but, as far as we could
judge, from the appearance of those that passed close
by the ships, we imagined them to he the kasatkll,
or sword-fish, described by Krascheninicoff, to whom
I refer the reader, for a curious account of the
manner in which they attack .the whales. In the
eveni.ng, a visit from 'a small land bird, about the
size ofa goldfinch, and resembling that bird in shape
and plumage, made us keep a good look ont for land.
However, at midnight, on trying for soundings, we
found no ground with forty-five fathoms of line.

Oflothe 17th, at noon, we were in latitude 45° 7',
by observation, longitude 1540 0'. The wind now
again coming to the westward, obliged us to steel' a
more southerly course; and, at midnight, it blew
from that quarter a fresh gale, accompanied with
heavy rain, In the morning, we saw another land
bird, and many flocks of gulls and peterels bending.
their course to. the south.west. The heavy north.
east swell, with which we had constantly laboured
since our departure from Lopatka. now ceased, and
changed suddenly to the south·east. In the forenoon
of the 18th, we passed great. quantities of rotk-weed"
from which, and the flights o(birdsabovementioned,
we conjectured we were at no great distance .from
the soutbernmost of the Kuriles; and, at the same
time, .the wind coming round to the lOUth, enabled
us to stand in for it. At two, we s~t studding.sai1s.

•
It ia .iR necellary to trouble the reeder with the journal of the

Breskea, as it containa no neW'matter. ud baa bQeG already
republished, and very satiafactoriJy animadverted upon by Mr.
Multer. - royages from Asia to A~rica, &rc. Englillh Tran..
lati on, p, 78,

AA!
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;md steered west; but the wind increasing to a gale,
soon obliged us to double reef the top-sails; and, at
midnight, we judged it necessary to try for sound.
ings. Accordingly we hove to; but finding no
bottom at seventy-five fathoms, we were encouraged
to persevere, and again bore away west, with the
wind at south-east. This course we kept till two in
the morning, when the weather becoming thick, we
hauled our wind and steered to the south-west
till five, when a violent storm reduced us to our
courses.

Notwithstanding. the unfavourable state of the
weather left us little prospect of making the land,
we still kept this object anxiously in view; and at
day-light, ventured to steer west by south, and
cQntinued to stand on in this direction till ten in
the forenoon, when the wind suddenly shifting
to the south-west, brought with it clear weather.
Of this we had scarcely taken advantage, by setting
the top-sails, and letting out the reefs, when it began
to blow so strong fi'om this quarter, that we were
.forced to close reef again; and at noon, the wind
shifting two paints to the west, rendered it vain to
keep any longer on this tack. We, therefore, put
about, and steered to the southward. At this time,
our latitude, by observation, was 44° 12', and lon
gitude 1500 40'; so that, after all our efforts, we
had the mortification to find ourselves, according
to the Russian charts, upon a meridian with Na
deegsda, which they make the southernmost of the

.Kurile islands, and about twenty leagues to the

.~outhward. .
But, J;hough the violent and contrary winds we

had met with during the last six days, prevented
our getting in with these islands, yet. the course we
had been obliged to hold, is not without its geo.
graphical advantages. For the group of Islands,
consisting of the Three Sisters, Kuna.shir, -and
Zellany, which,)n D'AnviUe's maps, are placed in
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the track we had just crossed; being, by this means,.
demonstratively removed from that situation, an
additional proof is obtained of· their lying to the
westward, where Spanberg actually places them, ..
between the longitude 142° and 147°.' But as this,
space is occupied in the French charts by part of
the suppos~d land of Jeso and Staten Island, Mr".
Muller's opinion becomes extremely' probable, that
they are all the same lands; and as no reasons
appear for doubting Spanberg's accuracy, we ,have
ventured, in our general map, to reinstate the Three
Sisters, Zellany, and Kunashir, in their proper situ-

- ation, and have entirely omitted the rest. When
the reader recollects the manner in which the
Russians have multiplied the islands of the Northern
Archipelago, from the want of accuracy in deter
mining their real situation, and the desire men
naturally feel of propagating new discoveries, he
will not he surprised, that the same causes should
produce the same effects. It is thus that the
Jesoian lands, which appear, both from the accounts
of the Japanese, and the earliest Russian traditions,
to .be no other than the southern Kurile islands,
have been supposed distinct from the latter. The
land of De Gama is next on record, and was
originally placed nearly in the same situation with
those just mentioned; but was removed, as has
been already suggested, to make ro()m for Staten
Island, and the Company's Land; and as Jeso, and
the southernmost of the Kuriles, had also possession
of this space, that nothing might be lost, they were
provided for, the former a little to the westward,
and the latter to the eastward.

As the islands of Zellany and Kunashir, ac
cording to the Russian charts, were still to the
southward, we were not without hopes of being
able to make them, and therefore kept our head
as much to the westward as the wind would permit.
On the 20th, at noon, we were in latitude 43° 4-7',

A A S
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~md longitude 1500 80'; and steering west by.southl'
with a moderate breeze-from flouth-east, and pro
bably not more than twenty-four leagues to the
eastward of Zellany, when our good fortune again
deserted us. For, at three o'clock in the afternoon,
the wind veering round to the north-west, began to
blow so strong, that we were brought under our
foresail and mizen stay-sail. We had very heavy
squalls, and hard rain during the next twenty-four
llOurs; after which, the horizon clearing a little,
and the weather growing moderate, we were enabled
to set the topsails; but the wind still continuing to
blow from the north-west, baffled all our endeavours
to make the land, and obliged us at last to give up
all further thoughts of discovery to the north of
Japan. We submitted to this disappointment with
the greater reluctance, as· the accounts that are
given of the inhabitants of these islands mentioned
at the end of the last chapter, had excited in us the
greater curiosity to visit them.

In the afternoon the leach-rope of the Reso
lution's fore-top-sail gave way, and split the4 sail.
As this accident had onen happened to us in
Captain Cook's life-time, he had ordered the foot
and leach-ropes of the top-sails to be taken out, and
larger .fixed in their stead; and as these also proved
unequal to the strain that was on them, it is evident
that the proper prop·ortion of strength between
those ropes and the sail, is exceedingly miscalculated
in our service. This day a land-bird perched on
the rigging, and was taken; it was larger than a
sparrow, but in other respects very like one.

The gale now abated gradually, so that in the
morning of the !l!ld. we let out the reefs of the
top-sails, and made more sail. At noon, we were
in latitude 400 58', ·and longitude 1480 17'; the
variation 3° E. In the afternoon, another little
wanderer from. the· land pitched on the .ship; and
was so worn out with fatigue, that it suffered itself

13
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to be taken immediately, and died a few hours
afterward. It was not bigger than a wren, had a
tuft of yellow feathers on its head, and the rest of'
its plumage like that of the linnet. The sparrow,
being stronger, lived a long time. These birds.
plainly indicating, that we could not be at any great
rlistance from the land, and the wind, aftervarying a
little, fixing in the evening at north, our hopes ot
making the land, again revived, and we hauled up
to the west north-west, in which direction, the
southernmost islands seen by Spanberg, and said to
be inhabited by hairy inen, lay at the distance of
about fifty leagues. But the wind not keeping pace
with our wishes, blew in such light airs, that we
made little way, till eight the next morning, when
we had a fresh breeze from the south south-west,
with which we -continued to steer west north-west
till the evening. At noon, we were in latitude 40°
85', longitude 1460 45'; the latter deduced from
several lunar observations taken during the night.
The variation of the needle we found to be 17' E.
In the evening, we had strong squally gales attended
with rain, and having passed in the course of the
day, several patches of green grass, and seen a shag,
many small land birds, and flocks of gulls, it was not
thought prudent, with all these signs of the vicinity
of land, to stand on during the whole night. We
therefore tacked at midnight, and steered a few
hours to the south-east, and at four in the morning
of the ~4th, again directed our course to the west
north-west, and carried a press of sail till seven in
the evening, when the wind shifted from south
south-west to north, and blew a fresh gale. At this
time we were in the latitude of 400 57', and the
longitude of 1450 !!O'.

This second disappointment, in our endeavours
to get to the north-west, together with the boist
erous weather we had met with, and the little
likelihood, at this time of the year, of its becoming

AA4
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more favourable to our views, were Captain Gore's
motives for now finally giving up all farther search
for the islands to the north of Japan, and for
shaping a course west south-west, for the north part
of that island. In the night, the wind shiftt;d to the
north-east, and blew a fresh gale, with hard raill
and hazy weather, which, by noon of the 25th,
brought us to the latitude of 40° 18', in tbe lon
gitude 144° 0'. To-day we saw flights of wild
ducks; a pigeon lighted on our rigging, and many
birds like linnets flew about us with ~ degree of
vigour that seemed to prove they bad not been long
upon the wing. We also passed patches of long
grass, and apiece either of sugar-cane or bamboo.
These signs, that land was at no gr~at distance,
induced us to try fOr soundings, but .we found no
ground with ninety fathoms ofline. Toward evening,
the wind by degrees shifted round to the south, with
\vhieh we still kept on to the west south-west; and at
day-break of the ~6th, we had the pleasure of descry
ing high land to the westward, which proved to be
Japan. At eight it extended from north-west to
south by west, distant three or four leagues. A low
flat eape bore north-west three-quarters west, and
seemed to make the south part of the entrance of a
bay. Toward the south extreme, a conical shaped
hill bore south by west three-quarters west. To the
northward of this hill there appeared to be a very
deep inlet, the north side of the entrance into
which is formed by a low point of land; and, as well
a"s we could judge by our glasses, has a small island
near it to the southward. _

We stood on till nine, when we were within two
leagues of the land, bearing west three quarters
south, and had soundings of fifty-eight fathoms, with
a bottom of very fine sand. We now tacked and
stood off; but the wind dying away, at noon we had
got no farther than three leagues from the coast,
which extended frOID north-west by north thre~
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quarters west, to south half -east, and was, fur the
most part, bold and cliffy. The low cape to the
northward bore north.west by west, six leagues
distant; and the north point of the inlet south, -three
quarters west: The latitude, by observation, was
1<O°,li', and longitude 1420 28'. The nort.hernmost
land in sight wejudged to be the northern extremity
of Japan.· It IS lower than any other part; and,
from the range of the high lands that were seen over
it from the mast-head, the coast appeared evidently
to incline round to the westward. ' The north point
of the inlet we supposed to be Cape Nambu, and the
town to be situated in a break of the high land,
toward which the inlet seemed to direct itself. t
The country is of a moderate height, consists of a
double range of mount.ains; it abounds with wood,
and has a pleasing variety of hills and dales. We
saw the smoke of several towns or villages, and
many houses near the shore, in pleasant and culti.
vated situations. '

During the calm, being willing to make the
best nse of our time, we put our fishing lines over
board in ten fathoms' water, but without any success.
As this was the only amusement our circumstances
admitted, the disappointment was always very sen
sibly felt, and made us look back with r~gret to the
cod-banks of the dreary regions we had left, which
had supplied us with so many wholesome meals, and,
by the diversion they afforded, had given a variety
to the wearisome succession of gales and calms, and

* The only authentic survey of the eastern coast of Japan with
which I am acquainted, is that published by Jansen in his Atlas..
and compiled with great accuracy from the charts and journals of
the Castricom and Breskes. I have therefore adopted, wherever
the identity of the situations could be nearly ascertained, the
names given in that map to the corresponding points and head.
lands seen by us along the coast. '

Jansen places the northern extremity ofJapan in latitude40D 15';'
The poiIft seen by us was in latitude 400 27'.

t This town is called'by Jansen, Nabo.
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the teaious repetition of' the same nautical observ
ations. At two in the afternoon, the breeze freshened
from the southward, and by four had brought us
under close-reefed topsails, and obli~d us to stand
off to the south-east. In consequence 'of this course,
and the haziness of the weather, the land soon dis
appeared. We kept on all night, and till eight the
next morning, when the wind coming round to the
north, and growing moderate, we made sail, and
steered west south-west, toward the land; but did
not make it till three in the afternoon, when it ex
tended from north-west half west to west. The
northernmost extreme being a continuation of the
high land, which was the southernmost we had seen
the day before; the land to the west we conceived
to be the Hofe Tafel Berg (the High Table Hill) of
Jansen. Between the two extremes, the coast was
low and scarcely perceptible, except from the mast
head. We stood on toward the coast till eight, when
we were about five leagues distant; and having
shortened sail for the. night, steered to the south
ward, sounding every four hours; but never found
ground with one hundred aDd sixty fathoms of line.

On the ~8th, at six in the morning, we again saw
land twelve leagues to the southward of' that seen the
preceding day, extending from west south-west to
west by north. We steered south-west obliquely
with the shore; and, at ten, saw more land open to
the south-west. To the westward of this land, which
is low and flat, are two islands, as we judged, though
some doubts were entertained whether they might
not be connected with the adjacent low ground. The
hazy weather, joined to our distance, prevented us
also from determining whether there are any inlets
or harbours between the projecting points, which
seem here to promise good shelter. At noon, the
north extreme bore north-west by north, and a high
peaked hill, over. a steep head-land, west by· north,
distant five leagues. Our latitude at this time, by
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observation, was 880 J6', longitude 1420 9'. The
mean of the variation, from observations taken both
in the fore and afternoon, was 10 20' E.

At half past three in the afternoon, we lost sight
of the land; and, from its breaking off so suddenly,
conjectured that what we had seen this day is an
island, or perhaps a cluster of islands, lying oft' the
main land of Japan; but as the jslands, called by
Jansen the Schildpads, and by Mr. D'Anville Mat
sima, though laid down nearly in the same situation,
are not equal in extent to the land seen by us, we
must leave this point undecided. Having kept a
south-west course during the remaining part of the
day, we found ourselves, at midnight, in seventy
fathoms' water, over a bottom of fine dark brown
sand. We therefore hauled up to the eastward till
morning, when we saw the land again, about eleven
leagues to the southward of that which we had seen
the day before; and at eight we were within six or
seven miles of the shore, having,carried in regular
soundings from sixty-five to twenty fathoms, over
coarse sand and gravel•. Unluckily there was a haze
over the land, which hindered .our distinguishing
small objects on it. The coast is straight and un
broken, and runs nearly in a north and south di.
rection. Toward the sea the ground is low, but rises
gradually into hills of a moderate height, whose tops
are tolerably even; and covered with wood.

At nine o'clock, the wind shifting to the south.
ward, and the sky lowering, we tacked and stood off
to the east, and soon after we saw a vessel close in
with the land, standing along the shore to the north
ward, and another in the offing, coming down on us
before the wind. Objects of any kind belonging to
a country so famous, and yet so little known, it will
be easily conceived, must have excited a general
curiosity; and, accordingly, every soul on board was
upon deck in an instant to gaze at them. As the
vesSel to windward approached us, she hauled farther
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off shore; upon which, fearing that we should alarm
them by the appearance of a pursuit, we brought the
ships to, and she passed ahead of us, at the distance
of about half a mile. It would have been easy for us
to have spoken with them; but perceiving, by their
manreuvres, that they were much frightened, Captain
Gore was not willing to augment their terrors; and,
thinking that we should have many better opportuni
ties of communication with this people, suffered them 
to go off without interruption. Our distance did
not permit us to remark any particulars regarding the
men on board, who seemed to be about six in number,
especially as the haziness of the weather precluded
the use of our glasses. According to the best con.
jectures we were able to form, the vessel was about
forty tons burthen. She had but one mast, on which
was hoisted a square sail, extended by a yard aloft,
the braces of which worked forward. Half way
down the sail came' three pieces of black cloth at
equal distances frpm each other. The vessel was
higher at each end than in the midship; and we
imagined, from her appearance and form, that it-was
imp08sible for her to sail any otherwise than large.

At noon the wind freshened, and brought with it
a good deal of rain; by three it had increased so
much, that we were reduced to our courses; at the
same time, the sea ran as high as anyone on board
ever remembered to have seen it.· If the Japanese
vessels are, as Krempfer describes them, open in the
'stern, it would not have been possible for those we
saw to have survived the fury of this storm; but as
the appearance of the weather all the preceding part
of the day, foretold its coming, and one of the sloops
had, notwithstanding, stood far out to ,sea, we may
safely conclude that they are perfectly capable of
bearing a gale of wind. Spanberg indeed describes
two kinds of Japanese vessels; one answering to the
above description of Krempfer; the other, which he
calls busses, and in which he says they make their
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voyages to the neighbouring islands, exactly corre
sponds with those we saw...

At eight in the evening, the gale shifted to the
west without abating the least in violence, and by
raising a sudden swell in a contrary direction to that
which prevailed before, occasioned the ships to strain
and labour exceedingly. During the storm several
of the sails were split on board the Resolution. In
deed they had been so long bent, and were worn so
thin, that this accident had of late happened to us
almost daily in both ships; especially, when being
stiff and heavy with the rain, they became Jess able
to bear the shocks of the violent and variable winds
we at this time experienced. The gale at length
growing moderate, and settling to the west, we kept
upon a wind to the southward; and at nine in the
morning of the 80th we saw the land at the distance
of about fifteen leagues, bearing from west by north
to north-west one quarter west. It appeared in de.
tached parts; but whether they were small islands
or parts of Japan, our distance did not enable us to
determine. At noon it extended from north-west to
west, the nearest land being about thirteen leagues
distant, beyond which the coast seemed to ruri in a
westerly direction. The latitude, by observation,
was 86° 41', longitude 14~O 6'. The point to the
northward, which was supposed to be near the south.
ernmost land seen the day before, we conjectur~d to
be Cape de Kennis~ and the break to the southward
of this point, to be the mouth of' the river on which
the town of Gissima is said to be situated. The next
cape is probably that called in the Dutch charts
Boomtje's Point, and the southernmost, off which we '
were abreast at noon, we suppose ,to be near Low
Point t, and that we were at too great a distance to

, '* Vide Muller, Fr. ed. page 215.
t Lage Hoeck, or Low Point, is placed by Jansen in latitude

36° 40'.
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see the low land, in which it probably terminates, to
the eastward.

In the afternoon, the wind veering round to the
north-east, we stood to the southward, a.t the dis
tance of about eighteen leagues from the shore,
trying for soundings, as we went along, but finding
none with one hundred and fifteen fathoms of line.
A t two the next morning -it shifted to west, attended
with rain and lightning, and blowing in heavy squalls.
During the course of the day, we had several small
birds of' a brown plumage, resembling linnets, flying
about us, which had been forced off the land by the
strong westerly gales; but toward the evening, the
wind coming to the north..west, we shaped our
course, along with them, to west south-west, in
order to regain the coast. In the morning of' the
1st of November, the wind again shifted to south
east, and bringing with it fair weather, we got forty
two sets of distances of the moon from the sun and
stars, with four different quadrants, each set con
sisting of six observations. These agreeing pretty
nearly with each other, fix our situation at noon the
same day, with great accuracy, in longitude 1-1110

8~',

the latitude, by observation, was &0 17'. We found
an error of latitude in our reckonings of the pre..
ceding day, of eight miles, and in this day's of'
seventeen, from whence, andfi'om our being mucb
more to the eastward than we expected, we can·
cluded that there had been a strong current from
the south-west.

At two in the afternoon, we again made the land
to the westward, at the distant of about twelve
leagues; the southernmost land in sight, which we
supposedto be White Point", bore west south.west.half
west; a hummock to the northward, which had the
appearance of being an island, bore north north-west
halfwest, within which we saw from the mast-head low

.. Witte Hoeck, placed by Jansen in latitude 35° 21-'.
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land, which we took to be Sand-down Point. • We
stood in toward the land, till half past five, when we
hauled our wind to the southward. .At this time we
saw a number of Japanese vessels, close in with the
land, several seemingly engaged in fishing, and others
standing along shore. We now discovered to the
westward a remarkably high mountain, with a round
top, rising far inland. There is no high ground
near it, the coast being of a moderate elevation,andp

as far as we could judge, from the haziness of the
horizon, much. broken by small inlets. But to the
southward of the hummock island before mentioned,
there appeared, at a great distance, within the
country, a ridge of hills, stretching in a direction
toward the mountain, and probably joining with it.
As this.is the most remarkable hill on the coast, we
could have wished to have' seWed its situation ex
actly; but having only had this single view, were
obliged to be contented with such accuracy as OUf

circumstances would allow. Its latitude, therefore,
we conceive to be 8.5° ~O'; its longitude, estimated
by its distance from the ships, at this time fifteen
leagues, 140° ~6'.

As the Dutch charts make the coast of Japan
extend about ten leagues to the south-west of White
Point, at eight we tacked, and stood off to the east
ward, in order to weather the point. At midnightp

we again tacked to the south-west, expecting to fall
in with the coast to the southward, but were sur
prized, in the morning at eight to see the hummock.
at the distance only of three leagues, bearing west
north-west. We began at first to doubt the evidence
of our senses, and afterward to suspect some de-.
ception from a similarity of land; but, at noon, we
fQund ourselves, by observation, to be actually in
latitude 8.5° 48', at a time when our teckonings gave
us 34° 48'. So that, during the eight hours in which

.. Sanduynege H-oeck, in'latitude 35° 55'. Jansen.
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we supposed we had made a course of nine leagues
to the south.west, we .had in reality been carried
eight leagues from the position we left, in a direction
diametrically opposite; which made, on the whole,
in that short space of time, a difference, in our reck
oning, of seventeen leagues. From this error, we
calculated, that the current had set to the north.east
by north, at the rate of at least five miles an hour.
Our longitude at this time was 141 0 16'.

The weather having now the same threatening
appearance as on the !l9th of October, which was
followed by so sudden and severe a gale, and the
wind continuing at south south-east, it was thought
prudent to leave the shore, and stand oft'to the east
ward, to prevent our being entangled with the land.
Nor were we wrong in our prognostications; for it
soon afterward began, ahd continued till next day,
to blow a heavy gale, accompanied with hazy and
J'ainy weather. In the morning of the 3d, we found
ourselves, by our reckoning, upward of fifty leagues
from the land; which circumstance, together with
the very extraordinary effect of currents we had
before experienced, the late season of the year, the
unsettled state of the weather, and the little likeli.
hood of any change for the better, made Captain
Gore resolve to leave Japan altogether, and prosecute
our voyage to China; hoping, that as the track he
meant to pursue had never yet been explored, he
should be able to make amends, by some new dis
covery, for the disappointments we had met with on
this coast.

,1f the reader should be of opinion that we quitted
this object too hastily, in addition to the facts already
stated, it ought to be remarked, Krempfer describes
the coast of Japan as the most dangerous in the whole
world 4; that it would have been equally dangerous,
in case of distress, to run into any of their harbours,

'" See KlEmpfer's Hillt. of Japan, vol. i. p. 92, 93, 94, and 102.
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where we know, from the best authorities, that the
aversion of the inhabitants to any intercourse with
strangers has led them to commit the most atrocious
barharities; that our ships were in a leaky condition;
that our sails were worn out, and unable to withstand
a gale of wind; and that the rigging was so rotten
as to require constant and perpetual repairs. .

As the strong currents which set along the eastern
coast of Japan, may be of dangel"Ous consequence to
the navigator, who is not aware of their extraordinary
rapidity, I shall take leave of this island, with a sum
mary account of their force and direction, as observed
by us from the lst to the 8th of November. On the
1st, at which time we were about eighteen leagues. to '
the eastward of White Point, the current set north.
east and by north, at the rate of three miles an hour;
on the 2d, as we approached the shore, we found it
continuing in the same direction, but increased in
its rapidity to five miles an hour; as we left the shore, '
it again became more moderate and inclined to the
eastward; on the 3d,.at the distance ofsixty leagues,
it set to the east north-east, three miles an hour; on
the 4th and 5th, it turned to the southward, and at
one hundred and twenty leagues from the land, its
direction was south-east, and its rate not more than a
mile and a half all hour: on the 6th and 7th, it again
shifted round to the north-east, its force gradually
diminishing till the 8th; when we could no longer
perceive any at all. .
. During the 4th and 5th, we continued our course

to the south-east, having very unsettled weather,
attended wit4 much lightning and rain., On both
days we passed great quantities of· pumice-stone,
several pieces of which we took up, and found to .
weigh from one ounce to three pounds. We con
jectured that these stones had been thrown into the
sea, by eruptions of various dates, as many of them
were covered with barnacles, and others quite bare.
At the same time, we saw two wild ducks, and several
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At noon, our latitude, by observation, was. !l4°50',
longitude 14_0° 56' E.
. This island is about five miles lon~, ina north~
north.east and south.south-west direct~n. The. south
point· is a high barren hill, flattish at the top, and
when seen:f'romthe west-south.west, presents .an evi
dent volcanic crater. The' earth, rock, or sand,. fOl"

it was not easy to distinguish of which. its surface
is cO,mposed, exhibited various colours, and a co~

siderable part we conjectured to be sulphur, both
.from its app~arance to the eye, and the strong suI
phureous smell which :we perceived, as we appr.oached
th~ point. .Some of the officers on board the Reso
lution, which passed hearer·the land, thought they saw
steams rising from the top of the hill. From these
circumstances, Captain Gore gave it. the name. of
Sulphur Island. A low, narrow, neck of 'land con
nects this hill with the south end of the island, which.
spreads out into a circumf.erence ·of three or four
l,eagues, and·isof'a moderate height. The part near
the isthmus has some bushes .on it, and ·has a gr.een
~ppe3:ranc~; but tllose to :the north-east. are very
barr~n, and full. of large detached rocks, many of

- which. were exceedingly white. . Verydangerou8
breakers extend two miles and a half to the east,
and two miles to the west, off the ,middle part of the
island, 'On which the sea· broke with great v~olence.

The north ann -south islands appeared to us as
single mountains, of a considerable height; ,the
former peaked~ and ofa conical·sh~pe;.the ~atter

more square, and flat at the top. Sulphur Island we
place in latitude fl4° 4<8', longitude 141° Ifl'. The
north island in latitude ·fl5° .14', longitude -141° 10~.

Th~ -south island in latitude fl4° flfl', aml. longitude
-141 0 flO'. The variation observed was 80 -30' E.

(:aptain Gore now directed his course to the ~est
south-west, for the Bashee Islands, hoping to procure
at -them such"a .supply of refreshments 'as woul~ help
~o ,shorten hl~ s~ay 10 Macao~, These. island~ were
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visited by Dampi~r, ~who gives avery favourable ac~
count; both 'of the dvilityof the inhabitants~ 'and:oi'
the plenty of hogs and vegetables, with which the
country abounds; they were afterward seen by Byron,
and' Wallis, who passed them without landing.

In order to extend our view in the day~time, the·
ship's sp'read between two and th~eeleaguesfrom each
other, and during the night we went under an easy
sail;' so that it was scarcely possible to' 'pass 'any land
that lay in' the neighbourhood of our course~ In this
manner we proceeded, without any occurrence worth
remarking, with a fresh breeze from the north-east;
till the ~d,when it increased toa strong gale, with
viotent squalls of wind and rain, . which·brought us.
under. close-reefed top-sails.

At 'noon of the flSd, the latitude,' by account, was.
~n° (i', ,and'longitude'123°20'; at six in.the evening,
being now' only twenty-one leagues from the Bashee
islands, according to the situation in Mr. Dalrymple's
map, and the'weathersquaUYi attended with a thick
haze, we hauled our .wind to :the: nor.th 'north-west;
and handed the fore top-sail.

During the whole of the 24th it rained incessantly;
and- the wind still blew.' a storm; a;heavy sea Tolled
down on'usfrom the 'no~ and in:theafremoon we
had violent flashes oflightning from the same quarter.
Wecontinued:upon a wind .. to the north north-west
tilLnine o'clock, when we· tacked and. stood to the
south- south-east till four in- the morning of the 25th.
and -then wore. During the night there' was an
eclipse of the moon, but the rain -prevented. our
making any observation; unfortunately~ at the time
of the great-est' darkness, a seaman,.. in stowing the
main top-mast stay-sail,' fell over board, but laying
hold of a rope which providentially was hanging out
of the fore-chains' into the 'water, and the ship being
quickly brought in' the wind, he was got on' board
without· any ~her hurt than a' slight bruise·- on .his
shoulder. . At eight; the weather clearing, we bore
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away,: ha* the' wind blew still so strong, tkt we
earried DO other sail than the fore-sail, arid the main
top-sail close reefed. About this time we saw a land
bird resembling a thrush, and a sugar cane; at noon
the latitude, by observation, was 21° 8£)', and longi~

tude 121 0 Bfj'.

As our situation in longitude was no~ to. the- .'West
Gf the Bashee, according to Mr. Dalrymple's maps,
I percreived that Captain Gore was govemed~ in the
80ursB he was steering, by tlte opinions ofCommodore
Byron and Captain Wallis, with whom he sailed when
they passed these islands. The former plaaag it
near rolK' degrees to the westward, or in longitude
}18P 14'. In consequence of this opinion, at two we
stood to the southward, with a view: of gettillg into
the same parallel of latitude with the islands before
we ran down our longitude. At six we were neady
in that situation, anQ cODsequently o~ht to have
beeD in sight of land, according to Mr. Wallis's ac
count, who places the Bashees near t1u'ee degrees
more to the eastward than Mr. Byron. The gale at
this,time had not in the least abated; and Captain
Gore, still conceiving tl1at tlte islands must undoubt
edly lie totbe westward, brought the ships to, with
their heads to the n~west, under the fore.sail and
balanced mizen.

At six in the mommg of the 26th, the wind having
considerably abated, we bore away west, set the top
mils, and let out the reefs. At noon the latitude_
by observation, was 21° 12', and longitude 120" 25'.
We saw, this day, a flock of' ducks and many tropic
birds, also dolphins and porpusses, and still continued
to pass several pumice-stones. We spent the night
upon OUl' tacks; and at six in the morning of' the
tl7th again bore away west in search of'the Bashees..
. I now began to be a little apprehensive, lest, in
searching fOr those islands, we should get so much
to the southward as to be obliged to pass _to leeward
of the Pratas. In this case it might have been ex-
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ceedingly difficult for such bad sailing ships as ours
to fetch Macao, particularly should the wind continue
to blow as it now did, from the north north-east and
north. As- I had some doubts whether Mr. Dalrym
ple's charts were on board the Resolution, I made
sail and hailed her; and having acquainted Captairi:

. Gore with the position of these shoals, and my ap-
prehensions of being -driven to the southward,. fte
informed me that he should continue on his course .
for the day, as he was still in hopes of finding
Admiral Byron's 'longitude right; and, therefore,.
ordered me to spread a few miles to the- south.

At noon the weather became hazy; the latitude,
by reckoning, was ~1 0 2', and longitude 118° 80' ;'
and at six, having got to the westward of the Bashees,
by Mr. Byron's account, Captain Gore hauled his:
wind to- the north-west under an easy sail, the wind
blowing very strong, and there being every appear
ance of a dirty boisterous night. At four in the
morning of the 28th, we saw the Resolution, then
half a mile ahead of us, wear,. anel immediately per
ceived breakers close under our lee. At day-light
we saw the island of Prata; and at half past six we
wore again, and stood toward the shoal, and finding_
we could not weather it, bore away and ran to lee
ward. As we passed the south side, within a mile of
the reef, we observed two remarkable patches on the
edges of the breakers that looked like wrecks. At
noon, the latitude found by double altitudes was 20°
89', longitude 116° ~'. The island bore north three
quarters east, distant three or fOur. leagues. On
the "South-west side of the reef~ and near the south
end of the island, we thought we saw from the mast
head openings in the reef, which promised safe
anchorage.

The Prata shoal is of a considerable extent, being
six leagues from north to south, and stretching three
or four leagues to the eastwardofthe island; itslimitto
the westward we were not in a situation to determine..
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The north-east extremity we place in latitude ~OO
58', and longitude 1170

; and the south-west in latitude
200 45', and longitude 1160 44'.
. Fo~ the remaining part of the day we carried a
press of sail, and kept the wind, which was north-east
by north, in order to secure our passage to Macao..
It was fortunate that, toward evening, the wind
favoured us by changing two points more to the

., east; for, had the wind and weather continued, the
orne as during the preceding week, I doubt whether
we could have fetched that port, in which case we
must ,have borne away for Batavia; a place we all
dreaded exceedingly, from the sad havoc the un
healthiness of the climate had made in the crews of
the former ships that had been out on discovery, and
had,touched there. ' ..'

In the forenoon of the 29th, we passed several
- Chinese fishing-boats, ,who eyed us with great indif:'

ference. They fish with a large dredge-net, shaped
like a hollow cone, having a flat iron rim fixed to the
lower part of its mouth. The net is made fast with
cords to the head and stern of the boat, which being
left to drive with the wind, draws the net after it,
with the il'On part dragging along the bottom. .We
were sorry to find the sea covered ,with the wrecks
of boats that had been lost, as we conjectured, in the
late boisterous weather. At noon we were in lati
tude, by observation, ~~o 1', having run one hundred
and ten miles upon a north-west course· since the
preceding noon. Being now nearly in the latitude
of. the Lema Islands, we bore away west by north,
and, after running twenty-two miles, saw one of them
nine or ten leagues to the westward. At six, the ex
tremes of' the islands in sight bore north north-west
half west, and west north-west half' west; distant
from the nearest four or five leagues; the depth of
water twenty~two fathoms, over a soft muddy bottom.
We now shortened. sail, and kept upon our tacks for
the night. By Mr. Bayly's time-keeper, the Grand
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Lema bore from the Prata Island north 600 W. one
hundred and fifty-three miles; and by our run, north
57° W. one hundred and forty-six miles.

In the morning of the 30th, we ran along the
Lema Isles, which, like all the other islands on thiR
coll5t, are without wood, and, as far as we could
observe, without cultivation. At seven· o'clock, we
had precisely the same view of these islands, as is
represented in a plate of'Lord Anson's voyage. At
nine o'~lock; a Chinese boat, which had been before
with the Resolution, came alongside, and wanted to
put on board us a pilot, which however we declined,
as it was our business to follow our consort. We
soonafter passed the rock marked R, in Lord Anson's
plate; but, instead of hauling up to the northward.
of the grand Ladrone Island, as was done in the
Centurion, we proceeded to leeward.

It is hardly necessary to· caution the mariner not
to take this ctmrse, as the danger is sufficiently
obvious; for, should the wind blow strong. and the
current set .with it, it will be extremely·diiicult to
fetch Macao. ~ndeed we might, with great safety,'
by' the direction of Mr. Dalrymple's map, have gone
either entirely to the north of the Lema Isles, or
between them, and made the wind fair for· Macao.
OUf fears of missing this port, and being forced to
Batavia, added to the strong· and eager desires of
hearing news fromEurope, made us rejoice to see the·
Resolution SOOD after fire a gun, and hoist her colourS
as a signal for a pilot. On repeating the signal, we
saw an excellent race between four Chinese boats ;
and Captain Gore having engaged with the man who
arrived first, to carry the ship to the Typa for thirty
dollars, sent me word, that, as we could easily follow,.
that expence might be saved to us. Soon after, a
second pilot getting on board the Resolution, in•.
sisted on conducting the. ship, and, without further
ceremony, laid hold of the wheel, and began to order
the sails to be trimmed. This occasioned a violent
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dispute, which at last was compromised, by their
agreeing to go shares in the money. At noon, the
latitude, by observation, was 21 0 57' N., and longi
tude 1140 fl'E.; the grand Ladrone Island extending
from north-west half north, to north half west, dis
tant four miles. The land -of which the bearings are
llere given, ·we conceived to- be one island; but
afterward found the western part to be the island
marked z in Mr. Dalrymple's chart of part of the
eoast ofChina, &c. which, at that time, we unfortun
ately had not on board.

In obedience to the instructions given to Captain
Cook by the Board of Admiralty, it now became
necessary to demand of the officers and men their
journals, and what other papers they might have in
their possession, relating to the history of our
voyage. The execution of' these orders seemed to
l"e<tuire some delicacy, as well as firmness. I could
not be ignorant, that the greatest part of our officers,
and several of the seaman,. had amused themselves
with writing aecounts of our proceedings for their
own private satisfaction, or that of their friends,
which they might be unwilling, in their present form,
to have submitted to the inspection of strangers.
On the other hand, I could not, consistently with
the instructions we had received, leave in their
custody papers, which, either from carelessness or
design, might faU into the hands of printers, and give
rise to spurious and imperfect accounts of the voyage,
to the discredit of our labours, amI perhaps to the
prejudice of officers, who, though innocent, might
be suspected of having been the authors of such
publications. As soon, therefore, as I had assembled
the ship's company on decl4 I acquainted them with
the orders we had received, and the reasons which I
thought ought to induce them to yield a ready
obedience. At the same time, I told them, that any
papers which they were desirous not to have sent to
the Admiralty, should be sealed up in their presence,
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and kept in m)" own custody,.·till the intentions of
the Board, with regud to the publication of' the
history of the voyage, were fulfilled; after which.
they should faithfully be restored back to them.

It is with the greatest satisfaction I can relate,
that my proposals met with the approbation and the

.cheerful compliance both of the officers and men;
and I am persuaded, that every scrap of paper, con
taining any transactions relating to- the voyage, were
given up. Indeed it is doing bare justice to the
seaman of this ship to declare, that they were the
most obedient, and the best disposed men I ever
knew, though almost all of them were very young, and
had never before served in a ship of war.
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CHAP. IX.

WORKING UP TO MACAO. --:- A CHINESE COMPRADOR. - SENT'

'ON SHORE TO VISIT THE PORTUGUEZE GOVERNOR. - EF

FECTS O;F THE INTELLIGENCE WE RECEIVED FROM EUROPE~

ANCHOR IN THE TYPl\.-PASSAGE UP TO CANTON.-BOCCA~

TYGRIS.-WAMPU.- DESCRIPTION OF A SAMPANE.-IlE

CEPTION AT THE ENGLISH FACTORY. - INSTANCE 01) THE

SUSPICIOUS CHARACl;ER OF· THE CHINESE. - OF THEIR

MODE OF TRADING. - OF THE CITY OF CANTON. - ITS

SIZE. - POPULATION. --:- NUMBER OF SAMPANES.: - MILI

TARY FORCE. - OF THE STREETS AND HOUSES. - VISIT TO

A CHINESE. - RETURN TO MACAO. - GREAT DEMAND FOR

THE SEA-OTTER SKINS. - PLAN OF A VOYAGE FOR OPEN

ING A FUR TRADE ON THE WESTERN COAST OF AMERICA,

AND PROSECU1'ING FURTHER DISCOVERIES IN THE NEIGH

BOURHOOD OF JAPAN. :-- DEPARTURE FROM MACAO.

PRIC}: OF PROVISIONS IN CHINA.

WE kept working to windward till six in the
evening, when we came to anchor, by the direction
of the Chinese pilot on board the Resolution, who
imagined the tide was setting against us. In this,
however, he was much deceived; as we found, upon
making the experiment, that it set to the northward
till ten o'clock. The next morning he fell into a
similar mistake; for, at five, on the appearance of
slack water, he gave orders to get under weigh; but
the ignorance he had discovered, having put us on
our guard, we chose to be convinced, by our own
observations, before we weighed ; and, on trying the
tide, we found a strong under-tow, which obliged us
to keep fast till eleven o'clock. From these circum
stanceS it appears, that the tide had run down twelve
hours.

:'During the afternoon, we kept standing on our
tacks, between the island of Potoe, and the grand
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Ladrone, having passed to the eastward of the for·
mer. At nine o'clock the tide beginning to-ebb, we
again came to anchor in six fathoms' water; .the
tow~ of Macao bearing north west~ three leagues
diRtant, and the island of Potoe south half~west, two
leagoes distant. This island lies two leagues to the
north north.west of the island marked Zin Mr. Dal.
rymple's 'chart, which we at first took to be' part of the
grand Ladrone. It is small and rocky; and off the
west end there is said tQ be foul ground, , though we
passed near' it without pe-rceiving any.

In the Jorenoon of the ~d, one of the Chinese
contractors, who are called Compradors,went on
board the Resolution, and sold to Captain Gore two
hundred pounds' weight of beef~ together with a con·
siderable, quantity of greens, oranges, and eggs.
A proportionable share of these articles was sent to
the J)iscovery ; and an agreement made with the
man to furnish us with a daily supply, for which,
however, he insisted on being paid beforehand.

Our pilot pretending he could carry the ships
no farther, Captain Gore was obliged to discharge
him, and we were left to our own guidance.

At, two in the afternoon, the tide flowing, we
weighed, and worked to windward; and at seven
anchored in three and' a half fathoms of water,
Macao, 'bearing west, three miles distant. ' This
situati0~was, indeed, very ineligible, being exposed
to the north.east, and having shoal water, not
more than two fathoms and a' half deep, to leeward;
but as no nautical description is given in Lord An.
son's voyage of the harbour in which the Centurion
anchored, and Mr. Dalrymple's general map, which
was the only one on board, was on too small a scale
to serve for ourdirection~ the ships were obliged to
remain there all night.

In the evening, ~aptain Gore sent me on shore to
visit :the Portugueze governor, and to request his
assistance in procuring r~freshments for our'crews,
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which he thought might be done on more reasonable
terms than the Comprodor would undertake to fur
nish them. At the same time I took a list of the
naval stores, of which both vessels were greatly in
want, with an intention of proceeding immediately to
Canton, and applying to the servants of the East India
Company, who were at that time, resident there~

On my arrival at the ,citadel, the fort-major informed
me that the governor was sick, and not able to see
company; but that we might be assured of receiving
every assistance in their power. This, however, I
understood would be very inconsiderable, as they
were entirely dependent on the Chinese, even for
their daily subsistence. Indeed, the answer returned
to the first request I m'ade, gave me a sufficient proof
of the fallen state of the Portugueze power; for, on
my acquainting the Major with my· desire of pro
ceeding immediately to Canton, he told me, that
they could not venture to furnish me with a. boat,
till leave waS obtained from the Hoppo, or officer of
the customs; and that the application for this pur
pose must be made to the Chinese government at
Canton. .

The mortification I felt at meeting with tllis un
expected delay, could only be equalled by the ex
treme impatience with which we had so long waited,
for an .opportunity of receiving intelligence fcom
Europe. . It often happens, that, in the eager pursuit
of an object, we overlook the easiest and most ob
vious means of attaining it. This was actually my
case at present; for I was returning unde.. great
dejection to the ship, when the Portugueze officer,
who attended me asked me, if I did not mean to visit
the English gentlemen at Macao. I need not add
with what transport I received the information this
question conveyed to me; nor the anxious hopes and
fears, the conflict between' curiosity and apprehension
which passed in my mind, as we walked toward the'
house of one of our countrymen. ,
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In this state of agitation, it was not surplising,
that our reception, though no way deficient in civi.
lity or kindness, should appear cold and formal. In
our inquiries, as far as they related to objects of pri
vate concern, we" met, as was indeed to be expected,

.with little or no satisfaction; but the events of a
public nature, which had happened since our depart
ure, and now, for the first time, burst all at once
upon us, overwhelmed every other feeling, and left
us for some time, almost without the power of're
flection. For several days we continued questioning
each other about the truth of what we had heard, as
if desirous of seeking, in doubt and suspense, for
that relief and consolation, which the reality of our
calamities appeared tota))y to exclude. These sen
sations were succeeded by the most poignant regret
at finding ourselves cut off at such a distance fi'om
the scene, where, we imagined, the fate of" fleets cmd
armies was every moment deciding.

The intelligence we had just received of the state
ofaffairs in Europe, made us the more exceedingly
"anxious to hasten our departure as much as possible;
and I therefore renewed my attempt to procure a
passage to Canton, but without effect. The difficulty
arising from the established policy of the country,
I was now told, would probably be much increased
by an incident that had happened a few weeks before
our arrival. Captain Panton, in the Seahorse, a ship
of war of twenty-five guns, had been sent from
Madras, to urge the payment of a debt owing by
the Chinese merchants of Canton to private British
subjects in the East Indies and Europe, which, in
cluding the principal and compound interest,
amounted, I understood, to near a million sterling.
For this purpose, he had orders to insist on an
audience with the viceroy of Canton, which, after
some delay, and not without recourse being had to
threats, was at length obtained. The answer he
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received on the subject of his mission, was fair and
satisfactory; but, immediately after his departure,
an edict was stuck up on the houses of the Europeans,
and in the public places of the city, forbidding all
foreigners, on any pretence, to lend money to the
subjects of the emperor. •

This measure had occasioned very serious alarms
at Canton. The Chinese merchants, who had in.
cUlTed the debt, contrary to the commercial laws of
their own country, and denied, in part, the justice of
the demand, were afraid that intelligence of this
would be carried to Pekin, and that the emperor,
who has the. character of a just and, rigid prince,
might punish them with the loss of their fortunes,
if not of their Jives. On the other hand, the Select
Committee, to whom the cause of the claimants was
strongly recommended by th~ Presidency of Madras,
were extremely apprehenslve lest they should
embroil themselves with the Chinese government at
Canton; and by that means, bring, perhaps, irrepar
able mischief on the Company's affairs in China.
For I was further informed, that the Mandarines'
were always ready to take occasion, even on the
slightest grounds, to put a stop to their trading ;
and that it was often with great difficulty, and never
without certain expence, that they could get such
restraints taken off: These impositions were daily
increasing; and, indeed, 1 found it a prevailing
opinion, in all the European factories, that they should
soon be reduced either to quit the commerce of that
country, or to bear the same indignities to which the
Dutch are subjected in Japan.

The arrival of the Resolution and Discovery at
such a time, could not fail of occasioning 'fresh
alarms; and, therefore, finding there was no proba
bility of my proceeding to Canton, I dispatched a
letter to the English supercargoes, to '"acquaint them
with the cause of our putting into the Tygris, to
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request their assistance in procuring me a passport,
and in forwarding the stores we wanted, ofwhich I
sent them a list, as expeditiously as possible.

The next morning I wa., accompanied on board by
our countryman, who pointing out to us the situation
of the Typa, we weighed at half past six, and stood
toward it; but the wind failing, we came to, at eight,
in three and a half fathoms' water; Macao, bearing
west north-west, three miles distant; the Grand
Ladrone south-east by south. The Resolution here
saluted the Portugueze fort with eleven guns, which
were returned by the same number. Early on the
4th, we again weighed" and stood into the Typa,
and moored with the stream anchor and cable~to the
westward. .

The Comprador whom we at .first engaged .with,
having disappeared with a small sum of money, which
had been given him to purchase provisions, we con
tracted with another, who continued to supply, both
ships, during our whole stay. This was done secretly,
and in the night time, under pretence that it was
contrary to the regulations of the port; but we sus
pected aU this cantion to have been used with· a view
either of enhancing the price of the articles he fur
nished, or of securing to himself the. profits of his
employment, without being obliged to share,them
with the Mandarines.

On the 9th Captain Gore received an answer from
the Committee of the English supercargoes at Canton,
in 'Yhich they assured him that their best endeavours
should be used to procure the supplies we stood in
need of, as expeditiously as possible; ana. that a pass
port should be sent for one of his officers, hoping at
the same time, that we were sufficiently acquainted
with the character of the Chinese government, to
attribute any delays, that might unavoidably happen,
to their true cause. . _ .

The day following, an English merchant, from on.,.
of our settlements in the East Indies, applied to
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Captain Gore for the assistance of a· few hands t<f
navigate a vessel he had ~urchased at Maeao, up to
Canton. Captain Gore, Judging this a good oppor-·
tunity for me to proceed to that place, gave orders
that 1 should take along with me my sec~md

lieutenant, the lieutenant of marines, and ten !reamen.
Though this was not precisely the mode in which I
could have wished to visit Canton, yet as it was very
uncertain when the passport might arrive, and my
presence might contribute materially to the expe
diting of our supplies, I did not hesitate to put my
self on board, having left orders with :Mr. Williamson
to get the Discovery ready for sea as sooo as pos
sible, and to make such additions and alterations in
her upper works, as might contribute to make her
more defensible. That the series of our astronom
ical observations might suirer no interruption by'
my absence, I entrusted the care of continuing them
to Mr. Trevenen, in whose abilities and diligence I
could repoge an entire confidence.

We left the harbour of Macao on the 1] th of
December, and sailing ronnd the south-eastern ex
tremity of the island, we steered to the northwa~d,

leaving as we passed along, Lantao Lintin, and
!Ieveral smaner islands, to the right. All these islands,
as wen as that of Macao, which lie to the left, are
entirely without wood; the land is high and barren,
and uninhabited, except occasionally by fishermen.
As we approached the Bocca Tygris, which is thir
teen leagues from Macao, the Chinese coast appears
to the eastward in steep white cUtIS; the two forts
commanding the mouth of the river, are exactly in
the same state as when Lord Anson was here; that

. on the left is a fine old castle, surrounded by a grove
of trees, and has an agreeable romantic appearance.

We were here. visited by an officer of the customs ;
on which occasion the owner of the vessel, being
apprehensive that, if we were discovered on board,
it would Q€casion some alarm, and might be attended

J
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with disagreeable consequences, begged us to retire
into the cabin below.

The breadth of the river above these forts is
variable, the banks being Jow and flat, and subject
to be overflowed by the tide to a great extent. The
ground on each side is level, and laid out in rice
fields; but, as we advanced, it rose gradually into
hills of considerable declivity, the sides of which \Sre
cut into terraces, and planted with sweet potatoes,
sugar-canes, yams, plantains, and the cotton·tree.
We saw many lofty pagodas, scattered over the
country, and several towns at a distance, some of
which appeared to be of a considerable size.

We did not arrive at Wampu, which is only nine
leagues from the Bocea Tygris, till the 18th, our
progress having been retarded by contrary winds
and the lightness of the vessel. Wampu is a small
Chinese town, off which the ships of the different
nations who trade here lie, in order to take in theit
lading. The river, higher up, is said by M. Sonnerat
not to be deep enough to admit heavy laden vessels,
even it' the policy of the Chinese had suffered the
Europeans to navigate them up to Canton; but this
circumstance I cannot take upon' me to. decide on,
as no stranger I believe has been permitted to inform
himself with certainty of the truth. The smaH
islands that lie opposite to the town, are allotted to
the several factories who have built warehouses for
the reception of the merchandise· that is brought
down from Canton.

From Wampu I immediately proceeded in a
sampane, or Chinese boat, to Canton, which- is about
two leagues and a half higher up the river. These
boats are the neatest and most convenient for pas;'
sengel'S I ever saw. They are of various sizes, almost
flat at the bottom, very broad upon the beam, and
narrow at the head and stern, which- are rai~d and
ornamented; the middle, where we sat, was arched
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over with a roof of bamboo, which may be raised or
lowered at pleasure; in tQe sides were small windows
with shutters, and the apartment was furnished· with
handsome mats, chairs, and tables. In the stern was
placed a small waxen idol, in a case of gilt leather, _
before which stood a pot containing lighted tapers
made of dry 'chips or matches, and gum. The hire
of this boat was a Spanish dollar.

I reached Canton a little after it was dark, and
landed at the English factory, where, though my
arrival was very unexpected, I was received with
every mark of attention and civility. The select
committee, at this time, consisted of Mr. Fitzhugh
the president, Mr. Bevan, and Mr. Rapier. They
immediately gave me an account of such stores as
the India ships were able to afford us; and though I
have not the smallest doubt that the commanders
were desirous of assisting us with every thing they
could spare, consistently with a regard to their own
safety, andthe interest of their employers, yet it was
a great disappointment to me to find in their list

·scarcely any articles of cordage or canvass, of both
:which we stood principally in need. It was, however, .
some consolation to understand that the stores were
in readiness for shipping, and that the provisions we
required might be had at a day's notice. Wishing
therefore to make my stay here as short as possible, 1
requested the gentlemen to procure junks or boats
for me the next day, with an intentIOn of leaving
Canton the following one; but I was soon informed
that a business of that kind was not to be transacted
so rapidly in this country; that leave must be first
procured from the viceroy; that the Hoppo, or
.principal officer of the customs must be applied to
for chops. or permits; and thai these favours were
not granted without mature deliberation; in -short,
that patience was an indispensable ·virtue in China;
and that they hoped to have the pleasure of making
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the factory agreeable tome, for a few days longer
than I seemed willing to favour them with my com
pany.

Though I was not much disposed to relish this
compliment, yet I could not help being diverted
with an incident that occurred very opportunely to
convince me of the truth of their representations, and
of the suspicious character of the Chinese. . The
reader will recollect that it was now about fifteen
days since Captain Gore had written to the factory~
to desire their assistance in procuring leave for one
of his officers to pass to Canton. In consequence of
this application, they had engaged one of the prin
cipal Chinese merchants of the place, to interest
himself in our favour, and to solicit the business with
the viceroy. This person came to visit the president
whilst we were talking on the subject, and with great
satisfaction and complacency in his couIitenance ac
quainted him, that he had at last succeeded in his
applications, and that a passport for one of the
officers of the Ladrone ship (or pirate) would be
ready in a few days. The president immediately
told him not to give himself any farther trouhle, as
the officer, pointing to ~e, was already arrived. It
is impossible to describe the terror which seized the
old man on hearing this intelligence. His head sunk
upon his breast, and the sofa on which he was sitting
lihook from the violence of his agitation. Whether
the Ladrone ship was the object of' his apprehensions,
or his own government, I could not discover; but
after continuing in this deplorable state a few minutes,
Mr. Bevan bade him not despair, and recounted to
him the manner in which I had passed from Macao,
the reasons of my journey to Canton, and my wishes
to leave it as soon as possible. This last circumstance
seemed particularly agreeable to him, and gave me
hopes that I should find him equally disposed to
hasten my departure; and yet, as soon as .he had
recovered the courage to speak, he began to recount
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the unavoidable delays t~at would occur in my
business, the difficulty of gaining admittance to the
viceroy, the jealousies and suspicions of the Man
darines re.specting OUf real designs, which had risen,
he said, to an extraordinary height, from the strange
account we had given of ourselves. .

After ·waiting several days with great impatience
for the event ofour application, without understand
ing that the matter was at all advanced toward a
conclusion, I applied to the commander of an
English country ship, who was to sail on the ~5th,

and who offered to take the men and stores on
board, and to lie to if the weather should permit, off
Macao, till we could send boats to' take them out of'
his ship. At the same time he apprized me of the
dangel' there might be of hi. being driven with them
out to sea. 'Whilst I was doubting what measures to
pursue, the commander of another country ship
brought me a lette!" from Captain Gore, in which he
acquainted me that he had engaged him to bring us
down from Canton, and to deliver the stores we had
procured, at his own risk, in the Typa. All our dif
ficulties being thus removed, I had leisure to attend
to the purchase of our provisions and stores, which
was completed on the ~6th ~ and the day following
the whole stock was sent on board.

As Canton was likely to be the most advantageous
market for furs, I was desired by Captain Gore to
carry with me about twenty sea-otter skins, chiefly
the property of our d.eceased commanders, and to
dispose of' them .at the best price I could procure J
a commission which gave me an opportunity of be
coming a little acquainted with the genius of the
Chinese for trade" Having acquainted some of the
English supercargoes with these circumstances, I de
sired them to recommend me to some Chinese mer
chant of credit and' reputation, who' would at once
offer me a fair and reasonable price. I was acc()oo
ingly directed to a member of the Hong, a 86Ciety

,

I
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of the principal merchants of' the place" who being
fully informed of' the nature of the business, appeared
sensible of the delicacy of my situation; assured me
I might depend on his integrity; and that, in a case
of this sort, he should consider himself merely as an
agent, without looking for any profit to himself'.
Having laid my goods before him, he examined them
'With great care over and over again, and at last told
me that he could not venture to offer more than three
hundred dollars for them. As I knew from the price
our skins had sold for in Kamtschatka that he' hau
not offered me one half their value, I found myself
under the necessity of driving a bargain. In my
turn I therefore demanded one thousand; my Chinese
then advanced to five hundred; then offered me a
private present of tea and porcelain, amounting to
one hundred more; then the same sum in money ;
and, lastly, rose to seven hundred dollars, on which I
fell to nine hundred. Here, each side declaring he
.would not recede, we parted; but the Chinese, soon
returned with a list of' India goods, which he now
proposed I should take in exchange, and which, I
was afterward told, would have amounted in value,
if honestly delivered, to double the sum he had be.
fOre offered. Finding I did not choose to deal in
this mode, he proposed as his ultimatum, that we
should divide the diflerence, which, being tired of
the contest, I consented to, and received the eight
h.unured'dollars. ,

The ill health, which at this time I laboured
under, len me little reason to lament the very
narrow limits, within which the policy of' the
Chinese obliges every European at Canton to con
fine bis curiosity. I should otherwise, have felt
exceedingly tantalized with livin~ under the wall,
of so great a city, full of' objects of novelty, without
being able to enter it. The account given of this
place by Peres Ie Comte and Du Halde, are, in
everyone's hand. The authors h~ve-Jately been
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accused of great exaggeration by M. Sonnerat; for
which reason the following observations, collected
from the information with which I' have been
obligingly furnished by several English gentlemen,
who were a long time resident at Canton" may not
be unacceptable to the public.

Canton, including the old and new town, and the
suburbs, is about ten miles in circuit. With respect
to its population, if one may judge of the whole,
fi'om what is seen in the suburbs, I should conceive
'it to fall considerably short of an European town of
the same magnitude. Le Comte estimated the
number' of inhabitants at one million five hundred
thousand; Du Balde at one million; and M.
Sonllerat says he has ascertained them to be no
more than seventy-five thousand"": but, as this
gentleman has not HnToured us with the grounds on
which his calculation was founded; and, besides,
appears as desirous of depreciating every thing that
relates' to the Chinese, as the Jesuits mav be of
magnifying, his opinion certainly admits of some
doubt. The following circumstances may perhaps
lead the reader to form a judgment with tolerable
accuracy on this subject.

A Chinese house undoubtedly occupies more
- space than is usually taken up by houses in Europe;
but the proportion suggested by M. Sonnerat, of
four or five to one, certainly goes much beyond the
truth. To this should be added, that a great many
houses in the suburbs of Canton, are occupied for
commercial purposes only, by merchants and rich
tradesmen, whose families live entirely within the.
city. On the other hand, a Chinese family appears
to consist, on an average, of more persons than an
:European. A Mandarine, according to his rank
and substance, has from five to twenty wives. A

'" .. J'ai 'Obifie moi-rneme, avec plusieurs Chinois, Ia population
de (:8nton, de la ville de Tartare, et de celle de Battaux," &s:.
Yoy«.ge auz [nile" ~c. parM. Sonnerat, tom. ii. p. H~ ,
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merchant, from three to nve. One of' this class at
Canton, had indeed, twenty-five wives, and thirty-six
children; but this was mentioned to me as a very
extraordinary instance. An opulent tradesman l.tas
usually two; and the lower class of people very
rarely more than one. Their servants are at least
double in number to those employed by persons of'
the same condition in Europe. If~ then, we suppose
a Chinese family one-third larger, and an European
house two-thirds less, than each other, a Chinese
city will contain only half the number of inhabitants
coutained in an European town of the same size.
According to these data, the city and suburbs of
Canton may probably contain about one hundred

. and fifty thousand. .
With respect to the number of' inhabited sam

panes, I found different opini~ns were entertained;
but none placing them lower than forty thousand.
They are moored in rows close to each other, with
a Darrow passage, at intervals, for the boats to pass
up and down the river. As the Tygris at Canton
is somewhat wider than the Thames at London;
and the whole river is covered in this manner for
the extent of at least a mil~ this account of their
number does not appear to me, in the least, ex
aggerated; and, if it be allowed, the number of
inhabitants in the sampanes alone (for each of' them
contains one family), must amount to nearly three
times the number supposed by M. Sonnerat to be in
the whole city. .

The Qlilitary force of the province, of' which
Canton is the capital, amounts to fifty thousand
men. It is said that twenty thousand are stationed
in and about the city; and, as a proof' of this, I was
assured, that, on the occasion of some disturJ.:>ance
that had happened at Canton, thirty thousand men
were drawn together within the space. of a few
hours.
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The streets are long, and most of them narrow
and irregular; but well paved with large stones;
and, for the most part, kept exceedingly clean.
The houses are bUilt of brick, one story high,
~aving generally two or three ,courts backward, in
which are the warehouses for merchandize, and,. in
the houses within the city, the apartments for the
women. A very few of the meanest sort are built
of wood.

The houses belonging to the European factors.
are built on a handsome quay, with a regular fac;ade
of two stories toward the river, and disposed, within.
"partly after the European and partly af\er the
Chinese manner. Adp,ining to these are a number
of houses, belonging to the Chinese, and hired out
tQ the commandecs of ships, and merchants. who
Plake an occasional stay. As no European 1sal
lowed to bring his wife to Canton, the English
supercargoes live together, at a common table,
which is kept by the company, and have eaCh, R "

separate apartment, consisting of three or four
rooms. The time of their residence seldom exceeds
eight months annually; and as they are pretty con
stantly employed, during that time, in the service
of the Company, they may submit, with the less
regret, to the restraints they are kept under. They
very rarely pay any visits within the walls of Canton.
except on public occasions. . Indeed, nothing gllve
me so unfavourable an idea of the character of the
Chinese, as to find, that amongst so many persons of
liberal minds and amiable manners, sOme of whom
h~ve resided in that country for near fifteen yeal1l
together, they have never formed any friendship or
social connection. As soon as the last ship quits
Wampu, they are all obliged to retire to Macao J
but as a proof of the excellent police of the country,
they leave all the money they possess in specie
behind them, which, I was told, sometimes amounted
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to one hundred thousand pounds sterling, and for
which they had no other -security than the seals of
the merchants of the Hong, the viceroy, and Man
darines.

During my stay at Canton, I was carried by one
of' the English gentlemen, to visit a person of the
first 'consequence in the place. We were received
in a long room or gallery, at the upper end of
which stood a table, with a large chair behind it,
and a row of chairs extending from it on each side
down the room. Being J>l'eviously instructed, that
the point. of' civility ~onsisted in remaining as
long unseated as possible, I readily acquitted
myself of this piece of etiquette; after which we
were entertained with tea, and some preserved
and fresh fruits. Our host was very fat, with a
heavy dull countenance, and of great gravity in
his deportment. He spoke a. little broken English.
and Portugueze; and, after we had taken our
refreshment, he carried us about his house and
garden; . and having shown us all the improve
ments he was making, we took our leave.

Having procured an account of the price of pro
visions at Canton, as settled far the year 1780, which
the reader will find at the end of this chapter, I have
only to observe, that the different articles are sup
posed to be the best of .the kind; and that the
natives purchase the same for nearly one-third 1C68
than the price, which in the list is fixed ooly fOr
strangers.

I had hitherto intended, as well to avoid the
trouble and delay of applying for passports, as to save
the unnecessary expence of hiring a sampane, which
I understood amounted at least to twelve pounds
sterling, to go along with the stores to Macao, in
the country merchant's ship I have before mentioned;
but having received an invitation from two English
gentlemen, who had obtained passports for foult .-1
accepted, along with Mr. Philips, their offer of places
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in a Chinese boat, and left Mr. Lannyon to take care
of the men and stores, which were to sail the next
day. In the evening of the !l6th, I took my leave
of the supercargoes, having thanked them for their
many obliging favours; amongst which I must not
forget to mention an handsome present of tea, for
the use of the ships' companies, and a large collection
of English periodical publications. The latter we
found a valuable acquisition, as they both served to
amuse our impatience, during our tedious voyage
home, and enabled us to return not total strangers to
what had been transacting in our native country;
At one o'clock the next morning we left Canton,
and arrived at Macao about the same hour the day
following, having passed down a channel which lies
to the westward of that by which we had come up.
. During our absence, a brisk trade had been carry

ing on with the Chinese for the sea-otter skins, which
had every day been rising in their value. One of
our seamen sold his stock alone for eight hundred
dollars; and a few prime skins, which were clean,
and had been well preserved, were sold for one hun
dred and twenty each. The whole amount of the
value, in specie an(l goods, that was got for the furs,
in both ships, I am confident did not fall short of two
thousand pounds sterling; and it was generally sup_·
-posed, that at least two-thirds of the quantity we had
originally got from the Americans, were spoiled and
worn out, or had been given away, and otherwise dis
posed of, in Kamtschatka. When, in addition to
these facts, it is remembered, that the furs were at
first collected without our having any idea of theil'
real value; that the greatest part had been worn by
the Indians, from .whom we purchased them; that
they were afterward preserved with little care, and
frequently used fOf bed-clothes, and other purposes,
during our cruize to the north; and that, probably,
we had never got the full value for them in China;
the advantages that might be derived from a v~yage

19
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to that part of the American coast, undertaken with
commercial views, appear to me of a degree of im
portance i~fficient to call for the attention of the
public.

The rage with which our seamen, were possessed
to return to Cook's River, and, by another cargo of
skins, to make their fortunes at one time, was not far
short of mutiny; and I mu~t own, I could not help
indulging myself in a p.rojec!, whic~ the disappoint
m'ent we had suffered, m bemg obliged to leave the
Japanese Archipelago, and the northern coast of
China unexplored, first suggested; and, by what I
conceived, that object might still be happily accom
plished, through means of the East-India Company,
not only without expense, but even with the prospect
of very considerable advantages. Though the situ
ation of affairs at home, or perhaps greater difficulties
in the execution of my scheme than I had foreseen,
have hitherto prevented its b~ing carried into effect,
yet, as I find the plan in my journal, and still retain
my partiality for it, I hope it will not be entirely
foreign to the nature of this work, if I beg leave
to insert it here.

I proposed then, that the Company's China ships
should carry an additional complement of men each,
making in all one hundred. Two vessels, one of two
hundred and, the other of one hundred and fifty tons,
might, I was told, with proper notice, be readily pur
chased at Canton; and, as victualling is not dearer
there than in Europe, I calculate that they might be
completely fitted out for' sea, with a year's pay and
provision, for six thousand pounds, including the
purchase. The expense of the necessary articles for
barter is scarcely worth mentioning. I would, by all
means recommend, that each ship should have five
ton of ullwrought iron, a forge, and an expert smith,
with, a journeyman and apprentice, who might be
ready to forge such tools, as it should appear the
Indians were most desirous of: For, though six of
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the finest skins purchased by us were got-for. a dozen
large green glass beads, yet it is well known, that the
fancy of these people for' articles of ornament, is
exceedingly capricious; and that iron is the only
sure commodity for their market. To this might be
added, a few gross of large pointed case.knives, some
bales of coarse woollen cloth (linen they would not
accept of from us), and a barrel or two of copper and
glass trinkets.

I have here proposed two ships, not only for the
greater security of the expedition, but because I
think single ships ought never to be sent out on
discoveries. For where risks are to be run, and
doubtful and hazardous experiments tried, it cannot
be expected that single ships should venture ·so far,
as where there is some security provided against an
untoward accident.

The vessels being now ready for sea, will sail with
the first south-wester\y' monsoon, 'which generally
sets in about the beginning of April. With this wind
they will steer to the northward, along the coast of
China, begiiming a more accurate survey from the
mouth of the river Kayana, or the Nankin River, in
latitude 300

, which I believe' is the utmost limit of
this coast hitherto visited by European ships. As the
extent of that deep gulf called Whang Hay, or the
Yellow Sea, is at present unknown, it must be left to
the discretion of the commander, to proceed· up it
as far as he may judge prudent; but be must. be
cautious not to entangle himself too far in it, lest he
should want time for the prosecution of the reo
maining part of his enterprize. The same discretion
must be used, when he arrives in the straits of
Tessoi, with respect to the islands of Jeso, which, if
the wind and weather be favourable, he will not
lose the oPportunity of exploring.

Having proceeded to the latitude of 51 0 40', where
he will make the southernmost point of the island of
Sagaleen;' beyond which the sea of Okotsk is liuffi.
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eientlyknown, he wiJI steer to the southward, probably
in the beginning of June, and endeavour to fall in
with tbe-southernmost of the Kurile Islands. Our00p
or Nadesebda, according to the- accounts of the
Russians, will furnish the ships with a good harbour,
where they may wood and water, and take in such
other refreshments as the place may afford. Toward
the end ofJune,. they will shape their course for the
Shummagins, and from thence to Cook's River,
purchasing~ as they proceed, as mllny skins as they
are able, without losing too much time, since they
ought to steer again to the southward, and trace the
coast with great accuracy from the latitude of 56° to
50°, the space from which we were driven out of
sight of land by contrary winds. It should here be
remarked, that I consider the purchase of skins, in
this expedition, merely as a secondary object, for
defraying the expenee; and it cannot be.doubted,
from our experience in the present voyage, that two
hundred and fifty skins, worth one hundred dollars
each, may be procured without any loss of time~

especially as it is probable they will be met with
along the coast to the southward of Cook's Riyer.

Having spent three months on the coast of Arne.:.
rica, tlley will set out on their return to China early
in the month of October, aVoiding in their route, as
much as possible, the tracks of former navigators~

I have now only. to add, thatif the fur trade should
.become a fixed o~iect <if Indian commerce, _frequent
opportunities will occur of completing whatever may
be left unfinished, in the voyage of which I have here
ventured to delineate the outlines.

The barter which "had been carrying on with the
Chinese for Qur sea-otter skins, had rroduced a very
whimsical change in the dress of al our crew. On
our arrival ift the Typa, nothing could exceed the
ragged appearance both of' the younger officers and
seamen; for, as our voyage had· already exceeded,
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by near a twelvemonth, the time it was at first
imagined we should remain at sea, almost the whole
of our original stock of European clothes had been
long worn out, or patched up with skins, and the
various manufactures we had met with in the course
of' our discoveries. These were now again mixed
and eked out with the gaudiest silks and cottons of
China.

On the 30th, Mr. Lannyon arrived with the stores
and provisons, which were immediately stowed in
due proportion on board the two ships. The next
day, agreeably to a bargain made by Captain Gore,
I sent our sheet anchor to the country ship, and
received in return the guns, which she before rode
by.

Whilst we lay in the Typa, I was shown a garden
belonging to an English gentleman ·at Macaa, tbe
rock, under which, as the tradition there goes, the
poet Camoens used to sit and compose his Lusiad.
It is a lofty arch, of one solid stone, l:\nd forms the
entrance of a grotto dug out of the rising ground
behind it. The rock. is overshaded by large spread
ing trees, and commands an extensive and magnificent
view of the sea, and the interspersed islands. .

On the 11th of January, two seamen belonging to
the Resolution found means to run off' with a six
oared cutter, and notwithstanding diligent search
was made, both that and the following day, we were
never able to learn any tidings of her. It was sup
posed, that these people had been seduced by the
prevailing notion of making. a fortune, by returning
to the fur islands,

As we heard nothing, during our stay in the
Typa, of the measurement of the ships, it may be
concluded, that the point so strongly contested by
the Chinese, in Lord Anson's time, has, in conse
quence of his firmness and resolution, never since
been insisted on.
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The following nautical observations were made
while we lay here: -

_{ Lat. !l2° 12' 0" N.
Harbour of Macao, - Long. 113 47 0 E.
Anchoring-place in the { Lat. 22 9 20 N.

Typa, - Long. 118 48 34 E.
Mean dip of the J.lorth pole} 21 1 0

of the magnetic needle, •
Variation of the compass, 0" 19 0 W.

On the full and change days, it was high water in
the Typa at fib 10m, and in Macao harbour at fib fiOfA

•

The greatest rise was six feet one inch. The flood
appeared to come from the south eastward; but we
could not determine this point with certainty, on
account of the great number of islands which lie off
the mouth of the river of Canton.

Price qf Provisions at Canton, 1780.

Ananas •
Arrack 
Butter
Beef, Canton 
Ditto, Macao
Birds-nests
Biscuit - •
Beache de Mar
Calf
Caravances, dried •
Cabbage, Nankeen 
Curry stuff
Coffee --
Cocoa-nuts
Charcoal
Coxice

JJ So d.
o 4 0 -a score.
o 0 8 per bottle.
o 2 4.;. per catty. •
o 0 2}
o 0 fi~

368
004
0- 2 oi-
l 6 9~ each.
o 0 2.} per catty.
o 0 4}_
014
014
o 0 4 each.
o 8 4' per pecul.
o 1 4 per catty.

• A catty ill 18 oZ.-a pecul 100 catty.
VOL. VII. D D
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.£ s. d.
Canton nuts - 0 0 4·
Chesnuts 0 0 !l~

r
Cockles - 0 0 tPr
Ducks 0 0 5'.,
Ditto, wild 0 1 O} each.
Deers' sinews - 0 2 If per catty.
Eels 0 0 6{-
Eggs 0 2 oper hundred.
}'ish, common 0 0 S.;- per catty.
Ditto, best - 0 0 6"r
Ditto salted, Nankeen 0 0 U}
Fruit 0 0 I{-
Ditto, Nankeen 0 2 0
Frogs 0 0 6}
Flour - 0 0 1 76

"Y "InS"

Fowls, capons, &c. - 0 0 7';-
Fish maws - 0 ~ }J

T

Geese 0 0 6"T
Greens 0 0 }J

4"

Grass 0 0 2} per bundle.
Grapes 0 1 Of per catty.
Ham 0 1 2'T
Hartshorn 0 1 4t
Hogs'Lard 0 0 7';-
Hog, ali~e 0 0 4 1

4"

Kid, alive - 0 0 4 1
4"

Limes 0 0 o·T
Litchis, dried - 0 0 ~
Locks~y , 0 0 6"T
Lobchocks 0 0 5f per catty.
Lamp oil 0 0 51

T

Lamp wick 0 0 8
Melons 0 0 4} each.
Milk 0 0 l{ per catty.
Ditto, Macao 0 0 8'T
Mustard seed 0 0 6"
Mushrooms, pickled

T
0 2 8

Ditto, frelih 0 1 4
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.18 s. d•
Oysters 0 3 4 per pecul.
Onions, dried 0 0 ~} per catty.
Pork 0 0 7;-
.Pig 0 0 tP -,.
Paddy 0 0 0 4

r
Pepper 0 1 0 4,.
Pheasants 0 5 4 each.
Partridges 0 0 9}
Pigeons 0 0 5.J...

5

Pomegranates 0 0 2'",.
Quails 0 0 }3,.
Rabbits 0 1 4
Rice 0 0 ~ per catty.
Ditto, red 0 0 2'",.
Ditto, coarse 0 0 I",.
Ditto, Japan 0 0 8
Raisins - 0 2 0
Sheep 3 6 8 each.
Snipes 0 0 1';' per catty•
Sturgeon 0 4 9}
Ditto, small - 0 ~ 4 4

T
Sugar 0 0 8~,
Salt 0 0 }3

T
Saltpetre 0 2 lJ-,.
Soy 0 0 }3,.
SpIces o 16 8
Sweet-meats 0 0 6} per catty.
Sago 0 0 8.J...

5

Sallad 0 0 2·,.
Sharks' fins 0 !! 1 3,.
Samsui soy 0 0 t'"T
Teal 0 0 6} each.
Turtle 0 0 9+ per catty.
Tea 0 2 0
Turmeric 0 0 !-}
Tamarinds 0 0 8
Vinegar 0 0 If
Vermicelli . 0 0 8.L

5

D D !l
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Wax candles
Walnuts
Wood
Water

.:B S" d.
o .3 0
o 0 4t-}
o 1 4 per peeul.
o· 6 8 perl00B'.

£ s.
Rent of PohoFactory 400 0
- of Lunsoon - . - .316 13
Servants' rice - 0 8

Ditto, wages 0 19

Servants' wages for the season 
Stewards' wages
Butlers' oitto

d.
o per a1l1lum.
4
o per month.
!l2 { per- month

r for resiants.

Doli.
!l0
80 Per arm,um.
80

PriC/!$ Qf Labour.

£ s. d.
A coolee, or porter 0 0 8 F day.
A taylor • 0 0 !i. andrice..
A· handicraft-sman 0 0 8
A common labourer, from - 0 0 3d. to tid.
A woman's labo~r considerably cheaper.
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CHAP. X.
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LEAVE THE TYPA. -!- ORDERS OF THE COURT OF FRANCE hE-

. SPECTING CAPTAIN COOK. -RESOLUTIONS IN CONSEQUENCE

THEREOF. - STRIKE SOUNDINGS ON THE MACCLESFIELD

BANKS. - PASS PULO SAPATA. - STEER FOR PULO t:ONDORE.

- ANCHOR AT PULO CONDORE. - TRANSACTIONS DURING

OUR STAY. - JOURNEY TO THE PRINCIPAL 'l'OWN. - RE

CEIVE A VISIT FROM A MANDARIN. - EXAMINE HIS LETTERS.

- REFRESHMENTS TO BE PROCURED. -:- DESCRIPTION AND

PRESENT STATE OF THE ISLAND. - ITS PRODUCE. - AN

ASSER.TION . OF M •. SONNERAT REFUTED;- ASTRONOMICAL

AND NAUTICAL OBSERVATIONS.

ON the 12th of Janual'y,1780, at noon, we unmoored,
-and s<:aled the guns, which, on board my ship, now
amounted to tEm; so that, by means offour additional
ports, we could, if occasion required, fight seven on
a side. In like manner, the Resolution had in
-creased the number of her guns from twelve to six
.teen ;. and,· in both ships, a stout barricade was
:carried round their upper works, and every other
·precaution taken to give our small force as respect
able an appearance as possible.

We thought it our duty to provide ourselves with
these means of defence, though we had some reason
to believe, that the generosity of our enemies had,
in a great measure, rendered them superfluous. We
·were informed at Canton, that the public prints,
which had arrived last from England, made mention
·of instructions having been found on board all the
French ships of war, captured in Europe, directing
their commanders, in case of falling in with the ships
that sailed under the command of Captain Cook, to
sUffer them to proceed on their voyage without mo
lestation. The same orders were also said to have
been given by the American Congress to the vessels

DDS
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employed in their service. As this intelligence was
farther confirmed by private letters of several of the
supercargoes, Captain Gore thought himself bound,
in return for the liberal exceptions made in our
favour, to refrain from availing himself of any oppor
tunities of capture, which these might afford, and
to I?reserve, throughout his voyage, the strictest neu
trality.

At two in the afternoon, having got under sail, the
Resolution saluted the fort of Macao with eleven
guns, which was returned with the same number.
At five, the wind dropping, the ship missed stays,
and drove into shallow water; but, by carrying out
an anchor, she was hauled off without receiving the
smallest damage. The weather continuing calm, we
were obliged to warp out into the entrance of the
Typa, which we gained by eight o'clock, and lay
there till nine the next morning; when by the help
of a fresh breeze ii"om the east, we stood to the
southward between Potoe and Wungboo.

At noon, we were saluted by a Swedish ship as she
passed us on her way to Europe. At four, the La
drone bore, east, distant two leagues. We now
steered south half:east, with a fresh breeze from the
east-north-east, without any occurrence worth remark
ing, till noon of the 15th; when, being in latitude
18° 57', and longitude 114° 13', the wind veering to
the north, we directed our course half a point more
to the eastward, in order to strike soundings over the
Macclesfield Bank. This we effected at eight in the
evening of the loth, and found the depth of water
to be fifty fathoms, over a bottom of white sand and
shells. This part of, the Macclesfield shoals we
placed in latitude 15°, 51', and longitude 114° ~';

which agrees very exactly with the position given in
Mr. Dalrymple's map, whose general accuracy, if it
stood in need of any support, was confirmed, in, this
jns~nce, by a great number of lunar observatiol1~~
which we had an opportunity of making every day

. 18
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since we left the Typa. The variation was found to
be, -in the forenoon, 0° 89' W.

On the 17tb, we had heavy gales from the,east by
north, with a rough tumbling sea, and the weather
overcast and boisterous. On the 18th, the wind still
continued to blow strong, and the sea to run hig~,

we altered our course to south-west, by south; and,
at noon, being in latitude 12° .84;', longitude 182°.
we began to steer a point more to the westward for
Pulo Sapata, which we saw on the 19th, at four in
the afternoon, bearing-north-west by west, about four
leagues distant. This small, high, barren -island is
called Sapata, from its resemblance of-a shoe. Our
observations, compared with Mr.Bayly's time-keeper,
place it in latitude 10" 4' N., longitude logo 10'
E.. The gale had, at this time, increased with sucR
violence, and the sea Fan so high, as to .oblige liS to
close-reef the top-sails. During the last three days,
the ships had outrun their reckoning at the rate of
twenty miles a-day; and as we could not attribute the
whole of this to the effeds of a following. sea, we im
puted it in part tG a current, which, according to
my own calculations, had set forty-two miles to- the
south ~lIth-We&t, between the noon of the 19th and
the noon of' the ~th ; and· is taken into the account
in determining the situation- of the island.

-After passing Sapata, we steered to the westward;
and at midnight sounded, and- had ground with fifty
fathoms of line, over a fine sandy bottom. In the
morning of the· 20th, the wind becoming more mo
derate, we let out the reefs, and steered west by south
for Pulo Condore.. At noon the latitude was ~o 46'
N., longitude 1060 45' E.; and, at half~past twelve,
·we got sight of the island, bearinl west. At· four,
the extremes of Pulo Condore, and the islands that
lie off it, -bore south-east and south-west by west;
oilr distance from the nearest islands being two miles.
·We kept to the north -of the· islands; and stood for
t.he harbour on the south-west end of Condore,- wmch

D D 4<
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.baYing its entrance from the north-west, is the best
sheltered during the north-east monsoon. At six ."'e
·anchored, with the best bower, in six fathoms, veered
·away two-thirds of the cable, .and kept the ship steady
;with a stream anchor and cable to the south~t_

When moored, the extremes of the entrance of the
)Iarbour bore north by west, and west north-west one
.quarter west; the opening at the upper end south
-east by east, three quarters east; ollr distance from
.the nearest. shore a quarter ot' a mile•
. : As SOOn as we were come to anchor, Captain Gore
.fired a gun, with a view of apprising the natives of
our arrival, and drawing them toward the shore, but
.without effect. Early in the morning of tile' !tlst~
parties were sent to cut wood, which was Captain
Gore's principal motive for coming hither. In the
afternoon, a sudden gust. of' wind bl'Oke the stream
cable~ by which the Discovery was riding, and
.obliged us to moor with the bower anchors.

None of the natives having yet made their ap
pearance, notwithstanding a second gun had belm
fired, Captain Gore thought it advisable to land and
go in search of' them, that no time might be lost in
opening a trade for such provisions as the place
eould afford. With' this 'view he appointed me to'ac
company him in th~ morning of the 2!d; and. as
the wind at this time blew strong from the east, .we
did not think it prudent to coast in our boats to the
.town, which is situated in the east side of the island•
.but rowed I"ound the north point of the barbour.
We had proceeded about two miles along the sh~e.

when observing a road that led into a woods- we
landed. Here I quitted Captain Gore, taking 'w.ith
me a midshipman and four armed sailors, and pur
sued the path which seemed to point directly across
the island. We proceeded through a' thick wood up
a steep hill, to the distance. of a mile, when, after

..descending through a wood of the same extent, aD

,the other side, we came out into a flat, open, sandy
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country, interspersed with cultivated spots of rice
and tobacco, and groves of cabbage palm-trees, and
cocoa-nut trees. We here spied two huts situated
on the edge of the wood, to which we directed our
course; and before we came up to them were descried
by two meri, who immediately ran away from us,
notwithstanding all the peaceable and supplicating
gestures we could devise.
. On reaching the huts I ord~red the party to stay
without, lest the sight of so many armed men should
terrify the inhabitants, whilst I entered and recon·
noitred alone. I found in one of the huts an elderly

•man who was in a great fright, and preparing .to
make off with the most valuable of his effects that he
could carry. However, ·1 was fortunate enough, in
a, very little time, so entirely to dispel his fears, that
he .came out and called to the two men who were
l'unning away to return. The old man and I now
soon came to a perfect understanding. A few signs,
particularly that most significant· one of holding out
a handful of dollars, and then pointing to a herd of'
buffiiloes, and the fowls that were running about the
huts. in great numbers, left him without any doubts
as to the real objects of' our visit. . He pointed to
ward. a place where the town stood, and made us
comprehend that, by g()in~ thither, all our wants
would be supplied. By this. time the young men
who had fled were returned, and the old man ordered
one of'them to conduct U8 to the town as 800n as an
Qbstacle should be removed, of which we were oot
a}\".are. On our first coming out of' the wood, a herd
of buffaloes, to the number of twenty at least, came
running toward us, tossing up their heads, snuffing the
air, and roaring in a hideous minner. They had
followed us to the huts, and stood drawn up in a
body at a little distance; and the old man made us
understand that it would be exceedingly dangerous
for us to move till they were driven into the woods;
btU so enraged were the animals grown at the sight
of us, that this was n~t effected without a good deal



of time and difficulty. The men not being able. to
accomplish it, we were surprized to see them call to
their aASistance a few little boys who soon drove
them out of sight. Afterward we had occasion to
observe, that in driving these animals and securing
them, which is done by putting a rope through a hole
which is made in their nostrils, little boys were al.
ways employed, who could stroke and handle them.
with impumty at times when the men durst not ap
proach them. Having got rid of the buffaloes, we'
were conducted to the town, which was at a mite's
distance, the road to it lying through a deep white
sand. It is situated near the sea-side, at the bottom •
of a retired bay, which must afford a safe road-stead
during the prevalence of the south-west monsoons. .

This town consists of between twenty and thirty
houses, built close together; besides six or seven
others that are scattered' about the beach. The
roof~ the two ends, and the side fronting the country,
are neatly constructed of reeds; the opposite' side,
facing the sea, is entirely open; but, by means of a
sort of bamboo screens, they can exclude or let in as
much of the' sun and air as they please. We obscI:ved
likewise other large screens or" partitions for the'
purpose of dividing, as occasion required, the single
room of which the house, properly speaking, consists,
into Reparate apartments.

We were cond~cted to the largest house in the
town belonging to their chief~ or, as they called him,
their captain. This house had a room' at each end,
separated by a partition of reeds from the middl~

space, which was open on both sides, and provided
with partition-screens like the others. It had, be-"
sides, a penthouse projecting four or five feet beyond
the roof, and running the whole length on each
side. At each end of the middle room were hung
some Chinese paintings, representing men and women
in ludicrous attitudes. In this apartment we were
civilly desired to. seat ourselves on mats, and betel
was presented to. ~s.
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.By means of my money, and pointing at different
objects in sight, I had no difficulty in making a man,
who seemed to be the principal person of the com
pany, comprehend the main business of' our erranq;
and I as readily understood from him that the chief
or captain was absent, but would soon return, and
that, without his consent, no purchases of any kind
could be made. We availed ourselves of the oppor
tunity which this circumstance 'afforded us to walk
about the town; and did not forget to search, though
in vain, for the remains of a fort, which had been
built by our countrymen near the spot we were now
upon in 17~.·

On returning to the captain's house, we w.ere
sorry to find that he was .not yet arrived, and the
more so, as the time was almost elapsed which Cap
tain Gore had fixed for our return to the boat. The
natives were desirous we should lengthen our stay;
they even proposed our passing the night there, and
offered to accommodate us in the best manner in
their power. I had observed when we were in 'the
house before, and now remarked it the more, that
the man I have mentioned above, frequently retired
into one of the end rooms, and staid there some little
time before he answered the questions that were put
to him; which led me to suspect that the captain
was all the time there, though, for reasons best

'known to himself, he did not choose to appear; and
I was confirmed in this opinion by being stopped as

, • The English settled here in the year 1702, when the factory
of Chusan, on the coast of China, was broken up, and brought with
them some Macassar soldiers, who were hired to assist in building
a fort; but the president not fulfilling his engagement with them
they watched an opportunity, and one night murdered all th~
English in the fort. Those without the fort hearing a noise, took
,the. alarm and ran to their boats, very narrowly escaping with their
lives, but not without much fatigue, hunger, and thirst, to the
Johore dominions, where they were treated with great huma.nity.
Some of these afterward went to form a settlement at Benjar_
Massean, on the island of Borneo. East India Directury, p. 86. j
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·I was attempting to go into the room. At length, it
·clearly appeared that mysuspicions were well founded;
for, on our preparing to depart, the person who had
so otlen passed in and out, came fi-om the room with
a PQper in his hand, and gave it to me to read; and
I was not a little surprised to find it a sort of certifi
cate in French as follows:

PIERRE JOSEPH GXORGE, Ev~ue a'Adran, Vicaire
Apost. de Cochin ChlDa, &c. &c.

Le petit Mandarin, portenr de cet ecrit, est
·veritablement envoye de la cour a Pulo Condore,
pour y attendre et recevoir tout vaisseau Europeen
·qui auroit sa destination d'approcher ici. Le capi
taine, en consequence,. pourroit se fier ou pour
·conduire Ie vaisseau uu· port, ou ponr faire passer
les nouvelles qu'il pourroit croire necessaire.

. PIERRE JOSEPH GEORGE,
Eveque d'Adran.

A SAI-GoN,
10 d' Aoilt, 17.79.

We returned the paper, with many protestations
,of our being the Mandarin's good friends; begging
he might be informed that we hoped he would do
us the favour to visit the ships, that we might con
vince him of it. We now took our leave, well
satisfied, on the whole, with what had passed, but
full of conjectures about this extraordinat:y French
paper. Three of the natives offered their services
to accompany us back, which we readily accepted,
and returned by the way we came. Captain Gore
felt peculiar $1tisfaction at seeing us; for, as we
had exceeded our time near an hour~ he began to be
alarmed for our safety, and was preparing to march
after us. He and his party had, during our absence,
been profitably employed in loading the boat with
th~ cabbage-palm, whIch ~bounds in this bay. ,Oui'
gUIdes were made exceedmgly happy, on our pre-
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senting them with a dollar each for their trouble, .and
intrusting to their care a.bottle of'rum for the Man
darin. One of them chose to accompany us on board.

At two in the afternoon we joined the ships, and
several of' our shooting parties returned about the
same time from the woods, having had little success,
though they saw a great variety of birds and
animals, some of which will be hereafter noticed.

At five,. a proa with six men rowed up to the
ship, from the upper end of the harbour, and a
decent-looking personilge introduced himself to
Captain Gore with an ease and good breeding,
which convinced us his time had been spent in
other company than what this island afforded. He
brought with him the French paper above trans
cribed, and said he was the Mandarin mentioned in
it. He spoke a few Portugueze words, but as none of
us were· acquainted with this language, we were
obliged to have recourse to a black man on board, who
could speak the Malay, which is the general language
of these islanders, and was understood by the Man
darin. After a little previous conversation, he declared
to us, that he was a Christian, and had been baptized
by the name of Luco; that he had been sent hither
in August last, from Sai-gon, the capital of Cochin
China, and had since waited in expectation of some
French sbips, which he was to pilot to a safe port,
not more than a day's sail ~ence, upon the coast af
Co<;hin China. We acquainted him, that we were
not French, but English, and asked him whether he
did not.· know· that· these two nations were· now at
war with one another? He made answer in the
affirmative; but, at the same time, signified to us,
that it was indifferent to .him to what nation the
s~ips he -~.as i!1structed to wait for .belonged, pro
VIded their object was to trade With the people
of. Cochin China. He here. produced another
paper,which he desired _us to read. This. was . a
letter: . sealed and di~cted,. "To the captailJ8
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of any European vessels that may touch, at Con-.
dore." Although we apprehended that this let
ter was designed for I'rench ships in particular,
yet as the direction included all European captains,
and as Luco was desirous of' our perusing it, we
broke the seal, and found it to be written by the
bishop who wrote the certificate. Its contents were
as, follows: "That having reason to expect, by
some late intelligence from Europe, that a vessel
would soon come to Cochin China, he had, in con
sequence of this news, got the court to send a Man
darin (the bearer) to Pulo Condore, to wait its
arrival; that if the vessel should put in there, the
commander might either send by the bearer an
account to him of his arrival, or trust himself to the
Mandarin, who would pilot him into a well;.sheltered
port in Cochin China, not more than a day's sail
from Condore; that should he choose to remain in
Condore, till the return of the messenger, proper
int.erpreters w,ould be sent back, and any other
assistance, which a letter should point out, be fur
nished; th.at. it was unnecessary to be more par
ticular, of' which the captain himself' must be
sensible." This letter had the same date as the
certificate, and was returned to Luco again, without
any copy being taken. ' , ,

From this letter, and the whole of Luco's con
versation, there remained little doubt that it was a
French ship he was to expect. At the same time, we
found he would be glad not to lose his errand, and
had no objection to become our pilot. We could
not discover from" the Mandarin, the exact object
and business which the vessel he was waiting for
intended to prosecute in Cochin China. It is true,
that our interpreter, the black, was extremely dull
and stupid; and I should, therefore, be sorry, with
such imperfect means :of information, to' run the
risk of misleading the reader' by any conjectures of

.my own, respecting the object. of' Luco's 'visit to
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this island. I shall only add, that he' told us tie
French ships might perhaps have, p"t into Tirnon,
and from thence sail to Cochin China; and, as
he had received no intelligence of them, he thought
this most likely to have been the case. '

Captain Gore's inquiries were next directed to
find out what supplies could be obtained fi'om the
island. Luco said, that he had two buffaloes of
his own, which were at our service; and that there
were plenty on the island" which might be purchased
for four or five dollars a head; but finding that
Captain Gore thought that sum exceedingly mo~

derate, and would willingly give for them a much
greater, the price' was afterwards raised upon us to
seven and eight dollars.
" Early in the morning of the ~3d, the launches of
both ships were sent to the town, to fetch the
buffaloes which we had given orders to be pur
chased; but they were obliged to wait, till it was
high-water, as they could at rio other time get
through the opening at the head of the harbour.
On their arrival' at the village, they found the surf
breaking on the beach with such force, that it was
with the utmost difficulty each launch brought a
buffalo on board jn the evening, and the officers,
who were sent on this service, gave it as their
opinion, that between the violence of the SUI t; and
the fierceness of the buffaloes, it would be extremely
imprudent to attempt bringing any more off in this
way. We had purchased eight, and were now at a
loss in what manner to proc~ed to get them on
board. We could kill no more than was just ne
cessary for the consumption of one day, 'as in this
clim!lte meat will not keep till the next. After
consulting with Luco, it was concluded, that. the
remainder should be driven through the wood, and
over the hill down to' the baJ, where Captain Gore
and I had landed the day before, which being
sheltered .from the winl}, was more free from surf.
Thi~ plan was acCordingly put in execution, but the
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uiltractableness and prodigious strength of the buI.
faloes, rendered it a tedious and difficult operation.
The method of conducting them was, by passing
ropes through their nostrils, and round their horns;
but having been once enraged at the sight of our
men, they became so furious, that they sometimes
broke the trees, to which we were often under the
necessity of tying them; -sometimes they tore
asunder the cartilage of the nostril, through which
the ropes ran, and got loose. On these occasions,
an the exertions of our men to recover them, would
have been ineffectual, without the assistance of some
young boys, whom these animals would permit to
approach. them, and by whose little managements
their rage was soon appeased. ·And, when at length
they were got down to the beach, it was by their
aid, in twisting ropes round their legs, in the man·
ner they were directed, that we were enabled .to
throw them down, and by that means to get them
into the boats. A circumstance, respecting these
animals, which I thought no less singular than this
gentleness toward, aoll, as it should seem, affection
for little children, was,· tbat they had not been
twenty.four hours on board, before they became the
tamest of' aU .creatures. I kept two of' them, a male
and female, for a considerable time, which became
great favourites with the sailors; and thinking that
a breed of animals of such strength and size, some
of them weighing, when dressed, seven hundred
pounds' weight, would be a valuable acquisition, I
was inclined to have brought them with me to
England; but my intention was frustrated by an
incurable hurt that one of them received at sea.

It was not till the ~th, that the .buffaloes were
all got on board; however, there was no reason to
regret the time taken up by this service, since, in the
interim, two wells of excellent water had been dis.
covered, of' which, as also of wood, part of'the ships'
companies had been employed in laying in a good
supply; so that a shorter stop would be necessary for
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replenishing our stock of these articles, in the Strait
of Sunda. A p~rty had likewise been occupied in
drawipg the seine at the head of the harbour, where
they took a great ~any good fish; arid another party
in cutting down the ca.bbage-palm, which was boiled,
and served. out with the meat. Besides this, having
been able to procure only a scanty supply ofcordage at
Macao, the repairing of our rigging was become an
object of constant attention,. and demanded all our
spare time.
. Pula Candare is high and mountainous, and sur

rounded by several smaller islands, some of which
are less than one, 3nd others two miles distant. It
takes its name from two Malay 'words, Pulo, sillnify
ing an island, and Condore, a calabash, of which it
produces great quantities~ It is of the form of a
crescent, extending near eight miles from the south
ernmost point, in a north-east direction; but its
breadth no where exceeds two miles. From the
westernmost extremity, the land trends to the south
east for about four miles; and opposite to this part
of the coast there is an island, called by MonSieur
D'Apres· Littk Condore,. which runs two miles in
the same direction. This position of the two islands
affords a safe and commodious harbour, the. entrance
into which is from the north-west. The distance
betw~en the two opposite coasts is three-quarters of

. a .mile, exclusive of a border of coral rock, which
runs down along each side, extending about· one
hundred yards from the shore. The anchorage is
very good, from eleven to five fathoms' water, but
the bottom is so soft and clayey, that we found great
difficulty in weighing our anchors. Toward the bot
tom of the harbour there is shallow water for about
half a mile, beyond which the two islands approach
so near' each other, as to leave only a passage at high
water for boats. The. most convenient place for

VOL. VII.
• Neptune Orienta);
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wateting is at a beach on the eastern side, where.
there is a small stream which furnished ijS with four
teen or fifteen tons of water a.day. .'

This island, both with respect to animal and veget
able productions, is considerably improved since the
time when Dampi.er visited it. Neither that writer,
nor the compiler of the East India Directory, make
mention of any other quadrupeds than hogs, which
are said to be very scarce, lizards, and the guanoes;
and the latter, on the authority of Monsieur Dedier,
a French engineer, who surveyed the island about
the year 1720, says, that none of the fruits and escu
lent plants, so common in the other parts 'of India,
are to be found here, except water.melons, a few
potatoes, sman gourds, chihhols (a small species of
onion), and little black beans. At present, besides
the buffaloes, of which we understood there were
several large herds, we purchased from the natives
some remarkably fine fat hogs, of the Chinese breed.
ney brought us three or four of a wild sort; and
our sportsmen reported, that they frequently met
with their tracks in the woods, which also abound
with monkeys and squirrels, but so shy, that it was
difficult to shoot them•. One species of the squirrel
was of a beautiful shining black colour, and another
speci~s striped brown and white. This is called the
flying.squirrel, from being provided with a thin mem
brane~ resembling.a bat's wing, extending on each
side the belly, from the neck to the thighs, which,
on stretching out their legs, spreads, and enables
them.to fly from" tree to tree, ·at a .considerable dis
tance. Li~ards were in. great abundance; but I do
.not know that any of us saw the guano, and another
animal, described by Dampier" as resembling the
guano, only muoh larger.

Amongst its 'vegetable improvements, I have al
ready mentioned the fields of rice we passed through;

• Vide Dampier, vol. i. 1'. 392.
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and plantains, vai'ious kinds of pompions, cocoa-nuts,
oranges, shaddocks,and 'pomegranates, were also met
with; though, except the plantains and shaddocks,
in no great abundance.. .

It is probable, £i'om what haS been already said
relative to the bishop of Adran, that the French have
intr.oduced these improvements into the island, for
the purpose of making it a more convenient refresh.
ing station for any of their ships that may be bound
for Cambodia, or Cochin China. Should they have
made, or intend to make, any settlement iIi those
countries, it is- celUinly. well situated for, that pur-.
pose, '01'" for. annoying the trade of their enemies,
in case of war.

Our sportsmen were very unsuccessful in their
pursuit of the feathered game. with which the woods
are well stocked. One of our gentlemen had the
good fortune to shoot a wild hen; and all the shoot
ing parties agreed that they heard the crowing of the
cocks on every side, which they described to be like
that of our cQmmon cock, but shriller; that they
saw several of them on the wing, but that they were
exceedingly shy. The hen that was shot was ofa
speckled colour,and of the same shape, though .not
quite so large, as a full grown pullet of th~ country.
Monsieur Sonnerat has entered into a long disserta
tion, to prove that he was the .first penon who de
termined the country to .which this mOst beautiful
and useful bird belongs, and denies that Dampier met
witk it here. .

The land in the neighbourhood of the harbour is' a
continued high hill, richly adorned with a variety of
fine tall trees, from the summit to the water's edge.
Among others, we observed 'what Dampier calls the
tar-tree .; but observed none that were tapped in
the manner he describes.

The inhabitants, who are fugitives from Cambodia

• Dampier. vol. i. p. 390.
E E ~
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.and. Cochin.china, are not numerous.. They are of
a short stature; and very swarthy, and of a. weak and
uruuialthy aspect; but, as far as we could judge, of
a gentle disposition.

We remained here till the ~8th of January; and,
at taking leave of the Mandarin, Captain Gore, at
.his own request, gave him a letter of recommend
ation, to the .commanders of any other ships that
might put' in here;' to which he added a hand.
some present. He likew:ise gave him a letter for the
'bishop of Adl'an, together with a telescope, which
he pegge~ might be presented to him as a compli
ment for the services he had received through his
means at Condore.

The harbour' at Pulo Con-}
dare is in latitude

Longitude, deduced frOm}
a great number oflunar . 106 18 46 E.
observations,

Dip of the north pole Of} 2 1
. the magnetic needle,
Variation of the compass, 0 14

High water at the full and change
4b 16m appal'ent time. .

From this time, the water continued for twelve
hours without any visible alteration~ viz. till '1611

1.5m
.apparent time, when it began to ebb; and at

~2b 15m apparent time, it was low water. The chaase
from ebbing to flowing, was very quick,' or in less
than 5m

• The water rose and fell seven .feet four
inches perpendicular; and every day the same whilst
we continued there., '
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CHAP. XI.'

DEP.ARTURE FROM PULO C~NDORE.-PASS 'l'HE 8XR2l1TS. OF

DANCA. - VIEW OF THE ISLAND 9F SUMATRA. ':-- STRAITS

OF SUNDA;-OCCURRENCESTHERE.-DESCRIPTION OF THE

ISI.AND OF· CRACATOA. ,....- PRIN'CE'S ISLAND. '- EFFECTS OF

THE CLIMATE OF JAVA.- RUN' TO THE CAPE O.l" ,GOOD

HOPE. --- TRANSACTIONS THEIlE. -nESCRIPTION OF FALSE

,JJAY.--PASSAGE TO THE ORKNEYS.-GENERAL REFLEdrIONS.

Ch the 28th day of January 1780, we unm()()rcd ~
and, as soon as we were clear of the, harbour, steered
south south-west for Pula Timoan. On the 30th, at '
noon, the, latitude, by· observ~tion, .being 5° 0' N~,
and longitude 104° 45' E. we altered our course to
south three quart~rs west, having a modera,te breeze
from the north-east, accompanied by fair we.ather~

At two in the morning of the 31st, we had sounding!!
.of forty-five fathoms,. over a bottom of fine white
sand; at which time ourlatitude was 4° 4' N., longi
tude 104,0 29' E" and the variation of the compass
0 0 31' E. ..,

4.t one in the afternoon~ we saw Pula Timoau;
and, at three, it bore south south.:.west,. three quarters
w.~t, distant ten miles.. This: island is, high and.
woody, and has. several small ones lying off to the
westward. At five, Pula Puisang was seen bearing
,south by east three quarters east; a"nd, at nine, the
weather being thick and ha~y,' and having out-run
our re~koning from the effect of some current, we
were close. upon Pulo- Aor, in latitude ~o 46' N.,
longitu,de 104° 37' E." before we were well aware of
it, which obliged us to haul the wind to the east
:south-east. We kept this course till midnight, and then
bore away south south-east for the Straits of Banca~

On the 1st of February, at noon, our latitude, by
observation, was l" ~O' N., and the longitude,' de

E E':3
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duced from a great number of lunar observations
taken in the course of the preceding twelve hours,
1050 E. At .the eame time, the longitude, by Mr.
payly's time-keeper, .corr.ected, was 1050 1.5' E. We
now steered south by east; and, at sun-set, having
fine clear weather, saw Pulo Panjang; the body of
the island bearing west north-west, and the' small
islands, lying on the south-east of'it, west half south,
seven. leagues distant. . Our. latitude, at. this time,
was 0° 53' N. .
. On the !ld, at eight in the morning, we. tried for

soundings, continuing to do the same every hour,
till we had passed the Straits of Sunda;and .fotmd
the bottom with twenty-three fathoms of'line. At
'noon; being' iii latitude, by observation, 0° ~Il'. S.,
longitude 105° 14' E., and our. soundings t~enty

fathoms, we came in sight of' the little islands called
Dominis, which lie off the eastern part of Lingen ;
and which bore from north 6~0 W., to north 80" W.,
nve leagues distant. At this time we passed a great

. deal of' wood, drifting on the sea; and, at one o't:lock,
we saw Pulo Taya, bearing south;.west by west, dis
tant seven leagues. 'It is a small high island., with
two round peaks, and two detached rocks lying off it
to the nortnward. When abreast of this islan~ we
had soundings of' fifteen fathoms. During this and
the preceding day, .we saw great quantities of a red
dish coloured scum or spawn, floating on thewllter,
in a southerly direction. . ,. '. , "

At day-light, on the Sd, .we~ came in si~ht of: :the
Three IslaIlds; and, ~n' after,·of MOnopm'Hin; on
the, island of Banca. 'At noon, 'this 'hill,which

,forms the north-east point of, the entrance of the
Straits, 'bore 8Outh~east half south, distant .siX
leagues; our latitude, by observation, beingl048'
S., and IQngitude 105° S' E., the soundings seventeen
fathoms, and no perceivable variation in. the com-
pass.. '. ' .

Having got to the westward of the shoal, called
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Frederick Endric, at half past two we entered the
Straits, and bore away to the southward; and, in
the afternoon, Monopin Hill bearing due east, we
determined its latitude to be ~o 8' S., the same as in
Mons. D'Apres' map, and its longitude 1050

18~ E.
At nine, a boat came off from the Banca shorE~, and
having rowed round the ships, went away again.
We hailed her in the Malay tongue to come on
board, but received no answer. At midn.ight, finding
a strong .tide against us, we anchored in t~elve

fathoms, Monopin Hill bearing north ~9° W. .
On the 4th, in the morning, after experiencing

some difficulty in weighing our anehors, owing to
the stiff tenacious quality of the ground, we pro
ceeded. with the tide down. the Straits; the little
wind we had from the northward dying away as the
day advanced. At noon, there being a perfect calm,
and the tide making against us, we dropt our anchor
in thirteen fathoms' water, about three miles from
what is called the Third Point, on the Sumatra,
shore; Monopin Hill bearing N. 54° W. The
latitude, by observation, was 2° !'2~ S., longitude,
105° 88' E. ,At three, in the afternoon, we weighed
and stood on through the Straits with a light breeze;.
and, 'w; eight, were abreast of the second. point, and
passed it within two miles, in seventeen fathoms~

water, a sufficient proof, that this point may be
bordered upon with safety. At midnight, we again

, dame to anchor, on account of the tide, in thirteen
fathoms, Mount Permissang, on the island of Banca,
bearing N.7Q E., and the First Point S.54° E., di8~nt
about three leagues.
. In the morning of the 5th, we weighed, and kept
on to the sooth-east.; and, at ten,' passed a small
shoal, ,lying in a line with Lusepara and the ·First
Point, at the distance of five miles from the latter•
.At noon, the -island of Lusepara, bearing'S. 57jo E.,
foUl' miles distant, we determined its latitude to be
go 10*, S., and longitude'106° 15' E. The difference

E E 4< •
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of longitude between the island Lusepara, wmch lies
in the south entrance of the Straits of Banca, and
Monopin Hill, which forms one side of the entrance
from the north, we found to be !jo', which is only
two miles less than what is given in D'Apres'
chart. .

In passing these Straits, the coast of Sumatra may
be approached somewhat closer than that of Banca.
At the distance of two or three iniles from the
shore, there are ten, eleven, twelve, or thirteen
fathoms, free from rocks or shoals; however, the
lead is the surest guide. The country is covered
with wood down to the water's edge, and the shores
are so low, that the sea overflows the land, and
washes the· trunks of the trees.· To this flat and
marshy situation of the shore, we may attribute those
thick fogs and vapours, which we perceived every
morning, not without dread and horror, hanging over
the island, till they were dispersed by the rays of the
sun. The shores of Banca are much bolder, and the
country inland rises to a moderate height, and ap
pears to be well wooded throughout. . We often saw
fires on this island during the night time; but none
on the opposite shore. The tide runs through the
Straits at the rate of between two and tht;ee .knots
an hour.

In the morning of the 6th, we passed to the
westward of Lusepara, at the distance of four or
five miles) generally carrying soundings of' five and
six fathoms' water, and never less than four. We
afterward steerep south by east; and having brought
Lusepara to bear due north, and deepened our water
to seven fathoms, we altered our course to south by
west, keeping the lead going, and hauling out a little,
whenever we shoaled our water. The soundings on
the Sumatra side we still found to be regular, and
gradually shoaling, as we approached the shore. At
five in the afternoon ·we saw the Three Sisters, bear
ing south by west half west; and, at seven, we came

18
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to an anchor in ten fathoms, about eight miles to the
north of the islands. The weather was close and
'sultry, with light winds, generally from the' north.
west; but sometimes varying round as far as the
north-east; and, during the night, we observed much
lightning over Sumatra.

We weighed the next momingat five, and at,
eight were close in with the Sisters. These are two
very small islands, well covered with wood, lying
in latitude 5° Ot' S., longitude 106° l!i' E., nearly
north and south from each other, and surrounded by
a reef of coral rocks; the whole circumference of
which is about four or five miles., At noon we got
sight of the island, of, Java to the southward; the
north-west extremity of which (Cape St. Nicholas)
bore south; North Island, on tbe Sumatra shore;
S. I;!!'j0 W., and the Sisters north, 'F/0 E., distant
four leagues; our latitude was SO !i:!l' S." longitude
105° 57' E.

At four in the' afternoon, we saw two sail in the
Straits of' Sundy; one lying at anchor near the Mid
chanDEl.} Island; the other nearer the Java shore.
Not knowing to what nation they might belong, we

, cleared our ships for action; and at six ·came to an
anchor in twenty-five fathoms, four miles east 'by
south;fromNorth Island. Here we lay allllight, and
had. very heavy thunder and lightning to the north.
west; from which quarter the wind blew in light
breezes, ,accompanied with hard rain.

At eight o'clock the next morning, w~ weighed~

and proceeded through t~e Straits, the tide setting
to the southward, as it had done all night; but about
ten the breeze failing, we came to again in thirtv-fi\le
fathoms; a high island, or rather rock, called the
Grand Toque, bearing south by east. We were, at
this time, not more than two miles from the ships,
which now hoisting Dutch, colours, Captain Gore
sent a boat on boaril for intelligence. ,The rain stilI
continued with thunder and lightning.
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Early in the afternoon, the boat returned with:an
;lCcount that ihe large ship was a Dutch East-lndia
JDan, bound for Europe; and the' other a packet'
from Batavia, with orders for the several ships lying
in the Straits. It is the custom for the Dutch ships,
as soon as their 1ading is nearly completed, to leave
Batavia, on account of its extremepnwholesomeness,
and proceed to some of the more healthy islands in
the Straits, where they wait for the remainder of
their cargo, and their dispatches. Notwithstanding
this precaution, the Indiaman had lost, since h~r. de
parture from Batavia, four men, ·and had as many
more whose recoveI:'Y was despaired of: She had.lain
here a fortnight, and· was now about "to proceed to
water at Cracatoa, having just received final orders
by the packet.. . .

At seven in the morning of the 9th, we weighed,
and stood on through the Straits to the south-west,
keeping pretty.' close in with the islands on the
Sumatra shore, in order to avoid a rock near Mid
channel Island, which lay on our lett. At half after
ten, I received orders from Captain Gore to make
sail toward a Dutch ship which now hove in sight to
the southw~Td, and which we supposed to be from
Europe; and, according to the nature of the intelli.
gence we could procure from her, either to join him
~t Cracatoa, where he intended t() stop, for the pur
pose .of supplying the ships with arrack, orto proreed
to the south-east end of Prince's Island, and there
take in our water, and wait for .him. .
, I accordingly bore down toward the Dutch ship,
which, soon after, came to an anchor to the eastward;
when the wind. slackening, and the current: still
setting very strong through the strait to the south
west, we found it impossible to fetch her, and having,
therefore, got as near her as the tide would permit,
we also dropped anchor. I immediately dispatohed
Mr. Williamson, in·the cutter, with orders to get on
board her if possible; but ali she lay neaf a.mile off,
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and the tide ran with ~ gr~at rapidity~ we soon per
ceived, .that the boat was dropping fast aStern. We
therefore made the signal to return, and immediately .
began to veer away the cable, and sen~:out a buoy
astern, in order to :aslli&t bimin getting on board
again. Our poverty, in the article of cordage, Was
here very ~onspiCtlous; for we had not a single coil
of rope, in the store-room,' to Rx to the buoy, but
were obliged to set abont unreeving the studding
sail gear, the· top.sail-halliards, and tackle.faMs, for
that purpose; and the boat was at this time driving
to the southward so fast, that it was not before we
had veered away· two cables, aDd almost all oilr
nmning rigging; .that she could fetch the buoy.

I was now under the necessity of waiting till the
strength of the tide shonld abate, which did. not
happen till the next morning, when Mr. William
son got on board·. the ship, and learnt, that 'she
had been seven months from Europe, and three
fro~ the Cape of Good Hope; that berore she
sailed, France and Spain had· declared war against
Great Brit3in; and that she left Sir Edward Hughes,
with a squadron of men-of.war, and ,a fleet of East
India· ships, at the Cape•. Mr. Williamson having, at
the same time, been informed, that the water at
Cracatoa was;very good, and always preferred, by the
Dutch .ships, to that of Prince's Island, I resolved to
rejoin the Resolution at the former place; and a fair
.breeze sJ'ringing up, we weighed and stood over
toward the <island, where we' 800n after saw her at
anchor; but the wind falling,. and the tide setting
strong against us, I was obliged to drop anchor, at
the distance of about five miles from the Resolution,
and immediately sent a' boat on board, to acquaint
Captain Gore with the intelligence we had received.

As soon as the Resolution saw us preparing to
come to, she fired her guns, and, hoisted an English
jack at the ensign staff, the signal at sea to lead
ahead. This we afterward understood was intended
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to prevent our anchoring, on account· of the foul
ground, which the maps she. had on board placed
here. However, as we found none, having a muddy
bottom, and good holding ground, in sixty fathoms
water, we kept fast till the return of the boat, which
brought orders. to proceed. the next morning to
Prince's Island. We were at this time two miles
distant from the shore; the peak ofCracatoa .bore
north.west by north; Bantam Point east 'north·east
half east; Prince's Island south.west 1>Y west.

The island of Cracatoa is the southernmost of a
group situated in the entrance of the Straits of Sunda.
It has a high-peaked hill on the south end"', which
lies in ·latitude 6° 9' S., and longitude. 105° 15'
E.; the whole circuit of the island is not more than
three leagues. Off the north-east end lies a small
island, which forms the road where the Resolution
anchored; and within a reef that rUllS off the south
end of the latter, there is good shelter against all
northerly winds, with eighteen fathoms water near
the reef~ and twenty-seven in the mid-channel. To
the north-west, tQere is a narrow pass for boats
between the two islands. .

The shore, which form.s the weste.rn. side of the
road, is in a north-west direction, and hall a bank
of coral stretching into· the sea, about one third. of
a cable's length, which makes the landing difficult
for boats, except at high water; but the anchoring
ground is very good, and free fr<>:m rocks.ttrheplace
where the Resolution '.Vatered is a small spring,
situated abreast of the south end of the small island,
at a sbort distance from the water-side. A little to
the southward, there is a very hot spring, which is
used by the natives as a bath. Whilst we were lying

'" The island of Tamarin, or Sambouricou·, which lies about
four leagues to .the north of Cracatoa, may be easily mistaken
for the la~ter, having a hill of nearly the same $ize and form,
situated also near itl tiouthern extremity.
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off the south end of this island, we sent a boat
with the Master on shore, to look for water; but
after having landed with some difficulty, he re-
turned unsuccessful. .

Cracatoa is esteemed very healthy, in comparison
of the neighbouring countries. It consists of high
land, rising gradually on all sides .fi'om the sea; and
the whole is covered with trees, except a few spots
which the natives have cleared for rice fields~ The
number of people on· the island is very inconsider
able. Their chief: as are those of aU the other
islands in the Straits, is suhject to the king of
Bantam. .The coral reefs aff()fd plenty of small
turtles; but other refreshments are }lery scarce, and
sold at an enormous price.

Latitude of the road where the} - 8° 6' th
Resolution anchored, . _ sou .

Longitude, by Mr. Bayly's time-} 104 48 east.
keeper, - - - - -

Ditto, by observation 100 86 east.
Dip of ~he south end ()f the} 26 'S

magnetic needle - - -
Variation of the compass, - lOwest.

On the full and change days, it is high-water at
7b in the morning. The water rises three feet two
inches perpendicular.

At eight o'clock in the evening, it began to blow
fresh from the westward, with violent thunder,
lightning., and rain; and at three the next morning,
we weighed and stood over for- Prince's Island, but
the westerly wind dying away, was succeeded by a
breeze from· the south-east, and, at the same time, a
stron~ tide setting to the south-west prevented our
fetchmg the island, and obliged us, at two in the
afternoon, . to drop anchor· in sixty-five fathoms,
over a muddy bottom, at three leagues distance from
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it; the high hill bearing south-west by south, and
the peak on Cracatoa north by east. We had light
airs and calms till six next mOrning, when we
weighed and made sail, having, in our endeavours
to heave the anchor out of the ground. twice broken
the old mp.ssenger, and afterward a new one, cut
out of our best hawser. This. however. was entirely
owing to the wretched state of our cordage, as the
strain was not very considerable. and we had besides
assisted the cable in coming in, by clapping the cat
tackle on it. The wind continuing fair, at noon we
came to an anchor off the south-east end of' Prince's
Island, in twenty-six fathoms, over a sandy bottom;
the east end of -the island bearing north north-east,
the southernmost point in sight south-west by south,
the high peak north-west half west, distant from the
nearest shore half a mile..

As soon as we had come to anchor, Lieutenant
Lannyon, who had been here befOre· with Captain
Cook, in the year 1770, was sent along with the
master, to look for the watering-place.· The brook
from which, according to the best of' his recollection,
the Endeavour had been supplied, was found quite
salt. Further inland, they saw a dry bed, where the
water seemed to,have lodged in rainy seasons.; and,
about a cable's length below, another run, supplied
from an extensive pool, the bottom of which, as well
as the surface, was covered with dead. leaves. This;
though a little bl'ackish, being much preferable to
the other, we began watering here early the next
morning, and finished· the same day.·

The natives, who came to us 800n after we
anchored, bmught a plentiful supply of. large fowls,
and some turtles; but the last were for the most part
very small. In the course of' the night we had b~avy

(·ain;· and on the 14th, 'at day-light. we saw the
Resolution t9 the northward; standing toward the
island, and at two in the anernoon,. she dropt
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anchor close to us. In the course of the day, we
heeled the ship, and scrubbed and hogged her bottom,
which was very foul; and got ready for sea.

The next day, Captain Gore not having completed
his stock of water at Cracatoa, sent his men on shore,
who now found the brook that was first mentioned,
rendered perfectly sweet by the rain,and flowing in
great abundance. This being too valuable a treasure
to be neglected, I gave orders, .that all the casks we
had filled before should be started, and replenished
with the fresh water, which was accordingly done
before noon the next day; and in the evening, we
.cleared the decks, and both ships were ready for sea.

In the forenoon of the 18th, we had heavy rains,
1!nd variable winds, which prevented our getting
under weigh till two in the afternoon, when a light
wind sprung up from the northward; bbt this soon
after leaving us, we were obliged to drop our anchor
again at eight o'clock that night, in fifty fathoms'
water, and wait till the same hour the next moming.
At that time, being favoured by a breeze from the
north-west, we broke ground, to ou~ inexpressible
satisfaction, for the last time in the Straits of Sunda,
and, the next day, had entirely lost sight of Prince's
Island. .

This island having been already described by
Captain Cook, in the history of a former voyage,
I shall only add, that we were exceedingly struck
with the great general resemblance of the natives,
both in figure, colour, manners, and· even language,
to the nations we had been so much conversant with,
in the -South Seas. The effects· of the Javanese
climate, and I did not escape without mrfuH share
of it, made me incapable of pursuing the comparison
so minutely as. I could .have wished. .

The country abounds with wood to such a degree,
that notwithstanding the quantity cut down· every
year by the ships which put into the road, there is
no appearance·.ofits diminution. We were well sup..
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plied with small turtle and fowls of a moderate size;
the last· were sold at the rate of ten for. a Spanish
dollar. The natives also brought us many hog-deer,
and a prodigious number of monkeys, to our great
annoyance, as most ofour sailors .provided themselves
with one, if' not two of'these troublesome animals.

As .we should have met with some difficulty in
finding the watering-place, if' Mr. Lannyon had not
been with us, it may be worth while, for the use of
fhture navi~ators, to describe its situation more par
ticularly. The peaked hill on the island bears from
it north-west by north; a remarkable tree growing
upon a coral reef, and quite detached from the neigh
bouring shrubs, stands just to the northward; and;
close by it, there is a small plot of' reedy grass, the
only pIece of the kind that can be seen hereabout.
These' marks will show the place where the pool
empties itself into the sea; but the water here is
generally salt as well as that which is in the pool.
The easks must, therefore, be filled about fifty yards
higher up; where, in dry seasons, the fresh water
that comes down from the hills is lost among the
leaves., and must be searched for by clearing them
away.

The latitude of' the anchoring-} 6°.86' 15" S.
place at Prince's Island.was,

Longitude,. lOb
Dip of ~ south pole of the} ~8
. magnetIC needle, - -
Variation of the compass, 0

. Mean of the thermometer, 88

From the time ofour entering the Straits of' Banca,
we began to experience the powerful effects of'this
pestilential climate. Two of' our people fell danger
ously ill of malignant putrid fevers; which, however,
we prevented from spreading, by putting the patients
apart from the rest, in the. most airy births. Many

........_-----
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were attacked with teazing coughs; others complained
of violent pains in the head; and even the healthie~t

among us felt a sensation of suffocating heat, attended
by an insufferable languor; and a total loss of appe
tite. But though our situation waR, for a time, thus
uneasy an4 alarming, we had, at last, the singular
satisfaction of escaping from these fatal seas without
the loss of a single life; a circumstance which was
probably owing in part to the vigorous health of the
crews when we first arrived here, as well as to the
strict attention now become habitual in our men, to
the' salutary regulations introduced amongst us by
Captain Cook. .

On our leaving Prince's 18land, and during the
whole time of our run from thence to the Cape of
Good Hope, the crew of the Resolution was in a
much more sickl}" state than that of the Discovery;
for, though many of us continued for some time com.
plaining of the effects of the noxious climate we had
left, yet happily we all recovered from them. Of the
two who had been ill of fevers, one, after being
seized with violent convulsions on the 12th of Feb.
ruary, which made us despair of his life, was relieved
by the application of blisters, and was soon after out
of danger. The other. recovered, but more slowly.
On board the Resolution, besides the obstinate
coughs and fevers under which they very generally
laboured, a great many were afHicted with fluxes, the
numb~r of whom, contrary to our expectations ,con
tinued increasing till our arrival at the Cape.

Captain Gore. attributed this difference in part,
and probably with some reason, to the Discovery
having her fire-place between decks; the heat and
smoke of which he conce.ived might help to mitigate
the bad effects of the damp night air. But I am
rather inclined to believe that we escaped the flux.
by the precautions that were taken to prevent our
catching it from others. For if some kinds of fluxes
be, as I apprehend there is no doubt they are, con·
v~.v~ FF .
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tagious, it i~ not improbable that the Resolution
caught this disorder from the Dutch ships at Cracatoa.
In order to avoid this danger, when Mr. Williamson
was sent to the Indiaman in the entrance of the
Straits of Snnda, he had the strictest orders not to
suffer any of' our people, on any account whatever,
to go on board ~ and whenever we had afterward occa
sion to have anycommunieatioo with the Resolution,
the same caution was constantly observed.

We were no sooner clear of Prince's Island, than
we had a gentle breeze from the west north-west;
but this did not last long; for the following day the
wind became again variable, and continued so' till
the noon of the 25th, when it blew squally, and blew
fresh from the north. .

On the !l~tI at noon, being in latitude 10° ~8' S..,
and longitude 104° 14', we saw great quantities ot'
boobies and other fowls that seldom go far from
land; Jrom which, we conjectured that we were near
80ma small unknown island. .

In the evening-of the ~5th, the wind changed sud
denly to the southward, accompanied with heavy
rains, and began to blow with great violence. During
the night, almost every sail we had bent gave way,
and most of' them were split to rags; our rigging
also' suffered materially, and we were, the next day;
obliged to bend our last suit of sails, and to knot and
splice the- rigging, our cordage being all expended.
This. sudden storm -we attributed to the change from
the monsoon to the regull;\r trade-wind; our lati.:..
tude was about 18°·, 10' S. and we had made by our
reckoning about' 4!o of longitude west from Java.'
head.
. From the ~th of'this month to the ~th of'March,
we had a regular trade-wind from the south.east to
east by south, with fine weather; and, being in an
old beaten track, met no occurrence that deserved
the smallest notice. .

In the morning 'of Ute ,~8th- of. ,March, being in
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latitude 81 0 4~' S., and longitude s!i ~6' E., the trade
wind left us in a violent thunder-storm. From this
time to the 8d of April, when our -latitude was SSo l'
S., and longitude ~6° 8' E. the winds were moderate;
and generally from the' south quarter. A fresh
breeze then sprung up from the eastward, which con
tinued till the afternoon of the 4th; after which, we
h,ad a calm that lasted the two following days.

It had hitherto been Captain Gore's intention to
proceed directly 'to St. Herena, without stopping at
the Cape; but the rudder of the Resolution having
been for some time .complaining, and, on being ex
amined, reported to be in a dangerous state, he re
solved to steer immediately for the Cape, as the most
eligible place, both for the recover)"of his sick, and
fOr· procuring a new main-piece to the rudder.

From the fllst of March, when we were in latitude
rr 2t' S;, longitude 5~0 ~' E., to the 5th of April,
when wehad·go~ into latitude 860 12' S., longitude
fl29 7' E., we were strongly affected by the currents,
'which set to the south. south-west, and south-west
by west, sometimes at the rate of eighty knots a
day. On the 6th, having got under the lee of the
·Afiicau coast; we lost them entirely.

In the morning of' the 6th, a sail was seen to the
south-west standing toward us; and, as the wind
80011 aner rose from the same quarter, we cleared
our· ships for action. We now discovered, from'the
mast-bead, five sail more on our lee-bow, standing
to the eastward; but the weather coming on hazy,
we lost sight of them all in an hour's time. Our
latitude- at noon was 850 49' S.,· longitude ~1 0 8~ E.
At seven o'clock the next morning (the seventh),
we made the land to the northward at a consider
able distance.

On the 8th, the weather was squally, and blew
fresh from the north-west; the following day_ it
settled to the west, and we passed pretty close to .
the sail seen on the 6th, but did not hail her. She

F i' ~
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was clumsy" in figure, and, to appearance,'unskilfully
managed; yet she out-sailed us exceedingly. The
colours which she hoi3ted were different from any
we had seen; some supposed them to be Portu
gueze, others Imperial.

At day-light the next morning, the land again ap
peared to the north north-west, and, in the forenoon,
a snow was seen bearing down to us, which proved
to he an English East-India packet, that bad left
Table Bay three days before, and was cruizing with
orders ror the China fleet, and other india ships.
She told us, that about three weeks before, Mons.
Trongoller's squadron, consisting of six ships, had
sailed from the' Cape, and was gone to cruize off
St. Helt>na, for· our East-India fleet. This intelli.
gence made us conjecture, that the five sail we had
seen standing to the eastward must have been the
French squadron, who, in that case, had given over
their cruize, and were probably proceeding to the
Mauritius. Having. informed the packet of our
conjectures, .and also of the time we understood the
China ships were to sail from Canton, we left them,
and proceeded toward the Cape. .

In the evening of the 10th, the Gunner's Quoin
bore north by east, and False Cape east north-east;
but the wind being at south-west, and variable, pre~

vented our getting into False Bay, till the evening
of the l!lth, when we dropt anchor abreast of
Simon's Bay. We found a strong current setting to
the westw.ard, round the Cape, which, for some time,
we could but just stem, with a breeze that wou.d
have carried us four knots an hour. The next
morning, we stood into Simon's Bay; and at eight
came to anchor, and moored a cable each way; the
best bower to the east south-east, and small bower
west north-west; the south-east point of the bay
bearing south by east, Table Mountain north-east
half north; distant from the nearest shore one-thir4
of a mile. We found lying her.e, the Nassau and

18
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Southampton East-Indiamen, waiting for convoy
for Europe. The Resolution saluted the fort with
eleven guns, and the same number was returned.

Mr. Brandt, .the governor of this place, came to
.visit us, as soon as we had anchored. This gentle
.man had conceived· a great affection tor Captain
.Cook, who had. been his constant guest, the many
times he had visited, the' Cape; 3lld though he had
received the news :of h;is melanch.oIy fute so~e time
before, he was exceedingly.aWected at the sight of _
our ships returning without their old ~ommander.
.He appeared much surprized to. see our c·rew in ~o
.stout and healthy a· condition, as the Dutch ship
that had left Macao on our arrival there, and had
touched at· the. Cape. soine time' before, reported,
that we were in a. m08twretched state,. having only
fourteen hands left oli. board the R~olution, and
seven on board the DiJicovery• It. is not easy to
conceive the motive these people could lJ~ye had
for Propagating so. wanton and IUlllicious a fidsehood.
,.: .On the 15th, I accompanied. Ci\ptain Gore to
Cape Town; and the next worning.. we waited on
Baron Plettenberg, the gov.ernor.. by whom we were
received with eveJ:y possible attention and civility.
He had also conceived a great personal affection for

..Captain Cook, as well as. the highest admiration of
his character, and heard the recital of his mis

:fortune, with many expressions of unaffected sorrow.
In one of the principal apartments of the governor's
.house, he shewed us two pictures, of Van l'romp
and De Ruyter, .with a 'vacant space left betw.een
them, which he said he meant to fill up. with the

. portrait of Captain Cook; and for that pil.-pose, he
requested our assistance when we should ar"rive in
:E~g~nd. in purchasing one. for him, i\t any price.
. We were afterward informed by the governor" that
all the powers at this time at war with' England had
given orders to their cflIizers to. let. us pass un
molested. This, aa far as related to the ,French, we

F F .3
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I _

before they get hold. All the north part of the bay
is low sandy Jand, but the east side is very high.
About six miles east of Noah's Ark lies Seal Island,
the south part of which is said to be dangerous, and
not to be approached, with safety, nearer than in
twenty-two fathoms. OfF the Cape of .Good Hope,
are many sunk rocks, some" of which appear at loW'
water f and others have breakers constantly on
them.

The latitude of the anchOring-place} 340 !i!O' S..
in Simen's Bay, by observation,

The longitude, 18 29 E..
Dip of the south end of the magnetic} 46 47

needle, - - - -
Variation of the compass~ ~2 "16 W.

On the full and change days, it was high-waw at
Db /jam apparent time; "the tiderose and fell five feet
five inches; at the neap tides, it rose four feet one
inch.

From the observations taken by Mr. Bayly and
myself, on the 11th of this month, when the Cape of
Good Hope bor-e due. west, we found its latitude to
be 34° 23' S., which is 4' to the northward of its
position, as determined by the Abbe de la Caille.

Having completed our victualling, and furnished
ourselves with the necessary supply of naval stores,
we sailed out of the bay on the 9th of May, and on
the 14th we got into the south-east trade-wind, and
steer-ed to the westward of the islands of"St. Helena
and Ascension. On the 31st, being in latitude 12C)
48' S., longitude 15" 40' W., the magnetic needle
was found to have no dip. ." "

On the Hlth of June, we passed the equator for the
fourth time during this voyage, in longitude 26° 16'
W." We now began to perceive the effects of a cur
nmt setting ;north by. east,' half a knQt an hour. It
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continued in this direction till the middle· of' July,
when it began to set a little to the southward of the
west.

On' the lith of Aup;ust, we made the western
coast of Ireland, and, after a fruitless attempt to get
into Port Galway, from whence it was Captain
Gore's intention to have sent the journals and maps
of our voyage to London, we were obliged, by
strong southerly winds, to steer to the northward.
Our next object was to put into Lough Swilly; but
the wind continuing in the same quarter, we stood
on to the northward of I..ewis Island; and on the
2id of August, at eleven in the morning, both ships
came to an allchor at Stromness. Frombence, I was
dispatched by Captain Gore, to acquaint the Board
of Admiralty· with our arrival; and on the 4th day
of October the ships arrived safe at the Nore, after
an absence .of four years, two months, and twenty-
two days. . .

On quitting the Discovery at Stromness, I had the
satisfaction of leaving the whole crew in perfect
health; and at the same time, the number of con
valescents on board the Resolution, did not exceed
two or three; of whom only one was incapable of
service. In the coorse ofour voyage, the Resolution,
lost but five men by sickness, three of whom were in
a precarious state of health at our departure from
England; the Discovery did not lose a man. An
unremitting attention to the regulations established
by Captain Cook, with which the. world is already
acquainted, 'may be justly considered as the principal
'cause, under the blessing of Divine Providence, of
this singular succ~s. But the baneful effects of salt
provisions might perhaps, in the end, have been
felt, notwithstandmg the. salutar)," precautions, if
we had not. assisted th~m, ~y aVaIlin~ o~elves o~
.every substItu~, our situation at vanous times af
forded. . These' frequently consisting of 'articles

,
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which our people had not b~en used, to consider
as food for men, and being sometimes exceedingly
nauseous, it required the joint aid of' persuasion,
authority, and example to conquer their prejudices
and disgusts.

The preventives we principally relied on were
sour krout and 'pOrtable soup. As t6 the' anti
scorbutic remedies, with which, we were amply sup
plied, we had no opportunity Qf trying their effects,
as there did not appear the slightest ~ymptoms of
the scurvy, in either ship, during the W.hole vqyage.
Our malt and hops had also been kept a! aresourc.e,
in case of' actual sickness, and on examination at
the Cape of' Good.Hope, were found entirely spoiled. ,"
About the same ·time, were opened some casks of;i'
biscuit, flour, malt, peas, oatmeal, andgrots~

which, by way of experiment, had been. put up in
small casks, hned with tinfrail, and found all, except
the peas, in a much better state than could have
been expected, in the usual manner of package.

I cannot neglect this opportunity of recommending
to the consideration of government, the necessity
of' allowing a sufficient quantity of Peruvian' bark,
to such of his majesty's ships as m~y be eiXpo~

to the influence of unwholesome climatell. It. hap
pened very fortunately in the Discovery, that only
one of the men that had fevers.in tije Straits ·of
Sunda, stood in need of this medicine, as he, alone
consumed the whole quantity usually carried out
by surgeons, in such vessels as ours. Had more
been affected in the same manner, they would
probably all have perished, from the want 9f 'the
only remedy capable of' affordi~ them effectual
reliet: : "

Another circumstance attending this voyage,
which, if we consider its duration, and· the nature of
the service in which we w.ere ,engaged, will appeal"
scarcely less singular than the extraordinary health.
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iness of the crews, was, that the two ships never
lost sight of each other for a day together, except
twice; which was owing, the first time, to an accident
that happened to the Discovery off the coast of
Owhyhee ;' and the second, to the fogs we met
with at the entrance of Awatska Bay. A stronger
proof cannot be given of the skill and vigilance of
our subaltern officers, to whom this share of merit
almost entirely belongs.

•
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APPENDIX.

•

VOCABULARY 01' THB LANGUAGE OP THE FRIENDLY
ISLANDS, MAY, &c. 1777.

TaftB,
Kowy,
Koomoo,

moo.
Peeto,
Eoo,
Etarre,
Hengatoe.
Efangoo.
Eanoo,
Etoogee,
Btooee,
Ereelo,

FrinuJl!J I,le,. English.

Evatta vatta, TAe 6reaIt.
Eboore. Ditto.
Etooa, TlIe back.
Erongootoo, Be lipI.
Elelo, TAe tongue.
E~nga, TAe tAigA.
Enumoo. . Tile hipI.
Evae, veene, T/ae orm-pit.
Too. TAefinger'
Vakka, vakka, Tile Iitle.
Hekaite, TAe heIl!J.
Tareenga, TAe 1ftIT.

HolO, To ••
I:outa, Bealing toil}, I_

1tickI.
Fangoo, faDgoo. ~jluU.
Motoo, 7'0 1JreaA:.
Kooom.. BUI'fII Wcular_It,.

Railed marlr,6urnt.
TAecJ4eelu.

koo-
TAeheord.
Tile naw:l.
TAe fIippk.
To COIIBA.
CloIA.
To_.
To~.

To kat or "rike. .
TAeelbow.
.4 mtall rope. or

thread.
Haro. or halo, Go; begOM.
Egeea, TIw U,roaI.

foo-
Hair.
TAekg.
UP!'" part of tlle

foot.
Fooloo. r00100,

matta, TM t!!Je-lJrOlll.
Emamae, Poi7tUd pkmtainI.

Fooroo. or
. 100
F~vy,
Tooa VY.

FriendJ!J 11k,. English.
Ve laine, .A 1DOrIItI1i.

Maiee, Bread-fNlit.
Fukbtou, Bartn".
Wos, ~d7lliralion.
My. fogge. Good.
Attaboa, ~ bead; tJ JIeCK.

It.rce.
Itoehaa, or 1:0- WAst iI tlJal' or

haeea jl wAst iI tJu: fItJlIIe

. of it'r:t:.:e. ~me.
HOD, C_ 1Iert1.
Moree, ~ ~It.
Omee, Giw IRe.

Hobbs, ~ 'ort ofpIanJairt.
Itoajee, or Kaoo-

jee, Dotw;fillilJled.
Koeea, Te,; it " 100
AmOD, Got; 10 lUJ/dlall.
Horo, holO, .A AfJfUlkerclUef, or

. .,..
Ongofooroo. Tn.
Gehai. or geefai, TAere I and 1AaI.
Kato. .A lHukn. .
Egeeai, ~ fIItJl tJu:y wetII"

rotIlid tMm.
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Moemoeea,

Aiee,
Emaimeea, OJ'

meemeea,
Eneeoo,
Eoono,
Enoo,
Afooneema,

Friendl!!l,le,.
Elty,
Evagoo,
Mamatta,
Egeea,
Enofoa, haioo,
Etoo,
Mamao,
Ebappe,
Moe, or mohe,
Tangooroo,
Ekatta,
Akka,
Feedjee,
Ekakava,
Eeobo,
Epooo,

English.
.A Aundred.
A tJwUl4nd.
Ten tIwuIand.
A Aundredthollland.

or tile greate,tIt"'" the!J cart
reclron.

NIIJAt; dizr1mel,.
A mOtttA.
To lit crou-legged.
A rope, or carr! of

COCOtI-nut core.
To lifI up.
Toletdoum.
To tie.
To untie.
Cocoa-nut ,kin.
ne ,Aoulder.
A fI4il (ofiron).
Togifle.
A rat.
To throw GWQJ!.

Togo.
To go tJIIItJY.
To come.
To pwlre.
Wind.

Poooree,
Mabeen&,
Fukkatanne,
KaffiI,

Frie7IdJ!I IIIe,.
Tebon,
Keeroo,
Laoo varee,
Laoo no&,

Heegee,
Togoo,
Fetooa, tagee,
Vevaite,
Tollo tolla,
Eooma,
Fooo,
Atoo,
Epallo,
EIaro,
Haaile,
Haaile atoo,
Haaile my,
Elooo,
Matangee,
Mamma, or
mamma,reeo, LWAt.

Tabee, The leG.
Pabopabo, To fHIIldk.
Haltaoo,or

toree,
Ehoreeoo,

Wood; II tree.
To ICOOJ' fI1Qter out

ofaMt.
800100 booloo, A 1tIiJ•
Fanns, 'orfanoa
tooeeoroongo, A flUUt.

Touls, A !wok.
Tamadje, .A cllild.
Tangee, To weep.
Elango, Ajl!!.
Haiogoo, too-

wee, A tropic lJird.
Epalla, A bird', tail.
Kapukou. A win&.
Hepoona, Tojl!!.
Togotto, To lie dOWfl.
Feenakka, A~.
Eallo, ne rolling of II

IMp.
A needle.
A girl that UII maid.

Etooee,
Epeepeege,

English.
To Nt, or CMw.
To ,crateA.
Let me llJo/t, or ,ee.
The Melt.
.A ,Nt.
To rile up.
To!!aWfl.
A hoz, or cAell.
8jeep.
1'0 more.
To llJugA.
To kick, or damp.
Aji/Jup.
Sweat.
To lwlIow, or cr!!.
A 1'011, or naun·

cmon.
Etoile, A !uJtchet.
Maalava, To breathe.
Haila, To pant.
0000, To bite.
Taftil, To cut.
Moevae, The heel.
Eeegoo, The tail ofG dog.
Mapoo, To wAUtk.
Aipa, AJilAing-Aoolr.
AiRKB' A ,ort ofpaint.
Evalka, .A rail.
Kooroo kooroo, .A green dotJe.
Eltoop8JJlea,

cheelee,
Efooo,

A Mt.
..A gimlet, or 1!&twV,

teotIJ,uudfprliat
f1UrpoIe.

Alan.
.A reed, or ~s/l 0r-

gan.
A COCOfHIut,
Torloile dell.
A 1Jelt. .
7Je palm of t6e

Iumd. .
A Ceref1UJfl!l of ptd-

1inIJtilefoot ofg"e
on fk head, and
tu • t6e lumd
,::::::JtifM', &c.

Poo&, tareeaga, A ,ort ofpltmtoitu.
Kaboo boonga, An arrow, or reed.
Awe be, TA.e roofof II JOUle.
Etovee, ..A clu1J.
Emamma, A ri1Ig.

• B8O, .A lurt.

I
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Totto,

Kakulla,

Eeekoou,

Namooa,
Koe,

Majeela, ,

Goolee,

Touvaa,

Faee,
Tallafoo,

Taia,
Oolee,
Goola,
Ohooafee,
Geeai,
Fafooa,
Maaloonga,
Mai,

Tataa,

Aingy,

Eeegee,
Eatooa,
Abo,
Any,
Elangee,
Elaa,
Ao,
Jeela,
Laa,
Faile wakaeea,

Friendly/,Ie,. English.
Rolltoo , Shall I go ,
Whakae, Look, 'ee.
Whakae my, Let me lee it.
Arooweevo, Below; to let dow"

a rope, or to go
down over the
'Mp'"ideto trade.

Large clam' or
cockle,.

A chief.
God.
To.night;aI nitIht.
Pre'etItly;h!JGfldby.
The ,lty.
The,un.
CloutU.
A canoe', yard.
.J ,ail.
The"ut in a large

canoe.
To play.
Tl,e fire-fJlacll in a

large boat.
A so.rl of windlau,

or helaying place
for the rope of
their 'ail.

A 'coop for bailing
out a boat.

White.
Black.
Red.
Smoke.
A clOle lcind tU mat.
Pimple,.
Hig", mountoinotu.
Motiom with tile

hands in dam.g.
A cap or bontlet tkey

wear to '"aJ'e
themfrom the ,un,

A largll bamboo
jilhing.rod.

Pai, A thing,
Mamahee, Pain.
Echee, or Eeke, Small, little.
Cheeatta, A loolcing-gltu,.
Tangameeme, A 6ladder.
Goobainga, Ajilhing-net.
Elillo, Below, underneat!l.
Faee, To 1Iuwe.
Motooa, A parent.
Moumy, To paddle, or row.

Halloo,
Hengalo,

Geelee, or gee-
ree, The ,m.

Etchee. To peel a cocoa nut.
Taba pai, , One thing, QI a

day, &c.
Blood.

Friendly/'ies. English;
Efonno, A turtle.
Maia, A thing.
Mahee mailr, Give 7IIt! ,omethi''1'
Koeea, Ye', it iI.
Geelee, Afi/e.
Owo, Wail a little.
Temadoo? SIuUJ I come'
Kaee,orEekaee, No.
Kalae, A blue coat.
Oloonga, A Ilool.
Takkabou, A coane mat to

'leep upon.
A lWeet 1711t!1l, ,weet

ltllelled.
To n1lt!1l; smell it.
It iI; as Koe Olaa,

it iI food; Koe
maiee, it ilfruit
fuL

Koatoooo, A lcingjilher.
Mogo, A lizard.
Toutou, A cord.
Matte laiva, Dead.
Moeha, More.
Veenaga, Fine, charming,

wonderful.
Tougge my, Bring it here.
Ai,(long}rmgrily, No.
TamOla, ' Boy, man, friend,

caJling to one.
Here atll I; an-

o 'weMng one who
calli.

Go; to go.
'At a diltaflCe, a

great way qff.
Eafee, or Eafoi, Hire.
Yehaeea? (in-'

quilitifJely) , ,What iI that?
Kohaee koa, or'

Kowykoa?" What iIyour name ,
Kovee, or Ko-

veeeea, Bad.
Bongee, bongee, To.morrow~

Peepee, A pair of ,cUlarll.
Chenna, Friend, I,ay; hark

ye.
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Faa,

Goolo,

Fageeta,

Haoomoo,

Toa,
Etanno,

NaiI'a,

Akkaree,

Falla,
Mahagee,

Fyatooka,
Woee,
Koeee,
Waggee hou,
Bai,
Laika, laika,
000,
Feengafee,

An, an)",
Hengatoo,

Mafaee,

Kappe,

FriendJ!J 11k,. English.
Ea, A Jence made qf

bamboo, &c.
TIw wood wnwh they

make tAcir canoe'
oj.

WIUpI nelll built in
tiepodofa plant.

A lIJrge C!J~
edihle root. .

On8O, Ongo, A nnoll ptJIm grow-
ing to tile heigAt
of cigAtJeet.

Gooholla, It if gone, orjlown.
Mai, kawaia, To take awa!J a

tm7IB'
Mai, Evaheeoo, Toletatmngrtmlain.
Kaeenga, Land, or ProJ.lCrly

tne .nore.
A burying-place.
Admiration.
AJan.
'Let it alone.
Great.
Good.
A cra!JfilA.
A black and K·Aite

mat.
Aingatooeea, Stained red rtUIle"

which tlu!y wear
round tie waiIt.

A little while ago.
Glazed clotll which

tlu!y wear•
A tIlick strong mat.
A. ,art fIj ulcer, t1uJt

leafJe'largedlaced
'ear,.

A. Itoat to la!J tlw
iead on', when
ruJeep.

A large ~lindrical

piece of wood,
hollowed with tI

Iiit, which 'ertJel
(JI a drum.

A. 'pear.
To bury' under

ground.
Afai, When.
Otoogoo, FinUied.
Maree, or ma- Welt done; an ac-

reeai, c!.amation.
Fafa, To carry O'I/C on tne

back.

Toee,

FrinuJJ!J I1le,. English.
Avy, .ava, or A 1Iar!xJllr, or em-

8oVY, choring-fJlace.
Po, taba, psi, In one da!J.
Ebaika, A lIJrge hat.
Kakaa, A ptJrrot.
Togee, Mark, 011 tAecheelt,

frIrJIk h!J lHfalinB·
Nono, To Aide a tIli7IB'
Fonooa, or Ka-

eenp, Land.
Beeoo, A palm wAich IHfar'

dUlter, of "r!J
nnollnub.

A large blunt ,ort of
plantaim.

A glolJular earlien
pot, or fJenel.

Man$8, manga- A large blue ,tar-
tel, ph.

Hainga, A ptJrroquet.
Maagonna, Full,. 'atiflied with

eating.
TIw moon.
A ,eeret.
A Jand,9fp/ent!J.
A 'ong.
Tie green waJtle

bird.
Pailoo, A 'poOl!.
Kulle, velaive, A large white Ipider,

wit" brown emd
white leg"

A ceremOll!J of lriI
.ring, &c. on a new
acquaintance.

Goomaa, A rat.
Agoota,oomoo, To put 'a tbi7IB in an

OtJen.
AnofJt!11.
A ptJtIl.
A door.
... large nick Uled III

a bar IHfhind tAe
door.

TIw paper mu1lJeNy
plmtt.

PlIlm, called Pan
dantU.

Maheena,
Teeleeamoo,
Fonoa bou,
Oobai,
Foolehaioo,

Koheeabo,

Oomoo,
Eadda. '
Mattabaa,
Togga,

Tangata, or tan-
gatta, A man.

Taheina, A c1lild.
Onne, onne, Wlaite ,and.
Pai, Ripe; old.



OF THE FRIENDLT ISLANDS.

EngliBb. Fritntdl!l Irlel. Eng\lRh.

Lai,..

Fofona,

MamllO,

Nafee, Daffle,

Bedjeeloa,

Namoogoo,

Fooa, rt!petded,
Boola,
Anoo, anoo,
Anga,
Haile,
Haile, foroo,
Adoo,
Geehea,
Tohagge,

Mattahoa,
Toooa,

Mamaha,

..4 crab, llIif,i Mule
clawi.

Fae, A ,ilter.
Makka fatoo, Coral rock.
Gailee, gailee, 1Jirl.
Maa, Clean.
Ma, tagge tagge, Let me look tit it.
Konna, Poi,on.
Fekaee, or .mat-

te, fekaee, Hungcl'.
Matte, fee see-

noo, Thirlt.
Aieenoo, To drink.
Awhaipne. Near at hQntf.
Monoo, An e.:cprelliorl qf

thank,.
Very Rnod.
Bo/h; we; 1HItIJ of

III.
A great mlmher.
SlIIallwhi/e lhelh.
To ,wim.
A man.
A knit!. .
A knife tIUJl ,AriU.
Gi"e it; to give.
Which, or wIuIt.
Let me· looltllt, or

He it.
A dink, or had

,mell.
Namoo, kakulla,A Iweet ,mell.
Boobooe, tabee, Salt.
Meeme, Urine.
Owo, OWO, owo. No, no, no.
Fohee, - To peel a plantain.
Ajeeneu, A vellel to pul drillk

~ in.
T8II!OOJ fe WOo Striking the cheelt,
~, on tM d4tIt4 nf

tlulir NlatifYIUI.

Coral rock "nler
water.

A Ipecie, ofdicintItJ.
Anezcellent root liA:e

apotlitoe.
A crackling raoiIe;

to craek, or mtrp.
The /arBell ,art tU

tree in tM Ulandl.
A mullet.
WIwle; lound; trut!;

fHllid•

Oohee,
Mawbahli,

Baa,

Tllifo/
Amou,

A Breat tJJ(I!I; tJiI
tanto

Meedje, meedje, To bid 011I of n
cocoa-nut.

Theface.
Ezcrelllent.
A lort qf 'P~per·

tree, the ,;uice 0/
which iI very
acrid.

A fine white ,ort qf
mat.

A heiNIe to ,Ieep in.
A 'quare honnet.
To give a LAing gra

ti9, or for frit!nd
,hip', MIte.

A ,ervant, or per,on
qf iqferior rank.

A chaiJenlzing 11lO
tion,11UUl4 6!1ltrilt-

• "" the lunltt on
the hend of the
oppOlite .MII.

Mabanga,
Maee1e,

TOOA. 0'
Tooaeea,

Fukkatooa,

Kotjee, .
~e,

Matta,
Ty, ",. Etall,
Faitannoo,

Bagooee,
VOL. Tn.

Abee,
Touaa,
Fukke, fety,

Xaeehya,orkaee-
baa, A t1def.

Fooloo, A quill.
M~ekllklt.. A. IJalut fIUIde nf

cocoa-nut fuwe,
and w1liU be4di.

A h,·other.
An odoriferoul

Ihruh, pltlflted
near the F!la
tooIuI.

To unfuld II pilJce
qf cloth. .

None.
To close, or ,hut;

a JH'rliIiMa or
,lrreen.

To draw lxJck a
curtain or ,kreen.

Aft, ..4 window; /wk.
.FC7DGOIt, _hOC',..4 land t!f IlItm'1M.
Taboe~ Not to touch a thing.
OcMllMe, 1M- A ,pecic, oj Ildwn,

moo, tflat 8 rol/1f f'km
tifuJIy 011 101M
tren.

For good and all;
Ct1rlfIinl!l'

...t priclt1!lltar jilA.
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Engli~h.

Fat, or lard of a
hog.

The lean part oj
meat.

A lridne!l'
The name of the

"okano on To
fooa.

Cold.
The going oIJout, or

tllcking of a .Mp.
To under,tand.
I do not unde"tinId
. !Iou.
Warm.
Last night.
The Southerl!lwind;

or afoul wind.
Looloo, To roll, as /I ,hip.'
Matangee, The wind.
Matangee anga, The East andNor'"

or matangetf wind, or a fai,.
leeoo. wind.

Amooee, or tao
mooree, From 6e!';nd.

Amooa, or tao
mooa, From before.

Ahaa,orkoehaa? For what reason?
Mohe fai? Where.halII.leep?
Koo mafoore, To lie along, or

!Jield, as a aMp
clOle hauled.

Palla, Rotten.
Elooa, Ahok.
Molle, or molle

molle, Smooth.
Keeai, A plant the!J make

fIIatI of; the cu/-
ti"atetU·/lnda"u.

Mangrove.
Seaweed.
A term qf friend

ship.
E.culent draetma
Don't speak;. hold

!lour tongue.' ,
Dreu~, cooked.
A measure.
Let me .ee it.
A JlOlIng girl; tI

dtmflhter.
Here.

Maranna,
Anapo,
Fakkahooa,

Tango laiee,
Reemoo,
Fety,

Jeejee,
Taboo laia,

Korooa,
Kolloreea,

Ongonna,
Kaee ongonna,

Moggocheea,
Hooa,

Haine,

Kanno, matte,

Friendl!l I,le••

Engago,

TooDoa,
Tohke,
Toohagge,
Taheine,

English.

Iambo,.
A ,hoal, or reef,

an which the ,ea
break,.

Kadjee,

Fatooree,
A faa,
Tonfarre,
Tongo,

Mooonga, '

Ooha,
Tooboo,
Tawagge, totto,

FriendJ!I Illes.

Feilaa too,

Faigeeaika,
Kakou,

Shainga (in the
language of
Feej~), No; there is none.

Fangoo, A .mall culilJa,h
•l,n].

Oore, oore, Black.
1.00100, An owl.
Murroo, Soft.
Faifuika, Hard.
Feengotta, A ,ort of ,hell.
Wouainee, I am here; i. e.

when called lipan.
Mahagge, fatoo, A drop,!I'
Goee enee, Near at hand.
Fukka, rna rooa, An arbOllr in which

the!l catch pige-
OJU, etc.

Thunder.
A .torm; lightning.
A be.om.
A wood, of which

bOWl are made.
Rain.
To grow.
The red-tailed tropic

bird.
There is no more;

or none.
Fanna, fanna, To wash the hands

before meals. _
MOlIn/ains; amoun

tain.
Low land.
A great man!l; an

endleu number.
Ogookaee, No; there is none.
Laia, or koelaia, Speech; words.
~o, An arrow.
Aieeboo, A "euel or dish.
Tooee, A club.
Feila, . To pull a rope.
Eevee, aai, A cheer in pulling a

rope.
Awordgiven ],!lone,

on pulling a rope,
and the relt re
peat Woa, as a
response.

Keeneeo,
Laoo allee,
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English. Friendly IIle,. English.

Noo,
Valla,

Mine; ofme.
A piece of C/oIh

worn round the
waist.

Doooyoo, a rna- A 'cmg infavour 0/
too, eeoee, a victor.

Mulloo, Serene ; ,ettled;
.nlOOth.

To umie a thing.
Come doWli beww.

Kaifoo.
Eafee,
MOll afai?
Afaia?
Cheefa,
Goee, goee,
Fotoohoa,
Ogoo,

Lelange,
Behange.
Foo,
HeevR,

Vaitte,
Moheefo,
Fetagee; malo-

whee, Tofight.
. Tao, A rpear.
Eenee, Now; immedintely.
Mamanna ; au Engaged; ccmlracl

manna manna ed to.
Fukka booakka, An epiJhet ofabrlle ;

contempt.
To fan, or coo/.
Certain great chieft,
Chiif.
A torn hole.
What iI.
T9 count, or reckon.
To give.
New; lately m"de.
Old; worn.
A ,cnlr plan/ain, by

being put under
ground.

A brownilh yellow.
To play on thejlute.
When do you go ?
How many?
A pearloyller.
A 'ow lkell.
A rock oy,tt!l'.
Of Jr.e; hewngilll

to me.
To "lake.
Let me ,ce it.
To bO;l.

A ,ong, with many
women .inging
dflferent kC!l"

Tile head.
To bathe.
Athreekernellednlil.
To know.
To 'queeze gently

with the hand,.
W/'"lIling.

Aloalo,
Tammaha.
Tamolao,
Mahae,
Goefai,
Laoo,
Manakko,
Fooo,

. Modooa,
Maa,

00100 pokko,
, Koukou,

Mabba,
Eelo,
Fotte, fotta,

Fangootooa,
G G 2

Baiahou,
Maea,
Otta,
Moho,
Maoo lillo,
Moanna,
Kae haia?

Vava tahee,
Feefy,

Swell of the 'ea.
A rope.
Raw; aI raw meat.
Meat well dreued.
Low land.
Deep water; ,ea.
Which iI it you

want?
Red coral.
A 1pt!Cie, of mi.

mOla.
Fatoo, The helly.
Mee mee, To ,uck bO'lIe'.
Meedje meedjee,To lUCk aI a chl7d.
Ooree, A rudder.
Tainga, A ,eed ofa plant.
Oolel teffee, Incilimu in the

fore,kin, which,
contracting, pre
vtmt it. cover-
ing t4e glalll.

To hide a thing.
A rilfIeT,/iIh.
W'"!e; !J.ellow.
Acrid; bitter.
To Ioolt for a thing

that i, lost.
Angry.
Yelterday.
Unknoum;ltrallge;

aI a IIrange mall.
To eat.
A Panama ,kell.
A ,ort of hammer

oyller.
Let it lie, or re

main.
What iI the name

of it. .
To unaerlland.
To holdfalt.
Lcmg.
To cut.
To break.
A ,on; a,brother.
Afig-tree.
Alit!.
Steep; high.
A Itrolte; ttl stme.
The brealtl.
Cold.
AdmirfltiOf!.

Vefoo,
Laira,
Heenaheena,
Feeoo,
Goomo,

Eeta,
Aneafee,
Gefai,

Fono,
Kailee tokee,
Toffe,

Toogoo,

Koehaa, hono,
hengoa,

Loee,
Booga,
Latoa, .
Kotjee,
Fatjee,
Folienna,
Matee,
Lohee,
Malo,
Patoo,
Hooho,
Mom«,Jqo,
SaiouhBl,
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BI1Jlish. English.

Foa,

Faio,

Tooo,

Moooee,
Olfa,

Taio offil,

Kafoo,

Toofatao,

Toofa,

Maeneene,
Hailulla,
Hooo,

the teeth on t4e
,ame oceanon.

Hagga tamga, A CUltom of thrult
ing a 'Pear into
their thig"'; alia
a mourning cere-
mfm!l.

ThrUlting a Ipt!IZr
into the lide, IUI

der the arm':fllts
011 the,e ocetUimu.

Tooengootoo, Doing the ,ame
through tJu: cheek,
into the mouth.

The garment they
commonJ!I wear.

A terTII of friend
,hip; as,

M!I friend, ] /JIll

glad to 'ee !Iou.
To divide or lhare

outfnod.
To tickle.
Sarcasma.
A wooden iiutrumnt

witk wkich tMy
clear awa!l grail
from their fem:.,.

The dawn, or dag
IJrealt.

Who iI it?
To go, or talte II

wa!l.
Mad.

bee
], it good, or had..
To "'ut, or clOle.
To heat, or Itrike.
Who, or where.
Ligkt.
.Ht:alI!J.
A cvttlejilk.
Wet; moid.

Abo,

Gooaa,
Avo,

Valle,
Lelaiee a

kovee,
Taboonee,
Taae,
Abae,
Mamaa,
MamaftB,
Faike,
Vai veegoo,

Alla,
WailR,
Pango,
Orlongaa,

Momoho,
Kolfe,

Monee,
Anga,
Lalfa,
Fooa,
Kokka,

Ogoohaika,

Maha,
Pagge,

Cbeeagge,

Faiee tamma,
Lalanga,
Vao,

Ripe.
Bamboo which they

beat with on the
ground. .

] ,a!l'
Hot.
Bad.
Thread of which

they make ,Reir
neil, or the pia"!.

Trutll.
A ,hal·k.
Ring-worm.
Fruit; flower.
A tree they ,lain

thelr cloth hrown
with,i.e. the hark.

Alive; life; ,oul;
God; or divine
,pirit.

A tree·with tke!Jer
rie, of wlUch they
nain their cbJth.

Who ,hall ] gille
thil to? Wio
Ilvlll ] help ?

Fi7lilhed; empt!l'
A little paddle they

ezercile with.
Small branched

coral.
To throw a thing

awa!l.
PregnalW!J.
To make.
..11 wild wicultilHlted

country.
Neeoo gools, CaUage tree.
Routte, HIhilCUI; ro'a n-

nenn..
A CUltom ofbeating

the head with .a
tooth till it hleedl

~heelee neefoo, A CUltom of beatinK

~ I
I

~........_------------------------_......



OF NOOTKA SOUND.

VOCABULARY OF THE LANGUAGE OF NOOTKA,
OR KING GEORGE's SOUND, APRIL, 1778.

Nootlra. English. NootitG. English.

To give; give me.
Friendship,friend.
To paint, or mark

with a pencil.
1'0 go away,. or 44

part.
To remain, or aiJicle.
AItoneweapon, with

, a square pC1ini.
A spear, pointed

with hone.
The wood oftM de.

pending pine.

A hatchet, or had.
ing tool.

Displeruure.

Suhyaik,

Task,·

Chauk,
Pacheetl, or

pachatl,
Haweelsth, or

hawalth,
Kleeseetl.

Eetche, or
abeesb,

Haoome, or
haooma,

Takho,
Food.
Bad. Thu i"on is

bad, takho,seeke-
maile.

I, me.
Broken.
(Speaking to one7

Friend; hark ye.
Klao appe, or Keep it; ]'11 not
klao,kave it.

Asko, Long, or large.
Iakooeshmaisb, Clothing in genertd.
Tahquoe, or A metal-hutton, Of

toohquoe, ear-ring. '
Wae,' (Calling to one, per-

haps) !Jou!
Weekeetateesb, Sparkling sand,

whick they
Iprinkltl on u..n,.
faces.

Water.

Chelle,
Kaeeo,
Aile, or alla,

Abeetnle,

Sheesookto,
Seeaik,

Chskeuk,

To eat, to ck~.

Wookhak,
Ma,ormaa,

Opulszthl, Tke sun.
Onulszthl, 'Tke moon.
Nas, or eenaeehl

nas, The sky.
Noohchai, A mountain, or kill.
Mooksee, Rocks, or the skore.
Tanass, or tanas, A man. '
Oonook, A song.
Eeneek,oreleek, Fire.
Nuhchee, or The land; a COUll.

nookchee, try.
KOllS6ama, The ground.
Mahtai, A llOUle.
Neit, or neet, 'A calldle, or lamp-

light.
Neetopok, . Tkesmokeofalamp.
Tassyai, A door.
Ai, and aio, Yes.
Wo,ok, or Wik, No.
Wik ait, None, not an!J.
Macook, To harter.
,Kat'eemai, or Give me Stmu1 more

kyomai, for it.
Kootche, or kot.

che, ,To paddle.
Aook, or chia

mi$,
Topalszthl, or

toopilszthl, The sea.
Oowhabbe, A padcll6.
Shapats, or sha-

pltz, orchapas,A canoe.
Tawailuck, White hugk beads.
SeekelBaile, Iron, or metql qfu:ny

sort.
Ahkoo, or abko, Tkis.
Kaa, Gr kaa Give it me, kt 1M

cheBe, look at it, or tnt·
amine it.

Will he not do it'
Take it.

GG ;}
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Xootlca. English. Noolita. Englilih.

Dead.
To lAoot utiJh a hour.
A. arrow.
A jiozex gflT7flelll,

W01'll a' t1Ieir COIN
man dreu.

.4 pIaix Venna 6kelJ.
A bag rattle.
A pUn bone poOl

jor "riltifeg uoJa
toitj.

A lHnkd OOU poial
jur ditlo.

BrllCdetl of tMile
bagle betMh.

TllDrrga of#itt 1D01'lI

ahouIt!Je.,,;u muI
lid.
~ of copper

wonI in t!Je eG1'.

To 'fICeM.
A comb.
SmolJjeal!Jera tMic.4

t!'e!lltrew OK tIHN
Aeatu.

Twilled tltortgl mul
ftflelU', WOrK alHnU
their anlcle,.

yem. u,uler tllt-Mix.
The ditt.
Pain.
To aleep.
To breatlle, 01' pall"
To weep.
.4 lIy.
,Tofty.

Cheeeeakis,
Tchoo,

Snow, or "ail.
To whiatle.
Toyaum.
Aninltrumen/ojtw"

Iliek, atandilt&
from each otMr
wiJh barl».

A ,car oj a wownd.
T"row it down. or

to ITU!.

Cheetkoohekai, .4 woodCllinatrummt
or Cheetkoaik, wiJ" mflfty bone

. ieel", to calc"
Il1ltUt.fUh wit".

Wamuhte,

laiopox,

Neeaksheetl,
SuchkllJ,
Seehl,

Kaheita.

Cheetakulhei
wha,

MiUemulszath,

Heshcheeoe,
Koohminne,
Akeeuk,

Kahsheet.l,
Klee.;hsheetl,
Tseehatte,
Kat.~hak,

Kutseeoataia,
Tookquuk,
Muszthsle,
Waeetch,
Siksaimahn,
Tuhsheetl,
Matskoot,
Matook,
Kooees, 01'

quoees,
Aopk, .

. Asheeaiksheetl,
Elsthlticek,

To drink.
A tree, (J wood.
A broad leaf, a"ruh,

or underwood.
YariegaledpiTU!; ail-

fJn' pme. .
The depending pine,

or c!l1"eu.
The Canadian pine.
Go.
A l'inetop.
TIe liltk cloak tJuJt

dey_.
A bear'a aIciL
Mucin.
A fDOOtlCfl ~ tJtey

/wid Im1lBa ire.

To run.
To dme or beat.
To throw a done.
To NIh, or ,harpen

metal.
To cleave, or lime

hard.
. II nnaJl li/iaceoUl

root w"ich t!Jey eat.
Fur '!f a ,ea otter.
T!Jeir llJrgeit,/iii/ins

"oole,.
.4 bow.

Coarae nuda '!fwit.
Aninatrumentofbone

to beat baric.
Chapiu koole, Tire model of a

canoe.
Klapatuketeel, A bag made '!f 1IIai.
Tahmi., To apit; apitlle.
WBlukaheet, To coug".
Poop, . Common mou.
Okumha, The wind.
Chutzquabeel8l, A~ f1rtJde '!f aeal

akin.
Konneeemis, A kind oflea weed.
QuaookJ, 01'

tookpeetI, To ~it down.
Klukeelzthl, or

quoeellzthl, To rUe up.
TlIOOkeeats, To foalk.
Kummutch-

chutI,
Klutsklaee,
Tee&hcheetl,
Teelszthtee,

B',lejek.1 or
alaibluth,

Eesee,

Tlook)

Mahkatte.

Eumahtame.
Cheemaine,

Moostlltte,

Tohumbeet,

Atlieu,

Koeeklipt,
Cho,
Sateu,
K1eeteenck,

Lubbeet, or
luksheetl,

Soochis,
Haieeaipt,
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Nuotka. English. Nootka. English.

Klaiwahmiss,
Mollstbapait,
Taeeteha,

Klaklasm,
Ko,

Kishkilltup,

Issell,
Waoshee,

Kookelixo,
Nateha.
Klihkleek,

What is your namfi?
What 4s hi, name'
What is the name of

that?
A wooden ,abre.
A hone weapon like

the Patoo.
AjilBjin; the hand.
Afilh tail.
rAe hoof ofan mli

moJo
A bracelet.
An article, to giIJe

Itrength. of eor
prellion to ano
tw word.

Nahei, ornaheis, FriemUhip.
Teelsthoop, A largecuttlefilh.
Paehas, He gatJe it me.
Quaeeaitsaalc, Ayellow,or redfoz.
Atehakoe, A limpet.
Aheita, A ,weet fern root

they eat.
Thel trawherry

plan!
A narrslJ) . au that

grow,omk rock,.
A cloud.
Afeatker.
Full, ,atuJit!d with

eating.

Tseeapoox,

Maalszthl,
Jakops,
Kolslieetl, or

Koisheat,
Aehatla, or

Aebaklak,
Aehatlaba,
Akassbeha, or

akasscbe,
Haismussik,
Maeetsalulstbl,

Summeto,

Pine bal·k.
Wild cat ,kin (lynx

bruooeus).
Chastimmetz, A COlllmon, alld aI,o

pine martin.
Ookoomillszthl, A little, round,

wooden cup.
Kooomitz, A human ,kull.
Keehlwahmoot, A ,kin bladder IIIcd

infillling.
A conic cap made oj

mat, worn on the
head.

A ,quirrel; the!!
aho called a rat
by this Rame.

A deer', horn.
A 7IIan,' or male.
To lUI' with a

spoon.

A,eal,kin.
Let me lee it.
A kind oj haddock, Akhmupt.

ofa rt!ddjsh brown
colour.

Aeea, A lardine.
Koeetsak, A wolf-lkin drelS.
Keepsleetokszl, A wool/fn garment.

G G 4

Hookooma,

Oukkooma,

A knUe.
Afilking lIet.
A Itranger.
Fish roe ,trewedup

on pine branche,
and 'ea weed.-

Kaatl, GiveillC.
Hooksquabool- A whale karpuon

8thl, and rope.
Komook, ChimoJra monstrosa.
Quotluk,orquot-

lukae, .4 ,ea otter'I ,kin.
Maaseoulsthl, An oblong wooden

weapon, two feet
long.

A wooden mtUk of
the human face.

Kamaisthlik,

Klubmiss,

Klahma,

Kotyook, or
hotyok,

See-eema.
Weeos,
Quahmiss,

Klaamoo,

Tooquaeumil
sthl,

Cha,
8ooma,

Seetsaeoouk,
Heeeai, or

Heeeee,
Klapissime,
Owatinoe,

Kaenoe, or Koe-
. oai, .4 crow, a bird.

Keesapa, .4 jiJl; a white
bream.

.4 brt!am Itript!d with
blue and gold c()oo
louri.

Taaweesh, or .4 ,tone we~, or .
Tsuskeeah, tomahawk, with

a wooden handk.
A kind of mart!, to

catch filh or otJu:r
animaU with.

Wingft!atJu:r, of a
red bird.

Allger; ,coIding.
A brown ,treaked

make.
A racoon.
A white-headed

eagle.
Train ou; a bladder

.filled with it.
Large' carvt!d

wooden face,.
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Engli.h. English.
F/tuen dUff, of

wmeh tJu:!J make
their garment,.

An e.rprel&Um tf
approbation, or
friendship.

Troughs out of
which tJu:y eat.

A twig balket.
The roofofa hOUle ;

boardl.
Nettle,.
A wooden stage, or

frame, on whicA
the.l"" roe is
dried.

.If willie of bark for
falteni7IB platik,.

A eireular hole tJuzt
,erves 'II • win
dow.

Large plank" of
tohicA tllrir 1wHI#.
are built.

Straw.
A ehed, or larg~

boz.
A square woodna

bueket, to "aIa
water.

A 'quare IIXHIdm
drinking eup. _

A WOOdell wedge.
A large ehed.
A board UJ Icrceelea

when theypMlSk.
A framc of IlJUllrr

poles.
Ajilh.
The particular

names of two of
the lIJon1troIU
imtJRc, ctdltHl
Klumma.

To go that way.
What doe, h~ ,",'
The oval part oj (#

whale dart.
To ~teal. -
To break.
To pliO.
A general,""tP
You.
Thanh,

Klennut,
Kolkolsainum,
K lieutsunnim.

Tseelszthook,

Aminulsttb,
Natcbkoa and

Mlltseeta.

Matlieu,

Houa,
Achichil.
Aeek.

Wakash.

Chaipma.
Haquanuk,

Chahkots,

Neetsoanimme,

Nahass.

Kullekeeo,

Aptsheetl,
Quoeeup,
Uhshsapai.
Tseeb.\a"
Apte,,'"1 QPPe,
Kai,

Kaots,
Sllook,

Eilszthmukt,
KOleklass, .

Nooilta.
Aszlimupt, or

ulszlhlmipt,

Aporpoile.
A small brown .pot

tedeod.

MOQwatc:he,

Eissuk,

Mamat,

l'eehsheetl,
Ooolszth,
Saeemitz,

Klumma,

Klaokotl,
Pallszthpatl,
Eineetl,

Aiahtoop. a,.
aiahtoopib,

Toshko,

Seeta,

Kaaitz,

C1lookwak.
Killosasht.
Keetsma,
Mikeellzyth,
Cbe~eeekarnil

zsth,
Kakkumipt,

Seeweebt,
Kaweebt,
Kleehseep,

A aeeklaee of small
volute shells.

Tahooquossim, A earved human
head af wood. de
corated 1Oit/. hair.

A carved woodell
vizor,likethehead
of a Quebrenta
hlllls.os.

A black linnet, with
a white bill.

Gille me ,ometlling.
Glimmer Csheet).
The nametheyapply

to a goat; proba
hly of a deer.

The tail of an am-
mal. .

To kill.
A sa"d piper.
Chequered draw

haskel'. .
To go up, or awa.Y.
Smoked herril'f,s.
PuneturafiQn.
To fasten, DC tie B

thing.
White heads.
A 'ea weed,orgras,

on which they
,trewjUk roe.

A sort ofleek; alli-
um triquetrum.

KiIltskUfihilzsth, To tear a thing.
Mitzsleo, A knot.
Mamakeeo, To tie a knot.
Kluksilzsth, To loosen, or untie.
Klakaikom, The leaf ofa plant.
S8$inne, or sasin, A hummiNg bird.
Koohqooppa. A granulated lily

.root they eat.
Alder tree.
Raspberry hum.
The .flower of a

plant.
Large wooden

images placed at
one end of their
haUle,.
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Nootja. Engtish. Nootka. English.

Kotl,
Punibpunih,

The ringfi~er.
The little finger.

TAe cheek.
The chin.
TAebeard.
T4eneck.
TJIe throat.
Theface.
The lip,.

Me; I.
A black besting

,tone.
Nootka, The name of the

ba!l or ,ound.
Yatseenequoppe,1
Kakallakeehee- The name' of

look, three men.
Nololokum,
Satsuhcheek, The name of II w0-

man.

NAMES OF DIFFERENT PARTS

OF THE BODY.
Oooomitz, The heOO.
Apsoop, TIte Jlair of the

JIead.
Uhpeukel, or u~

uppea, The forehead.
Cheecheetsh, . The teeth.
Choop, T.6e tOf/Buc.
Kussee,orkassee, Tie eye.
Neets, The nll,e.
Papai, The ear.

Aanuss,
Eehtblux, •
Apuxim,
Tseekoomitz,
Seekutz,
Eslulszth,
Eethluxooth,
Klooshkooah,

kIah, tamai, The noliriJl.
Aeetchse, TIlt! eye-brow.
Aapso, TAe arm.
Aapsoonilk, The ar:m~t.

Eneema, TAe nipple.
Kooquainux, or
Kooquainuxoo, TAefinger,.

Chushchuh, Nail of the finger.
Kleashklinne, The tJligJil and leg••
Klahtimme, The foot.
Aiahkomeetz, The thuml.
Kopeeak, Theforefinger.
Taeeai, The middlefinger.
Oatso, or

akkukluc,
Kasleka,

VOCABULARY 01' THE LANGUAGE OF ATOOI, ONE OF

THE SANDWICH ISLANDS, JANUABY, 1778.

Ooma ooma, The b,·efllt.
HeoD, The nipple.
Peeto; Tile naoel.
a-hll8, TIte thigh.
He, wawy, The leg.
Eroui, Wait a litt/e.
Areea, Wait a little.
Myao, Fifll{er andtoertIIiIA.
Eeno,. B.d.
Hootee, hootee. To pluck up, or nI..
Tooanna, A brother.
Teina, A !l0unger broth".
Otooma heella. A man', name.
Nanna, Let me ,ee it.
Noh., To lit.
Hoe, Togo

Ai'Im.

Te&ma.
Mahaia,
Aorre, Itr Aoe,
He oho,
E poo,
Papaiee BOO,
Heraee,
Matta,
P~areenga,
Hareea,
:!eeheu,
Oome oome,
Haire,
Erawba,
Aee,
Poheeve,

English.

WJlere.
Ditto.
N.o.
ne Jlair.
The hetJtl.
7le ear.
The foreJlead.
7le eye..
TAe cheek.
FUh.
Tlle_.
The beard.
Togo.
T.ar, ofjO!l'
The neck.

. TAt! ilMrt.

.AJooi. English.
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A~ooj. English. Atoui. English.

Noona,
Tnpaia,

Poore,
Tahouna,
Atee,
Meeme,
Ehaia,
Poota,
Mao,
Mareira,
E~,

Eva~
Touroonoa,
M} ty,
Aieeboo,

Ahewaite,
Opoore,

Taee,
Evy,
Aiva,
Eerotto,
Owyte eree,

Worero,
Aeenoo,
Tehaia, oroos,
Ou,

Eunai,
Pororee,
Hereema,
Meere, meere,

Ahove.
To ahide; to keep

or reltrain from
going.

Apra,ljer.
A pried.
Tofetch, or bring.
To make roater.
Where.
A hole.
That lOa!!.
Thil place.
There.
A canoe.
A lIIan', name.
I.et me look•
A fJellel of gourd

thell.
.iWull," cretact:IU.
Spanu pan," puc-

tat"..
The lea.
Frelh water.
A harbour.
Within, into.
What iI the clziefl

name?
Toneoneo, A chief'l name.
Motoo, To tear, or break.
Toe, A done athe;
Vaheeo, Let it lie, or remain.
Haieehe, A barbed dart.
Hooroo manoo, Birdl' feat¥rl.
l\IotO!), An illmul.
Hamoea, A ceremon!! ofclap-

ping the 1umdI to
the head, and
proltrating tne-
lelfJel to the cMlj.

Loll; Ilole.
To drink.
Where are!Iou?
I, first person sin-

gular.
Here; at thil place.
Hunger; hungr!!.
A 'Pecicl of Sida. .
To look at, or be-

hold.
Moa, _A fowl.
Manoo, A bird.
Dirro, Below.
Modooa, tllJlJle, Father.

To come.
Fetch it here.
We, first person

plural.
A rope.
Breadfruit.
DraCtlmD.
J'irginian Aruln.
Dead.
In a Ihort time;

prell!fltly.
Perhapl.
Yel.
Done; tB all end.
To unfold.

bar-

Hooarra,
E Taeeai,
Waheine,
Teeorre,

He, aieeree,
Ma, ty ty,

Tommomy,
Erooi,
Too,
Maa mona,

Tooharre,
Maton,

My, ty,
Otaeaio,
Temrotoa,
Oome,
Poe,
Oohe,
Booo,
Eeneeoo,
Ono,
Eetee,

Sweet polatoel.
Calling t2 one.
A woman.
To throw awa!! a

thing.
The lkin.
To look at, or Iur-

ve!! a thing.
Come kere.
To retch, to puke.
Sugar cane.
Sweet or· lavour,lj

food.
To 'Pit.
I, first person sin
. gular.
Good.

l Namel oftwo chiefl.

A great number.
Taro pudding.
Yaml.
.illzog.
Cocoa nutl.
To underltand.
To underlland, or

know.
Otae, A man',1I4Ime.
Maonna, Full, Iatilfted with

eating.
Owytooehainoa, What iI!!"ur 1IlIme?
Tanata, A man.
Tangata, Ditto.
Pahoo, A drulll.
Eboora, A kind of dance. -
Maro, A narrow Itripe of

cloth the!J wear.
Hoemy;

remy,
Eroemy,
Taooo,

Toura,
Ooroo,
Etee,
Appe,
Matte,
Aoonai,

Paha,
Ai,
Ateera,
Hevaite,
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Atoui. English. Atooi. English.

Taa,

Epoo,

Matou,

Heoudoo,

Eappanai,

Eeorre,.
Ehooo,

Eou,
Tearre,

Ottahoinoo,
Epappa,

Eoonotaine,

Tooraipe,

Poota paire,

MorindtJ citrifolia. 
Small twig t!Jing' in

a bur!Jing-ground.
A hOUle, or hut,

where the!J bury
their dead.

Wooden image, in Ii
bur!Ji"ll.hOUle.

A kind ofhead-dreu,
or helDlet on an
image.

Eahoi, Hire. _
Pohootoo noa, A creallJ-COloured

whet-ltone.
A diltrict at the

weltern part of
tlae ille.

A ,kort clo.k oj
black and white
feather,. I

One article,or thi"l{.
A board Uled to

,wim fI11on•
Oneete, A kind r!f cloth.
Heorro taire, A Imail,carlet bird,

or merop"carr.
tina.

An interjection of
admiration.

A bracelet ofIJ ringle
dell.

To,wi7ll.
GlJrdenitJ, or Cape

Jrumine.
A rejulal; I will

not do it, or take .
toot for tlail.

A rtJt.
A gim/Jlet, or mI!J

imtrument to bore
with.

Epaoo. or ooapa, There iI no more;
it iI done, or ji
nuhed.

A particular ,art of
jilh-hoolt. .

Eraboi, dehoi, Thin; as, thin cloth,
board, <te.

Pattahaee, or he A ,ort of1/tulical in-
roni, 'trumentor rattle,

ornamented with
redfeather,.

A p~ume offeather.
! the!J wear.

Hemanaa,

None,
Hereanee,

JIeroo8Ooo,

"VoMer.
PlelJlant; agree

- able.
The ,un.
The ,k!J'
TO-Inorrow.
A ,mall rope.
There; that wa!J.
Throw it here.
Mm:/ll Pap!Jrif.

• To ,leep.
I.arge.
TO!Jawn.
When; at what

ti7lle.
To uncover and UII-

do a thing.
A l1Iuzll·ltrauo rope.
What ;, th;, 11
Plantaim.
Ripe; as ripefruM.

. Cold.
The wind.
To rile fI11.
To go there.
Togifle.
Kight.
Evening.
Redfeat/um.
A prelent of cloth.
A place on which
-fruit ;, laid III all

offering to God.
A 'quare pile of

wicker work, or
religioul obelilk.

A hutying·grcnmd.
The imide of a b'w.

tying ground.
A hOUie.
A drum hou,e in a

.hwying.grou'fld•.
A walJ, the wall oj

Q bur!Jing-ground.
A none ,et up in IJ

bur!Jing ground
COlIIecTated to the
DeiI!J.

A god.
The nan/e oj the god

<if the place we
were at.

Hereeere,
Eteepappa,

Harre,
Harre pahoo,

Heileene,

Henan8Ooo,

Hai, raa,
Hairanee,
Abobo,
Hesho,
Tereira,
Pymy,
Ewououtte,
Moe,
Nooe,
Poowha,
Ahaia,

Wehai,

Eatooa,
Tangaroll,

Heho,

Tooto,
Eaha, nai,
Maeea,
Parra,
Toe, toe,
Matanee,
Etoo,
Hairetoo,
Hoatoo,
Eeapo, 
Eahoiahoi,
Oora,
Teehe,
Herairemy,

Modooa, wa
heine,

Naiwe, nawie,
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Patae,

ileAG,

Etooo,

Maooa,

Numernll to Tm, al at Otaheite.

Atooi. English.

Aheia, A round peaNlMil.
Teanoo, The cold al'iri"8

from being ill 1M
water.

Tamrnata, The ,ense oftQlte.
Ootoo, A lowe.
Ehone, To salute by anN.'1-

ing one nou to tile
other. Ehogge at
New Zealand,
and Ehoe at Ota-
lutite.

My, A lore ofanylrifrd.
Oura, or ouraa, Cured; recovered;

alive; welt.
Mango, A Iharlt.
Te and he, The.
Heneeoohe, An ililtrummt IIIQde

of a ,nar'''' tootA
jized on a wootkn
handle, tocrd with.

Eea, An a:!i::::t, (II at
Ot " to gifle
Itrength to an
ezpreuion.

Paoo roa, Qllitedone ; jinilht!fl.
Ee, At.
Taira, That; the other.
Ahoo aura, Red cloth.
Henar", AJl!J.
Ehateinoa, What u the name

Heweereweere,
of that'!

A" outrigger of a.
canoe.

Mawaihe, The lail of a c~.
Eheoo, The mtUt ofa ca/IOC.
Hetoa, The yard of a ,ail..
Oeamog, Fast; lecure ;

lound; wkole.
Hono, To go.; to move.
Matou, Fear•.
Pooa, An arrow.
Tecto, A bow.
Epaee, Wooden bflfDh made

from the Etooo.
Ohe, Bamboo.
Henaroo, The swell of the 'ea.
Motoo, Land.
Ehetoo, Altar.
Marama, TlIemoon.
Ouameeta, A man',_e.·

Whatte,
Oeea,
Heoreeoree,
Paraoo,
Apooava,

Maheine,
Horny,
Moena, or rnQ-

engs, A mat to ,le~ 011.

Eeno, An adjunct, when
they ezprell a1l!J
thing good,t"ough
by itself it rigni
niel bad. ThUl
they say, Erawha
eeno, good greet
ing, as the Ot..
keiteanl lay,
Ehoa eeno, 0" my
goodfriend.

Taboo. at' ..roo, Any thing not to be
touched, as being
forbid. This u
an ezample that
Ihowl the tf'fl1II
mutation of the
H, F, and B.
into each other.
Thu· at Otalleite
yams are oohe, at
Tonga oofe, at
New Cakdonia
0000, nnd here

.talloo u tafoo.
I, first person sin.

gular.
Little rods, trbout

firefeet 107!8,with
a tuft of hair on
the small nul.

&it.

Alooi.

The Cordia leiIer-
tina.

To break.
Yel; it U 10.

A long.
A wooden bowl.
A Ihallow woodm

duh they drinlt
aoo out of.

Etoobe, toohee, A particular lort of
cloth.

Ootee, or otee,
otee, To cld.

Pappaneehea- A wooden illltru-
mano, ment be,et with

,harlt', teeth, wed
to cut up thole
theyltilt.

A wife.
Give me.

•
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T ABLE to show the affinity between the LANGUAGES spoken at:
. OOlol'ALASHKA and NoRTON SOUND, and those sf the GREKN-

LANDERS and ESQuIMAux.

Gre~alld

English. Ooenaltuhka; Norton Sound. from ElfjUimaUJo
ICrantr..

A man, Chengan Angut
A woman, Anagogenach
The head, Kameak Ne-aw·coclt
The hair, Emelach Nooit New-rock
The f!!Ie brow, Kamlik Kameluk Coup-loot
The e!je, Dhac Eo~a Ehich
The nOle, Aoosche Ng a Criog-yauk
The c!wek, Oolooeik Oollooak Ou-Iu-uck·cur
The ear, Tootooah Shudeka Se-u·teck
Thll/ip, Adhee Hashlaw
The teeth, Agaloo
Tilt! tongue, Agonoc

OoneiThe heard, Eogelagoong
The chin, Ismaloch Tam uk Taplou
The neck, Ooioc Coon-e-soke
The hremt, Shimsen Suck-"uck
The arm, Toolak Dallek Telluck
The hand, Kedhachoooge Aiiltlet Alguit
Thefinger, .A.tooch
Tile naill, Cagelch Shetooe-
The thigh, Cachemac Kookdoshac
The leg, Ketac KaiJaiuk Ki-naw-auk
Thefoot, Ooleac .Etscheak E-te-ket
The lun, Agadac Maje Suck-ki-nuch
The moon, Toogedha Tac-eock
The 11cy, Eoacac
A cloud, Aiengich
The wind, CBitchee
The ,ea, Alaooch EmBi Ut.-koo-tuk-lea
Watn, Tangch Mooe
Fire, Keiganach ....- E-ko·ma
Wood, Hearach
A !mife, Kamelac
A lwr.ue, Oofac

~
Tope-uck

A CQftOfI, Eakeac Caiac oak Kirock
A paddle, Chasec Pangehon Pautik Pow
Iron, Comeleuch Shawik Shaveck
A how; Seiech - Petick lie
Arrow" Agadho.k: . - Caukjuck
Dart" O~alook Aglikak

•
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Greenlqnd
English. OonaltuJlka. Norton Sound. from E,quimaur.

OOcbtae
Crantz•

~h-lioo""
o. Net Ena Nag

YC6, or !lea. Ah Eh IIHs.~
One, Taradae Adowjak Atto Attouset
TWIJ, Alae Aiba ArIak . Mardlui-'

I
7%_. Canoogn Pingashook Pingajuah Pingaaut
Four, Seehn Shetamik Sissamat Sissamat·
FifIe, Chang Dallamik Tellimat Tellimat
Biz. Atoo In countiRg more Arbanget

St:f1C7I, 00100 than fire the!J .!Arbanget
repeat tile 6ame Attausek

.. EigAt.. Kamehillg worth 0fIe1' agllin. r-- ~ng.mard-

r •. Ii. -
N"me, Seehing :.-- Kollio'illoef
Ten. Hase Kollit.

" .
..;-~.

•

•

•
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[Toftu the ltuIpap t/VOL VIL]

and 'derived from UJat spoken 'on the Continent of Asia,

I~

, according to the lengitudiJaa1 situation of tb. several placet,
to separate the Article from th'\ NlIUleral.]

lilalay.,
Nam and Anam.
Toojoo.
Delapan.
Sambelan.
Sapooloo.

orster's Ob_tiofll, p. 284.

Sigi
Lorou
Tullu
Pappat 
Limo
Nunnam
Petu
Wolo
Songo
&poulo
Sir Jost!J.'h Banks,

Cook's Voyages,
Vol, ii. p. 348•.

Xt. XII.
Tagales <ifLeuco- Pampangos, or
ma, or MznUla. • PhiliP1Me.
Ysa -~ ·Iss, Metong -
Dalava,~a1ova Ad-dua ,
Tatl, ur ytlo - At-Io
Apat Apet
Lima Limll
Anim Anam
Pito Pitu.

- Valo. - Valo
Siyadl. Siam
Polo and Poba Apalo
Forster's Qbserv. Forster's Ob_
a/ions, p.284. a/ions, p. 284.

';{III.

.1IIiftdanao.

Isa
Daua
Tulu

·Apat
Lima
Allom
Petoo

• Walu
Beaow
Sanpoolu
Forest's Voyage,

p.599.

XXIIL XXIV. XXV.

Malicolo. Tannl" • Tanna•

.T..ee Kaee • Ret Tee ~Ree Dee
E-Ry Car Roo KaRoo
E-Rei KaHar Ka liar
E-Bats Ka Fa Kai Phar
E-Reem Xa RirrGIll - K'Reerum

Cook, end of
Vol.iv.

Eorsler, p. ::?H. Cook, end of
Vol.iv.

VVI.

New Zealarui.

TahaiR.
Torou
Ha
Rema
Dna
Etu
Warau
Iva
Anga Hourou
1.ieut. Cook,1770.

Vol.ii. p.61.

XXXVI. XXXVII. X XXVIII_ XXXIX.

Do Nal:eo

Marqu;sas.

Do Dahai
Do Hooa
Do Dooo
Do Ha
Do Heema
Do Na
Do Hiddoo
Do Wahoo
Do Heem' -

Marquisa•.

"A Tahaee
A 008
A Toroa
A Faa
A Aeema
A Ono

, A Wheeteo
, A'VaooI A Eeva

I
,{ Whallnahoo, and}

Whannahooee.

"

Cook, fnd of
Vol.iv.
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Easter Island.

Kat Tahaee
Rooa
Toroo
Haa, and Fa 
Relma
Honoo . 
Heedoo
V'nroo
Hena

. {Atta Hemeo }
Anna Hooroo

Fot'Stcr's ObSClV- Cook, (nd of
al;ot/s. p.284. Vol, iv.

Easter Islancl.

Ko Tallai
Reaa
Toroo
Haa
ReED' a
HellO
Hiddoo
Varoo
Hce\'a

Ana Hoorao' :

Furs/er's Observ
a/iam, p. 284.




